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Any Questions?

!! ……otherwise we can avoid all these 11am meetingsotherwise we can avoid all these 11am meetings!!



DC-II (=DC-I++) :- Contents

"" The Telephone Net (well its been around 100 years, so there must be some lessons in it)The Telephone Net (well its been around 100 years, so there must be some lessons in it)

"" The Internet (about 25 years old, and looking decidedly The Internet (about 25 years old, and looking decidedly shakeyshakey))

"" Asyncronous Asyncronous Transfer Mode (a failed, but bold attempt to mix Transfer Mode (a failed, but bold attempt to mix Telepone Telepone and Internet)and Internet)

"" Classic Simplistic Model of Modular Functionality for CommunicationsClassic Simplistic Model of Modular Functionality for Communications

"" Some Systems Design Paradigms, often orthogonal to LayersSome Systems Design Paradigms, often orthogonal to Layers

"" Naming and Addressing, i.e. who is where?Naming and Addressing, i.e. who is where?

"" A List of common protocols - see if you can spot design patterns?A List of common protocols - see if you can spot design patterns?

"" Some Mapping onto implementation for CSSome Mapping onto implementation for CS

"" Routing - How many ways can we get from A to B?Routing - How many ways can we get from A to B?

"" Error Control - what do we do when things go wrong?Error Control - what do we do when things go wrong?

"" Flow Control - stemming the floodFlow Control - stemming the flood



DCII Contents continued…

"" Shared Media Networks (Ether/Radio etc) - some special problemsShared Media Networks (Ether/Radio etc) - some special problems

"" Switched Networks - What does a switch do and how?Switched Networks - What does a switch do and how?

"" Integrated Service Packet Networks for IPIntegrated Service Packet Networks for IP

"" APIs to Quality of ServiceAPIs to Quality of Service

"" Scheduling and Queue Management Algorithms for packet forwardiScheduling and Queue Management Algorithms for packet forwardingng

"" What about routing with What about routing with QoSQoS

"" The Big Picture for The Big Picture for manageing manageing traffictraffic

"" Economics, Policy and a little MPLSEconomics, Policy and a little MPLS



The Telephone Network

An Engineering Approach to Computer NetworkingAn Engineering Approach to Computer Networking



Is it a computer network?

!! Specialized to carry voiceSpecialized to carry voice

!! Also carriesAlso carries

"" telemetrytelemetry

"" videovideo

"" faxfax

"" modem callsmodem calls

!! Internally, uses digital Internally, uses digital samplessamples

!! Switches and switch controllers are special purpose computersSwitches and switch controllers are special purpose computers

!! Principles in its design apply to more general computerPrinciples in its design apply to more general computer

networksnetworks



Concepts

!! Single basic service: two-way voiceSingle basic service: two-way voice

"" low end-to-end delaylow end-to-end delay

"" guarantee that an accepted call will run to completionguarantee that an accepted call will run to completion

!! Endpoints connected by a Endpoints connected by a circuitcircuit

"" like an electrical circuitlike an electrical circuit

"" signals flow both ways (signals flow both ways (full duplexfull duplex))

"" associated with bandwidth and buffer associated with bandwidth and buffer resourcesresources



The big picture

!! Fully connected coreFully connected core

"" simple routingsimple routing

"" telephone number is a hint about how to route a calltelephone number is a hint about how to route a call

## but not for 800/888/700/900 numbersbut not for 800/888/700/900 numbers

"" hierarchically allocated telephone number spacehierarchically allocated telephone number space



The pieces

1. End systems1. End systems

2. Transmission2. Transmission

3. Switching3. Switching

4. Signaling4. Signaling



1. End-systems

!! TransducersTransducers

"" key to carrying voice on wireskey to carrying voice on wires

!! DialerDialer

!! RingerRinger

!! SwitchhookSwitchhook



Sidetone

!! Transmission circuit needs two wiresTransmission circuit needs two wires

!! And so does reception circuitAnd so does reception circuit

!! => 4 wires from every central office to home=> 4 wires from every central office to home

!! Can we do better?Can we do better?

!! Use Use samesame pair of wires for both transmission and reception pair of wires for both transmission and reception

!! Cancel out what is being saidCancel out what is being said

!! Ergonomics: leave in a littleErgonomics: leave in a little

"" sidetonesidetone

"" unavoidableunavoidable



Echo

!! Shared wires => received signal is also transmittedShared wires => received signal is also transmitted

!! And not completely cancelled out!And not completely cancelled out!

!! Leads to echo (why?)Leads to echo (why?)

!! OK for short-distance callsOK for short-distance calls

!! For long distance calls, need to put in echo chancellors (why?)For long distance calls, need to put in echo chancellors (why?)

!! ExpensiveExpensive

!! LessonLesson

"" keep end-to-end delays as short as possiblekeep end-to-end delays as short as possible



Dialing

!! PulsePulse

"" sends a pulse per digitsends a pulse per digit

"" collected by central officecollected by central office

!! ToneTone

"" key press (feep) sends a pair of tones = digitkey press (feep) sends a pair of tones = digit

"" also called Dual Tone Mutifrequency (DTMF)also called Dual Tone Mutifrequency (DTMF)



2. Transmission

!! Link characteristicsLink characteristics

"" information carrying capacity (bandwidth)information carrying capacity (bandwidth)

## information sent as information sent as symbolssymbols

## 1 symbol >= 1 bit1 symbol >= 1 bit

"" propagation delaypropagation delay

## time for electromagnetic signal to reach other endtime for electromagnetic signal to reach other end

## light travels at 0.7c in fiber ~8 microseconds/milelight travels at 0.7c in fiber ~8 microseconds/mile

## NY to SF => 20 ms; NY to London => 27 msNY to SF => 20 ms; NY to London => 27 ms

"" attenuationattenuation

## degradation in signal quality with distancedegradation in signal quality with distance

## long lines need regeneratorslong lines need regenerators

## optical amplifiers are hereoptical amplifiers are here



Transmission: Multiplexing

!! Trunks Trunks  between central offices carry hundreds of conversations between central offices carry hundreds of conversations

!! CanCan!!t run thick bundles!t run thick bundles!

!! Instead, send many calls on the same wireInstead, send many calls on the same wire

"" multiplexingmultiplexing

!! Analog multiplexingAnalog multiplexing

"" bandlimit call to 3.4 KHz and frequency shift onto higher bandwidthbandlimit call to 3.4 KHz and frequency shift onto higher bandwidth

trunktrunk

"" obsoleteobsolete

!! Digital multiplexingDigital multiplexing

"" first convert voice to first convert voice to samplessamples

"" 1 sample = 8 bits of voice1 sample = 8 bits of voice

"" 8000 samples/sec => call = 64 Kbps8000 samples/sec => call = 64 Kbps



Transmission: Digital multiplexing

!! How to choose a sample?How to choose a sample?

"" 256 256 quantization levelsquantization levels

## logarithmically spaced (why?0logarithmically spaced (why?0

## sample value = amplitude of nearest quantization levelsample value = amplitude of nearest quantization level

"" two choices of levels (mu law and A law)two choices of levels (mu law and A law)

!! Time division multiplexingTime division multiplexing

"" trunk carries bits at a faster bit rate than inputstrunk carries bits at a faster bit rate than inputs

"" n n input streams, each with a 1-byte bufferinput streams, each with a 1-byte buffer

"" output interleaves samplesoutput interleaves samples

"" need to serve all inputs in the time it takes one sample to arriveneed to serve all inputs in the time it takes one sample to arrive

"" => output runs => output runs nn times faster than input times faster than input

"" overheadoverhead bits mark end of  bits mark end of frameframe (why?)



Transmission: Multiplexing

!! Multiplexed trunks can be multiplexed furtherMultiplexed trunks can be multiplexed further

!! Need a standard! (why?)Need a standard! (why?)

!! US/Japan standard is called US/Japan standard is called Digital SignalingDigital Signaling hierarchy (DS) hierarchy (DS)

Digital Signal 

Number

Number of 

previous level 

circuits

Number of voice 

circuits

Bandwidth

DS0 1 64 Kbps

DS1 24 24 1.544Mbps

DS2 4 96 6.312 Mbps

DS3 7 672 44.736 Mbps



Transmission: Link technologies

!! Many in use todayMany in use today

"" twisted pairtwisted pair

"" coax cablecoax cable

"" terrestrial microwaveterrestrial microwave

"" satellite microwavesatellite microwave

"" optical fiberoptical fiber

!! Increasing amount of bandwidth and cost per footIncreasing amount of bandwidth and cost per foot

!! PopularPopular

"" fiberfiber

"" satellitesatellite



The cost of a link

!! Should you use the cheapest possible link?Should you use the cheapest possible link?

!! No!No!

!! Cost is in installation, not in link itselfCost is in installation, not in link itself

!! Builders routinely install twisted pair (CAT 5), fiber, and coax toBuilders routinely install twisted pair (CAT 5), fiber, and coax to

every roomevery room

!! Even if only one of them used, still saves moneyEven if only one of them used, still saves money

!! Long distanceLong distance

"" overprovision by up to ten timesoverprovision by up to ten times



Transmission: fiber optic links

!! Wonderful stuff!Wonderful stuff!

"" lots of capacitylots of capacity

"" nearly error freenearly error free

"" very little attenuationvery little attenuation

"" hard to taphard to tap

!! A long thin strand of very pure glassA long thin strand of very pure glass



More on fibers

!! Three typesThree types

"" step index (multimode)step index (multimode)

"" graded index (multimode)graded index (multimode)

"" single modesingle mode

!! MultimodeMultimode

"" cheapcheap

"" use LEDsuse LEDs

"" short distances (up to a few kilometers)short distances (up to a few kilometers)

!! Single modeSingle mode

"" expensiveexpensive

"" use lasersuse lasers

"" long distances (up to hundreds of kilometers)long distances (up to hundreds of kilometers)



Transmission: satellites

!! Long distances at high bandwidthLong distances at high bandwidth

!! GeosynchronousGeosynchronous

"" 36,000 km in the sky36,000 km in the sky

"" up-down propagation delay of 250 msup-down propagation delay of 250 ms

"" bad for interactive communicationbad for interactive communication

"" slots in space limitedslots in space limited

!! NongeosynchronousNongeosynchronous (Low Earth Orbit)(Low Earth Orbit)

"" appear to move in the skyappear to move in the sky

"" need more of themneed more of them

"" handoff is complicatedhandoff is complicated

"" e.g. Iridiume.g. Iridium



3. Switching

!! Problem:Problem:

"" each user can potentially call any other usereach user can potentially call any other user

"" cancan!!t have direct lines!t have direct lines!

!! Switches establish temporary Switches establish temporary circuitscircuits

!! Switching systems come in two parts: switch and switchSwitching systems come in two parts: switch and switch

controllercontroller



Switching: what does a switch do?

!! Transfers data from an input to an outputTransfers data from an input to an output

"" many ports (up to200,000 simultaneous calls)`many ports (up to200,000 simultaneous calls)`

"" need high speedsneed high speeds

!! Some ways to switch:Some ways to switch:

"" space divisionspace division

"" if inputs are multiplexed, need a if inputs are multiplexed, need a scheduleschedule (why?) (why?)



Switching

!! Another way to switchAnother way to switch

"" time division (time slot interchange time division (time slot interchange or or TSI)TSI)

"" also needs a schedule (why?)also needs a schedule (why?)

!! To build larger switches we combine space and time divisionTo build larger switches we combine space and time division

switching elementsswitching elements



4. Signaling

!! Recall that a switching system has a switch and a switchRecall that a switching system has a switch and a switch

controllercontroller

!! Switch controller is in the Switch controller is in the controlcontrol plane

" does not touch voice samples

! Manages the network

"" call routing (collect call routing (collect dialstringdialstring and forward call) and forward call)

"" alarms (ring bell at receiver)alarms (ring bell at receiver)

"" billingbilling

"" directory lookup (for 800/888 calls)directory lookup (for 800/888 calls)



Signaling network

!! Switch controllers are special purpose computersSwitch controllers are special purpose computers

!! Linked by their own internal computer networkLinked by their own internal computer network

"" Common Channel Interoffice Signaling (CCIS) networkCommon Channel Interoffice Signaling (CCIS) network

!! Earlier design used Earlier design used in-bandin-band tones, but was severely hacked tones, but was severely hacked

!! Also was very rigid (why?)Also was very rigid (why?)

!! Messages on CCIS conform to Messages on CCIS conform to Signaling System 7 (SS7) Signaling System 7 (SS7) spec.spec.



Signaling

!! One of the main jobs of switch controller: keep track of One of the main jobs of switch controller: keep track of statestate of of

every endpointevery endpoint

!! Key is Key is state transition diagramstate transition diagram



Cellular communication

!! Mobile phone talks to a Mobile phone talks to a base stationbase station on a particular radio on a particular radio

frequencyfrequency

!! ArenAren!!t enough frequencies to give each mobile a permanentt enough frequencies to give each mobile a permanent

frequency (like a wire)frequency (like a wire)

!! ReuseReuse

"" temporaltemporal

## if mobile is off, no frequency assigned to itif mobile is off, no frequency assigned to it

"" spatialspatial

## mobiles in non-adjacent mobiles in non-adjacent cellscells can use the same frequency can use the same frequency



Problems with cellular communication

!! How to complete a call to a mobile?How to complete a call to a mobile?

"" need to need to tracktrack a mobile

" on power on, mobile tells base of its ID and home

" calls to home are forwarded to mobile over CCIS

! How to deal with a moving cell phone?

" nearest base station changes

" need to hand off existing call to new base station

" a choice of several complicated protocols



Challenges for the telephone network

!! MultimediaMultimedia

"" simultaneously transmit voice/data/video over the networksimultaneously transmit voice/data/video over the network

"" people seem to want itpeople seem to want it

"" existing network canexisting network can!!t handle itt handle it

## bandwidth requirementsbandwidth requirements

## burstiness burstiness  in traffic (TSI can in traffic (TSI can!!t skip input)t skip input)

## change in statistical behaviorchange in statistical behavior

!! Backward compatibility of new servicesBackward compatibility of new services

"" huge existing infrastructurehuge existing infrastructure

"" idiosyncrasiesidiosyncrasies

!! RegulationRegulation

"" stifles innovationstifles innovation



Challenges

!! CompetitionCompetition

"" future telephone networks will no longer be monopoliesfuture telephone networks will no longer be monopolies

"" how to manage the transition?how to manage the transition?

!! Inefficiencies in the systemInefficiencies in the system

"" an accumulation of cruftan accumulation of cruft

"" special-purpose systems of the pastspecial-purpose systems of the past

"" ""legacylegacy!! systems systems

"" need to change them without breaking the networkneed to change them without breaking the network



The Internet

An Engineering Approach to Computer NetworkingAn Engineering Approach to Computer Networking



My how you!ve grown!

!! The Internet has doubled in size every year since 1969The Internet has doubled in size every year since 1969

!! In 1996, 10 million computers joined the InternetIn 1996, 10 million computers joined the Internet

!! By July 1997, 10 million more will join!By July 1997, 10 million more will join!

!! Soon, everyone who has a phone is likely to also have an emailSoon, everyone who has a phone is likely to also have an email

accountaccount

"" already nearly true for Ithacaalready nearly true for Ithaca

"" PacTel telephone directories are planning to include emailPacTel telephone directories are planning to include email

addresses in white pagesaddresses in white pages



What does it look like?

!! Loose collection of networks organized into a multilevelLoose collection of networks organized into a multilevel

hierarchyhierarchy

"" 10-100 machines connected to a10-100 machines connected to a hub hub or a  or a routerrouter

## service providers also provide direct dialup accessservice providers also provide direct dialup access

## or over a wireless linkor over a wireless link

"" 10s of routers on a 10s of routers on a department backbonedepartment backbone

"" 10s of department backbones connected to 10s of department backbones connected to campus backbonecampus backbone

"" 10s of campus backbones connected to 10s of campus backbones connected to regional service providersregional service providers

"" 100s of regional service providers connected by 100s of regional service providers connected by national backbonenational backbone

"" 10s of national backbones connected by 10s of national backbones connected by international trunksinternational trunks



Example of message routing

# traceroute henna.iitd.ernet.in# traceroute henna.iitd.ernet.in

traceroute to henna.iitd.ernet.in (202.141.64.30), 30 hops max, 40 byte packetstraceroute to henna.iitd.ernet.in (202.141.64.30), 30 hops max, 40 byte packets

 1   1  UPSONUPSON2-NP.CIT.CORNELL.EDU (128.84.154.1)  1 ms  1 ms  1 ms2-NP.CIT.CORNELL.EDU (128.84.154.1)  1 ms  1 ms  1 ms

 2   2  HOLHOL1-MSS.CIT.CORNELL.EDU (132.236.230.189)  2 ms  3 ms  2 ms1-MSS.CIT.CORNELL.EDU (132.236.230.189)  2 ms  3 ms  2 ms

 3   3  CORE1-MSS.CITCORE1-MSS.CIT.CORNELL.EDU (128.253.222.1)  2 ms  2 ms  2 ms.CORNELL.EDU (128.253.222.1)  2 ms  2 ms  2 ms

 4   4  CORNELLNET1.CITCORNELLNET1.CIT.CORNELL.EDU (132.236.100.10)  4 ms  3 ms  4 ms.CORNELL.EDU (132.236.100.10)  4 ms  3 ms  4 ms

 5  ny- 5  ny-ithith-1-H1/0-T3.-1-H1/0-T3.nysernetnysernet.net (169.130.61.9)  5 ms  5 ms  4 ms.net (169.130.61.9)  5 ms  5 ms  4 ms

 6  ny- 6  ny-ithith-2-F0/0.-2-F0/0.nysernetnysernet.net (169.130.60.2)  4 ms  4 ms  3 ms.net (169.130.60.2)  4 ms  4 ms  3 ms

 7  ny- 7  ny-penpen-1-H3/0-T3.-1-H3/0-T3.nysernetnysernet.net (169.130.1.121)  21 ms  19 ms  16 ms.net (169.130.1.121)  21 ms  19 ms  16 ms

 8  sl- 8  sl-penpen-21-F6/0/0.-21-F6/0/0.sprintlinksprintlink.net (144.228.60.21)  16 ms  40 ms  36 ms.net (144.228.60.21)  16 ms  40 ms  36 ms

 9  core4-hssi5-0. 9  core4-hssi5-0.WestOrange.mciWestOrange.mci.net (206.157.77.105)  20 ms  20 ms  24 ms.net (206.157.77.105)  20 ms  20 ms  24 ms

10  core2.10  core2.WestOrange.mciWestOrange.mci.net (204.70.4.185)  21 ms  34 ms  26 ms.net (204.70.4.185)  21 ms  34 ms  26 ms

11  11  border7border7-fddi-0.WestOrange.mci.net (204.70.64.51)  21 ms  21 ms  21 ms-fddi-0.WestOrange.mci.net (204.70.64.51)  21 ms  21 ms  21 ms

12  12  vsnl-poone-512k.WestOrange.mci.netvsnl-poone-512k.WestOrange.mci.net (204.70.71.90)  623 ms  639 ms  621 ms (204.70.71.90)  623 ms  639 ms  621 ms

13  13  202.54.13.170202.54.13.170 (202.54.13.170)  628 ms  629 ms  628 ms (202.54.13.170)  628 ms  629 ms  628 ms

14  14  144.16.144.16.60.2 (144.16.60.2)  60.2 (144.16.60.2)  1375 ms  1349 ms  1343 ms1375 ms  1349 ms  1343 ms

15  henna.iitd.ernet.in (202.141.64.30)  1380 ms  1405 ms  1368 ms15  henna.iitd.ernet.in (202.141.64.30)  1380 ms  1405 ms  1368 ms



Intranet, Internet, and Extranet

!! Intranets are administered by a single entityIntranets are administered by a single entity

"" e.g. Cornell campus networke.g. Cornell campus network

!! Internet is administered by a coalition of entitiesInternet is administered by a coalition of entities

"" name services, backbone services, routing services etc.name services, backbone services, routing services etc.

!! Extranet is a marketing termExtranet is a marketing term

"" refers to exterior customers who can access privileged Intranetrefers to exterior customers who can access privileged Intranet

servicesservices

"" e.g. Cornell could provide e.g. Cornell could provide ""extranetextranet!! services to Ithaca college services to Ithaca college



What holds the Internet together?

!! AddressingAddressing

"" how to refer to a machine on the Internethow to refer to a machine on the Internet

!! RoutingRouting

"" how to get therehow to get there

!! Internet Protocol (IP)Internet Protocol (IP)

"" what to speak to be understoodwhat to speak to be understood



Example: joining the Internet

!! How can people talk to you?How can people talk to you?

"" get an IP get an IP addressaddress from your administrator from your administrator

!! How do you know where to send your data?How do you know where to send your data?

"" if you only have a single external connection, then no problemif you only have a single external connection, then no problem

"" otherwise, need to speak a otherwise, need to speak a routing protocolrouting protocol to decide next hop to decide next hop

!! How to format data?How to format data?

"" use the IP format so that intermediate routers can understand theuse the IP format so that intermediate routers can understand the

destination addressdestination address

!! If you meet these criteria--youIf you meet these criteria--you!!re on the Internet!re on the Internet!

!! Decentralized, distributed, and chaoticDecentralized, distributed, and chaotic

"" but it scales (why?)but it scales (why?)



What lies at the heart?

!! Two key technical innovationsTwo key technical innovations

"" packetspackets

"" store and forwardstore and forward



Packets

!! Self-descriptive dataSelf-descriptive data

"" packet = data + metadata (header)packet = data + metadata (header)

!! Packet vs. samplePacket vs. sample

"" samples are not self descriptivesamples are not self descriptive

"" to forward a sample, we have to know to forward a sample, we have to know where where  it came from and it came from and

whenwhen

"" cancan!!t store it!t store it!

"" hard to handle bursts of datahard to handle bursts of data



Store and forward

!! Metadata allows us to forward packets when we wantMetadata allows us to forward packets when we want

!! E.g. letters at a post office headed for main post officeE.g. letters at a post office headed for main post office

""  address labels allow us to forward them in batches address labels allow us to forward them in batches

!! Efficient use of critical resourcesEfficient use of critical resources

!! Three problemsThree problems

"" hard to control delay within networkhard to control delay within network

"" switches need memory for buffersswitches need memory for buffers

"" convergence of flows can lead to congestionconvergence of flows can lead to congestion



Key features of the Internet

!! AddressingAddressing

!! RoutingRouting

!! Endpoint controlEndpoint control



Addressing

!! Internet addresses are called IP addressesInternet addresses are called IP addresses

!! Refer to a Refer to a host interfacehost interface: need one IP address per interface: need one IP address per interface

!! Addresses are structured as a two-part hierarchyAddresses are structured as a two-part hierarchy

"" network numbernetwork number

"" host numberhost number

135.105.53 100



An interesting problem

!! How many bits to assign to host number and how many toHow many bits to assign to host number and how many to

network number?network number?

!! If many networks, each with a few hosts, then more bits toIf many networks, each with a few hosts, then more bits to

network numbernetwork number

!! And And vice versavice versa

!! But designerBut designer!!s couldns couldn!!t predict the futuret predict the future

!! Decided three sets of partitions of bitsDecided three sets of partitions of bits

"" class A: 8 bits network, 24 bits hostclass A: 8 bits network, 24 bits host

"" class B: 16 bits eachclass B: 16 bits each

"" class C: 24 bits network, 8 bits hostclass C: 24 bits network, 8 bits host



Addressing (contd.)

!! To distinguish among themTo distinguish among them

"" use leading bituse leading bit

"" first bit = 0=> class Afirst bit = 0=> class A

"" first bits  10 => class Bfirst bits  10 => class B

"" first bits 110 => class Cfirst bits 110 => class C

"" (what class address is 135.104.53.100?)(what class address is 135.104.53.100?)

!! ProblemProblem

"" if you want more than 256 hosts in your network, need to get aif you want more than 256 hosts in your network, need to get a

class B, which allows 64K hosts => wasted address spaceclass B, which allows 64K hosts => wasted address space

!! SolutionSolution

"" associate associate every every address with a address with a maskmask that indicates partition point that indicates partition point

"" CIDRCIDR



Routing

!! How to get to a destination given its IP address?How to get to a destination given its IP address?

!! We need to know the next hop to reach a particular networkWe need to know the next hop to reach a particular network

numbernumber

"" this is called a this is called a routing tablerouting table

"" computing routing tables is non-trivialcomputing routing tables is non-trivial

!! Simplified exampleSimplified example



Default routes

!! Strictly speaking, need next hop information for every network inStrictly speaking, need next hop information for every network in

the Internetthe Internet

"" > 80,000 now> 80,000 now

!! Instead, keep detailed routes only for local neighborhoodInstead, keep detailed routes only for local neighborhood

!! For unknown destinations, use a For unknown destinations, use a default default  router router

!! Reduces size of routing tables at the expense of non-optimalReduces size of routing tables at the expense of non-optimal

pathspaths



Endpoint control

!! Key design philosophyKey design philosophy

"" do as much as possible at the endpointdo as much as possible at the endpoint

"" dumb networkdumb network

"" exactly the opposite philosophy of telephone networkexactly the opposite philosophy of telephone network

!! Layer above IP compensates for network defectsLayer above IP compensates for network defects

"" Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)

!! Can run over any available link technologyCan run over any available link technology

## but no quality of servicebut no quality of service

## modification to TCP requires a change at every endpointmodification to TCP requires a change at every endpoint

## (how does this differ from telephone network?)(how does this differ from telephone network?)



Challenges

!! IP address space shortageIP address space shortage

"" because of free distribution of inefficient Class B addressesbecause of free distribution of inefficient Class B addresses

"" decentralized control => hard to recover addresses, once handeddecentralized control => hard to recover addresses, once handed

outout

!! DecentralizationDecentralization

"" allows scaling, but makes allows scaling, but makes reliabilityreliability next to impossible next to impossible

"" cannot guarantee that a route exists, much less bandwidth or buffercannot guarantee that a route exists, much less bandwidth or buffer

resourcesresources

"" single points of failure can cause a major disastersingle points of failure can cause a major disaster

## and there is no control over who can join!and there is no control over who can join!

"" hard to guarantee securityhard to guarantee security

## end-to-end encryption is a partial solutionend-to-end encryption is a partial solution

## who manages keys?who manages keys?



Challenges (contd.)

!! Decentralization (contd.)Decentralization (contd.)

"" no uniform solution for accounting and billingno uniform solution for accounting and billing

## cancan!!t even reliably identify individual userst even reliably identify individual users

"" no equivalent of white or yellow pagesno equivalent of white or yellow pages

## hard to reliably discover a userhard to reliably discover a user!!s email addresss email address

"" nonoptimal routingnonoptimal routing

## each administrative makes a locally optimal decisioneach administrative makes a locally optimal decision



Challenges (contd).

!! MultimediaMultimedia

"" requires network to support quality of service of some sortrequires network to support quality of service of some sort

## hard to integrate into current architecturehard to integrate into current architecture

## store-and-forward => shared buffers => traffic interaction =>store-and-forward => shared buffers => traffic interaction =>

hard to provide service qualityhard to provide service quality

"" requires endpoint to signal to the network what it wantsrequires endpoint to signal to the network what it wants

## but Internet does not have a simple way to identify streams ofbut Internet does not have a simple way to identify streams of

packetspackets

## nor are are routers required to cooperate in providing qualitynor are are routers required to cooperate in providing quality

## and what about pricing!and what about pricing!



ATM Networks

An Engineering Approach to Computer NetworkingAn Engineering Approach to Computer Networking



Why ATM networks?

!! Different information types require different qualities of serviceDifferent information types require different qualities of service

from the networkfrom the network

"" stock quotes vs. USENETstock quotes vs. USENET

!! Telephone networks support a single quality of serviceTelephone networks support a single quality of service

"" and is expensive to bootand is expensive to boot

!! Internet supports no quality of serviceInternet supports no quality of service

"" but is flexible and cheapbut is flexible and cheap

!! ATM networks are meant to support a range of service qualitiesATM networks are meant to support a range of service qualities

at a reasonable costat a reasonable cost

"" potentially can subsume both the telephone network and thepotentially can subsume both the telephone network and the

InternetInternet



Design goals

!! Providing end-to-end quality of serviceProviding end-to-end quality of service

!! High bandwidthHigh bandwidth

!! ScalabilityScalability

!! ManageabilityManageability

!! Cost-effectiveCost-effective



How far along are we?

!! Basic architecture has been definedBasic architecture has been defined

!! But delays have resulting in ceding desktop to IPBut delays have resulting in ceding desktop to IP

!! Also, little experience in traffic specification, multicast, and faultAlso, little experience in traffic specification, multicast, and fault

tolerancetolerance

!! We may never see end-to-end ATMWe may never see end-to-end ATM

"" but its ideas continue to powerfully influence design of next-but its ideas continue to powerfully influence design of next-

generation Internetgeneration Internet

"" Internet technology + ATM philosophyInternet technology + ATM philosophy

!! Note--two standardization bodiesNote--two standardization bodies

"" ATM ForumATM Forum

"" International Telecommunications Union-TelecommunicationsInternational Telecommunications Union-Telecommunications

Standardization Sector (ITU-T)Standardization Sector (ITU-T)



Concepts

1. Virtual circuits1. Virtual circuits

2. Fixed-size packets (2. Fixed-size packets (cellscells))

3. Small packet size3. Small packet size

4. Statistical multiplexing4. Statistical multiplexing

5. Integrated services5. Integrated services

TogetherTogether

can carry can carry multiplemultiple types of traffic

with end-to-end quality of service



1. Virtual circuits

!! Some background firstSome background first

!! Telephone network operates in Telephone network operates in synchronous transmission modesynchronous transmission mode

"" the destination of a sample depends on where it comes from, andthe destination of a sample depends on where it comes from, and

when it camewhen it came

"" example--shared leased linkexample--shared leased link

!! Problems with STMProblems with STM

"" idle users consume bandwidthidle users consume bandwidth

"" links are shared with a fixed cyclical schedule => links are shared with a fixed cyclical schedule => quantization quantization ofof

link capacitylink capacity

## cancan!!t t ""dialdial!! bandwidth bandwidth



Virtual circuits (contd.)

!! STM is easy to overcomeSTM is easy to overcome

"" use use packetspackets

"" metadata metadata indicates destination =>arbitrary schedule and no wastedindicates destination =>arbitrary schedule and no wasted

bandwidthbandwidth

!! Two ways to use packetsTwo ways to use packets

"" carry entire destination address in headercarry entire destination address in header

"" carry only an identifiercarry only an identifier

Data

Data

DataVCI

Addr.

Sample

ATM cell

Datagram



Virtual circuits (contd.)

!! Ids save on header spaceIds save on header space

!! But need to be pre-establishedBut need to be pre-established

!! We also need to switch Ids at intermediate points (why?)We also need to switch Ids at intermediate points (why?)

!! Need Need translation table translation table and and connection setupconnection setup



Features of virtual circuits

!! All packets must follow the same path (why?)All packets must follow the same path (why?)

!! Switches store per-VCI stateSwitches store per-VCI state

"" can store QoS informationcan store QoS information

!! Signaling => separation of Signaling => separation of datadata and  and controlcontrol

!! Virtual circuits do not automatically guarantee reliabilityVirtual circuits do not automatically guarantee reliability

!! Small Ids can be looked up quickly in hardwareSmall Ids can be looked up quickly in hardware

"" harder to do this with IP addressesharder to do this with IP addresses

!! Setup must precede data transferSetup must precede data transfer

"" delays short messagesdelays short messages

!! Switched vs. Permanent virtual circuitsSwitched vs. Permanent virtual circuits



More features

!! Ways to reduce setup latencyWays to reduce setup latency

"" preallocate preallocate a range of a range of VCIs VCIs along a pathalong a path

## Virtual PathVirtual Path

"" send data cell along with setup packetsend data cell along with setup packet

"" dedicate a VCI to carry dedicate a VCI to carry datagramsdatagrams, reassembled at each hop, reassembled at each hop



2. Fixed-size packets

!! ProsPros

"" Simpler buffer hardwareSimpler buffer hardware

## packet arrival and departure requires us to manage fixed bufferpacket arrival and departure requires us to manage fixed buffer

sizessizes

"" Simpler line schedulingSimpler line scheduling

## each cell takes a constant chunk of bandwidth to transmiteach cell takes a constant chunk of bandwidth to transmit

"" Easier to build large parallel packet switchesEasier to build large parallel packet switches

!! ConsCons

"" overhead for sending small amounts of dataoverhead for sending small amounts of data

"" segmentation and segmentation and reassembly reassembly costcost

"" last unfilled cell after segmentation wastes bandwidthlast unfilled cell after segmentation wastes bandwidth



3. Small packet size

!! At 8KHz, each byte is 125 microsecondsAt 8KHz, each byte is 125 microseconds

!! The smaller the cell, the less an endpoint has to wait to fill itThe smaller the cell, the less an endpoint has to wait to fill it

"" packetization packetization delaydelay

!! The smaller the packet, the larger the header overheadThe smaller the packet, the larger the header overhead

!! Standards body balanced the two to prescribe 48 bytes + 5 byteStandards body balanced the two to prescribe 48 bytes + 5 byte

header = 53 bytesheader = 53 bytes

"" => maximal efficiency of 90.57%=> maximal efficiency of 90.57%



4. Statistical multiplexing

!! Suppose cells arrive in burstsSuppose cells arrive in bursts

"" each burst has 10 cells evenly spaced 1 second aparteach burst has 10 cells evenly spaced 1 second apart

"" gap between bursts = 100 secondsgap between bursts = 100 seconds

!! What should be service rate of output line?What should be service rate of output line?



Statistical multiplexing

!! We can trade off worst-case delay against speed of output trunkWe can trade off worst-case delay against speed of output trunk

!! SMG = sum of peak input/output rateSMG = sum of peak input/output rate

!! Whenever long term average rate differs from peak, we canWhenever long term average rate differs from peak, we can

trade off service rate for delaytrade off service rate for delay

"" key to building packet-switched networks with QoSkey to building packet-switched networks with QoS



5. Integrated service

!! Traditionally, voice, video, and data traffic on separate networksTraditionally, voice, video, and data traffic on separate networks

!! IntegrationIntegration

"" easier to manageeasier to manage

"" innovative new servicesinnovative new services

!! How do ATM networks allow for integrated service?How do ATM networks allow for integrated service?

"" lots of bandwidth: hardware-oriented switchinglots of bandwidth: hardware-oriented switching

"" support for different traffic typessupport for different traffic types

## signalingsignaling

## admission controladmission control

## easier schedulingeasier scheduling

##  resource reservation resource reservation



Challenges

!! Quality of serviceQuality of service

"" defined, but not used!defined, but not used!

"" still needs researchstill needs research

!! ScalingScaling

"" little experiencelittle experience

!! Competition from other LAN technologiesCompetition from other LAN technologies

"" Fast EthernetFast Ethernet

"" FDDIFDDI

!! StandardizationStandardization

"" politicalpolitical

"" slowslow



Challenges

!! IPIP

"" a vast, fast-growing, non-ATM infrastructurea vast, fast-growing, non-ATM infrastructure

"" interoperation is a pain in the neck, because of fundamentallyinteroperation is a pain in the neck, because of fundamentally

different design philosophiesdifferent design philosophies

## connectionless vs. connection-orientedconnectionless vs. connection-oriented

## resource reservation vs. best-effortresource reservation vs. best-effort

## different ways of expressing QoS requirementsdifferent ways of expressing QoS requirements

## routing protocols differrouting protocols differ



System Design

An Engineering Approach to Computer NetworkingAn Engineering Approach to Computer Networking



What is system design?

!! A computer network provides computation, storage andA computer network provides computation, storage and
transmission resourcestransmission resources

!! System design is the art and science of putting together theseSystem design is the art and science of putting together these
resources into a harmonious wholeresources into a harmonious whole

!! Extract the most from what you haveExtract the most from what you have



Goal

!! In any system, some resources are more freely available thanIn any system, some resources are more freely available than
othersothers

"" high-end PC connected to Internet by a 28.8 modemhigh-end PC connected to Internet by a 28.8 modem

"" constrainedconstrained resource is link bandwidth resource is link bandwidth

"" PC CPU and and memory are PC CPU and and memory are unconstrainedunconstrained

!! Maximize a set of performance metrics given a set of resourceMaximize a set of performance metrics given a set of resource
constraintsconstraints

!! Explicitly identifying constraints and metrics helps in designingExplicitly identifying constraints and metrics helps in designing
efficient systemsefficient systems

!! ExampleExample

"" maximize reliability and MPG for a car that costs less than $10,000maximize reliability and MPG for a car that costs less than $10,000
to manufactureto manufacture



System design in real life

!! CanCan!!t always quantify and control all aspects of a systemt always quantify and control all aspects of a system

!! Criteria such as scalability, modularity, extensibility, andCriteria such as scalability, modularity, extensibility, and
elegance are important, but unquantifiableelegance are important, but unquantifiable

!! Rapid technological change can add or remove resourceRapid technological change can add or remove resource
constraints (example?)constraints (example?)

"" an ideal design is an ideal design is ""future prooffuture proof!!

!! Market conditions may dictate changes to design halfwayMarket conditions may dictate changes to design halfway
through the processthrough the process

!! International standards, which themselves change, also imposeInternational standards, which themselves change, also impose
constraintsconstraints

!! Nevertheless, still possible to identify some principlesNevertheless, still possible to identify some principles



Some common resources

!! Most resources are a combination ofMost resources are a combination of

"" timetime

"" spacespace

"" computationcomputation

"" moneymoney

"" laborlabor



Time

!! Shows up in many constraintsShows up in many constraints

"" deadline for task completiondeadline for task completion

"" time to markettime to market

"" mean time between failuresmean time between failures

!! MetricsMetrics

"" response timeresponse time: mean time to complete a task: mean time to complete a task

"" throughputthroughput: number of tasks completed per unit time: number of tasks completed per unit time

"" degree of parallelism degree of parallelism  = response time * throughput = response time * throughput

## 20 tasks complete in 10 seconds, and each task takes 320 tasks complete in 10 seconds, and each task takes 3
secondsseconds

## => degree of parallelism = 3 * 20/10 = 6=> degree of parallelism = 3 * 20/10 = 6



Space

!! Shows up asShows up as

"" limit to available memory (kilobytes)limit to available memory (kilobytes)

"" bandwidth (kilobits)bandwidth (kilobits)

## 1 kilobit/s = 1000 bits/sec, but 1 kilobyte/s = 1024 bits/sec!1 kilobit/s = 1000 bits/sec, but 1 kilobyte/s = 1024 bits/sec!



Computation

!! Amount of processing that can be done in unit timeAmount of processing that can be done in unit time

!! Can increase computing power byCan increase computing power by

"" using more processorsusing more processors

"" waiting for a while!waiting for a while!



Money

!! ConstrainsConstrains

"" what components can be usedwhat components can be used

"" what price users are willing to pay for a servicewhat price users are willing to pay for a service

"" the number of engineers available to complete a taskthe number of engineers available to complete a task



Labor

!! Human effort required to design and build a systemHuman effort required to design and build a system

!! Constrains what can be done, and how fastConstrains what can be done, and how fast



Social constraints

!! StandardsStandards

"" force design to conform to requirements that may or may not makeforce design to conform to requirements that may or may not make

sensesense

"" underspecified standard can faulty and non-interoperableunderspecified standard can faulty and non-interoperable
implementationsimplementations

!! Market requirementsMarket requirements

"" products may need to be backwards compatibleproducts may need to be backwards compatible

"" may need to use a particular operating systemmay need to use a particular operating system

"" exampleexample

## GUI-centric designGUI-centric design



Scaling

!! A design constraint, rather than a resource constraintA design constraint, rather than a resource constraint

!! Can use any centralized elements in the designCan use any centralized elements in the design

"" forces the use of complicated distributed algorithmsforces the use of complicated distributed algorithms

!! Hard to measureHard to measure

"" but necessary for successbut necessary for success



Common design techniques

!! Key concept: Key concept: bottleneckbottleneck

"" the most constrained element in a systemthe most constrained element in a system

!! System performance improves by removing bottleneckSystem performance improves by removing bottleneck

"" but creates new bottlenecksbut creates new bottlenecks

!! In a In a balancedbalanced system, all resources are simultaneously system, all resources are simultaneously
bottleneckedbottlenecked

"" this is optimalthis is optimal

"" but nearly impossible to achievebut nearly impossible to achieve

"" in practice, bottlenecks move from one part of the system toin practice, bottlenecks move from one part of the system to
anotheranother

"" example: Ford Model Texample: Ford Model T



Top level goal

!! Use unconstrained resources to alleviate bottleneckUse unconstrained resources to alleviate bottleneck

!! How to do this?How to do this?

!! Several standard techniques allow us to trade off one resourceSeveral standard techniques allow us to trade off one resource
for anotherfor another



Multiplexing

!! Another word for sharingAnother word for sharing

!! Trades time and space for moneyTrades time and space for money

!! Users see an increased response time, and take up space whenUsers see an increased response time, and take up space when
waiting, but the system costs lesswaiting, but the system costs less

"" economies of scaleeconomies of scale



Multiplexing (contd.)

!! ExamplesExamples

"" multiplexed linksmultiplexed links

"" shared memoryshared memory

!! Another way to look at a shared resourceAnother way to look at a shared resource

"" unshared virtual resourceunshared virtual resource

!! Server Server controls access to the shared resourcecontrols access to the shared resource

"" uses a uses a scheduleschedule to resolve contention to resolve contention

"" choice of scheduling critical in proving quality of service guaranteeschoice of scheduling critical in proving quality of service guarantees



Statistical multiplexing

!! Suppose resource has capacity CSuppose resource has capacity C

!! Shared by N identical tasksShared by N identical tasks

!! Each task requires capacity cEach task requires capacity c

!! If Nc <= C, then the resource is underloadedIf Nc <= C, then the resource is underloaded

!! If at most 10% of tasks active, then C >= Nc/10 is enoughIf at most 10% of tasks active, then C >= Nc/10 is enough

"" we have used statistical knowledge of users to reduce system costwe have used statistical knowledge of users to reduce system cost

"" this is this is statistical multiplexing gainstatistical multiplexing gain



Statistical multiplexing (contd.)

!! Two types: spatial and temporalTwo types: spatial and temporal

!! SpatialSpatial

"" we expect only a fraction of tasks to be simultaneously activewe expect only a fraction of tasks to be simultaneously active

!! TemporalTemporal

"" we expect a task to be active only part of the timewe expect a task to be active only part of the time

## e.g silence periods during a voice calle.g silence periods during a voice call



Example of statistical multiplexing gain

!! Consider a 100 room hotelConsider a 100 room hotel

!! How many external phone lines does it need?How many external phone lines does it need?

"" each line costs money to install and renteach line costs money to install and rent

"" tradeofftradeoff

!! What if a voice call is active only 40% of the time?What if a voice call is active only 40% of the time?

"" can get both spatial and temporal statistical multiplexing gaincan get both spatial and temporal statistical multiplexing gain

"" but only in a packet-switched network (why?)but only in a packet-switched network (why?)

!! RememberRemember

"" to get SMG, we need good statistics!to get SMG, we need good statistics!

"" if statistics are incorrect or change over time, weif statistics are incorrect or change over time, we!!re in troublere in trouble

"" example: road systemexample: road system



Pipelining

!! Suppose you wanted to complete a task in less timeSuppose you wanted to complete a task in less time

!! Could you use more processors to do so?Could you use more processors to do so?

!! Yes, if you can break up the task into Yes, if you can break up the task into independent independent subtaskssubtasks

"" such as downloading images into a browsersuch as downloading images into a browser

"" optimal if all subtasks take the same timeoptimal if all subtasks take the same time

!! What if subtasks are dependent?What if subtasks are dependent?

"" for instance, a subtask may not begin execution before anotherfor instance, a subtask may not begin execution before another
endsends

"" such as in cookingsuch as in cooking

!! Then, having more processors doesnThen, having more processors doesn!!t always help (example?)t always help (example?)



Pipelining (contd.)

!! Special case of Special case of serially dependent serially dependent  subtasks subtasks

"" a subtask depends only on previous one in execution chaina subtask depends only on previous one in execution chain

!! Can use a Can use a pipelinepipeline

"" think of an assembly linethink of an assembly line



Pipelining (contd.)

!! What is the best decomposition?What is the best decomposition?

! If sum of times taken by all stages = R

! Slowest stage takes time S

! Throughput = 1/S

! Response time = R

! Degree of parallelism = R/S

! Maximize parallelism when R/S = N, so that S = R/N => equal
stages

"" balanced pipelinebalanced pipeline



Batching

!! Group tasks together to amortize overheadGroup tasks together to amortize overhead

!! Only works when overhead for N tasks < N time overhead forOnly works when overhead for N tasks < N time overhead for
one task (i.e. one task (i.e. nonlinearnonlinear))

!! Also, time taken to accumulate a batch shouldnAlso, time taken to accumulate a batch shouldn!!t be too longt be too long

!! WeWe!!re trading off reduced overhead for a longer worst casere trading off reduced overhead for a longer worst case
response time and increased throughputresponse time and increased throughput



Exploiting locality

!! If the system accessed some data at a given time, it is likely thatIf the system accessed some data at a given time, it is likely that
it will access the same or it will access the same or ""nearbynearby!! data  data ""soonsoon!!

!! Nearby => spatialNearby => spatial

!! Soon => temporalSoon => temporal

!! Both may coexistBoth may coexist

!! Exploit it if you canExploit it if you can

"" cachingcaching

## get the speed of RAM and the capacity of diskget the speed of RAM and the capacity of disk



Optimizing the common case

!! 80/20 rule80/20 rule

"" 80% of the time is spent in 20% of the code80% of the time is spent in 20% of the code

!! Optimize the 20% that countsOptimize the 20% that counts

"" need to measure first!need to measure first!

"" RISCRISC

!! How much does it help?How much does it help?

"" AmdahlAmdahl!!s laws law

"" Execution time after improvement = (execution affected byExecution time after improvement = (execution affected by
improvement / amount of improvement) + execution unaffectedimprovement / amount of improvement) + execution unaffected

"" beyond a point, speeding up the common case doesnbeyond a point, speeding up the common case doesn!!t helpt help



Hierarchy

!! Recursive decomposition of a system into smaller pieces thatRecursive decomposition of a system into smaller pieces that
depend only on parent for proper executiondepend only on parent for proper execution

!! No single point of controlNo single point of control

!! Highly scaleableHighly scaleable

!! Leaf-to-leaf communication can be expensiveLeaf-to-leaf communication can be expensive

"" shortcuts helpshortcuts help



Binding and indirection

!! Abstraction is goodAbstraction is good

"" allows generality of descriptionallows generality of description

"" e.g. mail aliasese.g. mail aliases

!! Binding: translation from an abstraction to an instanceBinding: translation from an abstraction to an instance

!! If translation table is stored in a well known place, we can bindIf translation table is stored in a well known place, we can bind
automaticallyautomatically

"" indirectionindirection

!! ExamplesExamples

"" mail alias filemail alias file

"" page tablepage table

"" telephone numbers in a cellular systemtelephone numbers in a cellular system



Virtualization

!! A combination of indirection and multiplexingA combination of indirection and multiplexing

!! Refer to a virtual resource that gets matched to an instance atRefer to a virtual resource that gets matched to an instance at
run timerun time

!! Build system as if real resource were availableBuild system as if real resource were available

"" virtual memoryvirtual memory

"" virtual modemvirtual modem

"" Santa ClausSanta Claus

!! Can cleanly and dynamically reconfigure systemCan cleanly and dynamically reconfigure system



Randomization

!! Allows us to break a tie fairlyAllows us to break a tie fairly

!! A powerful toolA powerful tool

!! ExamplesExamples

"" resolving contention in a broadcast mediumresolving contention in a broadcast medium

"" choosing multicast timeoutschoosing multicast timeouts



Soft state

!! State: memory in the system that influences future behaviorState: memory in the system that influences future behavior

"" for instance, VCI translation tablefor instance, VCI translation table

!! State is created in many different waysState is created in many different ways

"" signalingsignaling

"" network managementnetwork management

"" routingrouting

!! How to delete it?How to delete it?

!! Soft state => delete on a timerSoft state => delete on a timer

!! If you want to keep it, refreshIf you want to keep it, refresh

!! Automatically cleans up after a failureAutomatically cleans up after a failure

"" but increases bandwidth requirementbut increases bandwidth requirement



Exchanging state explicitly

!! Network elements often need to exchange stateNetwork elements often need to exchange state

!! Can do this implicitly or explicitlyCan do this implicitly or explicitly

!! Where possible, use explicit state exchangeWhere possible, use explicit state exchange



Hysteresis

!! Suppose system changes state depending on whether aSuppose system changes state depending on whether a
variable is above or below a thresholdvariable is above or below a threshold

!! Problem if variable fluctuates near thresholdProblem if variable fluctuates near threshold

"" rapid fluctuations in system staterapid fluctuations in system state

!! Use state-dependent threshold, or Use state-dependent threshold, or hysteresishysteresis



Separating data and control

!! Divide actions that happen once per data transfer from actionsDivide actions that happen once per data transfer from actions
that happen once per packetthat happen once per packet

"" Data path and control pathData path and control path

!! Can increase throughput by minimizing actions in data pathCan increase throughput by minimizing actions in data path

!! ExampleExample

"" connection-oriented networksconnection-oriented networks

!! On the other hand, keeping control information in data elementOn the other hand, keeping control information in data element
has its advantageshas its advantages

"" per-packet QoSper-packet QoS



Extensibility

!! Always a good idea to leave hooks that allow for future growthAlways a good idea to leave hooks that allow for future growth

!! ExamplesExamples

"" Version field in headerVersion field in header

"" Modem negotiationModem negotiation



Performance analysis and tuning

!! Use the techniques discussed to tune existing systemsUse the techniques discussed to tune existing systems

!! StepsSteps

"" measuremeasure

"" characterize workloadcharacterize workload

"" build a system modelbuild a system model

"" analyzeanalyze

"" implementimplement



Protocol Layering

An Engineering Approach to Computer NetworkingAn Engineering Approach to Computer Networking



Peer entities

!! Customer A and B are Customer A and B are peerspeers

!! Postal worker A and B are Postal worker A and B are peerspeers



Protocols

!! A A protocolprotocol is a set of rules and formats that govern the is a set of rules and formats that govern the

communication between communicating peerscommunication between communicating peers

"" set of valid messagesset of valid messages

"" meaning of each messagemeaning of each message

!! A protocol is necessary for any function that requiresA protocol is necessary for any function that requires

cooperation between peerscooperation between peers



Example

!! Exchange a file over a network that corrupts packetsExchange a file over a network that corrupts packets

"" but doesnbut doesn!!t lose or reorder themt lose or reorder them

!! A simple protocolA simple protocol

"" send file as a series of packetssend file as a series of packets

"" send a send a checksumchecksum

"" receiver sends OK or not-OK messagereceiver sends OK or not-OK message

"" sender waits for OK messagesender waits for OK message

"" if no response, resends entire fileif no response, resends entire file

!! ProblemsProblems

"" single bit corruption requires retransmission of entire filesingle bit corruption requires retransmission of entire file

"" what if link goes down?what if link goes down?

"" what if not-OK message itself is corrupted?what if not-OK message itself is corrupted?



What does a protocol tell us?

!! Syntax Syntax  of a message of a message

"" what fields does it contain?what fields does it contain?

"" in what format?in what format?

!! SemanticsSemantics of a message of a message

"" what does a message mean?what does a message mean?

"" for example, not-OK message means receiver got a corrupted filefor example, not-OK message means receiver got a corrupted file

!! ActionsActions to take on receipt of a message

" for example, on receiving not-OK message, retransmit the entire

file



Another way to view a protocol

!! As providing a As providing a serviceservice

!! The example protocol provides The example protocol provides reliable file transfer servicereliable file transfer service

!! Peer entities use a protocol to provide a service to a higher-levelPeer entities use a protocol to provide a service to a higher-level

peer entitypeer entity

"" for example, postal workers use a protocol to present customersfor example, postal workers use a protocol to present customers

with the abstraction of an with the abstraction of an unreliable letter transferunreliable letter transfer service



Protocol layering

!! A network that provides many services needs many protocolsA network that provides many services needs many protocols

!! Turns out that some services are independentTurns out that some services are independent

!! But others depend on each otherBut others depend on each other

!! Protocol A may use protocol B as a Protocol A may use protocol B as a stepstep in its execution in its execution

"" for example, packet transfer is one step in the execution of thefor example, packet transfer is one step in the execution of the

example reliable file transfer protocolexample reliable file transfer protocol

!! This form of dependency is called This form of dependency is called layeringlayering

"" reliable file transfer is reliable file transfer is layeredlayered above packet transfer protocol above packet transfer protocol

"" like a subroutinelike a subroutine



Some terminology

!! Service access point (SAP)Service access point (SAP)

"" interface between an upper layer and a lower layerinterface between an upper layer and a lower layer

!! Protocol data units (Protocol data units (PDUsPDUs))

"" packets exchanged between peer entitiespackets exchanged between peer entities

!! Service data units (Service data units (SDUsSDUs))

"" packets handed to a layer by an upper layerpackets handed to a layer by an upper layer

!! PDU = SDU + optional header or trailerPDU = SDU + optional header or trailer

!! ExampleExample

"" letter transfer serviceletter transfer service

"" protocol data unit between customers = letterprotocol data unit between customers = letter

"" service data unit for postal service = letterservice data unit for postal service = letter

"" protocol data unit = mailbag (aggregation of letters)protocol data unit = mailbag (aggregation of letters)

"" (what is the SDU header?)(what is the SDU header?)



Protocol stack

!! A set of protocol layersA set of protocol layers

!! Each layer uses the layer below and provides a service to theEach layer uses the layer below and provides a service to the

layer abovelayer above

!! Key ideaKey idea

"" once we define a service provided by a layer, we need knowonce we define a service provided by a layer, we need know

nothing more about the details of nothing more about the details of howhow the layer actually implements the layer actually implements

the servicethe service

"" information hidinginformation hiding

"" decouples decouples changeschanges



The importance of being layered

!! Breaks up a complex problem into smaller manageable piecesBreaks up a complex problem into smaller manageable pieces

"" can compose simple service to provide complex onescan compose simple service to provide complex ones

"" for example, WWW (HTTP) is Java layered over TCP over IP (andfor example, WWW (HTTP) is Java layered over TCP over IP (and

uses DNS, ARP, DHCP, RIP, OSPF, BGP, PPP, ICMP)uses DNS, ARP, DHCP, RIP, OSPF, BGP, PPP, ICMP)

!! Abstraction of implementation detailsAbstraction of implementation details

"" separation of implementation and specificationseparation of implementation and specification

"" can change implementation as long as service interface iscan change implementation as long as service interface is

maintainedmaintained

!! Can reuse functionalityCan reuse functionality

"" upper layers can share lower layer functionalityupper layers can share lower layer functionality

"" example: example: WinSock WinSock on Microsoft Windowson Microsoft Windows



Problems with layering

!! Layering hides informationLayering hides information

"" if it didnif it didn!!t then changes to one layer could require changest then changes to one layer could require changes

everywhereeverywhere

## layering violationlayering violation

!! But sometimes hidden information can be used to improveBut sometimes hidden information can be used to improve

performanceperformance

"" for example, flow control protocol may think packet loss is alwaysfor example, flow control protocol may think packet loss is always

because of network congestionbecause of network congestion

"" if it is, instead, due to a if it is, instead, due to a lossy lossy link, the flow control breakslink, the flow control breaks

"" this is because we hid information about reason of packet loss fromthis is because we hid information about reason of packet loss from

flow control protocolflow control protocol



Layering

!! There is a tension between information-hiding (abstraction) andThere is a tension between information-hiding (abstraction) and

achieving good performanceachieving good performance

!! Art of protocol design is to leak enough information to allowArt of protocol design is to leak enough information to allow

good performancegood performance

"" but not so much that small changes in one layer need changes tobut not so much that small changes in one layer need changes to

other layersother layers



ISO OSI reference model

!! A set of protocols is A set of protocols is openopen if

"" protocol details are publicly availableprotocol details are publicly available

"" changes are managed by an organization whose membership andchanges are managed by an organization whose membership and

transactions are open to the publictransactions are open to the public

!! A system that implements open protocols is called an A system that implements open protocols is called an openopen

systemsystem

!! International Organization for Standards (ISO) prescribes aInternational Organization for Standards (ISO) prescribes a

standard to connect open systemsstandard to connect open systems

"" open system interconnect (OSI)open system interconnect (OSI)

!! Has greatly influenced thinking on protocol stacksHas greatly influenced thinking on protocol stacks



ISO OSI

!! Reference modelReference model

"" formally defines what is meant by a layer, a service etc.formally defines what is meant by a layer, a service etc.

!! Service architectureService architecture

"" describes the services provided by each layer and the servicedescribes the services provided by each layer and the service

access pointaccess point

!! Protocol architectureProtocol architecture

"" set of protocols that implement the service architectureset of protocols that implement the service architecture

"" compliant service architectures may still use non-compliant protocolcompliant service architectures may still use non-compliant protocol

architecturesarchitectures



The seven layers



Physical layer

!! Moves bits between physically connected end-systemsMoves bits between physically connected end-systems

!! Standard prescribesStandard prescribes

"" coding scheme to represent a bitcoding scheme to represent a bit

"" shapes and sizes of connectorsshapes and sizes of connectors

"" bit-level synchronizationbit-level synchronization

!! Postal networkPostal network

"" technology for moving letters from one point to another (trains,technology for moving letters from one point to another (trains,

planes, vans, bicycles, shipsplanes, vans, bicycles, ships……))

!! InternetInternet

"" technology to move bits on a wire, wireless link, satellite channeltechnology to move bits on a wire, wireless link, satellite channel

etc.etc.



Datalink layer

!! Introduces the notion of a Introduces the notion of a frameframe

"" set of bits that belong togetherset of bits that belong together

!! IdleIdle markers tell us that a link is not carrying a frame markers tell us that a link is not carrying a frame

!! BeginBegin and  and endend markers delimit a frame markers delimit a frame

!! On a broadcast link (such as Ethernet)On a broadcast link (such as Ethernet)

"" end-system must receive only bits meant for itend-system must receive only bits meant for it

"" need datalink-layer addressneed datalink-layer address

"" also need to decide who gets to speak nextalso need to decide who gets to speak next

"" these functions are provided by these functions are provided by Medium Access Medium Access sublayersublayer (MAC) (MAC)

!! Some data links also retransmit corrupted packets and pace theSome data links also retransmit corrupted packets and pace the

rate at which frames are placed on a linkrate at which frames are placed on a link

"" part of part of logical link control logical link control sublayersublayer

"" layered over MAC layered over MAC sublayersublayer



Datalink layer (contd.)

!! Datalink layer protocols are the first layer of softwareDatalink layer protocols are the first layer of software

!! Very dependent on underlying physical link Very dependent on underlying physical link propetiespropeties

!! Usually bundle both physical and datalink layer on Usually bundle both physical and datalink layer on host host adaptoradaptor

cardcard

"" example: Ethernetexample: Ethernet

!! Postal servicePostal service

"" mail bag mail bag ""framesframes!! letters letters

!! InternetInternet

"" a variety of datalink layer protocolsa variety of datalink layer protocols

"" most common is Ethernetmost common is Ethernet

"" others are FDDI, SONET, HDLCothers are FDDI, SONET, HDLC



Network layer

!! Logically concatenates a set of links to form the abstraction ofLogically concatenates a set of links to form the abstraction of

an an end-to-endend-to-end link link

!! Allows an end-system to communicate with any other end-Allows an end-system to communicate with any other end-

system by computing a route between themsystem by computing a route between them

!! Hides idiosyncrasies of datalink layerHides idiosyncrasies of datalink layer

!! Provides unique network-wide addressesProvides unique network-wide addresses

!! Found both in end-systems and in intermediate systemsFound both in end-systems and in intermediate systems

!! At end-systems primarily hides details of datalink layerAt end-systems primarily hides details of datalink layer

"" segmentation and segmentation and reassemblyreassembly

"" error detectionerror detection



Network layer (contd.)

!! At intermediate systemsAt intermediate systems

"" participates in routing protocol to create routing tablesparticipates in routing protocol to create routing tables

"" responsigle responsigle for forwarding packetsfor forwarding packets

"" scheduling the transmission order of packetsscheduling the transmission order of packets

"" choosing which packets to dropchoosing which packets to drop



Two types of network layers

!! In datagram networksIn datagram networks

"" provides both routing and data forwardingprovides both routing and data forwarding

!! In connection-oriented networkIn connection-oriented network

"" we distinguish between data plane and control planewe distinguish between data plane and control plane

"" data plane only forwards and schedules data (touches every byte)data plane only forwards and schedules data (touches every byte)

"" control plane responsible for routing, call-establishment, call-control plane responsible for routing, call-establishment, call-

teardown teardown (doesn(doesn!!t touch data bytes)t touch data bytes)



Network layer

!! Postal networkPostal network

"" set up internal routing tablesset up internal routing tables

"" forward letters from source to destinationforward letters from source to destination

"" static routingstatic routing

"" multiple qualities of servicemultiple qualities of service

!! InternetInternet

"" network layer is provided by Internet Protocolnetwork layer is provided by Internet Protocol

"" found in all end-systems and intermediate systemsfound in all end-systems and intermediate systems

"" provides abstraction of end-to-end linkprovides abstraction of end-to-end link

"" segmentation and segmentation and reassemblyreassembly

"" packet-forwarding, routing, schedulingpacket-forwarding, routing, scheduling

"" unique IP addressesunique IP addresses

"" can be layered over anything, but only best-effort servicecan be layered over anything, but only best-effort service



Transport layer

!! Network provides a Network provides a ""rawraw!! end-to-end service end-to-end service

!! Transport layer creates the abstraction of an Transport layer creates the abstraction of an error-controllederror-controlled,,

flow-controlledflow-controlled and and multiplexed  multiplexed end-to-end linkend-to-end link

!! Error controlError control

"" message will reach destination despite packet loss, corruption andmessage will reach destination despite packet loss, corruption and

duplicationduplication

"" retransmit lost packets; detect, discard, and retransmit corruptedretransmit lost packets; detect, discard, and retransmit corrupted

packets; detect and discard duplicated packetspackets; detect and discard duplicated packets

!! Flow controlFlow control

"" match transmission rat to rate currently sustainable on the path tomatch transmission rat to rate currently sustainable on the path to

destination, and at the destination itselfdestination, and at the destination itself



Transport layer (contd.)

!! Multiplexes multiple applications to the same end-to-endMultiplexes multiple applications to the same end-to-end

connectionconnection

"" adds an application-specific identifier (adds an application-specific identifier (port number) port number) so thatso that

receiving end-system can hand in incoming packet to the correctreceiving end-system can hand in incoming packet to the correct

applicationapplication

!! Some transport layers provide fewer servicesSome transport layers provide fewer services

"" e.g. simple error detection, no flow control, and no retransmissione.g. simple error detection, no flow control, and no retransmission

"" lightweight transport layerlightweight transport layer



Transport layer (contd.)

!! Postal systemPostal system

"" doesndoesn!!t have a transport layert have a transport layer

"" implemented, if at all, by customersimplemented, if at all, by customers

"" detect lost letters (how?) and retransmit themdetect lost letters (how?) and retransmit them

!! InternetInternet

"" two popular protocols are TCP and UDPtwo popular protocols are TCP and UDP

"" TCP provides error control, flow control, multiplexingTCP provides error control, flow control, multiplexing

"" UDP provides only multiplexingUDP provides only multiplexing



Session layer

!! Not commonNot common

!! Provides Provides full-duplex service, expedited data delivery, full-duplex service, expedited data delivery, andand

session synchronizationsession synchronization

!! DuplexDuplex

"" if transport layer is simplex, concatenates two transport endpointsif transport layer is simplex, concatenates two transport endpoints

togetertogeter

!! Expedited data deliveryExpedited data delivery

"" allows some messages to skip ahead in end-system queues, byallows some messages to skip ahead in end-system queues, by

using a separate low-delay transport layer endpointusing a separate low-delay transport layer endpoint

!! SynchronizationSynchronization

"" allows users to place marks in data stream and to roll back to aallows users to place marks in data stream and to roll back to a

prespecified prespecified markmark



Example

!! Postal networkPostal network

"" suppose a company has separate shipping and receiving clerkssuppose a company has separate shipping and receiving clerks

"" chief clerk can manage both to provide abstraction of a duplexchief clerk can manage both to provide abstraction of a duplex

serviceservice

"" chief clerk may also send some messages using a courierchief clerk may also send some messages using a courier

(expedited service)(expedited service)

"" chief clerk can arrange to have a set of messages either deliveredchief clerk can arrange to have a set of messages either delivered

all at once, or not at allall at once, or not at all

!! InternetInternet

"" doesndoesn!!t have a standard session layert have a standard session layer



Presentation layer

!! Unlike other layers which deal with Unlike other layers which deal with headersheaders presentation layer presentation layer

touches the application datatouches the application data

!! Hides data representation differences between applicationsHides data representation differences between applications

"" e.g. e.g. endianendian-ness-ness

!! Can also encrypt dataCan also encrypt data

!! Usually Usually ad hocad hoc

!! Postal networkPostal network

"" translator translates contents before giving it to chief clerktranslator translates contents before giving it to chief clerk

!! InternetInternet

"" no standard presentation layerno standard presentation layer

"" only defines network byte order for 2- and 4-byte integersonly defines network byte order for 2- and 4-byte integers



Application layer

!! The set of applications that use the networkThe set of applications that use the network

!! DoesnDoesn!!t provide services to any other layert provide services to any other layer

!! Postal networkPostal network

"" the person who uses the postal systemthe person who uses the postal system

"" suppose manager wants to send a set of recall letterssuppose manager wants to send a set of recall letters

"" translator translates letters going abroadtranslator translates letters going abroad

"" chief clerk sends some priority mail, and some by regular mailchief clerk sends some priority mail, and some by regular mail

"" mail clerk sends a message, retransmits if not mail clerk sends a message, retransmits if not ackedacked

"" postal system computes a route and forwards the letterspostal system computes a route and forwards the letters

"" datalink layer: letters carried by planes, trains, automobilesdatalink layer: letters carried by planes, trains, automobiles

"" physical layer: the letter itselfphysical layer: the letter itself



Layering

!! We have broken a complex problem into smaller, simpler piecesWe have broken a complex problem into smaller, simpler pieces

!! Provides the application with Provides the application with sophisticatedsophisticated services services

!! Each layer provides a clean abstraction to the layer aboveEach layer provides a clean abstraction to the layer above



Why seven layers?

!! Need a top and a bottom -- 2Need a top and a bottom -- 2

!! Need to hide physical link, so need datalink -- 3Need to hide physical link, so need datalink -- 3

!! Need both end-to-end and hop-by-hop actions; so need at leastNeed both end-to-end and hop-by-hop actions; so need at least

the network and transport layers -- 5the network and transport layers -- 5

!! Session and presentation layers are not so important, and areSession and presentation layers are not so important, and are

often ignoredoften ignored

!! So, we need at least 5, and 7 seems to be excessiveSo, we need at least 5, and 7 seems to be excessive

!! Note that we can place functions in different layersNote that we can place functions in different layers



Protocol Implementation

An Engineering Approach to Computer NetworkingAn Engineering Approach to Computer Networking



Protocol implementation

!! Depends on Depends on structurestructure and  and environmentenvironment

!! StructureStructure

"" partitioningpartitioning of functionality between user and kernel of functionality between user and kernel

"" separation of layer processing (separation of layer processing (interfaceinterface))

!! EnvironmentEnvironment

"" data copy costdata copy cost

"" interrupt overheadinterrupt overhead

"" context switch timecontext switch time

"" latency in accessing memorylatency in accessing memory

"" cache effectscache effects



Partitioning strategies

!! How much to put in user space, and how much in kernel space?How much to put in user space, and how much in kernel space?

"" tradeoff betweentradeoff between

## software engineeringsoftware engineering

## customizabilitycustomizability

## securitysecurity

## performanceperformance

!! Monolithic in kernel spaceMonolithic in kernel space

!! Monolithic in user spaceMonolithic in user space

!! Per-process in user spacePer-process in user space



Interface strategies

!! Single-contextSingle-context

!! TasksTasks

!! UpcallsUpcalls



Monolithic in kernel



Monolithic in user space



Per-process in user space



Interfaces

!! Single-contextSingle-context

!! TasksTasks

!! UpcallsUpcalls



Single context



Tasks



Upcalls



Protocol implementation



Some numbers

! 10 Kbps 400 ms

! 100 Kbps, 40 ms

! 1  Mbps, 4 ms

! 100 Mbps, 40 µs

! User-to-kernel context switch ~40 µs

! Copying the packet ~25 µs

! Checksum in software  ~40 µs

! Scheduling delays ~150 µs (depends on

workload)

! Interrupt handling          ~10-50 µs (depends on the

bus)

! Protocol processing     ~15 -100 µs (depends on

protocol complexity)



Rules of thumb

!! Optimize common caseOptimize common case

!! Watch out for bottlenecksWatch out for bottlenecks

!! Fine tune inner loopsFine tune inner loops

!! Choose good data structuresChoose good data structures

!! Beware of data touchingBeware of data touching

!! Minimize # packets sentMinimize # packets sent

!! Send largest packets possibleSend largest packets possible

!! Cache hintsCache hints

!! Use hardwareUse hardware

!! Exploit application propertiesExploit application properties



Common Protocols

An Engineering Approach to Computer NetworkingAn Engineering Approach to Computer Networking



The grand finale

!! Previous chapters presented principles, but not protocol detailsPrevious chapters presented principles, but not protocol details

"" these change with timethese change with time

"" real protocols draw many things togetherreal protocols draw many things together

!! Overview of real protocolsOverview of real protocols

"" standards documents are the final resortstandards documents are the final resort

!! Three sets of protocolsThree sets of protocols

"" telephonetelephone

"" InternetInternet

"" ATMATM



Telephone network protocols

             Data Plane Control Plane (SS7)

App           Voice/Fax ASE/ISDN-UP

                          TCAP

Session

Transport 

Network SCCP/MTP-3

Datalink     Sonet/PDH   MTP-2

Physical     Many MTP-1



Traditional digital transmission

!! Long distance trunks carry multiplexed callsLong distance trunks carry multiplexed calls

!! Standard multiplexing levelsStandard multiplexing levels

!! Digital transmission Digital transmission hierarchy

US and Japan

Multiple xing 

level

Name # calls Rate

(Mbps)

1 DS1 24 1.544

2 DS2 96 6.312

3 DS3 672 44.736

4 DS4 4032 274.176



Plesiochronous hierarchy

!! PlesiochronousPlesiochronous = nearly synchronous = nearly synchronous

!! Tight control on deviation from synchronyTight control on deviation from synchrony

!! What if stream runs a little faster or slower?What if stream runs a little faster or slower?

!! Need Need justificationjustification



Justification

! Output runs a bit faster always

! Overhead identifies bits from a particular stream

! If a stream runs faster, use overhead to identify it

! Overhead used everywhere except at first level (DS1)



Problems with plesiochrony

!! Incompatible hierarchies around the worldIncompatible hierarchies around the world

!! Data is spread out! Hard to extract a single callData is spread out! Hard to extract a single call

!! Cannot switch bundles of callsCannot switch bundles of calls



Synchronous Digital Hierarchy

!! All levels are synchronousAll levels are synchronous

!! Justification uses pointersJustification uses pointers

    Data Rate (Mbps) US Name

1 51.84 OC-1

2 155.52 OC-3

3 466.56 OC-9

4 622.08 OC-12

5 933.12 OC-18

6 1244.16 OC-24

8 1866.24 OC-36

9 2488.32 OC-48

     9953.28 OC-192



SDH (SONET) frame



SDH

!! 9 rows, 90 columns9 rows, 90 columns

!! Each payload container (SPE) served in 125 microsecondsEach payload container (SPE) served in 125 microseconds

!! One byte = 1 callOne byte = 1 call

!! All overhead is in the headersAll overhead is in the headers

!! Pointers for justificationPointers for justification

"" if sending too fast, use a byte in the overhead, increasingif sending too fast, use a byte in the overhead, increasing

sending ratesending rate

"" if sending too slow, skip a byte and move the pointerif sending too slow, skip a byte and move the pointer

"" can always locate a payload envelope, and thus a call withincan always locate a payload envelope, and thus a call within

it => cheaper add dropit => cheaper add drop mux mux



SDH justification



OSI layer name SS7 layer name Functionality Internet example

Application Application Service
Element

Application FTP

Transaction
Capabilities
Application part

RPC RPC

Transport Signaling Connection
Control Part

Connections,
sequence numbers,
segmentation and
reassembly, flow
control

TCP

Network Message Transfer
Part 3 (MTP-3)

Routing IP

Datalink MTP-2 Framing , link-level
error detection and
retransmission

Ethernet

Physical MTP-1 Physical bit transfer Ethernet

Signaling System 7 (SS7)



SS7 example

!! Call forwardingCall forwarding

!! To registerTo register

"" call special numbercall special number

"" connects to ASEconnects to ASE

"" authenticates user, stores forwarding number in databaseauthenticates user, stores forwarding number in database

!! On call arrivalOn call arrival

"" call setup protocol checks database for forwarding numbercall setup protocol checks database for forwarding number

"" if number present, reroutes callif number present, reroutes call

!! SS7 provides all the services necessary for communication andSS7 provides all the services necessary for communication and

coordination between registry ASE, database, and call setupcoordination between registry ASE, database, and call setup

entityentity



MTP Header



Internet stack

             Data Plane     Control Plane

App            HTTP RSVP/OSPF

Session      Sockets/Streams

Transport   TCP/UDP

Network      IP                                   IP/ICMP

Datalink      Many                                   Many

Physical      Many                                   Many



IP

!! UnreliableUnreliable

!! Best effortBest effort

!! End-to-endEnd-to-end

!! IP on everything- interconnect the worldIP on everything- interconnect the world



IP



Fragmentation

!! IP can fragment, reassemble at receiverIP can fragment, reassemble at receiver

!! Fragment offset fieldFragment offset field

!! More fragments flag and DonMore fragments flag and Don!!t fragment flagt fragment flag

!! ReassemblyReassembly lockup lockup

"" decrement timer and drop when it reaches 0decrement timer and drop when it reaches 0

!! Fragmentation is harmfulFragmentation is harmful

"" extra workextra work

"" lockuplockup

"" error multiplicationerror multiplication

!! Path MTU discoveryPath MTU discovery

"" send largesend large pkt pkt with Don with Don!!t fragment sett fragment set

"" if error, try smallerif error, try smaller



IP fields

!! TTLTTL

"" decrementeddecremented on each hop on each hop

"" decrementeddecremented every 500 ms at every 500 ms at endpt endpt

"" terminates routing loopsterminates routing loops

!! TracerouteTraceroute

"" if router decrements to 0, send ICMP error packetif router decrements to 0, send ICMP error packet

"" source sends packets with increasing TTL and waits forsource sends packets with increasing TTL and waits for

errorserrors

!! OptionsOptions

"" record routerecord route

"" timestamptimestamp

"" loose source routingloose source routing



ICMP

!! Destination unreachableDestination unreachable

!! Source quenchSource quench

!! RedirectRedirect

!! Router advertisementRouter advertisement

!! Time exceeded (TTL)Time exceeded (TTL)

!! Fragmentation needed, butFragmentation needed, but Dont frag Dont frag flag set flag set



TCP

!! MultiplexedMultiplexed

!! DuplexDuplex

!! Connection-orientedConnection-oriented

!! ReliableReliable

!! Flow-controlledFlow-controlled

!! Byte-streamByte-stream



TCP



Fields

!! Port numbersPort numbers

!! Sequence andSequence and ack ack number number

!! Header lengthHeader length

!! Window sizeWindow size

"" 16 bits => 64 Kbytes (more with scaling)16 bits => 64 Kbytes (more with scaling)

"" receiver controls the window sizereceiver controls the window size

"" if zero, need sender persistenceif zero, need sender persistence

"" silly window syndromesilly window syndrome

!! ChecksumChecksum

!! Urgent pointerUrgent pointer

!! OptionsOptions

"" max segment sizemax segment size



HTTP

!! Request responseRequest response

!! Protocol is simple, browser is complexProtocol is simple, browser is complex

!! Address space encapsulationAddress space encapsulation

!! Request typesRequest types

"" GETGET

"" HEADHEAD

"" POSTPOST

!! ResponseResponse

"" statusstatus

"" headersheaders

"" bodybody



ATM stack

Data Plane Control Plane

Application UNI/PNNI

Application Q.2931

Session

Transport SSCOP

Network AAL1-5 S-AAL (AAL5)

Data Link ATM ATM

Physical Many Many



ATM

!! Connection-orientedConnection-oriented

!! In-sequenceIn-sequence

!! UnreliableUnreliable

!! Quality of service assuredQuality of service assured



Virtual paths

!! High order bits of VCIHigh order bits of VCI

!! AllAll VCIs VCIs in a VP share path and resource reservation in a VP share path and resource reservation

!! Saves table space in switchesSaves table space in switches

"" faster lookupfaster lookup

!! Avoids signalingAvoids signaling

!! May waste resourcesMay waste resources

!! DynamicDynamic renegotiation renegotiation of VP capacity may help of VP capacity may help

!! Set of virtual paths defines a Set of virtual paths defines a virtual private networkvirtual private network



AAL

! Was supposed to provide “rest of stack”

! Scaled back

! 4 versions: 1, 2, 3/4, 5

! Only 1, 3/4 and 5 important in practice



AAL 1

!! For synchronous appsFor synchronous apps

"" provides timestamps and clockingprovides timestamps and clocking

"" sequencingsequencing

"" always CBRalways CBR

"" FEC in data bytesFEC in data bytes



AAL 3/4

!! For data traffic (from aFor data traffic (from a telco telco perspective!) perspective!)

!! First create an encapsulated protocol data unit EPDUFirst create an encapsulated protocol data unit EPDU

"" (common part convergence(common part convergence sublayer sublayer-protocol data unit-protocol data unit

CPCS-PDU)CPCS-PDU)

!! Then fragment it and add ATM headersThen fragment it and add ATM headers



AAL 3/4

!! Error detection, segmentation,Error detection, segmentation, reassembly reassembly

!! Header and trailer per EPDU Header and trailer per EPDU andand per-cell header! per-cell header!



AAL 5

!! Violates layering, but efficientViolates layering, but efficient

!! Bit in header marks end of frameBit in header marks end of frame



AAL5 frame format



SSCOP

!! Reliable transport for signaling messagesReliable transport for signaling messages

!! Functionality similar to TCPFunctionality similar to TCP

"" error control (described below)error control (described below)

"" flow control (static window)flow control (static window)

!! Four packet typesFour packet types

"" sequenced data / poll / sequenced data / poll / statstat / / ustat ustat

!! NoNo acks acks!!

!! Sender polls, receiver sends statusSender polls, receiver sends status

"" includes cumulativeincludes cumulative ack ack and window size and window size

!! If out of order, sends unsolicited status (If out of order, sends unsolicited status (ustatustat))

!! Key variable is poll intervalKey variable is poll interval



IP-over-ATM

!! Key idea: treat ATM as a link-level technologyKey idea: treat ATM as a link-level technology

"" ignore routing and QoS aspectsignore routing and QoS aspects

!! Key problemsKey problems

"" ATM is connection-oriented and IP is notATM is connection-oriented and IP is not

"" different addressing schemesdifferent addressing schemes

"" ATM LAN is point-to-point while IP assumes broadcastATM LAN is point-to-point while IP assumes broadcast

!! Basic technologiesBasic technologies

"" IP encapsulation in ATMIP encapsulation in ATM

"" Resolving IP addresses to ATM addressesResolving IP addresses to ATM addresses

"" Creating an ATM-based IP subnetCreating an ATM-based IP subnet

"" Mapping multicast groups to ATMMapping multicast groups to ATM



IP encapsulation in ATM

!! Put data portion of IP packets in AAL5 framePut data portion of IP packets in AAL5 frame

"" works only if endpoints understand AAL5works only if endpoints understand AAL5

!! Instead, place entire IP packet with AAL5 frameInstead, place entire IP packet with AAL5 frame

!! General solution allows General solution allows multiprotocol multiprotocol encapsulationencapsulation



Resolving IP addresses to ATM
addresses

!! Need something like ARP, but canNeed something like ARP, but can!!t use broadcastt use broadcast

!! Designate one of the ATM hosts as an ARP serverDesignate one of the ATM hosts as an ARP server

!! Inverse ARP automatically creates databaseInverse ARP automatically creates database



Creating an ATM-based IP subnet

!! IP assumes free availability of bandwidth within a subnetIP assumes free availability of bandwidth within a subnet

!! If all hosts on ATM are on same IP subnet, broadcast reachesIf all hosts on ATM are on same IP subnet, broadcast reaches

all => congestionall => congestion

!! Partition into Partition into logical IP logical IP subnetssubnets

"" at the cost of longer paths between ATM-attached hostsat the cost of longer paths between ATM-attached hosts



Next-hop routing

!! Avoids long pathsAvoids long paths

!! Next-hop server stores IP-to-ATM translations independent ofNext-hop server stores IP-to-ATM translations independent of

subnet boundariessubnet boundaries

"" like DNSlike DNS



Resolving multicast addresses

!! ARP server cannot resolve multicast addresses (why?)ARP server cannot resolve multicast addresses (why?)

!! Actively maintain set of endpoints that correspond to a particularActively maintain set of endpoints that correspond to a particular

Class D addressClass D address

!! Multicast Address Resolution ServerMulticast Address Resolution Server provides and updates this provides and updates this

translationtranslation



LAN emulation

!! If destination is on same LAN, can use ATM underneath datalinkIf destination is on same LAN, can use ATM underneath datalink

layerlayer

!! Need to translate from MAC address to ATM addressNeed to translate from MAC address to ATM address

!! Also need to emulate broadcast for Ethernet/FDDIAlso need to emulate broadcast for Ethernet/FDDI



Cells in Frame (CIF)

!! Solutions so far require expensive ATM host-adapter cardSolutions so far require expensive ATM host-adapter card

!! Can we reuse Ethernet card?Can we reuse Ethernet card?

!! Encapsulate AAL5 frame in Ethernet header on point-to-pointEncapsulate AAL5 frame in Ethernet header on point-to-point

Ethernet linkEthernet link

!! CIF-Attachment Device at other end CIF-Attachment Device at other end decapsulates decapsulates and injectsand injects

the frame into an ATM networkthe frame into an ATM network

!! Software on end-system thinks that it has a local host adapterSoftware on end-system thinks that it has a local host adapter

!! ShimShim between ATM stack and Ethernet driver inserts CIF between ATM stack and Ethernet driver inserts CIF

header with VCI and ATM cell headerheader with VCI and ATM cell header

"" may need to fragment AAL5 framemay need to fragment AAL5 frame

"" can also forward partial framescan also forward partial frames

!! CheaperCheaper

"" also gives endpoints QoS guarantees, unlike LANEalso gives endpoints QoS guarantees, unlike LANE



Holding time problem

!! After resolution, open an ATM connection, and send IP packetAfter resolution, open an ATM connection, and send IP packet

!! When to close it?When to close it?

!! LocalityLocality

"" more packets likelymore packets likely

"" hold the connection for a while to avoid next call setuphold the connection for a while to avoid next call setup

"" but pay per-second holding time costbut pay per-second holding time cost

!! Optimal solution depends on pricing policy and packet arrivalOptimal solution depends on pricing policy and packet arrival

characteristicscharacteristics

!! Measurement-based heuristic works nearly optimallyMeasurement-based heuristic works nearly optimally

"" create the inter-arrival time histogramcreate the inter-arrival time histogram

"" expect future arrivals to conform to measured distributionexpect future arrivals to conform to measured distribution

"" close connection if expected cost exceeds expected benefitclose connection if expected cost exceeds expected benefit



Routing

An Engineering Approach to Computer NetworkingAn Engineering Approach to Computer Networking



What is it?

!! Process of finding a path from a source to every destination inProcess of finding a path from a source to every destination in

the networkthe network

!! Suppose you want to connect to Antarctica from your desktopSuppose you want to connect to Antarctica from your desktop

"" what route should you take?what route should you take?

"" does a shorter route exist?does a shorter route exist?

"" what if a link along the route goes down?what if a link along the route goes down?

"" what if youwhat if you!!re on a mobile wireless link?re on a mobile wireless link?

!! Routing deals with these types of issuesRouting deals with these types of issues



Basics

!! A A routing protocolrouting protocol sets up a  sets up a routing tablerouting table in  in routersrouters and  and switchswitch

controllerscontrollers

!! A node makes a A node makes a local local choice depending on choice depending on globalglobal topology: this topology: this

is the fundamentalis the fundamental  problemproblem



Key problem

!! How to make correct local decisions?How to make correct local decisions?

"" each router must know each router must know somethingsomething about global state

!! Global stateGlobal state

"" inherently largeinherently large

"" dynamicdynamic

"" hard to collecthard to collect

!! A routing protocol must intelligently summarize relevantA routing protocol must intelligently summarize relevant

informationinformation



Requirements

!! Minimize routing table spaceMinimize routing table space

"" fast to look upfast to look up

"" less to exchangeless to exchange

!! Minimize number and frequency of control messagesMinimize number and frequency of control messages

!! Robustness: avoidRobustness: avoid

"" black holesblack holes

"" loopsloops

"" oscillationsoscillations

!! Use optimal pathUse optimal path



Choices

!! Centralized vs. distributed routingCentralized vs. distributed routing

"" centralized is simpler, but prone to failure and congestioncentralized is simpler, but prone to failure and congestion

!! Source-based vs. hop-by-hopSource-based vs. hop-by-hop

"" how much is in packet header?how much is in packet header?

"" Intermediate: Intermediate: loose source routeloose source route

!! Stochastic vs. deterministicStochastic vs. deterministic

"" stochastic spreads load, avoiding oscillations, but misordersstochastic spreads load, avoiding oscillations, but misorders

!! Single vs. multiple pathSingle vs. multiple path

"" primary and alternative paths (compare with stochastic)primary and alternative paths (compare with stochastic)

!! State-dependent vs. state-independentState-dependent vs. state-independent

"" do routes depend on current network state (e.g. delay)do routes depend on current network state (e.g. delay)
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Telephone network topology

!! 3-level hierarchy, with a fully-connected core3-level hierarchy, with a fully-connected core

!! AT&T: 135 core switches with nearly 5 million circuitsAT&T: 135 core switches with nearly 5 million circuits

!! LECs may connect to multiple coresLECs may connect to multiple cores



Routing algorithm

!! If endpoints are within same CO, directly connectIf endpoints are within same CO, directly connect

!! If call is between COs in same LEC, use one-hop path betweenIf call is between COs in same LEC, use one-hop path between

COsCOs

!! Otherwise send call to one of the coresOtherwise send call to one of the cores

!! Only major decision is at toll switchOnly major decision is at toll switch

"" one-hop or two-hop path to the destination toll switchone-hop or two-hop path to the destination toll switch

"" (why don(why don!!t we need longer paths?)t we need longer paths?)

!! Essence of problemEssence of problem

"" which two-hop path to use if one-hop path is fullwhich two-hop path to use if one-hop path is full



Features of telephone network routing

!! Stable loadStable load

"" can predict pairwise load throughout the daycan predict pairwise load throughout the day

"" can choose optimal routes in advancecan choose optimal routes in advance

!! Extremely reliable switchesExtremely reliable switches

"" downtime is less than a few minutes per yeardowntime is less than a few minutes per year

"" can assume that a chosen route is availablecan assume that a chosen route is available

"" cancan!!t do this in the Internett do this in the Internet

!! Single organization controls entire coreSingle organization controls entire core

"" can collect global statistics and implement global changescan collect global statistics and implement global changes

!! Very highly connected networkVery highly connected network

!! Connections require resources (but all need the same)Connections require resources (but all need the same)



The cost of simplicity

!! Simplicity of routing a historical necessitySimplicity of routing a historical necessity

!! But requiresBut requires

"" reliability in every componentreliability in every component

"" logically fully-connected corelogically fully-connected core

!! Can we build an alternative that has same features as theCan we build an alternative that has same features as the

telephone network, but is cheaper because it uses moretelephone network, but is cheaper because it uses more

sophisticated routing?sophisticated routing?

"" Yes: that is one of the motivations for ATMYes: that is one of the motivations for ATM

"" But 80% of the cost is in the local loopBut 80% of the cost is in the local loop

## not affected by changes in core routingnot affected by changes in core routing

"" Moreover, many of the software systems assume topologyMoreover, many of the software systems assume topology

## too expensive to change themtoo expensive to change them



Dynamic nonhierarchical routing (DNHR)

!! Simplest core routing protocolSimplest core routing protocol

"" accept call if one-hop path is available, else dropaccept call if one-hop path is available, else drop

!! DNHRDNHR

"" divides day into around 10-periodsdivides day into around 10-periods

"" in each period, each toll switch is assigned a primary one-in each period, each toll switch is assigned a primary one-

hop path and a list of alternativeshop path and a list of alternatives

"" can overflow to alternative if neededcan overflow to alternative if needed

"" drop only if all alternate paths are busydrop only if all alternate paths are busy

## crankbackcrankback

!! ProblemsProblems

"" does not work well if actual traffic differs from predictiondoes not work well if actual traffic differs from prediction



Metastability

!! Burst of activity can cause network to enter metastable stateBurst of activity can cause network to enter metastable state

"" high blocking probability even with a low loadhigh blocking probability even with a low load

!! Removed by trunk reservationRemoved by trunk reservation

"" prevents spilled traffic from taking over direct pathprevents spilled traffic from taking over direct path



Trunk status map routing (TSMR)

!! DNHR measures traffic once a weekDNHR measures traffic once a week

!! TSMR updates measurements once an hour or soTSMR updates measurements once an hour or so

"" only if it changes only if it changes ““significantlysignificantly””

!! List of alternative paths is more up to dateList of alternative paths is more up to date



Real-time network routing (RTNR)

!! No centralized controlNo centralized control

!! Each toll switch maintains a list of lightly loaded linksEach toll switch maintains a list of lightly loaded links

!! Intersection of source and destination lists gives set of lightlyIntersection of source and destination lists gives set of lightly

loaded pathsloaded paths

!! ExampleExample

"" At A, list is C, D, E => links AC, AD, AE lightly loadedAt A, list is C, D, E => links AC, AD, AE lightly loaded

"" At B, list is D, F, G => links BD, BF, BG lightly loadedAt B, list is D, F, G => links BD, BF, BG lightly loaded

"" A asks B for its listA asks B for its list

"" Intersection = D => AD and BD lightly loaded => ADB lightlyIntersection = D => AD and BD lightly loaded => ADB lightly

loaded => it is a good alternative pathloaded => it is a good alternative path

!! Very effective in practice: only about a couple of calls blocked inVery effective in practice: only about a couple of calls blocked in

core out of about 250 million calls attempted every daycore out of about 250 million calls attempted every day
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Distance vector routing

!! EnvironmentEnvironment

"" links and routers unreliablelinks and routers unreliable

"" alternative paths scarcealternative paths scarce

"" traffic patterns can change rapidlytraffic patterns can change rapidly

!! Two key algorithmsTwo key algorithms

"" distance vectordistance vector

"" link-statelink-state

!! Both assume router knowsBoth assume router knows

"" address of each neighboraddress of each neighbor

"" cost of reaching each neighborcost of reaching each neighbor

!! Both allow a router to determine global routing information byBoth allow a router to determine global routing information by

talking to its neighborstalking to its neighbors



Basic idea

!! Node tells its neighbors its best idea of distance to Node tells its neighbors its best idea of distance to everyevery other other

node in the networknode in the network

!! Node receives these Node receives these distance vectorsdistance vectors from its neighbors from its neighbors

!! Updates its notion of best path to each destination, and the nextUpdates its notion of best path to each destination, and the next

hop for this destinationhop for this destination

!! FeaturesFeatures

"" distributeddistributed

"" adapts to traffic changes and link failuresadapts to traffic changes and link failures

"" suitable for networks with multiple administrative entitiessuitable for networks with multiple administrative entities



Example

!

!

2

!



Why does it work

!! Each node knows its true cost to its neighborsEach node knows its true cost to its neighbors

!! This information is spread to its neighbors the first time it sendsThis information is spread to its neighbors the first time it sends

out its distance vectorout its distance vector

!! Each subsequent dissemination spreads the truth one hopEach subsequent dissemination spreads the truth one hop

!! Eventually, it is incorporated into routing table everywhere in theEventually, it is incorporated into routing table everywhere in the

networknetwork

!! Proof: Bellman and Ford, 1957Proof: Bellman and Ford, 1957



Problems with distance vector

!! Count to infinityCount to infinity



Dealing with the problem

!! Path vectorPath vector

"" DV carries path to reach each destinationDV carries path to reach each destination

!! Split horizonSplit horizon

"" never tell neighbor cost to X if neighbor is next hop to Xnever tell neighbor cost to X if neighbor is next hop to X

"" doesndoesn!!t work for 3-way count to infinity (see exercise)t work for 3-way count to infinity (see exercise)

!! Triggered updatesTriggered updates

"" exchange routes on change, instead of on timerexchange routes on change, instead of on timer

"" faster count up to infinityfaster count up to infinity

!! More complicatedMore complicated

"" source tracingsource tracing

"" DUALDUAL
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Link state routing

!! In distance vector, router knows only In distance vector, router knows only costcost to each destination to each destination

"" hides information, causing problemshides information, causing problems

!! In link state, router knows entire network topology, andIn link state, router knows entire network topology, and

computes shortest path by itselfcomputes shortest path by itself

"" independent computation of routesindependent computation of routes

"" potentially less robustpotentially less robust

!! Key elementsKey elements

"" topology disseminationtopology dissemination

"" computing shortest routescomputing shortest routes



Link state: topology dissemination

!! A router describes its neighbors with a A router describes its neighbors with a link state packet (LSP)link state packet (LSP)

!! Use Use controlled floodingcontrolled flooding to distribute this everywhere to distribute this everywhere

"" store an LSP in an store an LSP in an LSP databaseLSP database

"" if new, forward to every interface other than incoming oneif new, forward to every interface other than incoming one

"" a network with E edges will copy at most 2E timesa network with E edges will copy at most 2E times



Sequence numbers

!! How do we know an LSP is new?How do we know an LSP is new?

!! Use a sequence number in LSP headerUse a sequence number in LSP header

!! Greater sequence number is newerGreater sequence number is newer

!! What if sequence number wraps around?What if sequence number wraps around?

"" smaller sequence number is now newer!smaller sequence number is now newer!

"" (hint: use a large sequence space)(hint: use a large sequence space)

!! On boot up, what should be the initial sequence number?On boot up, what should be the initial sequence number?

"" have to somehow purge old LSPshave to somehow purge old LSPs

"" two solutionstwo solutions

## agingaging

## lollipop sequence spacelollipop sequence space



Aging

!! Creator of LSP puts timeout value in the headerCreator of LSP puts timeout value in the header

!! Router removes LSP when it times outRouter removes LSP when it times out

"" also floods this information to the rest of the network (why?)also floods this information to the rest of the network (why?)

!! So, on booting, router just has to wait for its old LSPs to beSo, on booting, router just has to wait for its old LSPs to be

purgedpurged

!! But what age to choose?But what age to choose?

"" if too smallif too small

## purged before fully flooded (why?)purged before fully flooded (why?)

## needs frequent updatesneeds frequent updates

"" if too largeif too large

## router waits idle for a long time on rebootingrouter waits idle for a long time on rebooting



A better solution

!! Need a Need a uniqueunique start sequence number start sequence number

!! a is older than b if:a is older than b if:

"" a < 0 and a < ba < 0 and a < b

"" a > o, a < b, and b-a < N/4a > o, a < b, and b-a < N/4

"" a > 0, b > 0, a > b, and a-b > N/4a > 0, b > 0, a > b, and a-b > N/4



More on lollipops

!! If a router gets an older LSP, it tells the sender about the newerIf a router gets an older LSP, it tells the sender about the newer

LSPLSP

!! So, newly booted router quickly finds out its most recentSo, newly booted router quickly finds out its most recent

sequence numbersequence number

!! It jumps to one more than thatIt jumps to one more than that

!! -N/2 is a -N/2 is a triggertrigger to evoke a response from community memory to evoke a response from community memory



Recovering from a partition

!! On partition, LSP databases can get out of synchOn partition, LSP databases can get out of synch

!! Databases described by database descriptor recordsDatabases described by database descriptor records

!! Routers on each side of a newly restored link talk to each otherRouters on each side of a newly restored link talk to each other

to update databases (determine missing and out-of-date LSPs)to update databases (determine missing and out-of-date LSPs)



Router failure

!! How to detect?How to detect?

"" HELLO protocolHELLO protocol

!! HELLO packet may be corruptedHELLO packet may be corrupted

"" so age anywayso age anyway

"" on a timeout, flood the informationon a timeout, flood the information



Securing LSP databases

!! LSP databases LSP databases mustmust be consistent to avoid routing loops be consistent to avoid routing loops

!! Malicious agent may inject spurious LSPsMalicious agent may inject spurious LSPs

!! Routers must actively protect their databasesRouters must actively protect their databases

"" checksum LSPschecksum LSPs

"" ack LSP exchangesack LSP exchanges

"" passwordspasswords



Computing shortest paths

!! Basic ideaBasic idea

"" maintain a set of nodes P to whom we know shortest pathmaintain a set of nodes P to whom we know shortest path

"" consider every node one hop away from nodes in P = Tconsider every node one hop away from nodes in P = T

"" find every way in which to reach a given node in T, andfind every way in which to reach a given node in T, and

choose shortest onechoose shortest one

"" then add this node to Pthen add this node to P



Example



Link state vs. distance vector

!! CriteriaCriteria

"" stabilitystability

"" multiple routing metricsmultiple routing metrics

"" convergence time after a changeconvergence time after a change

"" communication overheadcommunication overhead

"" memory overheadmemory overhead

!! Both are evenly matchedBoth are evenly matched

!! Both widely usedBoth widely used
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Choosing link costs

!! Shortest path uses link costsShortest path uses link costs

!! Can use either static of dynamic costsCan use either static of dynamic costs

!! In both cases: cost determine amount of traffic on the linkIn both cases: cost determine amount of traffic on the link

"" lower the cost, more the expected trafficlower the cost, more the expected traffic

"" if dynamic cost depends on load, can have oscillationsif dynamic cost depends on load, can have oscillations

(why?)(why?)



Static metrics

!! Simplest: set all link costs to 1 => min hop routingSimplest: set all link costs to 1 => min hop routing

"" but 28.8 modem link is not the same as a T3!but 28.8 modem link is not the same as a T3!

!! Give links weight proportional to capacityGive links weight proportional to capacity



Dynamic metrics

!! A first cut (ARPAnet original)A first cut (ARPAnet original)

!! Cost proportional to length of router queueCost proportional to length of router queue

"" independent of link capacityindependent of link capacity

!! Many problems when network is loadedMany problems when network is loaded

"" queue length averaged over a small time => transient spikesqueue length averaged over a small time => transient spikes

caused major reroutingcaused major rerouting

"" wide dynamic range => network completely ignored pathswide dynamic range => network completely ignored paths

with high costswith high costs

"" queue length assumed to predict future loads => opposite isqueue length assumed to predict future loads => opposite is

true (why?)true (why?)

"" no restriction on successively reported costs => oscillationsno restriction on successively reported costs => oscillations

"" all tables computed simultaneously => low cost link floodedall tables computed simultaneously => low cost link flooded



Modified metrics

"" queue length averaged overqueue length averaged over

a small timea small time

"" wide dynamic range queuewide dynamic range queue

"" queue length assumed toqueue length assumed to

predict future loadspredict future loads

"" no restriction onno restriction on

successively reported costssuccessively reported costs

"" all tables computedall tables computed

simultaneouslysimultaneously

"" queue length averaged overqueue length averaged over

a longer timea longer time

"" dynamic range restricteddynamic range restricted

"" cost also depends oncost also depends on

intrinsic link capacityintrinsic link capacity

"" restriction on successivelyrestriction on successively

reported costsreported costs

"" attempt to stagger tableattempt to stagger table

computationcomputation



Routing dynamics
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Hierarchical routing

!! Large networks need large routing tablesLarge networks need large routing tables

"" more computation to find shortest pathsmore computation to find shortest paths

"" more bandwidth wasted on exchanging DVs and LSPsmore bandwidth wasted on exchanging DVs and LSPs

!! Solution:Solution:

"" hierarchical routinghierarchical routing

!! Key ideaKey idea

"" divide network into a set of domainsdivide network into a set of domains

"" gateways connect domainsgateways connect domains

"" computers within domain unaware of outside computerscomputers within domain unaware of outside computers

"" gateways know only about other gatewaysgateways know only about other gateways



Example

!! FeaturesFeatures

"" only a few routers in each levelonly a few routers in each level

"" not a strict hierarchynot a strict hierarchy

"" gateways participate in multiple routing protocolsgateways participate in multiple routing protocols

"" non-aggregable routers increase core table spacenon-aggregable routers increase core table space



Hierarchy in the Internet

!! Three-level hierarchy in addressesThree-level hierarchy in addresses

"" network numbernetwork number

"" subnet numbersubnet number

"" host numberhost number

!! Core advertises routes only to networks, not to subnetsCore advertises routes only to networks, not to subnets

"" e.g. 135.104.*, 192.20.225.*e.g. 135.104.*, 192.20.225.*

!! Even so, about 80,000 networks in core routers (1996)Even so, about 80,000 networks in core routers (1996)

!! Gateways talk to backbone to find best next-hop to every otherGateways talk to backbone to find best next-hop to every other

network in the Internetnetwork in the Internet



External and summary records

!! If a domain has multiple gatewaysIf a domain has multiple gateways

"" externalexternal records tell hosts in a domain which one to pick to records tell hosts in a domain which one to pick to

reach a host  in an external domainreach a host  in an external domain

## e.g allows 6.4.0.0 to discover shortest path to 5.* ise.g allows 6.4.0.0 to discover shortest path to 5.* is

through 6.0.0.0through 6.0.0.0

"" summarysummary records tell backbone which gateway to use to records tell backbone which gateway to use to

reach an internal nodereach an internal node

## e.g. allows 5.0.0.0 to discover shortest path to 6.4.0.0 ise.g. allows 5.0.0.0 to discover shortest path to 6.4.0.0 is

through 6.0.0.0through 6.0.0.0

!! External and summary records contain distance from gateway toExternal and summary records contain distance from gateway to

external or internal nodeexternal or internal node

"" unifies distance vector and link state algorithmsunifies distance vector and link state algorithms



Interior and exterior protocols

!! Internet has three levels of routingInternet has three levels of routing

"" highest is at highest is at backbonebackbone level, connecting  level, connecting autonomousautonomous

systems (AS)systems (AS)

"" next level is within ASnext level is within AS

"" lowest is within a LANlowest is within a LAN

!! Protocol between AS gateways: exterior gateway protocolProtocol between AS gateways: exterior gateway protocol

!! Protocol within AS: interior gateway protocolProtocol within AS: interior gateway protocol



Exterior gateway protocol

!! Between untrusted routersBetween untrusted routers

"" mutually suspiciousmutually suspicious

!! Must tell a Must tell a border gatewayborder gateway who can be trusted and what paths who can be trusted and what paths

are allowedare allowed

!! TransitTransit over  over backdoorsbackdoors is a problem is a problem



Interior protocols

!! Much easier to implementMuch easier to implement

!! Typically partition an AS into Typically partition an AS into areasareas

!! Exterior and summary records used between areasExterior and summary records used between areas



Issues in interconnection

!! May use different schemes (DV vs. LS)May use different schemes (DV vs. LS)

!! Cost metrics may differCost metrics may differ

!! Need to:Need to:

"" convert from one scheme to another (how?)convert from one scheme to another (how?)

"" use the lowest common denominator for costsuse the lowest common denominator for costs

"" manually intervene if necessarymanually intervene if necessary
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Common routing protocols

!! InteriorInterior

"" RIPRIP

"" OSPFOSPF

!! ExteriorExterior

"" EGPEGP

"" BGPBGP

!! ATMATM

"" PNNIPNNI



RIP

!! Distance vectorDistance vector

!! Cost metric is hop countCost metric is hop count

!! Infinity = 16Infinity = 16

!! Exchange distance vectors every 30 sExchange distance vectors every 30 s

!! Split horizonSplit horizon

!! Useful for small subnetsUseful for small subnets

"" easy to installeasy to install



OSPF

!! Link-stateLink-state

!! Uses areas to route packets hierarchically within ASUses areas to route packets hierarchically within AS

!! ComplexComplex

"" LSP databases to be protectedLSP databases to be protected

!! Uses Uses designated routersdesignated routers to reduce number of endpoints to reduce number of endpoints



EGP

!! Original exterior gateway protocolOriginal exterior gateway protocol

!! Distance-vectorDistance-vector

!! Costs are either 128 (reachable) or 255 (unreachable) =>Costs are either 128 (reachable) or 255 (unreachable) =>

reachability protocol => backbone must be loop free (why?)reachability protocol => backbone must be loop free (why?)

!! Allows administrators to pick neighbors to peer withAllows administrators to pick neighbors to peer with

!! Allows backdoors (by setting backdoor cost < 128)Allows backdoors (by setting backdoor cost < 128)



BGP

!! Path-vectorPath-vector

"" distance vector annotated with entire pathdistance vector annotated with entire path

"" also with policy attributesalso with policy attributes

"" guaranteed loop-freeguaranteed loop-free

!! Can use non-tree backbone topologiesCan use non-tree backbone topologies

!! Uses TCP to disseminate DVsUses TCP to disseminate DVs

"" reliablereliable

"" but subject to TCP flow controlbut subject to TCP flow control

!! Policies are complex to set upPolicies are complex to set up



PNNI

!! Link-stateLink-state

!! Many levels of hierarchyMany levels of hierarchy

!! Switch controllers at each level form a peer groupSwitch controllers at each level form a peer group

!! Group has a group leaderGroup has a group leader

!! Leaders are members of the next higher level groupLeaders are members of the next higher level group

!! Leaders summarize information about group to tell higher levelLeaders summarize information about group to tell higher level

peerspeers

!! All records received by leader are flooded to lower levelAll records received by leader are flooded to lower level

!! LSPs can be annotated with per-link QoS metricsLSPs can be annotated with per-link QoS metrics

!! Switch controller uses this to compute source routes for call-Switch controller uses this to compute source routes for call-

setup packetssetup packets
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Routing within a broadcast LAN

!! What happens at an endpoint?What happens at an endpoint?

!! On a point-to-point link, no problemOn a point-to-point link, no problem

!! On a broadcast LANOn a broadcast LAN

"" is packet meant for destination within the LAN?is packet meant for destination within the LAN?

"" if so, what is the datalink address ?if so, what is the datalink address ?

"" if not, which router on the LAN to pick?if not, which router on the LAN to pick?

"" what is the routerwhat is the router!!s datalink address?s datalink address?



Internet solution

!! All hosts on the LAN have the same subnet addressAll hosts on the LAN have the same subnet address

!! So, easy to determine if destination is on the same LANSo, easy to determine if destination is on the same LAN

!! DestinationDestination!!s datalink address determined using ARPs datalink address determined using ARP

"" broadcast a requestbroadcast a request

"" owner of IP address repliesowner of IP address replies

!! To discover routersTo discover routers

"" routers periodically sends router advertisementsrouters periodically sends router advertisements

## with preference level and time to livewith preference level and time to live

"" pick most preferred routerpick most preferred router

"" delete overage recordsdelete overage records

"" can also force routers to reply with can also force routers to reply with solicitation messagesolicitation message



Redirection

!! How to pick the best router?How to pick the best router?

!! Send message to arbitrary routerSend message to arbitrary router

!! If that routerIf that router!!s next hop is another router on the same LAN, hosts next hop is another router on the same LAN, host

gets a gets a redirect redirect messagemessage

!! It uses this for subsequent messagesIt uses this for subsequent messages
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Multicast routing

!! Unicast: single source sends to a single destinationUnicast: single source sends to a single destination

!! Multicast: hosts are part of a Multicast: hosts are part of a multicast groupmulticast group

"" packet sent by packet sent by anyany member of a group are received by  member of a group are received by allall

!! Useful forUseful for

"" multiparty videoconferencemultiparty videoconference

"" distance learningdistance learning

"" resource locationresource location



Multicast group

!! Associates a set of senders and receivers with each otherAssociates a set of senders and receivers with each other

"" but independent of thembut independent of them

"" created either when a sender starts sending from a groupcreated either when a sender starts sending from a group

"" or a receiver expresses interest in receivingor a receiver expresses interest in receiving

"" even if no one else is there!even if no one else is there!

!! Sender does not need to know receiversSender does not need to know receivers!! identities identities

"" rendezvous pointrendezvous point



Addressing

!! Multicast group in the Internet has its own Class D addressMulticast group in the Internet has its own Class D address

"" looks like a host address, but isnlooks like a host address, but isn!!tt

!! Senders send to the addressSenders send to the address

!! Receivers anywhere in the world request packets from thatReceivers anywhere in the world request packets from that

addressaddress

!! ““MagicMagic”” is in associating the two:  is in associating the two: dynamic directory servicedynamic directory service

!! Four problemsFour problems

"" which groups are currently activewhich groups are currently active

"" how to express interest in joining a grouphow to express interest in joining a group

"" discovering the set of receivers in a groupdiscovering the set of receivers in a group

"" delivering data to members of a groupdelivering data to members of a group



Expanding ring search

!! A way to use multicast groups for resource discoveryA way to use multicast groups for resource discovery

!! Routers decrement TTL when forwardingRouters decrement TTL when forwarding

!! Sender sets TTL and multicastsSender sets TTL and multicasts

"" reaches all receivers <= TTL hops awayreaches all receivers <= TTL hops away

!! Discovers local resources firstDiscovers local resources first

!! Since heavily loaded servers can keep quiet, automaticallySince heavily loaded servers can keep quiet, automatically

distributes loaddistributes load



Multicast flavors

!! Unicast: point to pointUnicast: point to point

!! Multicast:Multicast:

"" point to multipointpoint to multipoint

"" multipoint to multipointmultipoint to multipoint

!! Can simulate point to multipoint by a set of point to pointCan simulate point to multipoint by a set of point to point

unicastsunicasts

!! Can simulate multipoint to multipoint by a set of point toCan simulate multipoint to multipoint by a set of point to

multipoint multicastsmultipoint multicasts

!! The difference is efficiencyThe difference is efficiency



Example

!! Suppose A wants to talk to B, G, H, I, B to A, G, H, ISuppose A wants to talk to B, G, H, I, B to A, G, H, I

!! With unicast, 4 messages sent from each sourceWith unicast, 4 messages sent from each source

"" links AC, BC carry a packet in triplicatelinks AC, BC carry a packet in triplicate

!! With point to multipoint multicast, 1 message sent from eachWith point to multipoint multicast, 1 message sent from each

sourcesource

"" but requires establishment of two separate multicast groupsbut requires establishment of two separate multicast groups

!! With multipoint to multipoint multicast, 1 message sent fromWith multipoint to multipoint multicast, 1 message sent from

each source,each source,

"" single multicast groupsingle multicast group



Shortest path tree

!! Ideally, want to send exactly one multicast packet per linkIdeally, want to send exactly one multicast packet per link

"" forms a forms a multicast treemulticast tree rooted at sender rooted at sender

!! Optimal multicast tree provides Optimal multicast tree provides shortestshortest path from sender to path from sender to

every receiverevery receiver

"" shortest-path shortest-path tree rooted at sendertree rooted at sender



Issues in wide-area multicast

!! Difficult becauseDifficult because

"" sources may join and leave dynamicallysources may join and leave dynamically

## need to dynamically update shortest-path treeneed to dynamically update shortest-path tree

"" leaves of tree are often members of broadcast LANleaves of tree are often members of broadcast LAN

## would like to exploit LAN broadcast capabilitywould like to exploit LAN broadcast capability

"" would like a receiver to join or leave without explicitlywould like a receiver to join or leave without explicitly

notifying sendernotifying sender

## otherwise it will not scaleotherwise it will not scale



Multicast in a broadcast LAN

!! Wide area multicast can exploit a LANWide area multicast can exploit a LAN!!s broadcast capabilitys broadcast capability

!! E.g. Ethernet will multicast all packets with multicast bit set onE.g. Ethernet will multicast all packets with multicast bit set on

destination addressdestination address

!! Two problems:Two problems:

"" what multicast MAC address corresponds to a given Class Dwhat multicast MAC address corresponds to a given Class D

IP address?IP address?

"" does the LAN have contain any members for a given groupdoes the LAN have contain any members for a given group

(why do we need to know this?)(why do we need to know this?)



Class D to MAC translation

!! Multiple Class D addresses map to the same MAC addressMultiple Class D addresses map to the same MAC address

!! Well-known translation algorithm => no need for a translationWell-known translation algorithm => no need for a translation

tabletable

01 00 5E

23 bits copied from IP address

IEEE 802 MAC Address

Class D IP address

Ignored

‘1110’ = Class D indication

Multicast bit
Reserved bit



Internet Group Management Protocol

!! Detects if a LAN has any members for a particular groupDetects if a LAN has any members for a particular group

"" If no members, then we can If no members, then we can pruneprune the shortest path tree for the shortest path tree for

that group by telling parentthat group by telling parent

!! Router periodically broadcasts a Router periodically broadcasts a query query messagemessage

!! Hosts reply with the list of groups they are interested inHosts reply with the list of groups they are interested in

!! To suppress trafficTo suppress traffic

"" reply after random timeoutreply after random timeout

"" broadcast replybroadcast reply

"" if someone else has expressed interest in a group, drop outif someone else has expressed interest in a group, drop out

!! To receive multicast packets:To receive multicast packets:

"" translate from class D to MAC and configure adaptertranslate from class D to MAC and configure adapter



Wide area multicast

!! AssumeAssume

"" each endpoint is a routereach endpoint is a router

"" a router can use IGMP to discover all the members in itsa router can use IGMP to discover all the members in its

LAN that want to subscribe to each multicast groupLAN that want to subscribe to each multicast group

!! GoalGoal

"" distribute packets coming from any sender directed to adistribute packets coming from any sender directed to a

given group to all routers on the path to a group membergiven group to all routers on the path to a group member



Simplest solution

!! Flood packets from a source to entire networkFlood packets from a source to entire network

!! If a router has not seen a packet before, forward it to allIf a router has not seen a packet before, forward it to all

interfaces except the incoming oneinterfaces except the incoming one

!! ProsPros

"" simplesimple

"" always works!always works!

!! ConsCons

"" routers receive duplicate packetsrouters receive duplicate packets

"" detecting that a packet is a duplicate requires storage, whichdetecting that a packet is a duplicate requires storage, which

can be expensive for long multicast sessionscan be expensive for long multicast sessions



A clever solution

!! Reverse path forwardingReverse path forwarding

!! RuleRule

"" forward packet from S to all interfaces if and only if packetforward packet from S to all interfaces if and only if packet

arrives on the interface that corresponds to the shortest patharrives on the interface that corresponds to the shortest path

toto S S

"" no need to remember past packetsno need to remember past packets

"" C need not forward packet received from DC need not forward packet received from D



Cleverer

!! DonDon!!t send a packet downstream if you are not on the shortestt send a packet downstream if you are not on the shortest

path from the downstream router to the sourcepath from the downstream router to the source

!! C need not forward packet from A to EC need not forward packet from A to E

!! Potential confusion if downstream router has a choice ofPotential confusion if downstream router has a choice of

shortest paths to source (see figure on previous slide)shortest paths to source (see figure on previous slide)



Pruning

!! RPF does not completely eliminate unnecessary transmissionsRPF does not completely eliminate unnecessary transmissions

!! B and C get packets even though they do not need itB and C get packets even though they do not need it

!! Pruning => router tells parent in tree to stop forwardingPruning => router tells parent in tree to stop forwarding

!! Can be associated either with a multicast group or with a sourceCan be associated either with a multicast group or with a source

and and groupgroup

"" trades selectivity for router memorytrades selectivity for router memory



Rejoining

!! What if host on CWhat if host on C!!s LAN wants to receive messages from A afters LAN wants to receive messages from A after

a previous prune by C?a previous prune by C?

"" IGMP lets C know of hostIGMP lets C know of host!!s interests interest

"" C can send a C can send a join(group, A) join(group, A) message to B, whichmessage to B, which

propagates it to Apropagates it to A

"" or, periodically flood a message; C refrains from pruningor, periodically flood a message; C refrains from pruning



A problem

!! Reverse path forwarding requires a router to know shortest pathReverse path forwarding requires a router to know shortest path

to a sourceto a source

"" known from routing tableknown from routing table

!! DoesnDoesn!!t work if some routers do not support multicastt work if some routers do not support multicast

"" virtual linksvirtual links between multicast-capable routers between multicast-capable routers

"" shortest path to A from E is not C, but Fshortest path to A from E is not C, but F



A problem (contd.)

!! Two problemsTwo problems

"" how to build virtual linkshow to build virtual links

"" how to construct routing table for a network with virtual linkshow to construct routing table for a network with virtual links



Tunnels

!! Why do we need them?Why do we need them?

!! Consider packet sent from A to F via multicast-incapable DConsider packet sent from A to F via multicast-incapable D

!! If packetIf packet!!s destination is Class D, D drops its destination is Class D, D drops it

!! If destination is FIf destination is F!!s address, F doesns address, F doesn!!t know multicast address!t know multicast address!

!! So, put packet destination as F, but carry multicast addressSo, put packet destination as F, but carry multicast address

internallyinternally

!! Encapsulate IP in IP => set protocol type to IP-in-IPEncapsulate IP in IP => set protocol type to IP-in-IP



Multicast routing protocol

!! Interface on Interface on ““shortest pathshortest path”” to source depends on whether path to source depends on whether path

is real or virtualis real or virtual

!! Shortest path from E to A is not through C, but FShortest path from E to A is not through C, but F

"" so packets from F will be flooded, but not from Cso packets from F will be flooded, but not from C

!! Need to discover shortest paths only taking multicast-capableNeed to discover shortest paths only taking multicast-capable

routers into accountrouters into account

"" DVMRPDVMRP



DVMRP

!! Distance-vector Multicast routing protocolDistance-vector Multicast routing protocol

!! Very similar to RIPVery similar to RIP

"" distance vectordistance vector

"" hop count metrichop count metric

!! Used in conjunction withUsed in conjunction with

"" flood-and-prune (to determine memberships)flood-and-prune (to determine memberships)

## prunes store per-source and per-group informationprunes store per-source and per-group information

"" reverse-path forwarding (to decide where to forward areverse-path forwarding (to decide where to forward a

packet)packet)

"" explicit join messages to reduce join latency (but no sourceexplicit join messages to reduce join latency (but no source

info, so still need flooding)info, so still need flooding)



MOSPF

!! Multicast extension to OSPFMulticast extension to OSPF

!! Routers flood group membership information with LSPsRouters flood group membership information with LSPs

!! Each router independently computes shortest-path tree that onlyEach router independently computes shortest-path tree that only

includes multicast-capable routersincludes multicast-capable routers

"" no need to flood and pruneno need to flood and prune

!! ComplexComplex

"" interactions with external and summary recordsinteractions with external and summary records

"" need storage per group per linkneed storage per group per link

"" need to compute shortest path tree per source and groupneed to compute shortest path tree per source and group



Core-based trees

!! Problems with DVMRP-oriented approachProblems with DVMRP-oriented approach

"" need to periodically flood and prune to determine groupneed to periodically flood and prune to determine group

membersmembers

"" need to source per-source and per-group prune records atneed to source per-source and per-group prune records at

each routereach router

!! Key idea with core-based treeKey idea with core-based tree

"" coordinate multicast with a coordinate multicast with a corecore router

" host sends a join request to core router

" routers along path mark incoming interface for forwarding



Example

!! ProsPros

"" routers not part of a group are not involved in pruningrouters not part of a group are not involved in pruning

"" explicit join/leave makes membership changes fasterexplicit join/leave makes membership changes faster

"" router needs to store only one record per grouprouter needs to store only one record per group

!! ConsCons

"" all multicast traffic traverses core, which is a bottleneckall multicast traffic traverses core, which is a bottleneck

"" traffic travels on non-optimal pathstraffic travels on non-optimal paths



Protocol independent multicast (PIM)

!! Tries to bring together best aspects of CBT and DVMRPTries to bring together best aspects of CBT and DVMRP

!! Choose different strategies depending on whether multicast treeChoose different strategies depending on whether multicast tree

is is densedense or  or sparsesparse

"" flood and prune good for dense groupsflood and prune good for dense groups

## only need a few prunesonly need a few prunes

## CBT needs explicit join per source/groupCBT needs explicit join per source/group

"" CBT good for sparse groupsCBT good for sparse groups

!! Dense mode PIM == DVMRPDense mode PIM == DVMRP

!! Sparse mode PIM is similar to CBTSparse mode PIM is similar to CBT

"" but receivers can switch from CBT to a shortest-path treebut receivers can switch from CBT to a shortest-path tree



PIM (contd.)

!! In CBT, E must send to coreIn CBT, E must send to core

!! In PIM, B discovers shorter path to E (by looking at unicastIn PIM, B discovers shorter path to E (by looking at unicast

routing table)routing table)

"" sends join message directly to Esends join message directly to E

"" sends prune message towards coresends prune message towards core

!! Core no longer bottleneckCore no longer bottleneck

!! Survives failure of coreSurvives failure of core



More on core

!! Renamed a Renamed a rendezvous pointrendezvous point

"" because it no longer carries all the traffic like a CBT corebecause it no longer carries all the traffic like a CBT core

!! Rendezvous points periodically send Rendezvous points periodically send ““I am aliveI am alive”” messages messages

downstreamdownstream

!! Leaf routers set timer on receiptLeaf routers set timer on receipt

!! If timer goes off, send a join request to alternative rendezvousIf timer goes off, send a join request to alternative rendezvous

pointpoint

!! ProblemsProblems

"" how to decide whether to use dense or sparse mode?how to decide whether to use dense or sparse mode?

"" how to determine how to determine ““bestbest”” rendezvous point? rendezvous point?



Outline

!! Routing in telephone networksRouting in telephone networks

!! Distance-vector routingDistance-vector routing

!! Link-state routingLink-state routing

!! Choosing link costsChoosing link costs

!! Hierarchical routingHierarchical routing

!! Internet routing protocolsInternet routing protocols

!! Routing within a broadcast LANRouting within a broadcast LAN

!! Multicast routingMulticast routing

!! Routing with policy constraintsRouting with policy constraints

!! Routing for mobile hostsRouting for mobile hosts



Routing vs. policy routing

!! In standard routing, a packet is forwarded on the In standard routing, a packet is forwarded on the ""bestbest!! path to path to

destinationdestination

"" choice depends on load and link statuschoice depends on load and link status

!! With policy routing, routes are chosen depending on With policy routing, routes are chosen depending on policypolicy

directives regarding things likedirectives regarding things like

"" source and destination addresssource and destination address

"" transit domainstransit domains

"" quality of servicequality of service

"" time of daytime of day

"" charging and accountingcharging and accounting

!! The general problem is still openThe general problem is still open

"" fine balance between correctness and information hidingfine balance between correctness and information hiding



Multiple metrics

!! Simplest approach to policy routingSimplest approach to policy routing

!! Advertise multiple costs per linkAdvertise multiple costs per link

!! Routers construct multiple shortest path treesRouters construct multiple shortest path trees



Problems with multiple metrics

!! All routers must use the same rule in computing pathsAll routers must use the same rule in computing paths

!! Remote routers may misinterpret policyRemote routers may misinterpret policy

"" source routing may solve thissource routing may solve this

"" but introduces other problems (what?)but introduces other problems (what?)



Provider selection

!! Another simple approachAnother simple approach

!! Assume that a single service provider provides almost all theAssume that a single service provider provides almost all the

path from source to destinationpath from source to destination

"" e.g. AT&T or MCIe.g. AT&T or MCI

!! Then, choose policy simply by choosing providerThen, choose policy simply by choosing provider

"" this could be dynamic (agents!)this could be dynamic (agents!)

!! In Internet, can use a loose source route through serviceIn Internet, can use a loose source route through service

providerprovider!!s access points access point

!! Or, multiple addresses/names per hostOr, multiple addresses/names per host



Crankback

!! Consider computing routes with QoS guaranteesConsider computing routes with QoS guarantees

!! Router returns packet if no next hop with sufficient QoS can beRouter returns packet if no next hop with sufficient QoS can be

foundfound

!! In ATM networks (PNNI) used for the call-setup packetIn ATM networks (PNNI) used for the call-setup packet

!! In Internet, may need to be done for _every_ packet!In Internet, may need to be done for _every_ packet!

"" Will it work?Will it work?



Outline

!! Routing in telephone networksRouting in telephone networks

!! Distance-vector routingDistance-vector routing

!! Link-state routingLink-state routing

!! Choosing link costsChoosing link costs

!! Hierarchical routingHierarchical routing

!! Internet routing protocolsInternet routing protocols

!! Routing within a broadcast LANRouting within a broadcast LAN

!! Multicast routingMulticast routing

!! Routing with policy constraintsRouting with policy constraints

!! Routing for mobile hostsRouting for mobile hosts



Mobile routing

!! How to find a mobile host?How to find a mobile host?

!! Two sub-problemsTwo sub-problems

"" location (where is the host?)location (where is the host?)

"" routing (how to get packets to it?)routing (how to get packets to it?)

!! We will study mobile routing in the Internet and in the telephoneWe will study mobile routing in the Internet and in the telephone

networknetwork



Mobile routing in the telephone network

!! Each cell phone has a global ID that it tells remote MTSO whenEach cell phone has a global ID that it tells remote MTSO when

turned on (using slotted ALOHA up channel)turned on (using slotted ALOHA up channel)

!! Remote MTSO tells home MTSORemote MTSO tells home MTSO

!! ToTo phone: call forwarded to remote MTSO to closest base phone: call forwarded to remote MTSO to closest base

!! FromFrom phone: call forwarded to home MTSO from closest base phone: call forwarded to home MTSO from closest base

!! New MTSOs can be added as load increasesNew MTSOs can be added as load increases



Mobile routing in the Internet

!! Very similar to mobile telephonyVery similar to mobile telephony

"" but outgoing traffic does not go through homebut outgoing traffic does not go through home

"" and need to use tunnels to forward dataand need to use tunnels to forward data

!! Use Use registration registration packets instead of slotted ALOHApackets instead of slotted ALOHA

"" passed on to home address agentpassed on to home address agent

!! Old care-of-agent forwards packets to new care-of-agent untilOld care-of-agent forwards packets to new care-of-agent until

home address agent learns of changehome address agent learns of change



Problems

!! SecuritySecurity

"" mobile and home address agent share a common secretmobile and home address agent share a common secret

"" checked before forwarding packets to COAchecked before forwarding packets to COA

!! LoopsLoops



Error control

An Engineering Approach to Computer NetworkingAn Engineering Approach to Computer Networking



CRC

!! DetectsDetects

"" all single bit errorsall single bit errors

"" almost all 2-bit errorsalmost all 2-bit errors

"" any odd number of errorsany odd number of errors

"" all bursts up to M, where generator length is Mall bursts up to M, where generator length is M

"" longer bursts with probability 2^-mlonger bursts with probability 2^-m



Implementation

!! HardwareHardware

"" on-the-fly with a shift registeron-the-fly with a shift register

"" easy to implement with ASIC/FPGAeasy to implement with ASIC/FPGA

!! SoftwareSoftware

"" precompute remainders for 16-bit wordsprecompute remainders for 16-bit words

"" add remainders to a running sumadd remainders to a running sum

"" needs only one lookup per 16-bit blockneeds only one lookup per 16-bit block



Software schemes

!! Efficiency is importantEfficiency is important

"" touch each data byte only oncetouch each data byte only once

!! CRCCRC

!! TCP/UDP/IPTCP/UDP/IP

"" all use same schemeall use same scheme

"" treat data bytes as 16-bit integerstreat data bytes as 16-bit integers

"" add with end-around carryadd with end-around carry

"" oneone!!s complement = checksums complement = checksum

"" catches all 1-bit errorscatches all 1-bit errors

"" longer errors with prob 1/65536longer errors with prob 1/65536



Packet errors

!! Different from bit errorsDifferent from bit errors

"" typestypes

## not just erasure, but also duplication, insertion,etc.not just erasure, but also duplication, insertion,etc.

"" correctioncorrection

## retransmission, instead of redundancyretransmission, instead of redundancy



Types of packet errors

!! LossLoss

"" due to uncorrectable bit errorsdue to uncorrectable bit errors

"" buffer loss on overflowbuffer loss on overflow

## especially with bursty trafficespecially with bursty traffic

•• for the same load, the greater the burstiness, the more thefor the same load, the greater the burstiness, the more the

lossloss

## loss rate depends on burstiness, load, and buffer sizeloss rate depends on burstiness, load, and buffer size

"" fragmented packets can lead to error multiplicationfragmented packets can lead to error multiplication

## longer the packet, more the losslonger the packet, more the loss



Types of packet errors (cont.)

!! DuplicationDuplication

"" same packet received twicesame packet received twice

## usually due to retransmissionusually due to retransmission

!! InsertionInsertion

"" packet from some other conversation receivedpacket from some other conversation received

## header corruptionheader corruption

!! ReorderingReordering

"" packets received in wrong orderpackets received in wrong order

## usually due to retransmissionusually due to retransmission

## some routers also reordersome routers also reorder



Packet error detection and correction

!! DetectionDetection

"" Sequence numbersSequence numbers

"" TimeoutsTimeouts

!! CorrectionCorrection

"" RetransmissionRetransmission



Sequence numbers

!! In each headerIn each header

!! Incremented for non-retransmitted packetsIncremented for non-retransmitted packets

!! Sequence spaceSequence space

"" set of all possible sequence numbersset of all possible sequence numbers

"" for a 3-bit seq #, space is {0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7}for a 3-bit seq #, space is {0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7}



Using sequence numbers

!! LossLoss

"" gap in sequence space allows gap in sequence space allows receiver receiver to detect lossto detect loss

## e.g. received 0,1,2,5,6,7 => lost 3,4e.g. received 0,1,2,5,6,7 => lost 3,4

"" acks carry acks carry cumulativecumulative seq # seq #

"" redundant informationredundant information

"" if no ack for a while, if no ack for a while, sendersender suspects loss suspects loss

!! ReorderingReordering

!! DuplicationDuplication

!! InsertionInsertion

"" if the received seq # is if the received seq # is ““very differentvery different”” from what is expected from what is expected

## more on this latermore on this later



Sequence number size

!! Long enough so that sender does not confuse sequenceLong enough so that sender does not confuse sequence

numbers on acksnumbers on acks

!! E.g, sending at < 100 packets/sec (R)E.g, sending at < 100 packets/sec (R)

"" wait for 200 secs before giving up (T)wait for 200 secs before giving up (T)

"" receiver may dally up to 100 sec (A)receiver may dally up to 100 sec (A)

"" packet can live in the network up to 5 minutes (300 s)packet can live in the network up to 5 minutes (300 s)

((maximum packet lifetime)maximum packet lifetime)

"" can get an ack as late as 900 seconds after packet sent outcan get an ack as late as 900 seconds after packet sent out

"" sent out 900*100 = 90,000 packetssent out 900*100 = 90,000 packets

"" if seqence space smaller, then can have confusionif seqence space smaller, then can have confusion

"" so, sequence number > log (90,000), at least 17 bitsso, sequence number > log (90,000), at least 17 bits

!! In general 2^seq_size > R(2 MPL + T + A)In general 2^seq_size > R(2 MPL + T + A)



MPL

!! How can we bound it?How can we bound it?

!! Generation time in headerGeneration time in header

"" too complex!too complex!

!! Counter in header decremented per hopCounter in header decremented per hop

"" crufty, but workscrufty, but works

"" used in the Internetused in the Internet

"" assumes max. diameter, and a limit on forwarding timeassumes max. diameter, and a limit on forwarding time



Sequence number size (cont.)

!! If no acks, then size depends on two thingsIf no acks, then size depends on two things

"" reordering span: how much packets can be reorderedreordering span: how much packets can be reordered

## e.g. span of 128 => seq # > 7 bitse.g. span of 128 => seq # > 7 bits

"" burst loss span: how many consecutive pkts. can be lostburst loss span: how many consecutive pkts. can be lost

## e.g. possibility of 16 consecutive lost packets => seq # > 4 bitse.g. possibility of 16 consecutive lost packets => seq # > 4 bits

"" In practice, hope that technology becomes obselete beforeIn practice, hope that technology becomes obselete before

worst case hits!worst case hits!



Packet insertion

!! Receiver should be able to distinguish packets from otherReceiver should be able to distinguish packets from other

connectionsconnections

!! Why?Why?

"" receive packets on VCI 1receive packets on VCI 1

"" connection closesconnection closes

"" new connection also with VCI 1new connection also with VCI 1

"" delayed packet arrivesdelayed packet arrives

"" could be acceptedcould be accepted

!! SolutionSolution

"" flush packets on connection closflush packets on connection clos

"" cancan!!t do this for connectionless networks like the Internett do this for connectionless networks like the Internet



Packet insertion in the Internet

!! Packets carry source IP, dest IP, Packets carry source IP, dest IP, source port number,source port number,

destination port numberdestination port number

!! How we can have insertion?How we can have insertion?

"" host A opens connection to B, source port 123, dest port 456host A opens connection to B, source port 123, dest port 456

"" transport layer connection terminatestransport layer connection terminates

"" new connection opens, A and B assign the same portnew connection opens, A and B assign the same port

numbersnumbers

"" delayed packet from old connection arrivesdelayed packet from old connection arrives

"" insertion!insertion!



Solutions

!! Per-connection Per-connection incarnation numberincarnation number

"" incremented for each connection from each hostincremented for each connection from each host

"" - takes up header space- takes up header space

"" - on a crash, we may repeat- on a crash, we may repeat

## need stable storage, which is expensiveneed stable storage, which is expensive

!! Reassign port numbers only after 1 MPLReassign port numbers only after 1 MPL

"" - needs stable storage to survive crash- needs stable storage to survive crash



Solutions (cont.)

!! Assign port numbers serially: new connections have new portsAssign port numbers serially: new connections have new ports

"" Unix starts at 1024Unix starts at 1024

"" this fails if we wrap around within 1 MPLthis fails if we wrap around within 1 MPL

"" also fails of computer crashes and we restart with 1024also fails of computer crashes and we restart with 1024

!! Assign initial sequence numbers seriallyAssign initial sequence numbers serially

"" new connections may have same port, but seq # differsnew connections may have same port, but seq # differs

"" fails on a crashfails on a crash

!! Wait 1 MPL after boot up (30s to 2 min)Wait 1 MPL after boot up (30s to 2 min)

"" this flushes old packets from networkthis flushes old packets from network

"" used in most Unix systemsused in most Unix systems



3-way handshake

!! Standard solution, then, isStandard solution, then, is

"" choose port numbers seriallychoose port numbers serially

"" choose initial sequence numbers from a clockchoose initial sequence numbers from a clock

"" wait 1 MPL after a crashwait 1 MPL after a crash

!! Needs communicating ends to tell each other initial sequenceNeeds communicating ends to tell each other initial sequence

numbernumber

!! Easiest way is to tell this in a Easiest way is to tell this in a SYNchronizeSYNchronize packet (TCP) that packet (TCP) that

starts a connectionstarts a connection

!! 2-way handshake2-way handshake



3-way handshake

!! Problem really is that SYNs themselves are not protected withProblem really is that SYNs themselves are not protected with

sequence numberssequence numbers

!! 3-way handshake protects against delayed SYNs3-way handshake protects against delayed SYNs



Loss detection

!! At receiver, from a gap in sequence spaceAt receiver, from a gap in sequence space

"" send a send a nacknack to the sender to the sender

!! At sender, by looking at cumulative acks, and timeing out if noAt sender, by looking at cumulative acks, and timeing out if no

ack for a whileack for a while

"" need to choose timeout intervalneed to choose timeout interval



Nacks

!! Sounds good, but does not work wellSounds good, but does not work well

"" extra load during loss, even though in reverse directionextra load during loss, even though in reverse direction

!! If nack is lost, receiver must retransmit itIf nack is lost, receiver must retransmit it

"" moves timeout problem to receivermoves timeout problem to receiver

!! So we need timeouts anywaySo we need timeouts anyway



Timeouts

!! Set timer on sending a packetSet timer on sending a packet

!! If timer goes off, and no ack, resendIf timer goes off, and no ack, resend

!! How to choose timeout value?How to choose timeout value?

!! Intuition is that we expect a reply in about one round trip timeIntuition is that we expect a reply in about one round trip time

(RTT)(RTT)



Timeout schemes

!! Static schemeStatic scheme

"" know RTT know RTT a prioria priori

"" timer set to this valuetimer set to this value

"" works well when RTT changes littleworks well when RTT changes little

!! Dynamic schemeDynamic scheme

"" measure RTTmeasure RTT

"" timeout is a function of measured RTTstimeout is a function of measured RTTs



Old TCP scheme

!! RTTs are measured periodicallyRTTs are measured periodically

!! Smoothed RTT (Smoothed RTT (srttsrtt))

!! srtt =  a * srtt + (1-a) * RTTsrtt =  a * srtt + (1-a) * RTT

!! timeout =timeout = b * srtt b * srtt

!! a = 0.9, b = 2a = 0.9, b = 2

!! sensitive to choice of asensitive to choice of a

"" a = 1 => timeout = 2 * initial srtta = 1 => timeout = 2 * initial srtt

"" a = 0 => no historya = 0 => no history

!! doesndoesn!!t work too well in practicet work too well in practice



New TCP scheme (Jacobson)

!! introduce new term = mean deviation from mean (m)introduce new term = mean deviation from mean (m)

!! m = | srtt - RTT |m = | srtt - RTT |

!! sm = a * sm + (1-a) * msm = a * sm + (1-a) * m

!! timeout = srtt + b * smtimeout = srtt + b * sm



Intrinsic problems

!! Hard to choose proper timers, even with new TCP schemeHard to choose proper timers, even with new TCP scheme

"" What should initial value of srtt be?What should initial value of srtt be?

"" High variability in RHigh variability in R

"" Timeout => loss, delayed ack, or lost ackTimeout => loss, delayed ack, or lost ack

## hard to distinguishhard to distinguish

!! Lesson: use timeouts rarelyLesson: use timeouts rarely



Retransmissions

!! Sender detects loss on timeoutSender detects loss on timeout

!! Which packets to retransmit?Which packets to retransmit?

!! Need to first understand concept of error control windowNeed to first understand concept of error control window



Error control window

!! Set of packets sent, but not ackedSet of packets sent, but not acked

!! 1 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 73 4 5 6 7 8 9  8 9 (original window)(original window)

!! 1 2 3 1 2 3 4 5 6 74 5 6 7 8 9  8 9 (recv ack for 3)(recv ack for 3)

!! 1 2 3 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 84 5 6 7 8 9  9 (send 8)(send 8)

!! May want to restrict max size = window sizeMay want to restrict max size = window size

!! Sender blocked until ack comes backSender blocked until ack comes back



Go back N retransmission

!! On a timeout, retransmit the entire error control windowOn a timeout, retransmit the entire error control window

!! Receiver only accepts in-order packetsReceiver only accepts in-order packets

!! + simple+ simple

!! + no buffer at receiver+ no buffer at receiver

!! - can add to congestion- can add to congestion

!! - wastes bandwidth- wastes bandwidth

!! used in TCPused in TCP

!! if packet loss rate is if packet loss rate is pp, and, and



Selective retransmission

!! Somehow find out which packets lost, then only retransmit themSomehow find out which packets lost, then only retransmit them

!! How to find lost packets?How to find lost packets?

"" each ack has a bitmap of received packetseach ack has a bitmap of received packets

## e.g. cum_ack = 5, bitmap = 101 => received 5 and 7, but not 6e.g. cum_ack = 5, bitmap = 101 => received 5 and 7, but not 6

## wastes header spacewastes header space

"" sender periodically asks receiver for bitmapsender periodically asks receiver for bitmap

"" fast retransmitfast retransmit



Fast retransmit

!! Assume cumulative acksAssume cumulative acks

!! If sender sees repeated cumulative acks, packet likely lostIf sender sees repeated cumulative acks, packet likely lost

!! 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 , 61, 2, 3, 4, 5 , 6

!! 1, 2, 3      3   31, 2, 3      3   3

!! Send cumulative_ack + 1 = 4Send cumulative_ack + 1 = 4

!! Used in TCPUsed in TCP



SMART

!! Ack carries cumulative sequence numberAck carries cumulative sequence number

!! Also sequence number of packet causing ackAlso sequence number of packet causing ack

!! 1 2 3 4 5 6 71 2 3 4 5 6 7

!! 1 2 3    3 3 31 2 3    3 3 3

!! 1 2 3    5 6 71 2 3    5 6 7

!! Sender creates bitmapSender creates bitmap

!! No need for timers!No need for timers!

!! If retransmitted packet lost, periodically check if cumulative ackIf retransmitted packet lost, periodically check if cumulative ack

increased.increased.



Flow Control

An Engineering Approach to Computer NetworkingAn Engineering Approach to Computer Networking



Flow control problem

!! Consider file transferConsider file transfer

!! Sender sends a stream of packets representing fragments of aSender sends a stream of packets representing fragments of a
filefile

!! Sender should try to match rate at which receiver and networkSender should try to match rate at which receiver and network

can process datacan process data

!! CanCan!!t send too slow or too fastt send too slow or too fast

!! Too slowToo slow

"" wastes timewastes time

!! Too fastToo fast

"" can lead to buffer overflowcan lead to buffer overflow

!! How to find the correct rate?How to find the correct rate?



Other considerations

!! SimplicitySimplicity

!! OverheadOverhead

!! ScalingScaling

!! FairnessFairness

!! StabilityStability

!! Many interesting tradeoffsMany interesting tradeoffs

"" overhead for stabilityoverhead for stability

"" simplicity for unfairnesssimplicity for unfairness



Where?

!! Usually at transport layerUsually at transport layer

!! Also, in some cases, inAlso, in some cases, in datalink datalink layer layer



Model

!! Source, sink, server, service rate, bottleneck, round trip timeSource, sink, server, service rate, bottleneck, round trip time



Classification

!! Open loopOpen loop

"" Source describes its desired flow rateSource describes its desired flow rate

"" Network Network admits admits callcall

"" Source sends at this rateSource sends at this rate

!! Closed loopClosed loop

"" Source monitors available service rateSource monitors available service rate

## Explicit or implicitExplicit or implicit

"" Sends at this rateSends at this rate

"" Due to speed of light delay, errors are bound to occurDue to speed of light delay, errors are bound to occur

!! HybridHybrid

"" Source asks for some minimum rateSource asks for some minimum rate

"" But can send more, if availableBut can send more, if available



Open loop flow control

!! Two phases to flowTwo phases to flow

"" Call setupCall setup

"" Data transmissionData transmission

!! Call setupCall setup

"" Network prescribes parametersNetwork prescribes parameters

"" User chooses parameter valuesUser chooses parameter values

"" Network admits or denies callNetwork admits or denies call

!! Data transmissionData transmission

"" User sends within parameter rangeUser sends within parameter range

"" Network Network policespolices users users

"" Scheduling policies give userScheduling policies give user QoS QoS



Hard problems

! Choosing a descriptor at a source

! Choosing a scheduling discipline at intermediate network

elements

! Admitting calls so that their performance objectives are met (call

admission control).



Traffic descriptors

!! Usually an Usually an envelopeenvelope

"" Constrains worst case behaviorConstrains worst case behavior

!! Three usesThree uses

"" Basis for traffic contractBasis for traffic contract

"" Input to Input to regulatorregulator

"" Input toInput to  policerpolicer



Descriptor requirements

!! RepresentativityRepresentativity

"" adequately describes flow, so that network does not reserveadequately describes flow, so that network does not reserve

too little or too much resourcetoo little or too much resource

!! VerifiabilityVerifiability

"" verify that descriptor holdsverify that descriptor holds

!! PreservabilityPreservability

"" DoesnDoesn!!t change inside the networkt change inside the network

!! UsabilityUsability

"" Easy to describe and use for admission controlEasy to describe and use for admission control



Examples

! Representative, verifiable, but not useble

"" Time series ofTime series of interarrival interarrival times times

!! Verifiable,Verifiable, preservable preservable, and useable, but not representative, and useable, but not representative

"" peak ratepeak rate



Some common descriptors

!! Peak ratePeak rate

!! Average rateAverage rate

!! Linear bounded arrival processLinear bounded arrival process



Peak rate

!! Highest Highest ""raterate!! at which a source can send data at which a source can send data

!! Two ways to compute itTwo ways to compute it

!! For networks with fixed-size packetsFor networks with fixed-size packets

"" min inter-packet spacingmin inter-packet spacing

!! For networks with variable-size packetsFor networks with variable-size packets

"" highest rate over highest rate over allall intervals of a particular duration intervals of a particular duration

!! Regulator for fixed-size packetsRegulator for fixed-size packets

"" timer set on packet transmissiontimer set on packet transmission

"" if timer expires, send packet, if anyif timer expires, send packet, if any

!! ProblemProblem

"" sensitive to extremessensitive to extremes



Average rate

!! Rate over some time period (Rate over some time period (windowwindow))

!! Less susceptible toLess susceptible to outliers outliers

!! Parameters: Parameters: tt and  and aa

!! Two types: jumping window and moving windowTwo types: jumping window and moving window

!! Jumping windowJumping window

"" over consecutive intervals of length over consecutive intervals of length tt, only , only a a bits sentbits sent

"" regulator reinitializes every intervalregulator reinitializes every interval

!! Moving windowMoving window

"" over all intervals of length over all intervals of length t, t, only only aa bits sent bits sent

"" regulator forgets packet sent more thanregulator forgets packet sent more than t t seconds ago seconds ago



Linear Bounded Arrival Process

!! Source bounds # bits sent in any time interval by a linearSource bounds # bits sent in any time interval by a linear

function of timefunction of time

! the number of bits transmitted in any active interval of length t  is

less than rt + s

!  r  is the long term rate

! s  is the burst limit

! insensitive to outliers



Leaky bucket

!! A regulator for an LBAPA regulator for an LBAP

!! Token bucket fills up at rate Token bucket fills up at rate rr

!! Largest # tokens < Largest # tokens < ss



Variants

!! Token and data bucketsToken and data buckets

"" Sum is what mattersSum is what matters

!! Peak rate regulatorPeak rate regulator



Choosing LBAP parameters

!! Tradeoff between Tradeoff between r r  and  and ss

!! Minimal descriptorMinimal descriptor

"" doesndoesn!!t simultaneously have smaller t simultaneously have smaller rr and  and ss

"" presumably costs lesspresumably costs less

!! How to choose minimal descriptor?How to choose minimal descriptor?

!! Three way tradeoffThree way tradeoff

"" choice of choice of s s (data bucket size)(data bucket size)

"" loss rateloss rate

"" choice of choice of rr



Choosing minimal parameters

!! Keeping loss rate the sameKeeping loss rate the same

"" if if s s  is more,  is more, r r  is less (smoothing) is less (smoothing)

"" for each for each rr we have least  we have least ss

!! Choose knee of curveChoose knee of curve



LBAP

!! Popular in practice and in academiaPopular in practice and in academia

"" sort of representativesort of representative

"" verifiableverifiable

"" sort ofsort of preservable preservable

"" sort of usablesort of usable

!! Problems with multiple time scale trafficProblems with multiple time scale traffic

"" large burst messes up thingslarge burst messes up things



Open loop vs. closed loop

!! Open loopOpen loop

"" describe trafficdescribe traffic

"" network admits/reserves resourcesnetwork admits/reserves resources

"" regulation/policingregulation/policing

!! Closed loopClosed loop

"" cancan!!t describe traffic or network doesnt describe traffic or network doesn!!t support reservationt support reservation

"" monitor available bandwidthmonitor available bandwidth

## perhaps allocated using GPS-emulationperhaps allocated using GPS-emulation

"" adapt to itadapt to it

"" if not done properly eitherif not done properly either

## too much losstoo much loss

## unnecessary delayunnecessary delay



Taxonomy

!! First generationFirst generation

"" ignores network stateignores network state

"" only match receiveronly match receiver

!! Second generationSecond generation

"" responsive to stateresponsive to state

"" three choicesthree choices

## State measurementState measurement

•• explicit or implicitexplicit or implicit

## ControlControl

•• flow control window size or rateflow control window size or rate

## Point of controlPoint of control

•• endpoint or within networkendpoint or within network



Explicit vs. Implicit

!! ExplicitExplicit

"" Network tells source its current rateNetwork tells source its current rate

"" Better controlBetter control

"" More overheadMore overhead

!! ImplicitImplicit

"" Endpoint figures out rate by looking at networkEndpoint figures out rate by looking at network

"" Less overheadLess overhead

!! Ideally, want overhead of implicit with effectiveness of explicitIdeally, want overhead of implicit with effectiveness of explicit



Flow control window

!! Recall error control windowRecall error control window

!! Largest number of packet outstanding (sent but notLargest number of packet outstanding (sent but not acked acked))

!! If endpoint has sent all packets in window, it must wait => slowsIf endpoint has sent all packets in window, it must wait => slows

down its ratedown its rate

!! Thus, window provides Thus, window provides bothboth error control and flow control error control and flow control

!! This is called This is called transmission transmission windowwindow

!! Coupling can be a problemCoupling can be a problem

"" Few buffers are receiver => slow rate!Few buffers are receiver => slow rate!



Window vs. rate

!! In adaptive rate, we directly control rateIn adaptive rate, we directly control rate

!! Needs a timer per connectionNeeds a timer per connection

!! Plusses for windowPlusses for window

"" no need for fine-grained timerno need for fine-grained timer

"" self-limitingself-limiting

!! Plusses for ratePlusses for rate

"" better control (finer grain)better control (finer grain)

"" no coupling of flow control and error controlno coupling of flow control and error control

!! Rate control must be careful to avoid overhead and sending tooRate control must be careful to avoid overhead and sending too

muchmuch



Hop-by-hop vs. end-to-end

!! Hop-by-hopHop-by-hop

"" first generation flow control at each linkfirst generation flow control at each link

## next server = sinknext server = sink

"" easy to implementeasy to implement

!! End-to-endEnd-to-end

"" sender matches all the servers on its pathsender matches all the servers on its path

!! Plusses for hop-by-hopPlusses for hop-by-hop

"" simplersimpler

"" distributes overflowdistributes overflow

"" better controlbetter control

!! Plusses for end-to-endPlusses for end-to-end

"" cheapercheaper



On-off

! Receiver gives ON and OFF signals

! If ON, send at full speed

! If OFF, stop

! OK when RTT is small

! What if OFF is lost?

! Bursty

! Used in serial lines or LANs



Stop and Wait

!! Send a packetSend a packet

!! Wait forWait for ack ack before sending next packet before sending next packet



Static window

!! Stop and wait can send at most oneStop and wait can send at most one pkt pkt per RTT per RTT

!! Here, we allow multiple packets per RTT (= transmissionHere, we allow multiple packets per RTT (= transmission

window)window)



What should window size be?

! Let bottleneck service rate along path = b pkts/sec

! Let round trip time = R sec

! Let flow control window = w packet

! Sending rate is w packets in R seconds = w/R

! To use bottleneck w/R > b => w > bR

! This is the bandwidth delay product or optimal window size



Static window

!! Works well if b and R are fixedWorks well if b and R are fixed

!! But, bottleneck rate changes with time!But, bottleneck rate changes with time!

!! Static choice of w can lead to problemsStatic choice of w can lead to problems

"" too smalltoo small

"" too largetoo large

!! So, need to adapt windowSo, need to adapt window

!! Always try to get to the Always try to get to the current current optimal valueoptimal value



DECbit flow control

!! IntuitionIntuition

"" every packet has a bit in headerevery packet has a bit in header

"" intermediate routers set bit if queue has built up => sourceintermediate routers set bit if queue has built up => source

window is too largewindow is too large

"" sink copies bit tosink copies bit to ack ack

"" if bits set, source reduces window sizeif bits set, source reduces window size

"" in steady state, oscillate around optimal sizein steady state, oscillate around optimal size



DECbit

!! When do bits get set?When do bits get set?

!! How does a source interpret them?How does a source interpret them?



DECbit details: router actions

!! Measure Measure demanddemand and mean queue length of each source

! Computed over queue regeneration cycles

! Balance between sensitivity and stability



Router actions

!! If mean queue length > 1.0If mean queue length > 1.0

"" set bits on sources whose demand exceeds fair shareset bits on sources whose demand exceeds fair share

!! If it exceeds 2.0If it exceeds 2.0

"" set bits on everyoneset bits on everyone

"" panic!panic!



Source actions

!! Keep track of bitsKeep track of bits

!! CanCan!!t take control actions too fast!t take control actions too fast!

!! Wait for past change to take effectWait for past change to take effect

!! Measure bits over past + present window sizeMeasure bits over past + present window size

!! If more than 50% set, then decrease window, else increaseIf more than 50% set, then decrease window, else increase

!! Additive increase,Additive increase, multiplicative multiplicative decrease decrease



Evaluation

!! Works with FIFOWorks with FIFO

"" but requires per-connection state (demand)but requires per-connection state (demand)

!! SoftwareSoftware

!! ButBut

"" assumes cooperation!assumes cooperation!

"" conservative window increase policyconservative window increase policy



Sample trace



TCP Flow Control

!! ImplicitImplicit

!! Dynamic windowDynamic window

!! End-to-endEnd-to-end

!! Very similar toVery similar to DECbit DECbit, but, but

"" no support from routersno support from routers

"" increase if no loss (usually detected using timeout)increase if no loss (usually detected using timeout)

"" window decrease on a timeoutwindow decrease on a timeout

"" additive increaseadditive increase multiplicative multiplicative decrease decrease



TCP details

!! Window starts at 1Window starts at 1

!! Increases exponentially for a while, then linearlyIncreases exponentially for a while, then linearly

!! Exponentially => doubles every RTTExponentially => doubles every RTT

!! Linearly => increases by 1 every RTTLinearly => increases by 1 every RTT

!! During exponential phase, everyDuring exponential phase, every ack ack results in window increase results in window increase

by 1by 1

!! During linear phase, window increases by 1 when #During linear phase, window increases by 1 when # acks acks = =

window sizewindow size

!! Exponential phase is calledExponential phase is called slow start slow start

!! Linear phase is calledLinear phase is called congestion avoidance congestion avoidance



More TCP details

!! On a loss, current window size is stored in a variable called On a loss, current window size is stored in a variable called slowslow

start thresholdstart threshold or or  ssthreshssthresh

!! Switch from exponential to linear (slow start to congestionSwitch from exponential to linear (slow start to congestion

avoidance) when window size reaches thresholdavoidance) when window size reaches threshold

!! Loss detected either with timeout or Loss detected either with timeout or fast retransmitfast retransmit (duplicate (duplicate

cumulativecumulative acks acks))

!! Two versions of TCPTwo versions of TCP

"" Tahoe: in both cases, drop window to 1Tahoe: in both cases, drop window to 1

"" Reno: on timeout, drop window to 1, and on fast retransmitReno: on timeout, drop window to 1, and on fast retransmit

drop window to half previous size (also, increase window ondrop window to half previous size (also, increase window on

subsequentsubsequent acks acks))



TCP vs. DECbit

!!  Both use dynamic window flow control and additive-increase Both use dynamic window flow control and additive-increase

multiplicativemultiplicative decrease decrease

!! TCP uses implicit measurement of congestionTCP uses implicit measurement of congestion

"" probe a black boxprobe a black box

!! Operates at the Operates at the cliffcliff

!! Source does not filter informationSource does not filter information



Evaluation

!! Effective over a wide range of bandwidthsEffective over a wide range of bandwidths

!! A lot of operational experienceA lot of operational experience

!! WeaknessesWeaknesses

"" loss => overload? (wireless)loss => overload? (wireless)

"" overload => self-blame, problem with FCFSoverload => self-blame, problem with FCFS

"" ovelroadovelroad detected only on a loss detected only on a loss

## in steady state, source in steady state, source inducesinduces loss loss

"" needs at leastneeds at least bR bR/3 buffers per connection/3 buffers per connection



Sample trace



TCP Vegas

!! Expected throughput =Expected throughput =

transmission_window_size/propagation_delaytransmission_window_size/propagation_delay

!! Numerator: knownNumerator: known

!! Denominator: measure Denominator: measure smallestsmallest RTT

! Also know actual  throughput

! Difference = how much to reduce/increase rate

! Algorithm

"" send a special packetsend a special packet

"" onon ack ack, compute expected and actual throughput, compute expected and actual throughput

"" (expected - actual)* RTT packets in bottleneck buffer(expected - actual)* RTT packets in bottleneck buffer

"" adjust sending rate if this is too largeadjust sending rate if this is too large

!! Works better than TCP RenoWorks better than TCP Reno



NETBLT

! First rate-based flow control scheme

! Separates error control (window) and flow control (no coupling)

! So, losses and retransmissions do not affect the flow rate

! Application data sent as a series of buffers, each at a particular

rate

! Rate = (burst size + burst rate) so granularity of control = burst

! Initially, no adjustment of rates

! Later, if received rate < sending rate, multiplicatively decrease

rate

! Change rate only once per buffer => slow



Packet pair

!! Improves basic ideas in NETBLTImproves basic ideas in NETBLT

"" better measurement of bottleneckbetter measurement of bottleneck

"" control based on predictioncontrol based on prediction

"" finer granularityfiner granularity

!! Assume all bottlenecks serve packets in round robin orderAssume all bottlenecks serve packets in round robin order

!! Then, spacing between packets at receiver (=Then, spacing between packets at receiver (= ack ack spacing) = spacing) =

1/(rate of slowest server)1/(rate of slowest server)

!! If If allall data sent as paired packets, no distinction between data data sent as paired packets, no distinction between data

and probesand probes

!! Implicitly determine service rates if servers are round-robin-likeImplicitly determine service rates if servers are round-robin-like



Packet pair



Packet-pair details

!! AcksAcks give time series of service rates in the past give time series of service rates in the past

!! We can use this to predict the next rateWe can use this to predict the next rate

!! ExponentialExponential averager averager, with fuzzy rules to change the averaging, with fuzzy rules to change the averaging

factorfactor

!! Predicted rate feeds into flow control equationPredicted rate feeds into flow control equation



Packet-pair flow control

! Let X = # packets in bottleneck buffer

! S = # outstanding packets

! R = RTT

! b = bottleneck rate

! Then, X = S - Rb (assuming no losses)

! Let l = source rate

! l(k+1) = b(k+1) + (setpoint -X)/R



Sample trace



ATM Forum EERC

!! Similar toSimilar to DECbit DECbit, but send a whole cell, but send a whole cell!!s worth of info insteads worth of info instead

of one bitof one bit

!! Sources periodically send a Resource Management (RM) cellSources periodically send a Resource Management (RM) cell

with a with a rate requestrate request

"" typically once every 32 cellstypically once every 32 cells

!! Each server fills in RM cell with current share, if lessEach server fills in RM cell with current share, if less

!! Source sends at this rateSource sends at this rate



ATM Forum EERC details

!! Source sends Explicit Rate (ER) in RM cellSource sends Explicit Rate (ER) in RM cell

!! Switches compute source share in an unspecified mannerSwitches compute source share in an unspecified manner

(allows competition)(allows competition)

!! Current rate = allowed cell rate = ACRCurrent rate = allowed cell rate = ACR

!! If ER > ACR then ACR = ACR + RIF * PCR else ACR = ERIf ER > ACR then ACR = ACR + RIF * PCR else ACR = ER

!! If switch does not change ER, then useIf switch does not change ER, then use DECbit DECbit idea idea

"" If CI bit set, ACR = ACR (1 - RDF)If CI bit set, ACR = ACR (1 - RDF)

!! If ER < AR, AR = ERIf ER < AR, AR = ER

!! Allows interoperability of a sortAllows interoperability of a sort

!! If idle 500 ms, reset rate to Initial cell rateIf idle 500 ms, reset rate to Initial cell rate

!! If no RM cells return for a while, ACRIf no RM cells return for a while, ACR *= *= (1-RDF) (1-RDF)



Comparison with DECbit

!! Sources know exact rateSources know exact rate

!! Non-zero Initial cell-rate => conservative increase can beNon-zero Initial cell-rate => conservative increase can be

avoidedavoided

!! Interoperation between ER/CI switchesInteroperation between ER/CI switches



Problems

! RM cells  in data path a mess

! Updating sending rate based on RM cell can be hard

! Interoperability comes at the cost of reduced efficiency (as bad

as DECbit)

! Computing ER is hard



Comparison among closed-loop schemes

!! On-off, stop-and-wait, static window,On-off, stop-and-wait, static window, DECbit DECbit, TCP, NETBLT,, TCP, NETBLT,

Packet-pair, ATM Forum EERCPacket-pair, ATM Forum EERC

!! Which is best? No simple answerWhich is best? No simple answer

!! Some rules of thumbSome rules of thumb

"" flow  control easier with RR schedulingflow  control easier with RR scheduling

## otherwise, assume cooperation, or police ratesotherwise, assume cooperation, or police rates

"" explicit schemes are more robustexplicit schemes are more robust

"" hop-by-hop schemes are morehop-by-hop schemes are more resposive resposive, but more, but more comples comples

"" try to separate error control and flow controltry to separate error control and flow control

"" rate based schemes are inherently unstable unless well-rate based schemes are inherently unstable unless well-

engineeredengineered



Hybrid flow control

!! Source gets a minimum rate, but can use moreSource gets a minimum rate, but can use more

!! All problems of both open loop and closed loop flow controlAll problems of both open loop and closed loop flow control

!! Resource partitioning problemResource partitioning problem

"" what fraction can be reserved?what fraction can be reserved?

"" how?how?



Multiple Access

An Engineering Approach to Computer NetworkingAn Engineering Approach to Computer Networking



What is it all about?

!! Consider an audioconference whereConsider an audioconference where

"" if one person speaks, all can hearif one person speaks, all can hear

"" if more than one person speaks at the same time, both voices areif more than one person speaks at the same time, both voices are
garbledgarbled

!! How should participants coordinate actions so thatHow should participants coordinate actions so that

"" the number of messages exchanged per second is maximizedthe number of messages exchanged per second is maximized

"" time spent waiting for a chance to speak is minimizedtime spent waiting for a chance to speak is minimized

!! This is the This is the multiple access problemmultiple access problem



Some simple solutions

!! Use a moderatorUse a moderator

"" a speaker must wait for moderator to call on him or her, even if noa speaker must wait for moderator to call on him or her, even if no

one else wants to speakone else wants to speak

"" what if the moderatorwhat if the moderator!!s connection breaks?s connection breaks?

!! Distributed solutionDistributed solution

"" speak if no one else is speakingspeak if no one else is speaking

"" but if two speakers are waiting for a third to finish, guaranteebut if two speakers are waiting for a third to finish, guarantee
collisioncollision

!! Designing good schemes is surprisingly hard!Designing good schemes is surprisingly hard!



Outline

!! Contexts for the problemContexts for the problem

!! Choices and constraintsChoices and constraints

!! Performance metricsPerformance metrics

!! Base technologiesBase technologies

!! Centralized schemesCentralized schemes

!! Distributed schemesDistributed schemes



Contexts for the multiple access problem

!! Broadcast Broadcast transmission mediumtransmission medium

"" message from any transmitter is received by all receiversmessage from any transmitter is received by all receivers

!! Colliding messages are garbledColliding messages are garbled

!! GoalGoal

"" maximize message throughputmaximize message throughput

"" minimize mean waiting timeminimize mean waiting time

!! Shows up in five main contextsShows up in five main contexts



Contexts



Contexts



Solving the problem

!! First, choose a First, choose a base technologybase technology

"" to isolate traffic from different stationsto isolate traffic from different stations

"" can be in time domain or frequency domaincan be in time domain or frequency domain

!! Then, choose how to allocate a limited number of transmissionThen, choose how to allocate a limited number of transmission
resources to a larger set of contending usersresources to a larger set of contending users



Outline

!! Contexts for the problemContexts for the problem

!! Choices and constraintsChoices and constraints

!! Performance metricsPerformance metrics

!! Base technologiesBase technologies

!! Centralized schemesCentralized schemes

!! Distributed schemesDistributed schemes



Choices

!! Centralized vs. distributed designCentralized vs. distributed design

"" is there a moderator or not?is there a moderator or not?

"" in a centralized solution one of the stations is a in a centralized solution one of the stations is a mastermaster and the and the
others are others are slavesslaves

## master->slave = downlinkmaster->slave = downlink

## slave->master = uplinkslave->master = uplink

"" in a distributed solution, all stations are peersin a distributed solution, all stations are peers

!! Circuit-mode vs. packet-modeCircuit-mode vs. packet-mode

"" do stations send steady streams or bursts of packets?do stations send steady streams or bursts of packets?

"" with streams, doesnwith streams, doesn!!t make sense to contend for every packett make sense to contend for every packet

"" allocate resources to streamsallocate resources to streams

"" with packets, makes sense to contend for every packet to avoidwith packets, makes sense to contend for every packet to avoid
wasting bandwidthwasting bandwidth



Constraints

!! Spectrum scarcitySpectrum scarcity

"" radio spectrum is hard to come byradio spectrum is hard to come by

"" only a few frequencies available for long-distance communicationonly a few frequencies available for long-distance communication

"" multiple access schemes must be careful not to waste bandwidthmultiple access schemes must be careful not to waste bandwidth

!! Radio link propertiesRadio link properties

"" radio links are error proneradio links are error prone

## fadingfading

## multipath interferencemultipath interference

"" hidden terminalshidden terminals

## transmitter heard only by a subset of receiverstransmitter heard only by a subset of receivers

"" capturecapture

## on collision, station with higher power overpowers the otheron collision, station with higher power overpowers the other

## lower powered station may never get a chance to be heardlower powered station may never get a chance to be heard



The parameter "a!

!! The number of packets sent by a source before the farthestThe number of packets sent by a source before the farthest
station receives the first bitstation receives the first bit



Outline
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Performance metrics

!! Normalized throughputNormalized throughput

"" fraction of link capacity used to carry non-retransmitted packetsfraction of link capacity used to carry non-retransmitted packets

"" exampleexample

## with no collisions, 1000 packets/secwith no collisions, 1000 packets/sec

## with a particular scheme and workload, 250 packets/secwith a particular scheme and workload, 250 packets/sec

## => goodput = 0.25=> goodput = 0.25

!! Mean delayMean delay

"" amount of time a station has to wait before it successfully transmitsamount of time a station has to wait before it successfully transmits
a packeta packet

## depends on the load and the characteristics of the mediumdepends on the load and the characteristics of the medium



Performance metrics

!! StabilityStability

"" with heavy load, is all the time spent on resolving contentions?with heavy load, is all the time spent on resolving contentions?

"" => unstable=> unstable

"" with a stable algorithm, throughput does not decrease with offeredwith a stable algorithm, throughput does not decrease with offered
loadload

"" if infinite number of uncontrolled stations share a link, thenif infinite number of uncontrolled stations share a link, then
instability is guaranteedinstability is guaranteed

"" but if sources reduce load when overload is detected, can achievebut if sources reduce load when overload is detected, can achieve
stabilitystability

!! FairnessFairness

"" no single definitionno single definition

"" ""no-starvationno-starvation!!: source eventually gets a chance to send: source eventually gets a chance to send

"" max-min fair share: will study latermax-min fair share: will study later
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Base technologies

!! Isolates data from different sourcesIsolates data from different sources

!! Three basic choicesThree basic choices

"" Frequency division multiple access (FDMA)Frequency division multiple access (FDMA)

"" Time division multiple access (TDMA)Time division multiple access (TDMA)

"" Code division multiple access (CDMA)Code division multiple access (CDMA)



FDMA

!! SimplestSimplest

!! Best suited for analog linksBest suited for analog links

!! Each station has its own frequency band, separated by guardEach station has its own frequency band, separated by guard
bandsbands

!! Receivers tune to the right frequencyReceivers tune to the right frequency

!! Number of frequencies is limitedNumber of frequencies is limited

"" reduce transmitter power; reuse frequencies in non-adjacent cellsreduce transmitter power; reuse frequencies in non-adjacent cells

"" example: voice channel = 30 KHzexample: voice channel = 30 KHz

"" 833 channels in 25 MHz band833 channels in 25 MHz band

"" with hexagonal cells, partition into 118 channels eachwith hexagonal cells, partition into 118 channels each

"" but with N cells in a city, can get 118N calls => win if N > 7but with N cells in a city, can get 118N calls => win if N > 7



TDMA

!! All stations transmit data on same frequency, but at differentAll stations transmit data on same frequency, but at different
timestimes

!! Needs time synchronizationNeeds time synchronization

!! ProsPros

"" users can be given different amounts of bandwidthusers can be given different amounts of bandwidth

"" mobiles can use idle times to determine best base stationmobiles can use idle times to determine best base station

"" can switch off power when not transmittingcan switch off power when not transmitting

!! ConsCons

"" synchronization overheadsynchronization overhead

"" greater problems with multipath interference on wireless linksgreater problems with multipath interference on wireless links



CDMA

!! Users separated both by time and frequencyUsers separated both by time and frequency

!! Send at a different frequency at each time slot (Send at a different frequency at each time slot (frequencyfrequency

hoppinghopping))

!! Or, convert a single bit to a code (Or, convert a single bit to a code (direct sequencedirect sequence))

"" receiver can decipher bit by inverse processreceiver can decipher bit by inverse process

!! ProsPros

"" hard to spyhard to spy

"" immune from narrowband noiseimmune from narrowband noise

"" no need for all stations to synchronizeno need for all stations to synchronize

"" no hard limit on capacity of a cellno hard limit on capacity of a cell

"" all cells can use all frequenciesall cells can use all frequencies



CDMA

!! ConsCons

"" implementation complexityimplementation complexity

"" need for power controlneed for power control

## to avoid captureto avoid capture

"" need for a large contiguous frequency band (for direct sequence)need for a large contiguous frequency band (for direct sequence)

"" problems installing in the fieldproblems installing in the field



FDD and TDD

!! Two ways of converting a wireless medium to a duplex channelTwo ways of converting a wireless medium to a duplex channel

!! In Frequency Division Duplex, uplink and downlink use differentIn Frequency Division Duplex, uplink and downlink use different
frequenciesfrequencies

!! In Time Division Duplex, uplink and downlink use different timeIn Time Division Duplex, uplink and downlink use different time
slotsslots

!! Can combine with FDMA/TDMACan combine with FDMA/TDMA

!! ExamplesExamples

"" TDD/FDMA in second-generation cordless phonesTDD/FDMA in second-generation cordless phones

"" FDD/TDMA/FDMA in digital cellular phonesFDD/TDMA/FDMA in digital cellular phones
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Centralized access schemes

!! One station is master, and the other are slavesOne station is master, and the other are slaves

"" slave can transmit only when master allowsslave can transmit only when master allows

!! Natural fit in some situationsNatural fit in some situations

"" wireless LAN, where base station is the only station that can seewireless LAN, where base station is the only station that can see
everyoneeveryone

"" cellular telephony, where base station is the only one capable ofcellular telephony, where base station is the only one capable of
high transmit powerhigh transmit power



Centralized access schemes

!! ProsPros

"" simplesimple

"" master provides single point of coordinationmaster provides single point of coordination

!! ConsCons

"" master is a single point of failuremaster is a single point of failure

## need a re-election protocolneed a re-election protocol

## master is involved in every single transfer => added delaymaster is involved in every single transfer => added delay



Circuit mode

!! When station wants to transmit, it sends a message to masterWhen station wants to transmit, it sends a message to master
using packet modeusing packet mode

!! Master allocates transmission resources to slaveMaster allocates transmission resources to slave

!! Slave uses the resources until it is doneSlave uses the resources until it is done

!! No contention during data transferNo contention during data transfer

!! Used primarily in cellular phone systemsUsed primarily in cellular phone systems

"" EAMPS: FDMAEAMPS: FDMA

"" GSM/IS-54: TDMAGSM/IS-54: TDMA

"" IS-95: CDMAIS-95: CDMA



Polling and probing

!! Centralized packet-mode multiple access schemesCentralized packet-mode multiple access schemes

!! PollingPolling

"" master asks each station in turn if it wants to send (roll-call polling)master asks each station in turn if it wants to send (roll-call polling)

"" inefficient if only a few stations are active, overhead for pollinginefficient if only a few stations are active, overhead for polling
messages is high, or system has many terminalsmessages is high, or system has many terminals

!! ProbingProbing

"" stations are numbered with consecutive logical addressesstations are numbered with consecutive logical addresses

"" assume station can listen both to its own address and to a set ofassume station can listen both to its own address and to a set of
multicast addressesmulticast addresses

"" master does a binary search to locate next active stationmaster does a binary search to locate next active station



Reservation-based schemes

!! When When ""aa!! is large, can is large, can!!t use a distributed scheme for packett use a distributed scheme for packet
mode (too many collisions)mode (too many collisions)

"" mainly for satellite linksmainly for satellite links

!! Instead master coordinates access to link using reservationsInstead master coordinates access to link using reservations

!! Some time slots devoted to reservation messagesSome time slots devoted to reservation messages

"" can be smaller than data slots => can be smaller than data slots => minislotsminislots

!! Stations contend for a minislot (or own one)Stations contend for a minislot (or own one)

!! Master decides winners and grants them access to linkMaster decides winners and grants them access to link

!! Packet collisions are only for minislots, so overhead onPacket collisions are only for minislots, so overhead on
contention is reducedcontention is reduced
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Distributed schemes

!! Compared to a centralized schemeCompared to a centralized scheme

"" more reliablemore reliable

"" have lower message delayshave lower message delays

"" often allow higher network utilizationoften allow higher network utilization

"" but are more complicatedbut are more complicated

!! Almost all distributed schemes are packet mode (why?)Almost all distributed schemes are packet mode (why?)



Decentralized polling

!! Just like centralized polling, except there is no masterJust like centralized polling, except there is no master

!! Each station is assigned a slot that it usesEach station is assigned a slot that it uses

"" if nothing to send, slot is wastedif nothing to send, slot is wasted

!! Also, all stations must share a time baseAlso, all stations must share a time base



Decentralized probing

!! Also called Also called tree based multiple accesstree based multiple access

!! All stations in left subtree of root place packet on mediumAll stations in left subtree of root place packet on medium

!! If a collision, root <- root ->left_son, and try againIf a collision, root <- root ->left_son, and try again

!! On success, everyone in root->right_son places a packet etc.On success, everyone in root->right_son places a packet etc.

!! (If two nodes with successive logical addresses have a packet(If two nodes with successive logical addresses have a packet
to send, how many collisions will it take for one of them to winto send, how many collisions will it take for one of them to win
access?)access?)

!! Works poorly with many active stations, or when all activeWorks poorly with many active stations, or when all active
stations are in the same subtreestations are in the same subtree



Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA)

!! A fundamental advance: check whether the medium is activeA fundamental advance: check whether the medium is active
before sending  a packet (i.e before sending  a packet (i.e carrier sensingcarrier sensing))

!! Unlike polling/probing a node with something to send doesnUnlike polling/probing a node with something to send doesn!!tt
have to wait for a master, or for its turn in a schedulehave to wait for a master, or for its turn in a schedule

!! If medium idle, then can sendIf medium idle, then can send

!! If collision happens, detect and resolveIf collision happens, detect and resolve

!! Works when Works when ""aa!! is small is small



Simplest CSMA scheme

!! Send a packet as soon as medium becomes idleSend a packet as soon as medium becomes idle

!! If, on sensing busy, wait for idle -> If, on sensing busy, wait for idle -> persistentpersistent

!! If, on sensing busy, set a timer and try later -> If, on sensing busy, set a timer and try later -> non-persistentnon-persistent

!! Problem with persistent: two stations waiting to speak will collideProblem with persistent: two stations waiting to speak will collide



How to solve the collision problem

!! Two solutionsTwo solutions

!! p-persistentp-persistent: on idle, transmit with probability : on idle, transmit with probability p:p:

"" hard to choose hard to choose pp

"" if if pp small, then wasted time small, then wasted time

"" if if pp large, more collisions

!! exponential backoffexponential backoff

"" on collision, choose timeout randomly from doubled rangeon collision, choose timeout randomly from doubled range

"" backoff range adapts to number of contending stationsbackoff range adapts to number of contending stations

"" no need to choose no need to choose pp

"" need to detect collisions: need to detect collisions: collision detect circuitcollision detect circuit => CSMA/CD => CSMA/CD



Summary of CSMA schemes



Ethernet

!! The most widely used LANThe most widely used LAN

!! Standard is called IEEE 802.3Standard is called IEEE 802.3

!! Uses CSMA/CD with exponential backoffUses CSMA/CD with exponential backoff

!! Also, on collision, place a Also, on collision, place a jamjam signal on wire, so that all stations signal on wire, so that all stations
are aware of collision and can increment timeout rangeare aware of collision and can increment timeout range

!! ""aa!! small =>time wasted in collision is around 50 microseconds small =>time wasted in collision is around 50 microseconds

!! Ethernet requires packet to be long enough that a collision isEthernet requires packet to be long enough that a collision is
detected before packet transmission completes (a <= 1)detected before packet transmission completes (a <= 1)

"" packet should be at least 64 bytes long for longest allowedpacket should be at least 64 bytes long for longest allowed
segmentsegment

!! Max packet size is 1500 bytesMax packet size is 1500 bytes

"" prevents hogging by a single stationprevents hogging by a single station



More on Ethernet

!! First version ran at 3 Mbps and used First version ran at 3 Mbps and used ""thickthick!! coax coax

!! These days, runs at 10 Mbps, and uses These days, runs at 10 Mbps, and uses ""thinthin!! coax, or twisted coax, or twisted
pair (Category 3 and Category 5)pair (Category 3 and Category 5)

!! Ethernet types are coded as <Speed><Baseband orEthernet types are coded as <Speed><Baseband or
broadband><physical medium>broadband><physical medium>

"" Speed = 3, 10, 100 MbpsSpeed = 3, 10, 100 Mbps

"" Baseband = within building, broadband = on cable TVBaseband = within building, broadband = on cable TV

"" Physical medium:Physical medium:

## ““22”” is cheap 50 Ohm cable, upto 185 meters is cheap 50 Ohm cable, upto 185 meters

## ““TT”” is unshielded twisted pair (also used for telephone wiring) is unshielded twisted pair (also used for telephone wiring)

## ““3636”” is 75 Ohm cable TV cable, upto 3600 meters is 75 Ohm cable TV cable, upto 3600 meters



Recent developments

!! Switched EthernetSwitched Ethernet

"" each station is connected to switch by a separate UTP wireeach station is connected to switch by a separate UTP wire

"" line card of switch has a buffer to hold incoming packetsline card of switch has a buffer to hold incoming packets

"" fast backplane switches packet from one line card to othersfast backplane switches packet from one line card to others

"" simultaneously arriving packets do not collide (until bufferssimultaneously arriving packets do not collide (until buffers

overflow)overflow)

"" higher intrinsic capacity than 10BaseT (and more expensive)higher intrinsic capacity than 10BaseT (and more expensive)



Fast Ethernet variants

!! Fast Ethernet (IEEE 802.3u)Fast Ethernet (IEEE 802.3u)

"" same as 10BaseT, except that line speed is 100 Mbpssame as 10BaseT, except that line speed is 100 Mbps

"" spans only 205 mspans only 205 m

"" big winnerbig winner

"" most current cards support both 10 and 100 Mbps cards (10/100most current cards support both 10 and 100 Mbps cards (10/100

cards) for about $80cards) for about $80

!! 100VG Anylan (IEEE 802.12)100VG Anylan (IEEE 802.12)

"" station makes explicit service requests to masterstation makes explicit service requests to master

"" master schedules requests, eliminating collisionsmaster schedules requests, eliminating collisions

"" not a success in the marketnot a success in the market

!! Gigabit Ethernet Gigabit Ethernet 

"" aims to continue the trendaims to continue the trend

"" still undefined, but first implementation will be based on fiber linksstill undefined, but first implementation will be based on fiber links



Evaluating Ethernet

!! ProsPros

"" easy to setupeasy to setup

"" requires no configurationrequires no configuration

"" robust to noiserobust to noise

!! ProblemsProblems

"" at heavy loads, users see large delays because of backoffat heavy loads, users see large delays because of backoff

"" nondeterministic servicenondeterministic service

"" doesndoesn!!t support prioritiest support priorities

"" big overhead on small packetsbig overhead on small packets

!! But, very successful becauseBut, very successful because

"" problems only at high loadproblems only at high load

"" can segment LANs to reduce loadcan segment LANs to reduce load



CSMA/CA

!! Used in wireless LANsUsed in wireless LANs

!! CanCan!!t detect collision because transmitter overwhelms colocatedt detect collision because transmitter overwhelms colocated
receiverreceiver

!! So, need explicit acksSo, need explicit acks

!! But this makes collisions more expensiveBut this makes collisions more expensive

"" => try to reduce number of collisions=> try to reduce number of collisions



CSMA/CA algorithm

!! First check if medium is busyFirst check if medium is busy

!! If so, wait for medium to become idleIf so, wait for medium to become idle

!! Wait for interframe spacingWait for interframe spacing

!! Set a Set a contention timercontention timer to an interval randomly chosen in the to an interval randomly chosen in the
range [1, CW]range [1, CW]

!! On timeout, send packet and wait for ackOn timeout, send packet and wait for ack

!! If no ack, assume packet is lostIf no ack, assume packet is lost

"" try again, after doubling CWtry again, after doubling CW

!! If another station transmits while counting down, freeze CW andIf another station transmits while counting down, freeze CW and
unfreeze when packet completes transmissionunfreeze when packet completes transmission

!! (Why does this scheme reduce collisions compared to(Why does this scheme reduce collisions compared to
CSMA/CD?)CSMA/CD?)



Dealing with hidden terminals

!! CSMA/CA works when every station can receive transmissionsCSMA/CA works when every station can receive transmissions
from every other stationfrom every other station

!! Not always trueNot always true

!! Hidden terminalHidden terminal

"" some stations in an area cannot hear transmissions from others,some stations in an area cannot hear transmissions from others,
though base can hear boththough base can hear both

!! Exposed terminalExposed terminal

"" some (but not all) stations can hear transmissions from stations notsome (but not all) stations can hear transmissions from stations not
in the local areain the local area



Dealing with hidden and exposed terminals

!! In both cases, CSMA/CA doesnIn both cases, CSMA/CA doesn!!t workt work

"" with hidden terminal, collision because carrier not detectedwith hidden terminal, collision because carrier not detected

"" with exposed terminal, idle station because carrier incorrectlywith exposed terminal, idle station because carrier incorrectly
detecteddetected

!! Two solutionsTwo solutions

!! Busy Tone Multiple Access (BTMA)Busy Tone Multiple Access (BTMA)

"" uses a separate uses a separate ““busy-tonebusy-tone”” channel channel

"" when station is receiving a message, it places a tone on thiswhen station is receiving a message, it places a tone on this
channelchannel

"" everyone who might want to talk to a station knows that it is busyeveryone who might want to talk to a station knows that it is busy

## even if they cannot hear transmission that that station hearseven if they cannot hear transmission that that station hears

"" this avoids both problems (why?)this avoids both problems (why?)



Multiple Access Collision Avoidance

!! BTMA requires us to split frequency bandBTMA requires us to split frequency band

"" more complex receivers (need two tuners)more complex receivers (need two tuners)

!! Separate bands may have different propagation characteristicsSeparate bands may have different propagation characteristics

"" scheme fails!scheme fails!

!! Instead, use a single frequency band, but use explicit messagesInstead, use a single frequency band, but use explicit messages
to tell others that receiver is busyto tell others that receiver is busy

!! In MACA, before sending data, send a Request to Sent (RTS) toIn MACA, before sending data, send a Request to Sent (RTS) to
intended receiverintended receiver

!! Station, if idle, sends Clear to Send (CTS)Station, if idle, sends Clear to Send (CTS)

!! Sender then sends dataSender then sends data

!! If station overhears RTS, it waits for other transmission to endIf station overhears RTS, it waits for other transmission to end

!! (why does this work?)(why does this work?)



Token passing

!! In distributed polling, every station has to wait for its turnIn distributed polling, every station has to wait for its turn

!! Time wasted because idle stations are still given a slotTime wasted because idle stations are still given a slot

!! What if we can quickly skip past idle stations?What if we can quickly skip past idle stations?

!! This is the key idea of token ringThis is the key idea of token ring

!! Special packet called Special packet called ""tokentoken!! gives station the right to transmit gives station the right to transmit
datadata

!! When done, it passes token to When done, it passes token to ""nextnext!! station station

"" => stations form a logical ring=> stations form a logical ring

!! No station will starveNo station will starve



Logical rings

!! Can be on a non-ring physical topologyCan be on a non-ring physical topology



Ring operation

!! During normal operation, copy packets from input buffer toDuring normal operation, copy packets from input buffer to
outputoutput

!! If packet is a token, check if packets ready to sendIf packet is a token, check if packets ready to send

!! If not, forward tokenIf not, forward token

!! If so, delete token, and send packetsIf so, delete token, and send packets

!! Receiver copies packet and sets Receiver copies packet and sets ""ackack!! flag flag

!! Sender removes packet and deletes itSender removes packet and deletes it

!! When done, reinserts tokenWhen done, reinserts token

!! If ring idle and no token for a long time, regenerate tokenIf ring idle and no token for a long time, regenerate token



Single and double rings

!! With a single ring, a single failure of a link or station breaks theWith a single ring, a single failure of a link or station breaks the
network => fragilenetwork => fragile

!! With a double ring, on a failure, go into With a double ring, on a failure, go into wrap modewrap mode

!! Used in FDDIUsed in FDDI



Hub or star-ring

!! Simplifies wiringSimplifies wiring

!! Active hub is predecessor and successor to every stationActive hub is predecessor and successor to every station

"" can monitor ring for station and link failurescan monitor ring for station and link failures

!! Passive hub only serves as wiring concentratorPassive hub only serves as wiring concentrator

"" but provides a single test pointbut provides a single test point

!! Because of these benefits, hubs are practically the only form ofBecause of these benefits, hubs are practically the only form of
wiring used in real networkswiring used in real networks

"" even for Etherneteven for Ethernet



Evaluating token ring

!! ProsPros

"" medium access protocol is simple and explicitmedium access protocol is simple and explicit

"" no need for carrier sensing, time synchronization or complexno need for carrier sensing, time synchronization or complex
protocols to resolve contentionprotocols to resolve contention

"" guarantees zero collisionsguarantees zero collisions

"" can give some stations priority over otherscan give some stations priority over others

!! ConsCons

"" token is a single point of failuretoken is a single point of failure

## lost or corrupted token trashes networklost or corrupted token trashes network

## need to carefully protect and, if necessary, regenerate tokenneed to carefully protect and, if necessary, regenerate token

"" all stations must cooperateall stations must cooperate

## network must detect and cut off unresponsive stationsnetwork must detect and cut off unresponsive stations

"" stations must actively monitor networkstations must actively monitor network

## usually elect one station as monitorusually elect one station as monitor



Fiber Distributed Data Interface

!! FDDI is the most popular token-ring base LANFDDI is the most popular token-ring base LAN

!! Dual counterrotating rings, each at 100 MbpsDual counterrotating rings, each at 100 Mbps

!! Uses both copper and fiber linksUses both copper and fiber links

!! Supports both non-realtime and realtime trafficSupports both non-realtime and realtime traffic

"" token is guaranteed to rotate once every Target Token Rotationtoken is guaranteed to rotate once every Target Token Rotation
Time (TTRT)Time (TTRT)

"" station is guaranteed a station is guaranteed a synchronous allocationsynchronous allocation within every TTRT

!! Supports both Supports both single attachedsingle attached and dual attached stations

"" single attached (cheaper) stations are connected to only one of thesingle attached (cheaper) stations are connected to only one of the
ringsrings



ALOHA and its variants

!! ALOHA is one of the earliest multiple access schemesALOHA is one of the earliest multiple access schemes

!! Just send it!Just send it!

!! Wait for an ackWait for an ack

!! If no ack, try again after a random waiting timeIf no ack, try again after a random waiting time

"" no backoffno backoff



Evaluating ALOHA

!! ProsPros

"" useful when useful when ""aa!! is large, so carrier sensing doesn is large, so carrier sensing doesn!!t helpt help

## satellite linkssatellite links

"" simplesimple

## no carrier sensing, no token, no timebase synchronizationno carrier sensing, no token, no timebase synchronization

"" independent of independent of ""aa!!

!! ConsCons

"" under some mathematical assumptions, goodput is at most .18under some mathematical assumptions, goodput is at most .18

"" at high loads, collisions are very frequentat high loads, collisions are very frequent

"" sudden burst of traffic can lead to instabilitysudden burst of traffic can lead to instability

## unless backoff is exponentialunless backoff is exponential



Slotted ALOHA

!! A simple way to double ALOHAA simple way to double ALOHA!!s capacitys capacity

!! Make sure transmissions start on a slot boundaryMake sure transmissions start on a slot boundary

!! Halves Halves window of vulnerabilitywindow of vulnerability

!! Used in cellular phone uplinkUsed in cellular phone uplink



ALOHA schemes summarized



Reservation ALOHA

!! Combines slot reservation with slotted ALOHACombines slot reservation with slotted ALOHA

!! Contend for reservation minislots using slotted ALOHAContend for reservation minislots using slotted ALOHA

!! Stations independently examine reservation requests and comeStations independently examine reservation requests and come
to consistent conclusionsto consistent conclusions

!! Simplest versionSimplest version

"" divide time into frames = fixed length set of slotsdivide time into frames = fixed length set of slots

"" station that wins access to a reservation minislot using S-ALOHAstation that wins access to a reservation minislot using S-ALOHA

can keep slot as long as it wantscan keep slot as long as it wants

"" station that loses keeps track of idle slots and contends for them instation that loses keeps track of idle slots and contends for them in
next framenext frame



Evaluating R-ALOHA

!! ProsPros

"" supports both circuit and packet mode transfersupports both circuit and packet mode transfer

"" works with large works with large ""aa!!

"" simplesimple

!! ConsCons

"" arriving packet has to wait for entire frame before it has a chance toarriving packet has to wait for entire frame before it has a chance to
sendsend

"" cannot preempt hogscannot preempt hogs

"" variants of R-ALOHA avoid these problemsvariants of R-ALOHA avoid these problems

!! Used for cable-modem uplinksUsed for cable-modem uplinks



Switching

An Engineering Approach to Computer NetworkingAn Engineering Approach to Computer Networking



What is it all about?

!! How do we move traffic from one part of the network to another?How do we move traffic from one part of the network to another?

!! Connect end-systems to switches, and switches to each otherConnect end-systems to switches, and switches to each other

!! Data arriving to an input port of a switch have to be moved toData arriving to an input port of a switch have to be moved to
one or more of the output portsone or more of the output ports



Types of switching elements

!! Telephone switchesTelephone switches

"" switch samplesswitch samples

!! Datagram routersDatagram routers

"" switch datagramsswitch datagrams

!! ATM switchesATM switches

"" switch ATM cellsswitch ATM cells



Classification

!! Packet vs. circuit switchesPacket vs. circuit switches

"" packets have headers and samples donpackets have headers and samples don!!tt

!! Connectionless vs. connection orientedConnectionless vs. connection oriented

"" connection oriented switches need a call setupconnection oriented switches need a call setup

"" setup is handled in setup is handled in control planecontrol plane by switch controller

" connectionless switches deal with self-contained datagrams

Connectionless
(router)

Connection-oriented
(switching system)

Packet
switch

Internet router ATM switching system

Circuit
switch

Telephone switching
system



Other switching element functions

!! Participate in routing algorithmsParticipate in routing algorithms

"" to build routing tablesto build routing tables

!! Resolve contention for output trunksResolve contention for output trunks

"" schedulingscheduling

!! Admission controlAdmission control

"" to guarantee resources to certain streamsto guarantee resources to certain streams

!! WeWe!!ll discuss these laterll discuss these later

!! Here we focus on pure data movementHere we focus on pure data movement



Requirements

!! Capacity of switch is the maximum rate at which it can moveCapacity of switch is the maximum rate at which it can move
information, assuming all data paths are simultaneously activeinformation, assuming all data paths are simultaneously active

!! Primary goal: Primary goal: maximize capacitymaximize capacity

"" subject to cost and reliability constraintssubject to cost and reliability constraints

!! Circuit switch must reject call if canCircuit switch must reject call if can!!t find a path for samplest find a path for samples
from input to outputfrom input to output

"" goal: goal: minimize call blockingminimize call blocking

!! Packet switch must reject a packet if it canPacket switch must reject a packet if it can!!t find a buffer to storet find a buffer to store
it awaiting access to output trunkit awaiting access to output trunk

"" goal: goal: minimize packet lossminimize packet loss

!! DonDon!!t reordert reorder packets packets



A generic switch



Outline

!! Circuit switchingCircuit switching

!! Packet switchingPacket switching

"" Switch generationsSwitch generations

"" Switch fabricsSwitch fabrics

"" Buffer placementBuffer placement

"" Multicast switchesMulticast switches



Circuit switching

!! Moving 8-bit samples from an input port to an output portMoving 8-bit samples from an input port to an output port

!! Recall that samples have no headersRecall that samples have no headers

!! Destination of sample depends on Destination of sample depends on timetime at which it arrives at the at which it arrives at the
switchswitch

"" actually, relative order within a actually, relative order within a frameframe

!! WeWe!!ll first study something simpler than a switch: a multiplexorll first study something simpler than a switch: a multiplexor



Multiplexors and demultiplexors

!! Most trunks time division multiplex voice samplesMost trunks time division multiplex voice samples

!! At a central office, trunk is demultiplexed and distributed toAt a central office, trunk is demultiplexed and distributed to
active circuitsactive circuits

!! Synchronous multiplexorSynchronous multiplexor

"" N input linesN input lines

"" Output runs N times as fast as inputOutput runs N times as fast as input



More on multiplexing

!! DemultiplexorDemultiplexor

"" one input line and N outputs that run N times slowerone input line and N outputs that run N times slower

"" samples are placed in output buffer in round robin ordersamples are placed in output buffer in round robin order

!! Neither multiplexor nor demultiplexor needs addressingNeither multiplexor nor demultiplexor needs addressing
information (why?)information (why?)

!! Can cascade multiplexorsCan cascade multiplexors

"" need a standardneed a standard

"" example: DS hierarchy in the US and Japanexample: DS hierarchy in the US and Japan



Inverse multiplexing

!! Takes a high bit-rate stream and scatters it across multipleTakes a high bit-rate stream and scatters it across multiple
trunkstrunks

!! At the other end, combines multiple streamsAt the other end, combines multiple streams

"" resequencing resequencing to accommodate variation in delaysto accommodate variation in delays

!! Allows high-speed virtual links using existing technologyAllows high-speed virtual links using existing technology



A circuit switch

!! A switch that can handle N calls has N logical inputs and NA switch that can handle N calls has N logical inputs and N
logical outputslogical outputs

"" N up to 200,000N up to 200,000

!! In practice, input trunks are multiplexedIn practice, input trunks are multiplexed

"" example: DS3 trunk carries 672 simultaneous callsexample: DS3 trunk carries 672 simultaneous calls

!! Multiplexed trunks carry Multiplexed trunks carry framesframes = set of samples = set of samples

!! Goal: extract samples from frame, and depending on position inGoal: extract samples from frame, and depending on position in
frame, switch to outputframe, switch to output

"" each incoming sample has to get to the right output line and theeach incoming sample has to get to the right output line and the
right slot in the output frameright slot in the output frame

"" demultiplexdemultiplex, switch, multiplex, switch, multiplex



Call blocking

!! CanCan!!t find a path from input to outputt find a path from input to output

!! Internal blockingInternal blocking

"" slot in output frame exists, but no pathslot in output frame exists, but no path

!! Output blockingOutput blocking

"" no slot in output frame is availableno slot in output frame is available

!! Output blocking is reduced in Output blocking is reduced in transit transit switchesswitches

"" need to put a sample in one of need to put a sample in one of severalseveral slots going to the desired
next hop



Time division switching

!! Key idea: when Key idea: when demultiplexingdemultiplexing, position in frame determines, position in frame determines
output trunkoutput trunk

!! Time division switching interchanges sample position within aTime division switching interchanges sample position within a
frame: time slot interchange (TSI)frame: time slot interchange (TSI)



How large a TSI can we build?

!! Limit is time taken to read and write to memoryLimit is time taken to read and write to memory

!! For 120,000 circuitsFor 120,000 circuits

"" need to read and write memory once every 125 microsecondsneed to read and write memory once every 125 microseconds

"" each operation takes around 0.5 each operation takes around 0.5 ns ns => impossible with current=> impossible with current
technologytechnology

!! Need to look to other techniquesNeed to look to other techniques



Space division switching

!! Each sample takes a different path Each sample takes a different path thoguh thoguh the the swithcswithc,,
depending on its destinationdepending on its destination



Crossbar

!! Simplest possible space-division switchSimplest possible space-division switch

!! CrosspointsCrosspoints can be turned on or off

! For multiplexed inputs, need a switching schedule (why?)

! Internally nonblocking

" but need N2 crosspoints

" time taken to set each crosspoint grows quadratically

" vulnerable to single faults (why?)



Multistage crossbar

!! In a crossbar during each switching time only one In a crossbar during each switching time only one crosspoint crosspoint perper
row or column is activerow or column is active

!! Can save crosspoints if a Can save crosspoints if a crosspoint crosspoint can attach to more thancan attach to more than
one input line (why?)one input line (why?)

!! This is done in a multistage crossbarThis is done in a multistage crossbar

!! Need to rearrange connections every switching timeNeed to rearrange connections every switching time



Multistage crossbar

!! Can suffer internal blockingCan suffer internal blocking

"" unless sufficient number of second-level stagesunless sufficient number of second-level stages

!! Number of crosspoints < NNumber of crosspoints < N22

!! Finding a path from input to output requires a depth-first-searchFinding a path from input to output requires a depth-first-search

!! Scales better than crossbar, but still not too wellScales better than crossbar, but still not too well

"" 120,000 call switch needs ~250 million crosspoints120,000 call switch needs ~250 million crosspoints



Time-space switching

!! Precede each input trunk in a crossbar with a TSIPrecede each input trunk in a crossbar with a TSI

!! Delay samples so that they arrive at the right time for the spaceDelay samples so that they arrive at the right time for the space
division switchdivision switch!!s schedules schedule



Time-space-time (TST) switching

!! Allowed to flip samples both on input and output trunkAllowed to flip samples both on input and output trunk

!! Gives more flexibility => lowers call blocking probabilityGives more flexibility => lowers call blocking probability



Outline

!! Circuit switchingCircuit switching

!! Packet switchingPacket switching

"" Switch generationsSwitch generations

"" Switch fabricsSwitch fabrics

"" Buffer placementBuffer placement

"" Multicast switchesMulticast switches



Packet switching

!! In a circuit switch, path of a sample is determined at time ofIn a circuit switch, path of a sample is determined at time of
connection establishmentconnection establishment

!! No need for a sample header--position in frame is enoughNo need for a sample header--position in frame is enough

!! In a packet switch, packets carry a destination fieldIn a packet switch, packets carry a destination field

!! Need to look up destination port on-the-flyNeed to look up destination port on-the-fly

!! DatagramDatagram

"" lookup based on entire destination addresslookup based on entire destination address

!! CellCell

"" lookup based on VCIlookup based on VCI

!! Other than that, very similarOther than that, very similar



Repeaters, bridges, routers, and gateways

!! Repeaters: at physical levelRepeaters: at physical level

!! Bridges: at datalink level (based on MAC addresses) (L2)Bridges: at datalink level (based on MAC addresses) (L2)

"" discover attached stations by listeningdiscover attached stations by listening

!! Routers: at network level (L3)Routers: at network level (L3)

"" participate in routing protocolsparticipate in routing protocols

!! Application level gateways: at application level (L7)Application level gateways: at application level (L7)

"" treat entire network as a single hoptreat entire network as a single hop

"" e.g mail gateways and e.g mail gateways and transcoderstranscoders

!! Gain functionality at the expense of forwarding speedGain functionality at the expense of forwarding speed

"" for best performance, push functionality as low as possiblefor best performance, push functionality as low as possible



Port mappers

!! Look up output port based on destination addressLook up output port based on destination address

!! Easy for VCI: just use a tableEasy for VCI: just use a table

!! Harder for datagrams:Harder for datagrams:

"" need to find need to find longest prefix matchlongest prefix match

## e.g. packet with address 128.32.1.20e.g. packet with address 128.32.1.20

## entries: (128.32.*, 3), (128.32.1.*, 4), (128.32.1.20, 2)entries: (128.32.*, 3), (128.32.1.*, 4), (128.32.1.20, 2)

!! A standard solution: A standard solution: trietrie



Tries

!! Two ways to improve performanceTwo ways to improve performance

"" cache recently used addresses in a CAMcache recently used addresses in a CAM

"" move common entries up to a higher level (match longer strings)move common entries up to a higher level (match longer strings)



Blocking in packet switches

!! Can have both internal and output blockingCan have both internal and output blocking

!! InternalInternal

"" no path to outputno path to output

!! OutputOutput

"" trunk unavailabletrunk unavailable

!! Unlike a circuit switch, cannot predict if packets will block (why?)Unlike a circuit switch, cannot predict if packets will block (why?)

!! If packet is blocked, must either buffer or drop itIf packet is blocked, must either buffer or drop it



Dealing with blocking

!! OverprovisioningOverprovisioning

"" internal links much faster than inputsinternal links much faster than inputs

!! BuffersBuffers

"" at input or outputat input or output

!! BackpressureBackpressure

"" if switch fabric doesnif switch fabric doesn!!t have buffers, prevent packet from enteringt have buffers, prevent packet from entering
until path is availableuntil path is available

!! Parallel switch fabricsParallel switch fabrics

"" increases effective switching capacityincreases effective switching capacity



Outline

!! Circuit switchingCircuit switching

!! Packet switchingPacket switching

"" Switch generationsSwitch generations

"" Switch fabricsSwitch fabrics

"" Buffer placementBuffer placement

"" Multicast switchesMulticast switches



Three generations of packet switches

!! Different trade-Different trade-offs offs between cost and performancebetween cost and performance

!! Represent evolution in switching capacity, rather than inRepresent evolution in switching capacity, rather than in

technologytechnology

"" With same technology, a later generation switch achieves greaterWith same technology, a later generation switch achieves greater

capacity, but at greater costcapacity, but at greater cost

!! All three generations are represented in current productsAll three generations are represented in current products



First generation switch

!! Most Ethernet switches and cheap packet routersMost Ethernet switches and cheap packet routers

!! Bottleneck can be CPU, host-Bottleneck can be CPU, host-adaptor adaptor or I/O bus, dependingor I/O bus, depending



Example

!! First generation router built with 133 MHz PentiumFirst generation router built with 133 MHz Pentium

"" Mean packet size 500 bytesMean packet size 500 bytes

"" Interrupt takes 10 microseconds, word access take 50 Interrupt takes 10 microseconds, word access take 50 nsns

"" Per-packet processing time takes 200 instructions = 1.504 µsPer-packet processing time takes 200 instructions = 1.504 µs

!! Copy loopCopy loop
register <- memory[read_register <- memory[read_ptrptr]]

memory [write_memory [write_ptrptr] <- register] <- register

read_read_ptr ptr <- read_<- read_ptr ptr + 4+ 4

write_write_ptr ptr <- write_<- write_ptr ptr + 4+ 4

counter <- counter -1counter <- counter -1

if (counter not 0) branch to top of loopif (counter not 0) branch to top of loop

!! 4 instructions + 2 memory accesses = 130.08 4 instructions + 2 memory accesses = 130.08 nsns

!! Copying packet takes 500/4 *130.08 = 16.26 µs; interrupt 10 µsCopying packet takes 500/4 *130.08 = 16.26 µs; interrupt 10 µs

!! Total time = 27.764 µs => speed is 144.1 Total time = 27.764 µs => speed is 144.1 MbpsMbps

!! Amortized interrupt cost balanced by routing protocol costAmortized interrupt cost balanced by routing protocol cost



Second generation switch

!! Port mapping intelligence in line cardsPort mapping intelligence in line cards

!! ATM switch guarantees hit in lookup cacheATM switch guarantees hit in lookup cache

!! Ipsilon Ipsilon IP switchingIP switching

"" assume underlying ATM networkassume underlying ATM network

"" by default, assemble packetsby default, assemble packets

"" if detect a flow, ask upstream to send on a particular VCI, andif detect a flow, ask upstream to send on a particular VCI, and
install entry in port install entry in port mapper mapper => implicit signaling=> implicit signaling



Third generation switches

!! Bottleneck in second generation switch is the bus (or ring)Bottleneck in second generation switch is the bus (or ring)

!! Third generation switch provides parallel paths (fabric)Third generation switch provides parallel paths (fabric)



Third generation (contd.)

!! FeaturesFeatures

"" self-routing fabricself-routing fabric

"" output buffer is a point of contentionoutput buffer is a point of contention

## unless we unless we arbitrate arbitrate access to fabricaccess to fabric

"" potential for unlimited scaling, as long as we can resolve contentionpotential for unlimited scaling, as long as we can resolve contention

for output bufferfor output buffer



Outline

!! Circuit switchingCircuit switching

!! Packet switchingPacket switching

"" Switch generationsSwitch generations

"" Switch fabricsSwitch fabrics

"" Buffer placementBuffer placement

"" Multicast switchesMulticast switches



Switch fabrics

!! Transfer data from input to output, ignoring scheduling andTransfer data from input to output, ignoring scheduling and
bufferingbuffering

!! Usually consist of links and Usually consist of links and switching elementsswitching elements



Crossbar

!! Simplest switch fabricSimplest switch fabric

"" think of it as 2N buses in parallelthink of it as 2N buses in parallel

!! Used here for Used here for packetpacket routing:  routing: crosspoint crosspoint is left open longis left open long
enough to transfer a packet from an input to an outputenough to transfer a packet from an input to an output

!! For fixed-size packets and known arrival pattern, can computeFor fixed-size packets and known arrival pattern, can compute
schedule in advanceschedule in advance

!! Otherwise, need to compute a schedule on-the-fly (what doesOtherwise, need to compute a schedule on-the-fly (what does
the schedule depend on?)the schedule depend on?)



Buffered crossbar

!! What happens if packets at two inputs both want to go to sameWhat happens if packets at two inputs both want to go to same
output?output?

!! Can defer one at an input bufferCan defer one at an input buffer

!! Or, buffer crosspointsOr, buffer crosspoints



Broadcast

!! Packets are tagged with output port #Packets are tagged with output port #

!! Each output matches tagsEach output matches tags

!! Need to match N addresses in parallel at each outputNeed to match N addresses in parallel at each output

!! Useful only for small switches, or as a stage in a large switchUseful only for small switches, or as a stage in a large switch



Switch fabric element

!! Can build complicated fabrics from a simple elementCan build complicated fabrics from a simple element

!! Routing rule: if 0, send packet to upper output, else to lowerRouting rule: if 0, send packet to upper output, else to lower
outputoutput

!! If both packets to same output, buffer or dropIf both packets to same output, buffer or drop



Features of fabrics built with switching elements

!! NxN NxN switch with switch with bxb bxb elements  has                  elements withelements  has                  elements with
   elements per stage   elements per stage

!! Fabric is Fabric is self routingself routing

!! RecursiveRecursive

!! Can be synchronous or asynchronousCan be synchronous or asynchronous

!! Regular and suitable for VLSI implementationRegular and suitable for VLSI implementation

! "log bN! "N b/



Banyan

!! Simplest self-routing recursive fabricSimplest self-routing recursive fabric

!! (why does it work?)(why does it work?)

!! What if two packets both want to go to the same output?What if two packets both want to go to the same output?

"" output blockingoutput blocking



Blocking

!! Can avoid with a buffered Can avoid with a buffered banyan banyan switchswitch

"" but this is too expensivebut this is too expensive

"" hard to achieve zero loss even with buffershard to achieve zero loss even with buffers

!! Instead, can check if path is available before sending packetInstead, can check if path is available before sending packet

"" three-phase schemethree-phase scheme

"" send requestssend requests

"" inform winnersinform winners

"" send packetssend packets

!! Or, use several Or, use several banyan banyan fabrics in parallelfabrics in parallel

"" intentionally misroute and tag one of a colliding pairintentionally misroute and tag one of a colliding pair

"" divert tagged packets to a second divert tagged packets to a second banyanbanyan, and so on to k stages, and so on to k stages

"" expensiveexpensive

"" can reorder packetscan reorder packets

"" output buffers have to run k times faster than inputoutput buffers have to run k times faster than input



Sorting

!! Can avoid blocking by choosing order in which packets appearCan avoid blocking by choosing order in which packets appear
at input portsat input ports

!! If we canIf we can

"" present packets at inputs sorted by outputpresent packets at inputs sorted by output

"" remove duplicatesremove duplicates

"" remove gapsremove gaps

"" precede precede banyanbanyan with a perfect shuffle stage with a perfect shuffle stage

"" then no internal blockingthen no internal blocking

!! For example, [X, 010, 010, X, 011, X, X, X] -(sort)-> For example, [X, 010, 010, X, 011, X, X, X] -(sort)-> 
   [010, 011, 011, X, X, X, X, X] -(remove  [010, 011, 011, X, X, X, X, X] -(remove dupsdups)->)->

 [010, 011, X, X, X, X, X, X] -(shuffle)->  [010, 011, X, X, X, X, X, X] -(shuffle)-> 
 [010, X, 011, X, X, X, X, X] [010, X, 011, X, X, X, X, X]

!! Need sort, shuffle, and trap networksNeed sort, shuffle, and trap networks



Sorting

!! Build sorters from merge networksBuild sorters from merge networks

!! Assume we can merge two sorted listsAssume we can merge two sorted lists

!! Sort pairwise, merge, Sort pairwise, merge, recurserecurse



Merging



Putting it together- Batcher Banyan

!! What about trapped duplicates?What about trapped duplicates?

"" recirculate recirculate to beginningto beginning

"" or run output of trap to multiple or run output of trap to multiple banyans banyans ((dilationdilation))



Effect of packet size on switching fabrics

!! A major motivation for small fixed packet size in ATM is ease ofA major motivation for small fixed packet size in ATM is ease of
building large parallel fabricsbuilding large parallel fabrics

!! In general, smaller size => more per-packet overhead, but moreIn general, smaller size => more per-packet overhead, but more
preemption points/secpreemption points/sec

"" At high speeds, overhead dominates!At high speeds, overhead dominates!

!! Fixed size packets helps build synchronous switchFixed size packets helps build synchronous switch

"" But we could fragment at entry and reassemble at exitBut we could fragment at entry and reassemble at exit

"" Or build an asynchronous fabricOr build an asynchronous fabric

"" Thus, variable size doesnThus, variable size doesn!!t hurt too mucht hurt too much

!! Maybe Internet routers can be almost as cost-effective as ATMMaybe Internet routers can be almost as cost-effective as ATM
switchesswitches



Outline

!! Circuit switchingCircuit switching

!! Packet switchingPacket switching

"" Switch generationsSwitch generations

"" Switch fabricsSwitch fabrics

"" Buffer placementBuffer placement

"" Multicast switchesMulticast switches



Buffering

!! All packet switches need buffers to match input rate to serviceAll packet switches need buffers to match input rate to service
raterate

"" or cause heavy packet losesor cause heavy packet loses

!! Where should we place buffers?Where should we place buffers?

"" inputinput

"" in the fabricin the fabric

"" outputoutput

"" sharedshared



Input buffering (input queueing)

!! No speedup in buffers or trunks (unlike output queued switch)No speedup in buffers or trunks (unlike output queued switch)

!! Needs arbiterNeeds arbiter

!! Problem: Problem: head of line blockinghead of line blocking

"" with randomly distributed packets, utilization at most 58.6%with randomly distributed packets, utilization at most 58.6%

"" worse with worse with hot spotshot spots



Dealing with HOL blocking

!! Per-output queues at inputsPer-output queues at inputs

!! Arbiter must choose one of the input ports for each output portArbiter must choose one of the input ports for each output port

!! How to select?How to select?

!! Parallel Iterated MatchingParallel Iterated Matching

"" inputs tell arbiter which outputs they are interested ininputs tell arbiter which outputs they are interested in

"" output selects one of the inputsoutput selects one of the inputs

"" some inputs may get more than one some inputs may get more than one grantgrant, others may get none, others may get none

"" if >1 grant, input picks one at random, and tells outputif >1 grant, input picks one at random, and tells output

"" losing inputs and outputs try againlosing inputs and outputs try again

!! Used in DEC Used in DEC Autonet Autonet 2 switch2 switch



Output queueing

!! DonDon!!t suffer from head-of-line blockingt suffer from head-of-line blocking

!! But output buffers need to run much faster than trunk speedBut output buffers need to run much faster than trunk speed
(why?)(why?)

!! Can reduce some of the cost by using the Can reduce some of the cost by using the knockoutknockout principle principle

"" unlikely that all N inputs will have packets for the same outputunlikely that all N inputs will have packets for the same output

"" drop extra packets, fairly distributing losses among inputsdrop extra packets, fairly distributing losses among inputs



Shared memory

!! Route only the header to output portRoute only the header to output port

!! Bottleneck is time taken to read and write Bottleneck is time taken to read and write multiported multiported memorymemory

!! DoesnDoesn!!t scale to large switchest scale to large switches

!! But can form an element in a multistage switchBut can form an element in a multistage switch



Datapath: clever shared memory design

!! Reduces read/write cost by doing wide reads and writesReduces read/write cost by doing wide reads and writes

!! 1.2 1.2 Gbps Gbps switch for $50 parts costswitch for $50 parts cost



Buffered fabric

!! Buffers in each switch elementBuffers in each switch element

!! ProsPros

"" Speed up is only as much as fan-inSpeed up is only as much as fan-in

"" Hardware Hardware backpressure backpressure reduces buffer requirementsreduces buffer requirements

!! ConsCons

"" costly (unless using single-chip switches)costly (unless using single-chip switches)

"" scheduling is hardscheduling is hard



Hybrid solutions

!! Buffers at more than one pointBuffers at more than one point

!! Becomes hard to analyze and manageBecomes hard to analyze and manage

!! But common in practiceBut common in practice



Outline

!! Circuit switchingCircuit switching

!! Packet switchingPacket switching

"" Switch generationsSwitch generations
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"" Multicast switchesMulticast switches



Multicasting

!! Useful to do this in hardwareUseful to do this in hardware

!! AssumeAssume portmapper portmapper knows list of outputs knows list of outputs

!! Incoming packet must be copied to these output portsIncoming packet must be copied to these output ports

!! Two Two subproblemssubproblems

"" generating and distributing copesgenerating and distributing copes

"" VCI translation for the copiesVCI translation for the copies



Generating and distributing copies

!! Either implicit or explicitEither implicit or explicit

!! ImplicitImplicit

"" suitable for bus-based, ring-based, crossbar, or broadcast switchessuitable for bus-based, ring-based, crossbar, or broadcast switches

"" multiple outputs enabled after placing packet on shared busmultiple outputs enabled after placing packet on shared bus

"" used in Paris and used in Paris and Datapath Datapath switchesswitches

!! ExplicitExplicit

"" need to copy a packet at switch elementsneed to copy a packet at switch elements

"" use a use a copy copy networknetwork

"" place # of copies in tagplace # of copies in tag

"" element copies to both outputs and decrements count on one ofelement copies to both outputs and decrements count on one of
themthem

"" collect copies at outputscollect copies at outputs

!! Both schemes increase blocking probabilityBoth schemes increase blocking probability



Header translation

!! Normally, in-VCI to out-VCI translation can be done either atNormally, in-VCI to out-VCI translation can be done either at
input or outputinput or output

!! With multicasting, translation easier at output port (why?)With multicasting, translation easier at output port (why?)

!! Use separate port mapping and translation tablesUse separate port mapping and translation tables

!! Input maps a VCI to a set of output portsInput maps a VCI to a set of output ports

!! Output port swaps VCIOutput port swaps VCI

!! Need to do two lookups per packetNeed to do two lookups per packet
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Scheduling and queue management
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Traditional queuing behaviour in routers

• Data transfer:

• datagrams: individual packets

• no recognition of flows

• connectionless: no signalling

• Forwarding:

• based on per-datagram, forwarding table look-ups

• no examination of “type” of traffic – no priority traffic

• Traffic patterns

Let us first examine the service that IP offers. IP offers a connectionless datagram service, giving no

guarantees with respect to delivery of data: no assumptions can be made about the delay, jitter or loss

that any individual IP datagrams may experience. As IP is a connectionless, datagram service, it does

not have the notion of flows of datagrams, where many datagrams form a sequence that has some

meaning to an applications. For example, an audio application may take 40ms “time-slices” of audio

and send them in individual datagrams. The correct sequence and timeliness of datagrams has

meaning to the application, but the IP network treats them as individual datagrams with no

relationship between them. There is no signalling at the IP-level: there is no way to inform the

network that it is about to receive traffic with particular handling requirements and no way for IP to

tell signal users to back-off when there is congestion.

At IP routers, the forwarding of individual datagrams is based on forwarding tables using simple

metrics and (network) destination addresses. There is no examination of the type of traffic that each

datagram may contain – all data is treated with equal priority. There is no recognition of datagrams

that may be carrying data that is sensitive to delay or loss, such as audio and video.

As IP is a totally connectionless datagram traffic, there is no protection of the packets of one flow,

from the packets of another. So, the traffic patterns of one particular user’s traffic affects traffic of

other users that share some part or of, or all of, the network path (and perhaps even traffic that does

not share the same network path!).
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Questions

• How do we modify router scheduling behaviour to

support QoS?

• What are the alternatives to FCFS?

• How do we deal with congestion?

So we can ask ourselves several questions.

Firstly, can we provide a better service that that which IP currently provides – the so-called best-

effort?

The answer to this is actually, “yes”, but we need to find out what it is we really want to provide! We

have to establish which parameters of a real-time packet flow are important and how we might

control them. Once we have established our requirements, we must look at new mechanisms to

provide support for these needs in the network itself. here are many functional elements required in

order to provide QoS in the network, some of which we will look at later. Here, we are essentially

trying to establish alternatives to FCFS for providing better control of packet handling in the network.

We also need to consider how the applications gain access to such mechanisms, so we must consider

any application-level interface issues, e.g. is there any interaction between the application and the

network and if so, how will this be achieved.

In all our considerations, one of the key points is that of scalability – how would our proposals affect

(and be affected by) use of IP on a global scale, across the Internet as a whole. Also, we must try to

adhere, as much as possible, to the current service interface, i.e. a connectionless datagram delivery.
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Scheduling [1]

• Service request at server:

• e.g. packet at router inputs

• Service order:

• which service request (packet) to service first?

• Scheduler:

• decides service order (based on policy/algorithm)

• manages service (output) queues

• Router (network packet handling server):

• service: packet forwarding

• scheduled resource: output queues

• service requests: packets arriving on input lines

In general, the job a a scheduler is to control access to resources at some kind of server. The server

offer a service and receives service requests. the way in which the scheduler determines which

service request is dealt with next is subject to some well-defined policy or algorithm.

The main job of a scheduler is to make decisions regarding the order in which  service request should

be allowed access to resources. It has a secondary job which is to manage the service queues. This

secondary roles reflects that fact that, in the face of excessive service requests, the finite resources of

the server must be managed in a way that is consistent with the policy that is established at the server.

For a router (a network packet handling server), the service being offered is a packet forwarding

service; the resource which is under the control of the scheduler is (are) the output queue(s) of the

router; service requests are packets that need forwarding arriving on input line(s).
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Scheduling [2]

Simple router schematic

• Input lines:

• no input buffering

• Packet classifier:

• policy-based classification

• Correct output queue:

• forwarding/routing tables

• switching fabric

• output buffer (queue)

• Scheduler:

• which output queue

serviced next
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In a model of a simple router, we have the following functional elements.

forwarding/routing policy: this is part of the decision making process that is set-up by a network

administrator. The policy includes information about how to classify packets as well as any

constraints on routing an forwarding.

forwarding/routing tables: these are constructed by the normal operation of the routing protocols

and algorithms that run in the router.

input lines: as packets arrive interrupts are generated to indicate that an input should be processed.

We assume that for a QoS sensitive network, router do not perform input buffering. Although input

buffering is possible, packets may have their QoS requirements violated as they wait in input buffers,

so we assume that packets are processed at line speed.

packet classifier: this makes some policy-based decision in order to classify the packets. The packet

classification will allow the scheduler to  make decisions about the order in which packets are

serviced.

switching fabric: this moves a packet in an input queue to the appropriate output queue.

output queue: hold packets awaiting transmission.

scheduler: makes decisions as to which output queue should be serviced next.

More information router design and scheduling can be found in [KS98] and [KLS98].
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FCFS scheduling

• Null packet classifier

• Packets queued to outputs in order they arrive

• Do packet differentiation

• No notion of flows of packets

• Anytime a packet arrives, it is serviced as soon as

possible:

• FCFS is a work-conserving scheduler

In first-come first-served (FCFS) scheduling, the packets are scheduled in the order they arrive at the

router. No other packet differentiation is performed. The router has no notion of flows of packets. In

fact, FCFS scheduling is a very function and the main concern of most FCFS scheduled routers is

queue management – coping with excessive bursts of packets with finite buffer space. We look at key

management techniques and congestion control later.

There is one very important aspect of FCFS which we will examine before we go on to discuss other

scheduling disciplines, and that is that it is a work-conserving scheduling disciple. That is, the router

is never idle when there are packets waiting to be serviced.
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Conservation law [1]

• FCFS is work-conserving:

• not idle if packets waiting

• Reduce delay of one flow,

increase the delay of one

or more others

• We can not give all flows

a lower delay than they

would get under FCFS
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An important theorem due to Kleinrock (p.117 in [Kle75]) helps us in analysing scheduling

disciplines. This theorem is The Conservation Law. Consider N flows arriving at a scheduler, so

that the traffic rate of connection n (1 ! n ! N) is "n. If we assume that flow n has a mean service rate

of µn. So, the mean utilisation of a link by flow n, #n, is "n µn. Let the mean waiting time due to the

scheduler for the packets of flow n be qn. According to the Conservation Law, the scheduler is then

work conserving if:

$ #n qn= C where C is a constant value
  n

This expression is important as it makes no reference to any particular scheduling disciplines. This

expression also says that for any work conserving scheduling discipline, if one of the flows is given a

lower delay by the scheduler, then it must be by increasing the delay for one or more of the other

flows. This is a fundamental result.
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Conservation law [2]

Example

• µn : 0.1ms/p (fixed)

• Flow f1:

• "1 : 10p/s

• q1 : 0.1ms

• #1 q1 = 10-7s

• Flow f2:

• "2 : 10p/s

• q2 : 0.1ms

• #2 q2 = 10-7s

• C = 2%10-7s

• Change f1:

• "1 : 15p/s

• q2 : 0.1s

• #1 q1 = 1.5%10-7s

• For f2 this means:

• decrease "2?

• decrease q2?

• Note the trade-off for f2:

• delay vs. throughput

• Change service rate (µn):

• change service priority

Let us demonstrate this using an example. Assume we have two equal flows, initially, f1 and f2. We

assume that packet service rate is a function of the hardware/software of the router (though it is

possible it is also a function of the average packet size in the flow) and is therefore fixed and equal

for all flows. For the initial situation shown ab0ve, we can use the conservation law to evaluate C. If

we now change the attributes f flow 1, so that we would like it to have a higher data rate, we find that

the Conservation Law tells us that we must either decrease the data rate of f2 to maintain its data rate,

or decrease its data rate to maintain the delay.

It is possible to change the service rate of each flow by changing the priority of the flow. Here, we

have assumed that both flows have the same, i.e. FCFS scheduling is being used.
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Non-work-conserving schedulers

• Non-work conserving

disciplines:

• can be idle even if packets

waiting

• allows “smoothing” of

packet flows

• Do not serve packet as

soon as it arrives:

• what until packet is eligible

for transmission

• Eligibility:

• fixed time per router, or

• fixed time across network

! Less jitter

! Makes downstream traffic

more predictable:

• output flow is controlled

• less bursty traffic

! Less buffer space:

• router: output queues

• end-system: de-jitter buffers

" Higher end-to-end delay

" Complex in practise

• may require time

synchronisation at routers

We have defined a work-conserving scheduler as one that is never idle if there are packets waiting.

So what is a non-work conserving scheduler and why might they be useful? In a non-work-

conserving scheduler, the scheduler can be idle even though there are packets waiting for

transmission. The reason it remains idle is that waits for packets to become eligible for transmission.

It is a bit like a clever set of traffic lights at a junction – not only does it know where you are going, it

also knows how fast you should be going and only lets you move on when the time is right, even if

there is no other traffic going through at other junctions. (Continuing the analogy, a work-conserving

discipline is more like a junction with stop signs – as soon as there is a chance for you to go through,

then you do.)

The eligibility of a packet can be determined in different ways. One way is to ensure that it always

spends no more than a fixed time at a router. In this way the end-to-end jitter is controlled. This is

equivalent to control the data rate and the jitter, and so such mechanisms are called delay-jitter

regulators. Another way to determine eligibility is establish the notion of a fixed end-to-end delay for

a packet. Then, routers decide a packet is eligible based on the time budget that remains for each

packet. This is called a delay-jitter regulator as both the end-to-end delay and the end-to-end jitter

are controlled.

The advantages of non-work conserving disciplines is that the reduce jitter, making downstream

traffic more predictable. This means that there are fewer and smaller traffic burst, which reduces the

buffering requirements at router and end-systems. However, we have already discussed that end-

systems can de-jitter streams as required.

However, the cost of using such mechanisms is higher end-to-end delay overall. Also, such systems

can be complex to build in practise. For example, delay-jitter regulators require that the network

operator know the propagation on each link in the network, and that all router maintain a

synchronised clock with which they can establish the eligibility of packets. Consequently, non-work-

conserving disciplines are not used are are still considered a research issue.
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Scheduling: requirements

• Ease of implementation:

• simple # fast

• high-speed networks

• low complexity/state

• implementation in hardware

• Fairness and protection:

• local fairness: max-min

• local fairness # global

fairness

• protect any flow from the

(mis)behaviour of any other

• Performance bounds:

• per-flow bounds

• deterministic (guaranteed)

• statistical/probabilistic

• data rate, delay, jitter, loss

• Admission control:

• (if required)

• should be easy to

implement

• should be efficient in use

There are four key requirements that can be listed for any scheduling mechanism.

• ease of implementation: the mechanisms should be easy to implement. Keeping the mechanism as

simple as possible makes it faster, it should be easier to implement. Also, if we can keep the amount

of algorithmic complexity low, as well as minimise the amount of state information needed by the

algorithm, then the mechanisms may lend itself more easily to implementation in hardware, making it

suitable for high-speed networking.

• fairness and protection: flows should receive fair allocation of resource, all other things being

equal, they should not receive any less than any other flow also asking to use the same resources. In

fact, it is possible to be much more precise about how resources should be allocated, using the max-

min fairness criteria. The max-min fairness criteria allows per-hop local fairness for each flow,

which results in global fairness for all of the flows. The protection requirement states that no flow

should suffer due to the (mis)behaviour or characteristics of any other flow. We can see from the

Conservation Law that FCFS does not provide protection as if one flow was to increase its data rate,

all the other flows would suffer.

• performance bounds: for supporting QoS in networks, it should be possible to specify

performance bounds to describe so that we can be sure that our flow is handled appropriately by the

network. The exact nature of these performance bounds depends on the kind of QoS guarantee that

we need for our flow. Where a scheduler is being used to provide a guaranteed service, it would have

to offer the ability to work with deterministic performance bounds. If relative priorities for flows

were being specified, then the scheduler should allow the specification of performance bounds in a

statistical or probabilistic way.

• admission control: where deterministic performance bounds are specified, the network may need

to perform admission control before it can allow a flow to start transmission. In this case the

admission control mechanism should be easy to implement and efficient to operate.
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The max-min fair share criteria

• Flows are allocated
resource in order of
increasing demand

• Flows get no more than
they need

• Flows which have not
been allocated as they
demand get an equal share
of the available resource

• Weighted max-min fair
share possible

• If max-min fair #
provides protection
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Example:

C = 10, four flow with demands of 2, 2.6, 4, 5

actual resource allocations are 2, 2.6, 2.7, 2.7

In max-min fair share, resources are allocated according to some simple rules. The demands of the

resource flows are ordered in increasing demand so that flows with the lowest demands are allocated

resources first. This means that resources with small demands are likely to be allocated all that they

ask for (as the simple example above illustrates.)

It is possible to assign weights to the resource demands so that some demands receive a greater share

of the resources than others. In this case th rules ofr max-min fair share are modified as follows:

• flows are allocated resource in order of increasing weighted demand (the demands are normalised

by the weight)

• no flow gets more than it needs

• flows which have not been allocated as they demand get a weighted share of the available resource
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Scheduling: dimensions

• Priority levels:

• how many levels?

• higher priority queues

services first

• can cause starvation lower

priority queues

• Work-conserving or not:

• must decide if delay/jitter

control required

• is cost of implementation of

delay/jitter control in

network acceptable?

• Degree of aggregation:

• flow granularity

• per application flow?

• per user?

• per end-system?

• cost vs. control

• Servicing within a queue:

• “FCFS” within queue?

• check for other parameters?

• added processing overhead

• queue management

When designing a scheduling mechanism, we have several dimensions or degrees of freedom in

which we can work.

The first of these is the use of priority levels. Here we assign different priorities to different output

queues. Queues with higher priorities receive service first. Queues with lower priorities are only

serviced when the higher priorities queues are empty. We can decide to have an arbitrary number of

priority levels to reflect our QoS policy.

We can also choose for our scheduling mechanism to be work-conserving or non-work-conserving.

We have already discussed the differences between these two, and the decision boils down to two

questions:

• do you need to have good delay and jitter control?

• if so, is the additional cost of implementing non-work-conserving schedulers acceptable?

When we design our scheduling policy, we must decide on the granularity of our flows, i.e. we must

decide on the level of aggregation of traffic that we want. We can have large levels of aggregation

and have relatively poor control over individual application-level flows, or we can have per-

application flow state and have very fine grained control. The choice is a trade-off between the

amount of control we have for our flows (with respect to individual packet sources) versus the

amount of state we store for the scheduler and the processing overhead in involved with that state.

Finally, within an individual queue, we need to decide on how packets should be serviced within

that queue. We can just decide to service the packets in the order in which they arrived within the

queue (i.e. treat each queue as a single FCFS queue waiting fro transmission) or we can examine the

contents of individual packets in the queue and make fine-grained policy decisions as to which should

be serviced first. Again, the trade-off is between the level of control desired and the cost of the

processing required. Queue servicing may be required for queue management, which we look at later.
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Simple priority queuing

• K queues:

• 1 ! k ! K

• queue k + 1 has greater priority than queue k

• higher priority queues serviced first

!Very simple to implement

!Low processing overhead

• Relative priority:

• no deterministic performance bounds

" Fairness and protection:

• not max-min fair: starvation of low priority queues

In priority queuing, K queues are established, numbered 1 … K. Higher numbered queues are

serviced before lower numbered queues – they have higher priority. A lower priority queue will only

be serviced if there are no packets awaiting service in a higher priority queue. This means that busy

higher priority queues could prevent lower priority queues from being serviced – situation known as

starvation. This system would need to be used with some other mechanism to police the traffic into

the queues, e.g. a token bucket filter for each queue, plus admission control at the edge of the

network.

Note that the queues assign relative priority, so this mechanism by itself would not be suitable for

providing deterministic guarantees for performance bounds.
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Generalised processor sharing (GPS)

• Work-conserving

• Provides max-min fair

share

• Can provide weighted

max-min fair share

• Not implementable:

• used as a reference for

comparing other schedulers

• serves an infinitesimally

small amount of data from

flow i

• Visits flows round-robin
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Generalised processor sharing (GPS) is a work-conserving scheduler that provide max-min fairness

and protection. It can be used to provide probabilistic/statistical (relative) as well as deterministic

performance bounds. Unfortunately, it is not implementable as the analysis requires that for each

flow i, only an infinitesimally small amount of data is served. However, the analysis is useful in that

it provides us with a reference with which we can assess other schedulers by comparison. All flows

are serviced round-robin. GPS is described in [GP93] and [GP94].
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GPS – relative and absolute fairness

• Use fairness bound to

evaluate GPS emulations

(GPS-like schedulers)

• Relative fairness bound:

• fairness of scheduler with

respect to other flows it is

servicing

• Absolute fairness bound:

• fairness of scheduler

compared to GPS for the

same flow
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In [Gol94] is described two fairness bounds that can be used to assess the performance of the service,

S, provides by an emulation of GPS (i.e. a scheduler that attempts to achieve a GPS-like service). The

first fairness bound is the relative fairness bound (RFB), which attempts to provide evaluate how

fairly resources are allocated between flows being serviced by the GPS emulation. The second

fairness bound is the absolute fairness bound (AFB), which tries to make a comparison of the

service provided by the GPS emulation to that which would be provided by GPS. The closer that the

RFB and AFB are to zero the better. It is normally hard to obtain an evaluation of the AFB fro most

emulations, so the RFB is used.

In the expressions above, it is assumed that we examine the K routers along a path that serve N flows.

S(.) is the service given to a flow by the GPS emulation and G(.) is the service that would be given by

GPS. g(i, k) is the relative service rate given to flow i at router k along the path. g(i) is, effectively,

the bottleneck rate along the path.
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Weighted round-robin (WRR)

• Simplest attempt at GPS

• Queues visited round-

robin in proportion to

weights assigned

• Different means packet

sizes:

• weight divided by mean

packet size for each queue

• Mean packets size

unpredictable:

• may cause unfairness

• Service is fair over long

timescales:

• must have more than one

visit to each flow/queue

• short-lived flows?

• small weights?

• large number of flows?

The simplest emulation of GPS is weighted round-robin (WRR). Here, queues are serviced round-

robin, in proportion to a weight that is assigned to each flow/queue, i.e. flows/queues with a greater

weight have more service. In each round each queue is visited once. Normally, at least one packet is

transmitted from each queue that is non-empty. The weight assigned to each flow/queue is

normalised by dividing the by the average packet size for each flow/queue. If this is not know before

hand, them WRR may not be able to offer the correct service rate for the flow. For many applications,

it is not easy to evaluate the average packet size before hand. The service provided by WRR can be

shown to be fair over long-lived flows but for short lived flows, flows with small weights or where

there are a large number of flows, WRR may exhibit unfairness.
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Deficit round-robin (DRR)

• DRR does not need to

know mean packet size

• Each queue has deficit

counter (dc): initially zero

• Scheduler attempts to

serve one quantum of data

from a non-empty queue:

• packet at head served if

size ! quantum + dc

dc $ quantum + dc – size

• else dc += quantum

• Queues not served during

round build up “credits”:

• only non-empty queues

• Quantum normally set to

max expected packet size:

• ensures one packet per

round, per non-empty queue

• RFB: 3T/r (T = max pkt

service time, r = link rate)

• Works best for:

• small packet size

• small number of flows

In deficit round-robin (DRR), an attempt is made to by-pass the requirement to know the average

packet size for each flow. Each non-empty queue initially has a deficit counter (dc) which starts of at

the value zero. As the scheduler visits each non-empty queue, it compares the packet at the head each

of these queues and tries to serve one quantum of data. If dc is zero for a queue, then the packet is

served if the size of the packet at the head of the queue is less than or equal to the quantum size. If a

packet can not be served, then the value of the quantum is added to the dc for that queue. If the

scheduler visits a queue with a dc > 0, the a packet from the queue is served if quantum + dc is

greater than or equal to the size of the packet at the head of the queue. If the scheduler sees a queue

with a non-zero dc, yet it is empty, then the dc is reset to zero so that it can not keep acquiring deficit.

The quantum size used is normally that largest expected packet size in the network. Example, three

flows A, B, C wit packets of size 600, 1000, 1400 bytes. The quantum size is set to 1000 bytes. In the

first round:

• queue A: packet is served, dc = 1000 – 600 = 400

• queue B: packet is served, dc = 1000 – 1000 = 0

• queue C: packet is not served, dc = 1000

In the second round:

• queue A: no packet, dc set to zero

• queue B: no packet, dc set to zero

• queue C: packet is served, dc = 1000 + 1000 – 1400 = 600

In third round:

• queue A: not served

• queue B: not served

• queue C: no packet, dc set to zero

If weights are assigned to the queues, then the quantum size applied for each queue is multiplied by

the assigned weight.

DRR works best for small packets sizes and a small number of flows, suffering similar unfairness

behaviour to that for WRR.
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Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) [1]

• Based on GPS:
• GPS emulation to produce

finish-numbers for packets
in queue

• Simplification: GPS
emulation serves packets
bit-by-bit round-robin

• Finish-number:
• the time packet would have

completed service under
(bit-by-bit) GPS

• packets tagged with finish-
number

• smallest finish-number
across queues served first

• Round-number:
• execution of round by bit-

by-bit round-robin server

• finish-number calculated
from round number

• If queue is empty:
• finish-number is:

number of bits in packet +
round-number

• If queue non-empty:
• finish-number is:

highest current finish
number for queue +
number of bits in packet

WFQ is an emulation of GPS that actually uses a GPS computations to control its behaviour. In fact it

runs a GPS computations and uses these to tag packets in flows to indicate the time the would have

finished being served had they been subject to GPS scheduling. WFQ itself approximates GPS by

using a model of bit-by-bit round robin service, i.e. for a packet of size N bits at the head of a queue,

it will have complete service after the scheduler has performed N rounds of visiting all the other

queues. This is bit-by-bit fair. However, we can not actually transmit packets one bit at a time from

multiple queues, so instead the packets are tagged with a finish-number, which indicates when they

would have completed service if served bit-by-bit. So, we can see that packets with the smallest

finish number are the ones that should be transmitted first. Let us take the simple case that the queue

is empty and a packet of size 50 bits arrives in the queue. As it is served bit-by-bit round robin, it will

be serviced in 50 rounds. So its finish number will simply be the current round-number plus its own

size in bits. So if the round number is 20, the finish-number for our packet is 70. If the queue is non-

empty, then packets already in the queue will be served first. So the finish number of this new packet,

which is at the back of the queue, will be the finish number for the packet in front of it plus its own

size in bits. When the round-number is equal to (or greater than) the finish-number of the packet, it

should be served immediately.

The closest analogy (at least that I can think of at this time!) is probably that of using a number

system when you go to the delicatessen counter at the supermarket. All the people (packets) are of

unit size, so this simplifies things. They are served one at a time (unit-by-unit) and people can appear

at the delicatessen counter from any of a number of aisles in the supermarket. A person takes a piece

of paper with a number on it from the from the counter. This is your finish-number and is one more

than the person in front of you. It does not matter where you are physically, but when your number

comes up on the big counter display (the round-number), it is your turn to be served.
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Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) [2]

• Rate of change of R(t) depends

on number of active flows (and

their weights)

• As R(t) changes, so packets will

be served at different rates

• Flow completes (empty

queue):

• one less flow in round, so

• R increases more quickly

• so, more flows complete

• R increases more quickly

• etc. …

• iterated deletion problem

• WFQ needs to evaluate R

each time packet arrives or

leaves:

• processing overhead
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More formally, the evaluation of the finish-number, F, is as shown above.

The ‘W’ in WFQ comes from applying weights to evaluation of the finish-number, as shown in the

expression for F&.

We can see here that the finish time is depended on R. Also, F and R are both functions of absolute

time t. As the number of flows change, so does the rate of change of R. As more flows become active,

so the rate of change of R decreases. As the number flows decreases, so the rate of change of R

increases. This latter property leads to a problem know as iterated deletion. A flow is deleted if it

has completed, i.e. the queue becomes empty. When this happens, it means that R will increase at a

faster rate. This means that the R will approach the finish-number of other packets, already queued,

faster than originally evaluated. This may cause some of the other flows to complete also, leading to a

further increase in the rate of change of R. In order to keep track of R, a WFQ system must evaluate

the value of R every time a packet arrives or leaves.
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Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) [3]

• Buffer drop policy:

• packet arrives at full queue

• drop packets already in queued, in order of decreasing finish-

number

• Can be used for:

• best-effort queuing

• providing guaranteed data rate and deterministic end-to-end delay

• WFQ used in “real world”

• Alternatives also available:

• self-clocked fair-queuing (SCFQ)

• worst-case fair weighted fair queuing (WF2Q)

WFQ also proposes a a buffer drop policy that is max-min fair. If a packet arrives to a full queue,

enough packets are dropped to allow the new packet to be queued. Packets are dropped in order of

decreasing finish-number, i.e. most recent arrivals are dropped first.

WFQ can be used for scheduling multiple best effort flows, providing protection for each flow. With

a few modifications – the weighted part of WFQ which we have not examined – it can also provide

services for flows that require guaranteed data rate and an upper bound on the end-to-end delay.

Even though it is computationally expensive, and need to hold per-flow state, WFQ is used by many

router manufacturers. Alternatives to WFQ, such as self-clocked fair-queuing (SCFQ) and worst-case

fair weighted fair queuing (WF2Q). SCFQ has similar properties to WFQ, except that it removes the

expensive round-number computation but also has a higher end-to-end delay bound than WFQ.

WF2Q has an AFB that more closely approaches the AFB that is lower than WFQ (i.e. it has a a

better AFB than WFQ), but requires an additional implementation complexity and has higher

processing overhead in operation.
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Class-Based Queuing

• Hierarchical link sharing:
• link capacity is shared

• class-based allocation

• policy-based class selection

• Class hierarchy:
• assign capacity/priority to

each node

• node can “borrow” any
spare capacity from parent

• fine-grained flows possible

• Note: this is a queuing
mechanism: requires use
of a scheduler

root

(link)

X

RT

Y Z

NRT

appNapp1

100%

RT     real-time

NRT  non-real-time

40% 30% 30%

30% 10%

1%

RT NRT

25% 15%

CBQ was designed to allow sharing of link capacity within a class-based hierarchy [FJ95]

[WGCJF95]. We see an example showing the link capacity as a root node in a tree at 100%.

Organisations X, Y and Z that share the link are assigned 40%, 30% and 30% of the link capacity,

respectively. Within their own allocations of capacity, the organisations can choose to partition the

available capacity further by creating sub-classes within the tree. Organisation X decides to allocate

30% to real-time traffic and 10% to all non-real-time traffic. Within the real-time allocation, X

decides to allocate capacity to individual applications. Organisation Z also divides its allocation into

real-time and non-real-time, but with a different share of the available link capacity. Organisation Y

decides not to further refine its allocation of link capacity. The percentages indicate the minimum

share of the link capacity a node in the tree will receive. Child nodes effectively take capacity from

their parent node allocation. If some sibling nodes are not using their full allocations, other siblings

that might be overshooting their own allocation are allowed to “borrow” capacity by interacting with

the parent node. With an appropriate scheduling mechanism, this allows support for QoS sensitive

flows. Classifications could be made per application, per flow, per IP source address, etc., as dictated

by the policy chosen by the individual organisations in conjunction with their Internet connectivity

provider. Not shown above is that different priority levels can be assigned to each classification. For

example, real-time traffic could be given priority 2 and non-real-time priority 1, where priority 2 is

higher (receive better service) than priority 1.
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Queue management and congestion

control
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Queue management [1]

• Scheduling:

• which output queue to visit

• which packet to transmit from output queue

• Queue management:

• ensuring buffers are available: memory management

• organising packets within queue

• packet dropping when queue is full

• congestion control

Schedulers are used to select which packet from which queue will receive service next. Some, such as

WFQ may also suggest ways in which queues may be managed under overflow conditions, i.e when

there is a scarcity of buffers. However, queue management is a topic in its own right, although it is

often related closely to the operation of scheduling. Queue management may include several

function, including memory management and organisation/ordering of packets within a queue.

However the two functions of queue management that we will discuss are packet dropping and

congestion control.
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Queue management [2]

• Congestion:

• misbehaving sources

• source synchronisation

• routing instability

• network failure causing re-routing

• congestion could hurt many flows: aggregation

• Drop packets:

• drop “new” packets until queue clears?

• admit new packets, drop existing packets in queue?

Congestion can occur for a range of reasons. Sources may be mis-behaving, generating traffic above

their normal rate. Even when sources are all behaving, correctly, pathological occurrences such as

source synchronisation may cause congestion. Routing instability or network path changes due to

network failure close to a node may cause a temporary burst of congestion. The result of congestion

could hurt many flows, and this is more so as you move towards the core of the network and find a

higher aggregation of traffic.

When congestion occurs, the router has run out of buffers and must drop packets. However, which

policy should the router adopt in dropping packets, and what are the effects of using one particular

dropping  policy over another?
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Packet dropping policies

• Drop-from-tail:

• easy to implement

• delayed packets at within

queue may “expire”

• Drop-from-head:

• old packets purged first

• good for real time

• better for TCP

• Random drop:

• fair if all sources behaving

• misbehaving sources more

heavily penalised

• Flush queue:

• drop all packets in queue

• simple

• flows should back-off

• inefficient

• Intelligent drop:

• based on level 4

information

• may need a lot of state

information

• should be fairer

The granularity of the drop algorithm has the same choices as for scheduling. We can decide to drop

packets from individual application-level flows, or have a courser grain of dropping. With a fine

granularity, the cost, as always is the additional state to be held at the router and the overhead of

maintaining and processing that state information. With a courser granularity, we have reduce the

amount of state information and lose some control over which flow’s packets are dropped. If packets

are queued per-flow, then we also offer some protection as a mis-behaving source will only fill and

overflow its own queue and not hurt any other flows.

We can decide to drop form the tail of the queue. This is easiest to implement, as it means that there

is no need to adjust any pointers in any other part of the queue. However, packets already in the

queue and already delayed, and their usefulness may expire while they wait in the queue, i.e. they get

to the receiver too late to be used by the application. Yet the receiver may not become aware of the

congestion until it sees dropped packets, i.e. until the drop packets at the end of the queue are not

received.

So an alternative is drop form the head of the queue. This means that older packets – packets that

have been in the network longer – are purged. This is good for real-time data, as theses packets would

no longer be as useful anyway. This is also good for protocols like TCP, as the loss is seen sooner

and so TCP’s congestion control/avoidance mechanisms can operate. However drop from head

typically has a higher processing overhead than drop from tail.

We can also drop a packet from a random place in the queue. This should be fair if all sources are

behaving. If there are any mis-behaving sources, they are likely to be occupying more buffers and so

are more likely have packets dropped than other flows, which is also beneficial.

Another very simple policy to implement is dropping a whole queue. This has the advantage that

frees up buffers immediately, and this could be useful if the router is experiencing extreme

congestion. However, this policy could be inefficient, as it may lead to many more re-transmission

than are necessary, and may compound the burstiness of traffic. The exact behaviour of sources when

such an event occurs may be application specific. For real-time applications, to have such a large

contiguous hole in the flow may not be acceptable. This may be useful for “reprimanding” mis-

behaving flows, when per-flow queuing is used.

Another alternative is intelligent dropping, where packets are dropped by knowledge of the traffic

flow, for example knowledge of the level 4 protocol operation. This may require a lot of state

information to be held at the router, but appears to have the potential of offer very fine-grained

congestion control.
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End system reaction to packet drops

• Non-real-time – TCP:

• packet drop # congestion # slow down transmission

• slow start # congestion avoidance

• network is happy!

• Real-time – UDP:

• packet drop # fill-in at receiver # ??

• application-level congestion control required

• flow data rate adaptation not be suited to audio/video?

• real-time flows may not adapt # hurts adaptive flows

• Queue management could protect adaptive flows:

• smart queue management required

We are considering packet dropping to control congestion. However, what do applications do when

they see packet loss? TCP uses loss as an indicator of congestion, and slows down its transmission

rate. TCP has well-defined behaviour in the form slow-start and congestion avoidance, and generally

does a reasonable job of being kind to the network.

Real-time applications, however, use UDP, which has now congestion control mechanisms. The

packet loss may be seen at the receiver and he receiver may perform some application-specific action,

but there is unlikely to be any feedback to the sender. Some form of application-level congestion

control is required. This may require, for example, adapting the flow rate by hanging audio or video

coding. However, the application may not e suited to such adaptation. yet, without such adaptations,

congestion events may continue to occur. Indeed, adaptive flows (such as TCP) that do back down in

the face of congestion my be forced down to low data rates as unconstrained, non-adaptive real-time

flows continue unabated.

However, smart queue management (coupled with an appropriate scheduling mechanism) could be

used to protect adaptive flows from is-behaving flows whilst at the same time controlling congestion.
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RED [1]

• Random Early Detection:

• spot congestion before it happens

• drop packet # pre-emptive congestion signal

• source slows down

• prevents real congestion

• Which packets to drop?

• monitor flows

• cost in state and processing overhead vs. overall

performance of the network

One widely implemented intelligent drop mechanism is Random Early Detection (RED) [#FJ93#].

This drops packets before congestion actually occurs by monitoring queue lengths at a router and

increasing the probability of a packet drop as the queue length builds up. The drop of a packet from a

flow will act as an indication of congestion and cause it to back of is transmission rate. The packet

drop occurs before real congestion starts and is intended to prevent real congestion occurring.

The cost of this mechanism is the requirement to monitor flows and queue lengths, and the processing

overhead of dealing with the state information being held. This increase in performance cost is seen

as acceptable as the overall performance of the network is improved by avoiding real congestion.
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RED [2]

• Probability of packet drop ' queue length

• Queue length value – exponential average:

• smooths reaction to small bursts

• punishes sustained heavy traffic

• Packets can be dropped or marked as “offending”:

• RED-aware routers more likely to drop offending
packets

• Source must be adaptive:

• OK for TCP

• real-time traffic # UDP ?

RED drops a packet from a flow with probability, p, which increase linearly as the queue length

increases. However, the actual value of queue length used to evaluate p is an exponentially-weighted

moving average (EWMA) of the actual queue length. This is to allow small bursts of traffic to be

allowed through the network, but to spot sustained, heavy traffic. The dampening effect of the

EWMA also helps to stabilise the dropping mechanism, so it does not “over-react” to short-lived

bursty traffic. As well as dropping packets, RED can mark IP packets as “offending”, i.e. in violation

of some traffic profile, and not drop them when traffic load is light. However, offending packets can

be spotted by RED-aware routers downstream and can sill be dropped if congestion appears.

While RED can control queue length regardless of end-system co-operation, as we have noted

already, if the end-system does reduce its transmission rate in response to such congestion signals,

this would be helpful to the health of the network as a whole. We have also noted that while

dynamically adaptive behaviour does not harm non-real-time applications, real-time applications,

such as voice and video applications, normally do not find such behaviour acceptable.
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TCP-like adaptation for real-time flows

• Mechanisms like RED require adaptive sources

• How to indicate congestion?

• packet drop – OK for TCP

• packet drop – hurts real-time flows

• use ECN?

• Adaptation mechanisms:

• layered audio/video codecs

• TCP is unicast: real-time can be multicast

In recognition of the usefulness of mechanisms like RED, and the requirement for congestion control

in real-time end-systems, there are several proposals to deal with congestions.

The first one we shall examine how to indicate congestion to end-systems. The lost packet is an

effective indicator of congestion to TCP, but real-time flows may not be monitoring for packet loss in

the same way. There is a proposal to provide explicit congestion notification (ECN) [RFC2481] at

the IP level. This would be a single-bit flag which would normally be clear, but which would be set

by a congested router and so act as an explicit signal to a receiver that this packet has passed through

a part of the network that is experiencing congestion.

Other, ore complex mechanisms concentrate on building congestion control into the application-layer

protocol. We have already stated that real-time flows such as video do not normally adapt well.

However, by using layered-codecs we can adjust the transmission rate dynamically. A layered video

codec encodes video as several separate flows, each flowing carrying different frequency (spatial)

components. There is a single base-layer which must be received, but several additional layers just

adder finer detail to the base layer, and can be received optionally depending on the availability of

network resources. In [VRC98] is described an experiment to provide TCP-like adaptation for video.
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Scheduling and queue management:

Discussion

• Fairness and protection:

• queue overflow

• congestion feedback from

router: packet drop?

• Scalability:

• granularity of flow

• speed of operation

• Flow adaptation:

• non-real time: TCP

• real-time?

• Aggregation:

• granularity of control

• granularity of service

• amount of router state

• lack of protection

• Signalling:

• set-up of router state

• inform router about a flow

• explicit congestion

notification?

A good analysis of requirements for the future Internet is given in [She95].
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Summary

• Scheduling mechanisms

• work-conserving vs. non-work-conserving

• Scheduling requirements

• Scheduling dimensions

• Queue management

• Congestion control
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Integrated services

• Reading:

• S. Keshav, “An Engineering Approach to

Computer Networking”, chapters 6, 9 and 14
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Module objectives

Learn and understand about:

• Support for real-time applications:

• network-layer and transport-layer

• Quality of service (QoS):

• the needs of real-time applications

• the provision of QoS support in the network

• Many-to-many communication - multicast

• Integrated Services Network (ISN)

During the 1990’s, applications have become increasingly reliant on the use of the Internet protocols

to provide data communications facilities. The use of the Internet protocols seems likely to increase

at an extremely rapid rate and the Internet Protocol (IP) will be the dominant data communications

protocol in the next decade. IP is being used for a huge variety of “traditional” applications, including

e-mail, file transfer and other general non-real-time communication. However, IP is now being used

for real-time applications that have quality of service (QoS) sensitive data flows. A flow is a stream

of semantically related packets which may have special QoS requirements, e.g. an audio stream or a

video stream. Applications such as conferencing (many-to-many communication based on IP

multicast), telephony – voice-over-IP (VoIP) – as well as streaming audio and video are being

developed using Internet protocols. The Internet and IP was never designed to handle such traffic and

so the Internet community must evolve the network and enhance the Internet protocols in order to

cater for the needs of these new and demanding applications. Users wish to have access to a whole

plethora of telecommunication and data communication services via the Internet; users wish to access

an Integrated Services Network (ISN).

In this set of lectures, we try to understand about QoS for IP-based applications and how the network

must be changed to support these new applications.
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Support for real-time applications

• Support in the network:

• routers, routing

• Support at the end-

systems:

• transport protocols

• Support at the application

level:

• user-network signalling

• application-level signalling

and control

• (Link & physical layers?)

Kernel/IOS

User space

7 application

6 presentation

5 session

4 transport

3 network

2 data link

1 physical

5 application

layer

protocol

Internet

upper

layer(s)

To provide support for real-time applications, we need to introduce mechanisms at many different

parts of the communication stack.

At the network layer, we need to modify router behaviour so that packets belonging to QoS sensitive

flows receive some kind of preferential treatment, compared to “normal” data packets. We also need

to modify the behaviour of routing protocols in order to support multicast communication and QoS-

based routing metrics.

At the transport layer, recall that we only have two general protocols: TCP for traditional applications

that require an ordered by-stream delivery, and UDP for applications that build in specific control

mechanisms at the application layer. For real-time flows, we can identify some general requirements,

which we will see can be implemented by extending UDP as in the Real-time Transport Protocol

(RTP).

At the application layer, we may identify other mechanisms that are required for specific real-time

applications: floor control for conference applications; transcoding for audio and video flows;

security mechanisms such as authentication. Although it is possible to identify some general

requirements, such higher-layer mechanisms tend to specific to particular applications.

In this set of lectures, we consider the support that we have in the network and at the transport layer,

as well as some general issues concerning the interface between the application and the network.

Why do we not consider the link layer and physical layer? Surely these have a fairly vital role in QoS

as they provide the transmission capability? Remember that IP tries to hide the lower layers, so

although we will se there are important issues concerning the lower layers, we concentrate on the

network layer and transport layer.
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Real-time flows and the current Internet

protocols
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The “problem” with IP [1]

• Data transfer:

• datagrams: individual packets

• no recognition of flows

• connectionless: no signalling

• Forwarding:

• based on per-datagram forwarding table look-ups

• no examination of “type” of traffic – no priority traffic

• Routing:

• dynamic routing changes

• no “fixed-paths” ! no fixed QoS

• Traffic patterns

Let us first examine the service that IP offers. IP offers a connectionless datagram service, giving no

guarantees with respect to delivery of data: no assumptions can be made about the delay, jitter or loss

that any individual IP datagrams may experience. As IP is a connectionless, datagram service, it does

not have the notion of flows of datagrams, where many datagrams form a sequence that has some

meaning to an applications. For example, an audio application may take 40ms “time-slices” of audio

and send them in individual datagrams. The correct sequence and timeliness of datagrams has

meaning to the application, but the IP network treats them as individual datagrams with no

relationship between them. There is no signalling at the IP-level: there is no way to inform the

network that it is about to receive traffic with particular handling requirements and no way for IP to

tell signal users to back-off when there is congestion.

At IP routers, the forwarding of individual datagrams is based on forwarding tables using simple

metrics and (network) destination addresses. There is no examination of the type of traffic that each

datagram may contain – all data is treated with equal priority. There is no recognition of datagrams

that may be carrying data that is sensitive to delay or loss, such as audio and video.

One of the goals of IP was to be robust to network failure. That is why it is a datagram-based system

that uses dynamic routing to change network paths in event of router overloads or router failures.

This means that there are no fixed paths through the network. It is possible that during a

communication session, the IP packets for that session may traverse different network paths. The

absence of a fixed path for traffic means that, in practice, it can not be guaranteed that the QoS

offered through the network will remain consistent during a communication session.

Even if the path does remain stable, because IP is a totally connectionless datagram traffic, there is no

protection of the packets of one flow, from the packets of another. So, the traffic patterns of a

particular user’s traffic affects traffic of other users that share some or all of the same network path

(and perhaps even traffic that does not share the same network path!).
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The “problem” with IP [2]

• Scheduling in the routers:

• first come, first serve (FCFS)

• no examination of “type” of traffic

• No priority traffic:

• how to mark packets to indicate priority

• IPv4 ToS not widely used across Internet

• Traffic aggregation:

• destination address

• (QoS: pricing?)

At the individual routers, the process of forwarding a packet involves, taking an incoming packet,

evaluating its forwarding path, and then sending it to the correct output queue. Packets in output

queues are serviced in a simple first-come first-serve (FCFS) order, i.e. the packet at the front of the

queue is transmitted first. The ordering of packets for transmission takes the general term on

scheduling, and we can see FCFS is a very simple scheduling mechanism.

FCFS assumes that all packets have equal priority. However, there is a strong case to instruct the

router to give some traffic higher priority than other traffic. For example, it would be useful to give

priority to traffic carrying real-time video or voice. How do we distinguish such priority traffic from

non-priority traffic, such as, say e-mail traffic. The IPv4 type of service (ToS) do offer a very

rudimentary form of marking traffic, but the semantics of the ToS markings are not very well

defined. Subsequently, the ToS field is not widely used across the Internet. However, it can be used

effectively across corporate Intranets.

Also, in dealing with traffic that has been marked, we need to be wary of the extra processing a

marking scheme may introduce in the core of the network where there is very high aggregation of

network traffic. With FCFGS, effectively, aggregation is by use of the destination IP address.

Even if we could offer some sort of QoS control mechanism, with prioritisation or traffic

differentiation, there is then the issue of pricing. How do we charge for use of network resources for

a particular treatment of traffic for a particular customer?
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Questions

• Can we do better than best-effort?

• What support do real-time flows need in the

network?

• What support can we provide in the network?

• Alternatives to FCFS?

• Many-to-many communication?

• Application-level interfaces?

• Scalability?

So we can ask ourselves several questions.

Firstly, can we provide a better service that that which IP currently provides – the so-called best-

effort?

The answer to this is actually, “yes”, but we need to find out what it is we really want to provide! We

have to establish which parameters of a real-time packet flow are important and how we might

control them. Once we have established our requirements, we must look at new mechanisms to

provide support for these needs in the network itself. We are essentially asking trying to establish

alternatives of FCFS for providing better control of packet handling in the network as well as trying

to support multi-party (many-to-many) communication.

We also need to consider how the applications gain access to such mechanisms, so we must consider

any application-level interface issues, e.g. is there any interaction between the application and the

network and if so, how will this be achieved.

In all our considerations, one of the key points is that of scalability – how would our proposals affect

(and be affected by) use on a global scale across the Internet as a whole.
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Requirements for an ISN [1]

Today’s Internet

• IPv4: QoS not specified

• TCP: elastic applications

• Many network

technologies:

• different capabilities

• no common layer 2

• No support for QoS:

• ToS in IPv4 – limited use

• QoS requirements:

• not well understood

Integrated Services Packet

Network (ISPN)

• QoS service-level:

• service type descriptions

• Service interface:

• signalling

• Admission control:

• access to resources

• Scheduling:

• prioritisation and

differentiation of traffic

The Internet was never designed to cope with such a sophisticated demand for services [Cla88]

[RFC1958]. Today’s Internet is built upon many different underlying network technologies, of

different age, capability and complexity. Most of these technologies are unable to cope with such

QoS demands. Also, the Internet protocols themselves are not designed to support the wide range of

QoS profiles required by the huge plethora of current (and future) applications.

In [CSZ92], the authors speak of the Internet evolving to an integrated services packet network

(ISPN), and identify four key components for an Integrated Services architecture for the Internet:

• service-level: the nature of the commitment made, e.g. the INTSERV WG has defined guaranteed

and controlled-load service-levels (these are discussed later) and a set of control parameters to

describe traffic patterns, which we examine later

• service interface: a set of parameters passed between the application and the network in order to

invoke a particular QoS service-level, i.e. some sort of signalling protocol plus a set of parameter

definitions

• admission control: for establishing whether or not a service commitment can be honoured before

allowing the flow to proceed

• scheduling mechanisms within the network: the network must be able to handle packets in

accordance with the QoS service requested

A key component that is required here is signalling – talking to the network. Signalling is essential in

connection-oriented networks (used for connection control), but datagram network typically need no

signalling. No signalling mechanism exists in the IP world – it is not possible to talk to the network,

one simply uses the service it provides. The signalling part of a CO network communication offers a

natural point at which information about the particular requirements of a connection can be

transmitted to the network. As IP is connectionless, any signalling mechanism should that is

compatible with current operation of the Internet and should not constrain or change the operation of

existing applications and services.
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Requirements for an ISN [2]

• QoS service-level:

• packet handling

• traffic description

• policing

• application flow description

• Service interface:

• common data structures and

parameters

• signalling protocol

• Admission control:

• check request can be

honoured

• Scheduling:

• packet classification

• prioritisation of traffic

• queue management

The simple description of the interactions between these components is as follows:

• a service-level is defined (e.g. within an administrative domain or, with global scope, by the

Internet community). The definition of the service-level includes all the service semantics;

descriptions of how packets should be treated within the network, how the application should inject

traffic into the network as well as how the service should be policed. Knowledge of the service

semantics must be available within routers and within applications

• an application makes a request for service invocation using the service interface and a signalling

protocol. The invocation information includes specific information about the traffic characteristics

required for the flow, e.g. data rate. The network will indicate if the service invocation was

successful or not, and may also inform the application if there is a service violation, either by the

application’s use of the service, or if there is a network failure

• before the service invocation can succeed, the network must determine if it has enough resources to

accept the service invocation. This is the job of admission control that uses the information in the

service invocation, plus knowledge about the other service requests it is currently supporting, and

determines if it can accept the new request. The admission control function will also be responsible

for policing the use of the service, making sure that applications do not use more resources than they

have requested. This will typically be implemented within the routers

• once a service invocation has been accepted, the network must employ mechanisms that ensure that

the packets within the flow receive the service that has been requested for that flow. This requires the

use of scheduling mechanisms and queue management for flows within the routers

Imagine a video application. The application or user would select a service level and note the traffic

characteristics required for the video flow. Information such as required data rate would be

encapsulated in a data structure (service interface) that is passed to the network (signalling). The

network would make an assessment of the request made by the application and consider if the

requirements of the flow can be met (admission control). If they can be met routers would ensure that

the flow receives  the correct handling in the network (scheduling and queue management).
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Traffic and QoS parameters
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access

distribution

Network structure [1]

Network hierarchy

• Access network:

• low multiplexing

• low volume of traffic

• Distribution network:

• interconnectivity at local

level

• medium volume of traffic

• low multiplexing

• Core network – backbone:

• high volume of traffic

• high multiplexing

core

Let us first examine the problem of traffic. The network consists of several layers of hierarchy with

respect to traffic volume and traffic multiplexing.

The outer layer is the access network, and can also be considered the edge of the network – closest to

the users (applications) which generate the traffic. Here, there is typically a dedicated link to the end-

system (for example Ethernet over UTP or residential dial-up). On these links, the level of

multiplexing is low and the volume of traffic is comparatively low. If we consider a corporate

network, with respect to the Internet, the site network and the corporate’s ISP is seen as the access

network. For residential users, the ISP network is seen as the access network.

The access network passes on traffic to a distribution network. The distribution network may also be

called a transit network. This network has the job of connecting the access network to the main core

or backbone networks. Typically, end users do no transmit traffic directly onto the distribution

network. The distribution network has higher levels of multiplexing and higher volumes of traffic

than the access network. However, the level of multiplexing may not be much more than the access

network. As an example, several ISPs may use the same transit network (to access the same

backbone provider, perhaps). Distribution networks may have a scale that covers a large geographical

region, may be as much as a whole country.

The core or backbone network is the part of the network that provides international/global

interconnectivity. There are in fact many backbone network providers, and the have peering

agreements to interconnect their networks. Here, there are very high volumes of traffic and very high

levels of multiplexing – traffic from millions of users.

This diversity in the volume of traffic and its level of multiplexing has serious implications for any

kind of traffic control mechanisms we may wish to apply. We have to remember that if we choose

mechanisms that act on a per-packet basis to control traffic, these mechanisms must be scalable in

order to maintain performance.
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AS1

AS3

AS2

Network structure [2]

Administrative boundaries

• Autonomous system (AS):

• intra-domain routing

• internal policy

• routing metric?

• protocols: RIPv2, OSPFv2

• Interconnection of ASs:

• inter-domain routing

• interconnectivity

information

• protocols: BGP

border router

intra-domain routing exchanges

inter-domain routing exchanges

This is not the only way of viewing the network. The Internet was formed from the interconnection

of many other networks. Today it consists of many network technologies and many network

providers all using a standard set of protocols and mechanisms for internetworking. However, each

network operator wishes to have control of the construction, operation, management and maintenance

of their own network. Indeed the way that routing is organised for the Internet acknowledges these

administrative boundaries between networks that run as autonomous systems.

Within an AS, an operator can choose to run their network how they like. They will use an intra-

domain routing protocol such as RIPv2 or OSPFv2. They will have their own policy for

administering the day to day operation of the network, and this policy may well be confidential. The

routing metrics that they use may not make sense outside the AS boundary.

Between ASs, different routing protocols – inter-domain routing protocols - are used, such as BGP.

In fact, no routing metrics are passed between ASs using BGP. rather, interconnectivity information

is passed,using (effectively) discovery messages to determine connectivity paths with respect to ASs.

Given this autonomy of network operators, and the usage of diverse routing information and routing

protocols, it is not realistic to agree on common routing metrics and polices for handling traffic on a

global basis.
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Mixed traffic in the network [1]

• Different applications:
• traffic (generation) profiles

• traffic timing constraints

• Routers use FCFS queues:
• no knowledge of

application

• no knowledge of traffic
patterns

• Different traffic types
share same network path

• Consider three different
applications …

WWW

FTP

real-time audio

time

Different applications generate different kinds of traffic. The traffic has different requirements with

respect to a series or flow of chunks of data; the size of data chunks that are created, the inter-chunk

spacing with respect to time, and the timeliness of delivery of the chunks across the network. These

different traffic types are mixed together when transmitted across the network. Remember that

routers traditionally use first-come-first-served (FCFS) queuing mechanisms. That is, the packets

are forwarded by the router in an order determined only by their arrival at router’s input lines, and no

consideration is made about the type of traffic or the requirements of the application. Remember that

datagram forwarding considers each datagram (IPv4 packet) as a separate entity and there is no

notion of a flow of packets in IPv4. This means that where an application does have a flow of

packets, they will not be treated in any special way by the network. We will have a look at some

simple (fictional) example applications to demonstrate what happens when the traffic traverses a

network.

Firstly, consider a real-time audio application. This may produce a stream of evenly spaced packets,

each of which represents, say, a 40ms time slice of audio. The spacing of the audio packets should be

maintained at the receiver so that the playout of the audio stream is not “jerky”. Also, we would

prefer packets not to be reordered or lost. The whole of the IP packet may be no more than about

100bytes in size.

Secondly, let us consider a large file transfer. This will typically create large packets, up to the size of

the path MTU (e.g. 1500bytes),in order to make most efficient use of the available network capacity.

The packets will be generated as a steady stream by the sender of the file. Although loss of packets

could be a problem to the application, reordering and disruption of the packet spacing will not have

nay adverse affects to the application.

Thirdly, let us consider someone browsing the web. The traffic generated by the server will depend

on the actions of the users of the clients (browsers). There may be relatively large silent periods (no

transmissions) while the user is reading a page and the bursts of activities during browsing and

download of pages from server to client. The chunks of data are of very variable size, from a few

10’s of bytes to several hundred bytes.

A representation of the traffic profiles of these three types of applications is given above. We see

that, pictorially, they look very different. Let use consider what happens as these flows pass along

parts of the same network path.
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Mixed traffic in the network [2]

• Router:

• 3 input lines: serviced round-robin at router

• 1 output line (1 output buffer)

5 4 3

1345

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

Let us examine the processing of our example flows in a very simple router. Let us assume that these

three flows arrive at the router on three separate interfaces and will all be forwarded by the route onto

the same outgoing link. We assume that the router performs a very simple round-robin servicing of

the input queues, taking on packet from each input queue and sending it to the output. We can see

how the traffic patterns of our flows are disrupted when the flows are aggregated. This picture may

be slightly misleading in that we do not show the relative speeds of the incoming lines and outgoing

lines, but if we assume that they all run at the same speed, we see that there disruption to the traffic

flow.
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Mixed traffic in the network [3]

• Different traffic patterns:

• different applications

• many uses of an application

• different requirements

• Traffic aggregation:

• core: higher aggregation

• many different sources

• hard to model

• Routing/forwarding:

• destination-based

• single metric for all traffic

• queuing effects

• Large packet size:

• good for general data

• “router friendly”

• “slows” real-time traffic

• Small packet size:

• good for real-time data

• less end-to-end delay

• better tolerance to loss

• (less jitter?)

• less efficient (overhead)

• “not router-friendly”

The mix of traffic is inevitable. There are many different types of applications, all with different

requirements for how they might like their packets to be treated within the network. Indeed, a single

application may be used differently by different users, so different instances of the same application

may produce different traffic flows.

As traffic moves towards the core of the network, there is much higher multiplexing and so a much

higher mix and aggregation of traffic. The huge number of sources and the extremely varied patterns

of traffic, not only due to the sources but also due to the accumulated queuing effects due to upstream

routers, makes it very hard to model traffic on the Internet. (See [PF97] and [WP98].) Remember in

the traditional IP-based network, all traffic is treated in the same way, destination-based forwarding,

all packets for the same destination pretty much sharing the same forwarding path and all routing

information using a single metric.

One thing that does seem evident from the previous slide is that the differences in packet size of the

different traffic types play an important role in how mixing of traffic affects individual flows. Large

packets are efficient for non-real-time applications. For example, file transfer applications are happy

with larger packet sizes, e.g. 1500bytes. However, large packets add delay to smaller packets from

other sources (such as real-time audio flows) that they share queues with inside the network.

Smaller packets are much more suited to real-time applications, e.g. a real-time audio application

may generate a packet that is of size 100bytes or less. This means that the the packet should have

smaller transmission delay and so that flow as a whole has a smaller end-to-end delay. Also, losing a

small packet – a small amount of data – is generally better than losing a large packet for a real-time

application.

Also recall that the main “cost” of forwarding within an IP-based network is the per-packet cost of

making a forwarding decision and then queuing a packet to the output at each router hop, so large

packets that transfer lots of data per packet can, in this context, be considered more “router-friendly”

than many small packets.
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Delay [1]

End-to-end delay

• Propagation:

• speed-of-light

• Transmission:

• data rate

• Network elements:

• buffering (queuing)

• processing

• End-system processing:

• application specific

Delay bounds?

• Internet paths:

• “unknown” paths

• dynamic routing

• Other traffic:

• traffic patterns

• localised traffic

• “time-of-day” effects

• Deterministic delay:

• impractical but not

impossible

On factor of great importance to interactive applications is end-to-end delay. This is certainly true for

real-time applications using voice or video streams. Across a network such as the Internet, the end-to-

end delay is made up of many components.

• propagation delay: this is also called “speed-of-light” delay, and is a physical constraint that is

linked to the propagation of a physical signal. In general, the speed of light, c, is taken to be

approximately 3.0!108m/s, and this is often used in calculations. However, it should be noted that in

copper the propagation speed of an electrical signal is nearer 2.5!108m/s, whilst in fibre the

propagation speed of an optical signal is nearer 2.0!108m/s.

•transmission delay: this is the delay in getting bits onto the wire due to the speed of the link. Do

not confuse this with propagation delay. A 1000byte packet is transmitted “faster” on a  10Mb/s line

than on a 64Kb/s link, i.e. the bits are placed onto the wire quicker, but the electrical signal is subject

to the same propagation delay in both cases.

• network element processing delay: a packet arriving at a network element may be queued a an

input buffer, then it will be read and processed (e.g. forwarding decisions made at routers), and

finally queued to an output buffer while it waits to be transmitted.

• end-system delay: delay may be introduced at the sender or receiver for various reasons. The input

may not be processed immediately or transmitted immediately at the sender, for example due to end-

system load. At the receiver, delay may be introduced in order to compensate for network affects, e.g.

the use of de-jitter buffers in real-time audio tools.

The end-to-end path that traffic follows across the Internet is never fixed for any application. In

general, the application neither knows or cares about the actual end-to-end path. Changes to the the

path occur due to the dynamic nature of the IP routing protocols, and do not forget that paths may not

be symmetric delay may be asymmetric. Traffic patterns may be observed to have effects that are

localised, e.g. localised congestion, as well as “time-of-day” effects.

(See [PF97a] and [PF97b] for a discussion of observed effects of routing and packet dynamics.)
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Delay [2] #picture#
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Jitter (delay jitter) [1]

End-to-end jitter

• Variation in delay:

• per-packet delay changes

• Effects at receiver:

• variable packet arrival rate

• variable data rate for flow

• Non-real-time:

• no problem

• Real-time:

• need jitter compensation

Causes of jitter

• Media access (LAN)

• FIFO queuing:

• no notion of a flow

• (non-FIFO queuing)

• Traffic aggregation:

• different applications

• Load on routers:

• busy routers

• localised load/congestion

• Routing:

• dynamic path changes

Jitter is the delay variation observed at the receiver. Packets do not arrive with constant delay so the

timing of packet generation at the sender is perturbed and timing needs to be re-constructed at the

receiver – this is called synchronisation. The effects at the receiver are application dependent, but

what is visible is a variable packet arrival rate, and therefore a variable data rate for the flow. This is

not suitable for application such as audio which produce flows that may have a constant data rate. For

non-real-time applications, jitter is typically not an issue. For real-time applications, jitter

compensation needs to be applied at the receiver.

Jitter is caused by a number of factors. At the sender, use of LAN technology like Ethernet may lead

to packet transmissions being unevenly spaced. In routers, the use of FIFO queuing and traffic

aggregation may lead to packet spacing being perturbed. Some routers may also use non-FIFO

techniques, perhaps prioritising certain traffic (e.g. policy-based, using source address), and so

disrupting the normal spacing of other flows. Traffic aggregation, with many different size packets

sharing the same buffers/output-link may also cause jitter.

As router load increases, buffers/queues in routers may start to fill up, adding queuing delay. Very

busy routers may lead to (localised) congestion, and this may lead to further delay. Where congestion

or router failure leads to dynamic routing changes, packets may find themselves traversing different

network paths between the same source and destination. This causes delay variation. Congestion in

the network can lead to routing instability, and route flapping –  dynamic changes routes from A !

B ! A – may occur.
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Jitter (delay jitter) [2] #picture#

• Easiest measure is the

variance in inter-packet

delay

• Can use lots of other

metrics (e.g. other

moments of the inter-

arrival time distribution

• Not critical to protocols

like TCP unless jitter is

1st order (I.e. not 2nd

order) effect

• Critical to voice

• (e.g. playout buffer to

make sure D2A device or

display is not starved…)

• VOIP, Video over IP

• Critical for interactive
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Loss [1]

End-to-end loss

• Non-real-time:

• re-transmission, e.g.:

TCP

• Real-time:

• forward error correction

and redundant encoding

• media specific “fill-in” at

receiver

• Adaptive applications:

• adjust flow construction

Causes of loss

• Packet-drop at routers:

• congestion

• Traffic violations:

• mis-behaving sources

• source synchronisation

• Excessive load due to:

• failure in another part of the

network

• abnormal traffic patterns,

e.g. “new download”

• Packet re-ordering may be

seen as loss

Loss generally occurs because of congestion somewhere in the network. Congestion at an individual

router occurs when it does not have enough resources to deal with the number if incoming packets

and so has to discard packets. For non-real-time applications, loss is normally not a problem. For

example, applications using TCP rely on TCP’s re-transmission mechanisms and congestion control

to ensure that data does get through. However, retransmission schemes are generally unsuitable for

real-time traffic, and receiver-side mechanisms (such as forward error correction, redundant encoding

and “fill-in” schemes)  are used.

Loss is caused by packet drop ate routers, Router do not have enough input-buffer space or output-

buffer space to deal with the number of packets they have received and some must discard some

packets. Such congestion can occur at at traffic aggregation points (perhaps due to insufficient

provisioning) or at the ingress to “busy” network/server sites. Traffic violations from sources may

cause congestion, if traffic ingress is not policed. In some cases, even with well behaving, policed

sources, there may still be congestion if many sources go to “peak” load at the same time – source

synchronisation.

Excessive load at a point in the network maybe due to under-provisioning, traffic being re-routed

because of a failure elsewhere in the network or sometimes due to abnormal traffic patterns, for

example due to many people downloading the latest piece of software from a popular server.

Another important effect to note is that, as viewed from the receiver, certain modes of packet re-

ordering may seem like loss to the user. For example, consider an application that is waiting to

receive packets A, B and C. A and C arrive, and B has not been lost but just re-ordered and will

arrive shortly. However, the application can not wait and so perhaps will “fill-in” or correct fro the

absence of B in an application-specific manner.
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Loss [2] #picture#

• Varies with route

• Depends on link quality

• Depends on router quality

• Varies with time

• Depends on other load

• And interference
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Data rate [1]

End-to-end data rate

• Short-term changes:

• during the life-time of a

flow, seconds

• Long-term changes:

• during the course of a day,

hours

• Protocol behaviour:

• e.g. TCP congestion control

(and flow control)

Data-rate changes

• Network path:

• different connectivity

• Routing:

• dynamic routing

• Congestion:

• network load – loss

• correlation with loss and/or

delay?

• Traffic aggregation:

• other users

• (time of day)

The end-to-end data rate across the Internet varies tremendously. Changes are observable at just

about every timescale, from second to hours. There are absolutely no guarantees with respect to data

rate, and fluctuations can occur at any time. These fluctuations are typically as the result of the

complex interaction of network elements and traffic. At the application-level they may also be seen

due to the action of transport protocols (or application-specific control), for example TCP congestion

control. (note that in TCP, although flow control also affects the end-to-end data rate, this is due to

the action of the receiver and not the network, so we do not consider it here.)

Data rate changes are due to similar reasons as for delay and loss: network connectivity, dynamic

changes in routing resulting in a change of the end-to-end path, changes network traffic leading to

generally higher network load and congestion. The change in value of the end-to-end data rate may

often be closely correlated with the changes in end-to-end delay and/or observed loss, but this is not a

general rule.

Data rate changes can be highly visible as time-of-day effects due the the network usage of other

users. For example, from the UK try browsing a WWW server on the west coast of the US early on a

Sunday morning and you should see a good data rate. Try the same server again at 3.00pm on a

Monday afternoon and you will notice a huge difference in the end-to-end data rate.
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Data rate [2] #picture#

• Link is multiplexed so rate

is not just link speed

• Varies with overall load

depending on the link

sharing rules

• Note latency (RTT)

contributed to throughput

(e.g. if you have to wait

for acks…)

• Lots of different possibile

basic link speeds

depending on media,

modulation, and protocol

stack overheads

• “Goodput” is often used

for the residual throughput

after you allow for all

overheads (including

retransmissions)
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Network probing: a quick note

• Can use probes to detect:

• delay

• jitter

• loss

• data rate

• Use of network probes:

• ping

• traceroute

• pathchar

• Probes load the network,

i.e the affect the system

being measured

• Measurement is tricky!

• See:

• www.caida.org

• www.nlanr.net

It is possible to using probe techniques to determine the value of certain parameters on an end-to-end

path. Probing techniques work by an application generating, transmitting and receiving specially

formatted packets, e.g. ICMP packets as used by ping, traceroute and pathchar. These specially

formatted packets are sometimes called probes. They travel along the network path and the

application can determine the values of certain parameters by looking the the response to the probe

from the network. Note that in order to do this, the application is actually loading the network – it

introduces additional traffic onto the network – in order to determine what is happening. Measuring

performance and QoS in IP-based networks and on the Internet as a whole is still a research issue.

Many other tools and techniques are available, and you can find information about some of them at:

• Cooperative Association for Internet Data Analysis: http://www.caida.org/

• National Laboratory for Applied Network Research: http://www.nlanr.net/
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Elastic applications

Elastic

Interactive e.g. Telnet, X-windows

Interactive bulk e.g. FTP, HTTP

Asynchronous e.g. E-mail, voice-mail

Elastic applications are those applications that can tolerate relatively large delay variance –

essentially the traditional data applications. They work best with low delays but they do not become

unusable when delays increase or vary somewhat. Throughput may or may not be an issue. The basic

requirement for these applications generally is that that they receive a reliable, ordered end-to-end

data delivery service.

Interactive applications require near real-time, human interaction and ideally would like to have

delays of 200ms or less, but could possibly tolerate slightly more.

Interactive bulk applications will also have similar requirements for delay, but they may also have

high throughput requirements. Generally, the user is willing to tolerate a delay that is roughly

proportional to the volume of data being transferred.

Asynchronous applications may or may not involve bulk data (e.g. e-mail), but they are prepared to

tolerate much greater delay as they are generally store-and-forward type applications and the user

does not expect anything close to real-time interaction.
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Examples of elastic applications

• E-mail:

• asynchronous

• message is not real-time

• delivery in several minutes

is acceptable

• File transfer:

• interactive service

• require “quick” transfer

• “slow” transfer acceptable

• Network file service:

• interactive service

• similar to file transfer

• fast response required

• (usually over LAN)

• WWW:

• interactive

• file access mechanism(!)

• fast response required

• QoS sensitive content on

WWW pages

Examples of “traditional” datacomms services are e-mail, file transfer, network file services and

WWW.

E-mail is the least demanding of these services in terms of timeliness and interaction. E-mail

messages can be read and prepared off-line (without a network connection). The network connection

is required only when sending or receiving messages. When sending messages, it is sufficient that the

e-mail service manages to delver your mail “sometime soon”. Typically this is the order of several

minutes (or less). However, in many cases, even a delivery time of several hours is sufficient.

Asynchronous means (literally) that there is no synchronisation between the sender and receiver of an

e-mail message.

With file transfer, what is required is that you can retrieve or send files to a remote server. Generally,

the user must somehow interact with the server so some timeliness of response to commands is

required. When a file is transferred, the user would like to have the transfer take place “as quickly as

possible” but the user’s value in use of the service is not severely depreciated if the transfer happens

to be slightly “slower”.

Network file service can be though of as an enhanced version of file transfer. Here, files that are on a

remote server are manipulated as if they were local to the end-system at the which the user is

physically situated. Of course, a fast response to commands and fast file transfer are vital to this

service. This is typically not a problem as network file services are normally run within an office

environment where there is a high data rate available. Again, “slower” transfers may be acceptable

but the service would still perform a useful function.

The WWW is essentially an interactive, non-real-time service. Web pages are documents that can be

access from a remote server. In some ways, there are elements similar to file transfer and network file

service here. However, the interaction is very important here – web pages should appear quickly and

hyperlinks that are selected (“clicked”) should be responded to quickly also. Web pages often now

contain links to other content such as streaming audio and video. This is not really interactive but

may have fairly strict requirements with respect to QoS (e.g. loss, available data rates, etc.).
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Inelastic applications

Inelastic

(real-time)

Tolerant

In-tolerant

Rate Adaptive

Non-adaptive

Adaptive

Non-adaptive

Delay adaptive

Rate Adaptive

traditional

real-time

applications

newer

real-time

applications

Inelastic applications are comparatively intolerant to delay, delay variance, throughput variance and

errors. If QoS is not sufficiently well controlled, the applications become unusable.

Tolerant applications can be adaptive or non-adaptive. Tolerant adaptive applications may be able to:

• adapt to delay variation: a voice application might adapt to a decrease in the average delay by

dropping a few packets to allow the transmitter to catch up with the receiver.

• adapt to data rate variation: a video application may be able to adjust the encoding and trade quality

against throughput.

Tolerant non-adaptive applications cannot adapt – but can still tolerate – some QoS variation. A

voice application may still be usable with a measure of packet loss.

Intolerant applications cannot tolerate QoS variation – for example real-time control of a robot arm.

Some may be rate-adaptive being able to adjust to detected changes in throughput, but others are

totally non-adaptive.
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Examples of inelastic applications

• Streaming voice:

• not interactive

• end-to-end delay not

important

• end-to-end jitter not

important

• data rate and loss very

important

• Real-time voice:

• person-to-person

• interactive

• Important to control:

• end-to-end delay

• end-to-end jitter

• end-to-end loss

• end-to-end data rate

Inelastic applications are generally those that involve some sort of QoS sensitive media, such as

voice.

If we have a look first at non-real-time voice, e.g. streaming audio. Here, large end-to-end delay and

delay variation – jitter – does not matter greatly as the media flow is not interactive. There are well-

known mechanisms that can adjust for jitter at the application-level. What is important is that a

certain data rate is maintained that there is relatively low packet loss.

For real-time audio, e.g. person-to-person, the data rate and packet loss remain important but the end-

to-end delay and end-to-end jitter are now quite important. There should be a constant and flowing

dialogue in order for human voice interaction to work. If the delay is large (e.g. over half a second),

conversation becomes difficult. (You may have experienced this sometimes on very-long distance

phone calls, e.g. to Asia or Australasia from the UK.)

In fact, there are similar requirements for streaming and real-time video, respectively, as the are for

streaming and real-time voice. However, humans tend to be much less tolerant to packet loss and

variations in data rate in video traffic than in voice traffic.

Notice also that the requirements for real-time voice and video are different from those of streaming

voice/video. For real-time voice and video, we assume that the media streams are being created in

real-time and are being used in an interactive manner, e.g. a conversation. Applications that are

providing conversational services have more stringent QoS constraints than applications that are

processing streaming media (e.g. voice/video playback). The latter can cope (to some extent) with

variations in data rate, packet loss rates and delay.
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QoS parameters for the Internet [1]

Delay

• Not possible to request

maximum delay value

• No control over end-to-

end network path

• Possible to find actual

values for:

• maximum end-to-end delay,

DMAX

• minimum end-to-end delay,

DMIN

Jitter

• Not possible to request

end-to-end jitter value

• Approximate maximum

jitter:

• DMAX – DMIN

• evaluate DMIN dynamically

• DMAX? 99th percentile?

• Jitter value:

• transport-level info

• application-level info

In general, requests for particular delay and jitter constraints by an application are not parameters that

can be honoured across the Internet. That is not to say they could not be honoured by an IP-based

network, e.g. it might be possible to arrange for such mechanisms in an IP-based  corporate VPN. As

we have noted, there are many autonomous systems that are linked together to form the Internet and

it is not possible implement a homogenous environment across them. So, typically, it may be possible

for an application to request “low delay” and “low jitter” and it may be possible for the network to

give an indication of what the delay/jitter is along a particular network path, e.g. a value for

maximum end-to-end delay can be found with the use of RSVP/INTSERV as we will see later.

So, it may be possible to find the maximum possible delay bound by querying network elements

along a certain end-to-end path, and it should be possible to evaluate current (and mean) delay by

using network probes (a “ping”-type of scheme). However, jitter is very much harder to evaluate.

This, once again, is because the end-to-end path may consist of concatenation of various network

technologies and routers with different behaviour. However, with an upper bound for the delay,

DMAX, and a lower bound for delay, DMIN, it could be argued that a reasonable estimate for the jitter

is DMAX – DMIN. DMIN can be evaluated dynamically during the operation of the flow, perhaps from

application-level header information or from protocol headers as in RTP/RTCP (we look at

RTP/RTCP later).

DMAX may also be evaluated dynamically, form the same measurements used to determine DMIN,

however, it may be that such an estimate for DMAX results in an estimate that is too conservative.

Other summaries may be used, e.g. the 99th percentile for the measured delay values. Evaluations of

both DMIN and DMAX are likely to be application specific.
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QoS parameters for the Internet [2]

Loss

• Not really a QoS

parameter for IP networks

• How does router honour

request?

• Linked to data rate:

• hard guarantee?

• probabilistic?

• best effort?

• (Traffic management and

congestion control)

Packet size

• Restriction: path MTU

• May be used by routers:

• buffer allocation

• delay evaluation

It should be possible to specify loss characteristics as QoS parameters. However, it may not be

practical to ask for a particular numerical value for loss, e.g. asking for 10-4 packet loss rate. Note

that packet loss decreases the end-to-end data rate. So, specification of loss may be linked to the

specification of how a data rate quest if honoured. For example, one could ask for a data rate to be

guaranteed (no loss), have “low” loss (low probability of packet loss) or best effort. One reason for

not using loss rates is that monitoring per-flow loss rates is taken to be a computationally expensive

exercise for routers to perform in practise. So, in IP-based networks such as the Internet, packet loss

rate is not usually specified numerically. (In ATM networks, or Frame Relay networks, numerical

values for cell loss rates and frame loss rates may be specified, respectively.)

Although packet size may not be considered specifically as a QoS parameter, the maximum (and

perhaps the minimum) packet size that an application will generate may be specified. Of course the

maximum packet size will be restricted by the path MTU, and real-time applications generally do not

exceed the path MTU as IP-packet fragmentation is normally considered harmful for real-time

applications. Routers may find the specification of maximum and minimum packet size useful, e.g.

for the Guaranteed Service in INTSERV as we will see later.
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QoS parameters for the Internet [3]

• Data rate:

• how to specify?

• Data applications are

bursty:

• Specify mean data rate?

• peak traffic?

• Specify peak data rate?

• waste resources?

• Real-time flows:

• may be constant bit rate

• can be variable bit rate

• Application-level flow:

• application data unit

(ADU)

• Data rate specification:

• application-friendly

• technology neutral

1
ratedatamean

ratedatapeak
>>

For many IP-based application, the most precious resource is data rate. So, specification of data rate

as a QoS parameter is essential. However, how is data rate to be specified? remember that traditional

data applications may produce a very varied traffic profile. Also, while we have generally considered

real-time applications as producing constant bit-rate flows, more sophisticated audio and video

coding techniques produce variable bit rates. So do we specify mean rates, and then lose data when

there are peaks above the mean? Or do we specify peak rates, and then make inefficient use of the

network resources when we operate below the peak rate?

Multimedia applications generate a lump of data that can be considered as an application data unit

(ADU). We need to have a specification mechanism can reflect the way that the application may

generate data. It should also be something that is technology neutral, as IP itself is. That is, the

specification should not rely on any particular mechanisms or functions in levels 1 (physical) and 2

(data link).
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Leaky bucket

• Two parameters:

• B: bucket size [Bytes]

• L: leak rate [B/s or b/s]

• Data pours into the bucket

and is leaked out

• B/L is maximum latency

at transmission

• Traffic always constrained

to rate L

data

B

rate, L

A traffic control mechanism used by ATM is leaky bucket. Here, there is a fixed data rate, effectively

the peak rate of transmission, which is L. However, to cope with bursts of data, a bucket size, B, is

also defined. The model is that data arrives in the bucket and is drained from the bucket at the rate L.

Bursts of traffic that result in an overflow of the bucket are discarded.

Note that the bucket may be filled in ADU sized lumps, so it is probably sensible to arrange for the B

to be a a multiple of the transmitted ADU size. The maximum latency introduced by the bucket is

B/L. Note that the traffic is always constrained to rate L by the leaky bucket, even if greater capacity

is available, i.e. a higher peak rate may be possible at a given time. Leaky bucket is used in ATM,

where B and L be specified in units of cells and cells per second, respectively.
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Token bucket

Token bucket

• Three parameters:

• b: bucket size [B]

• r: bucket rate [B/s or b/s]

• p: peak rate [B/s or b/s]

• Bucket fills with tokens at

rate r, starts full

• Presence of tokens allow

data transmission

• Burst allowed at rate p

• data sent < rt + b

data

tokens, rate r

b

peak rate, p

There is a subtle, and very important, difference between a leaky bucket and a token bucket. The

token bucket also has a bucket size, b, and a bucket rate, r, but it allows traffic bursts to be

transmitted at peak rate, p, under certain conditions. In this case, the bucket does not “fill with data”

as it does in the leaky bucket, but it fills with tokens, that that allow data to be transmitted. Data can

only be transmitted when there are enough token to allow transmission to take place. Transmission

can then take place at a peak rate of p. Nominally, data is transmitted at a rate r, the same rate at

which the bucket is filled with tokens. However, it can be seen that bursts of traffic, up to the bucket

size, can be transmitted at the peak rate, p.
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Real-time media flows
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Interactive, real-time media flows

• Audio/video flows:

• streaming audio/video

• use buffering at receiver

• Interactive real-time:

• only limited receiver

buffering

• delay <200ms

• jitter <200ms

• keep loss low

• Effects of loss:

• depend on application,

media, and user

• Audio:

• humans tolerant of “bad”

audio for speech

• humans like “good” audio

for entertainment

• Video:

• humans tolerant of “low”

quality video for business

• humans like “high” quality

video for entertainment

• Audio – video sync:

• separate flows?

People often think of real-time flows as “audio and video”. We must make a distinction between

streamed audio and video flows and real-time, interactive audio and video flows. For streamed

audio and video, while low delay, low jitter, low loss and high data rate are desirable for playback of

the flow, under normal circumstances, only the latter (data rate) is significantly important that it

might be considered a QoS issue. We do require large amounts of capacity to transmit high quality

streamed audio and video. However, end-to-end delay is not an issue, even if this may be in the order

of a few seconds but for one –way transmission - playback - it should not matter. Jitter and loss can

be compensated having a large buffer at the receiver for delaying playback at the receiver to allow

time for smoothing unevenly spaced packet arrival as well as dealing with re-transmissions of lost

data as required. This scenario may be complicated in a multicast scenario (reliable multicast is a

tricky issue as we will see later).

Real-time audio and video normally involves humans as the subjects of audio/video flows. Humans

use applications that generate audio and video flows to interact across a network. Small “timeslices”

of audio/video are placed into packets and then sent across a network. Generally, for human

interaction to continue in a “conversational” manner, delay and jitter must be kept to around 200ms

each, i.e. the maximum end delay should be no more than around 400ms. The rules for loss are less

easy to specify so easily, as loss effects tend to be application-specific, media-specific and user-

specific. For example, let us consider a fictitious video-telephone (VT) application being used by a

human on a laptop machine, ad the user is travelling away from home. That user may find it

appropriate to use only low quality audio when talking to someone back at the office to check on

deliveries, then use high quality audio (and perhaps some video) when giving a report to his/her boss,

and use high quality and use high quality video and audio when talking to his family. Also, hu,mans

are generally tolerant of low quality audio and video for “normal” (business or domestic) usage, but

for entertainment, they generally want high quality audio and video. Some other applications, e.g.

medical applications, may require high quality audio and video at all times.

Also, if audio and video flows are transmitted separately, then the receiver may need to re-

synchronise the flows for playback.
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Audio

QoS requirements

• Delay < 400ms:

• including jitter

• Low loss preferable:

• loss tolerant encodings exist

• Data rates:

• speech " 64Kb/s

• “good” music # 128Kb/s

• Time domain sampling

• Example – packet voice:

• 64Kb/s PCM encoding

• 8-bit samples

• 8000 samples per second

• 40ms time slices of audio

• 320 bytes audio per packet

• 48 bytes overhead

(20 bytes IP header)

(8 bytes UDP header)

(20 bytes RTP header)

• 73.6Kb/s

We discuss briefly the QoS requirements for real-time audio. For audio, we normally require that

delay is less than 400ms end-to-end for any packet, and this includes any jitter. It is preferable to

have low loss, but there are mechanisms to compensate for loss, either by use of special audio

encoding techniques, or by “fill-in” techniques at the receiver. Telephone quality speech is

achievable in audio encodings of 64Kb/s or less. Reasonable quality music (for entertainment) may

require at least twice this rate.

Audio is taken to be a single dimensioned variable, and is normally sampled in the time domain.

When it is transmitted as packet voice over IP, a typical dat rate required for the application may be

approximately 74Kb/s.
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Example audio encoding techniques

G.711

• PCM (non-linear)

• 4KHz bandwidth

• 64Kb/s

G.722

• SB-ADPCM

• 48/56/64Kb/s

• 4-8KHz bandwidth

G.728

• LD-CELP

• 4KHz bandwidth

• 16Kb/s

G.729

• CS-ACELP

• 4KHz bandwidth

• 8Kb/s

G.723.1

• MP-MLQ

• 5.3/6.3Kb/s

• 4KHz bandwidth

GSM

• RPE/LTP

• 4KHz

• 13Kb/s

LD-CELP: low delay code excited linear prediction

CS-ACELP: conjugate structure algebraic excited linear prediction

ML-MLQ: multi-pulse maximum likelihood quantisation

PCM: pulse code modulation

RPE/LTP: residual pulse excitation/long term prediction

SB-ADPCM: sub-band adaptive differential pulse code modulation
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Video

QoS requirements

• Delay < 400ms:

• including jitter

• same as audio

• inter-flow sync

• Loss must be low

• Data rate – depends on:

• frame size

• colour depth

• frame rate

• encoding

• Frequency domain:

• discrete cosine transform

(DCT)

• Example - packet video:

• ###

We discuss briefly the QoS requirements for video. Loss and delay on video has a much more

significant affect than on audio, especially if there is significant compression. Remember that

compression removes redundancy, the very thing that we need for robustness in the face of loss.

Typically, a whole screen of data may not fit into a single packet and so multiple packets may be

required to make up a single frame of video. This means that it is possible for part of a picture to go

missing. However, burst errors (loss of several packets close in sequence) may mean that several

parts of the same picture could go missing.
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Example video encoding techniques

MPEG1

• upto 1.5Mb/s

MPEG2

• upto 10Mb/s (HDTV

quality)

MPEG4

• 5-64Kb/s (mobile, PSTN)

• 2Mb/s (TV quality)

• MPEG7, MPEG21

H.261 and H.263

• n ! 64Kb/s, 1" n " 30

MPEG moving pictures expert group

Commonly used picture sizes are given below.

Picture format Image size

sub-QCIF 128x96

QCIF 176x144

CIF 352x288

4CIF 702x576 (full screen)

16CIF 1408x1152

CIF common intermediate format

QCIF quarter CIF
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Summary

• IPv4 and current Internet:

• not designed for QoS support

• Need to add support for ISN:

• service definitions

• signalling

• update routers

• Need to describe traffic:

• QoS parameters

• Audio and video have different requirements
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QoS services and application-level

service interfaces
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IP “service”

• IP datagram service:

• datagrams are subject to loss, delay, jitter, mis-ordering

• Performance: no guarantees

• Integrated Services:

• new QoS service-levels

• Differentiated Services:

• class of service (CoS)

• User/application may need to signal network

• User/application may need to signal other parts of
application

Internet users have increasing demands to use a range of multimedia applications with QoS sensitive

data flows. All these applications may require different QoS guarantees to be provided by the

underlying network. An e-mail application can make do with a best-effort network service.

Interactive or real-time voice and video applications require (some or all of) delay, jitter, loss and

throughput guarantees in order to function. Web access can make do with a best-effort service, but

typically requires low delay, and may require high throughput depending on the content being

accessed. The Internet was never designed to cope with such a sophisticated demand for services.

Today’s Internet is built upon many different underlying network technologies, of different age,

capability and complexity. Most of these technologies are unable to cope with such QoS demands.

Also, the Internet protocols themselves are not designed to support the wide range of QoS profiles

required by the huge plethora of current (and future) applications.

To deal with such issues, the IETF have two working groups looking at QoS issues directly. The

INTSERV WG is looking at how to extend the IP network to become an Integrated Services

Network (ISN). INTSERV have been looking at the definition and support of new service-levels

(other than best-effort) within an IP network. The DIFFSERV WG is looking at the provision of

differentiated services within IP networks, allowing service providers to treat packets from different

sources with different QoS. The source of packets is defined administratively, e.g. could be a single

host or a whole organisation.

In some cases, the user or the application (or both) may need to indicate their requirements to the

network by use of some sort of signalling. The notion of user-to-network signalling is not inherent in

the IP networking model. At the application-level, there may be a requirement for user-to-user

(application-to-application) supported as a network service.
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Questions

• Can we do better than best-effort?

• What support do real-time flows need in the

network?

• What support can we provide in the network?

• QoS for many-to-many communication?

• Application-level interfaces?

• Signalling

So we can ask ourselves several questions.

Firstly, can we provide a better service that that which IP currently provides – the so-called best-

effort?

The answer to this is actually, “yes”, but we need to find out what it is we really want to provide! We

have to establish which parameters of a real-time packet flow are important and how we might

control them. Once we have established our requirements, we must look at new mechanisms to

provide support for these needs in the network itself. We are essentially asking trying to establish

alternatives to FCFS for providing better control of packet handling in the network as well as trying

to support QoS for multi-party (many-to-many) communication.

We also need to consider how the applications gain access to such mechanisms, so we must consider

any application-level interface issues, e.g. is there any interaction between the application and the

network and if so, how will this be achieved.

IP, as connectionless network protocol, involves no signalling. However, in order to allow the use of

real-time applications, we need to establish a richer set of function in order to allow information

about a communication session to sent into (and across) the network. So, we need signalling

capability, both user-to-network and user-to-user.
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INTSERV
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Questions

• What support do we need form the network to

give QoS capability to the Transport layer?

• How can we control congestion in the network?

• How can we support legacy network protocols

over the Internet?

In the last section we produced a taxonomy of applications with respect to their QoS requirements.

Real-time applications need a better service that standard IP unreliable datagram delivery. We will

see that there is some support available at the transport layer for real-time applications (e.g. by use of

RTP), but this can not give us QoS guarantees. We need direct support form the network so we must

modify the operation of the routers somehow so that they can give priority to QoS sensitive traffic.

Finally, we take a brief look at how legacy applications might be operated across an IP-based

network.
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Integrated services

• Need:

1. service-levels

2. service interface –

signalling protocol

3. admission control

4. scheduling and queue

management in routers

• Scenario:

• application defines service-

level

• tells network using

signalling

• network applies admission

control, checks if

reservation is possible

• routers allocate and control

resource in order to honour

request

To provide Integrated Services for IP applications, we can envisage the following scenario:

• a service-level is defined (e.g. within an administrative domain or, with global scope, by the

Internet community). The definition of the service-level includes all the service semantics;

descriptions of how packets should be treated within the network, how the application should inject

traffic into the network as well as how the service should be policed. Knowledge of the service

semantics must be available within routers and within applications

• an application makes a request for service invocation using the service interface and a signalling

protocol. The invocation information includes specific information about the traffic characteristics

required for the flow, e.g. data rate. The network will indicate if the service invocation was successful

or not, and may also inform the application if there is a service violation, either by the application’s

use of the service, or if there is a network failure

• before the service invocation can succeed, the network must determine if it has enough resources to

accept the service invocation. This is the job of admission control that uses the information in the

service invocation, plus knowledge about the other service requests it is currently supporting, and

determines if it can accept the new request. The admission control function will also be responsible

for policing the use of the service, making sure that applications do not use more resources than they

have requested. This will typically be implemented within the routers

• once a service invocation has been accepted, the network must employ mechanisms that ensure that

the packets within the flow receive the service that has been requested for that flow. This requires the

use of scheduling mechanisms and queue management for flows within the routers

We examine each of the highlighted components.

The Internet Integrated Services architecture is described in [RFC1633].
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INTSERV

• http://www.ietf.org/html.charters/intserv-charter.html

• Requirements for Integrated Services based on IP

• QoS service-levels:

• current service: best-effort

• controlled-load service (RFC2211)

• guaranteed service (RFC2212)

• other services possible (RFC2215, RFC2216)

• Signalling protocol:

• RSVP (RFC2205, RFC2210)

It is possible to identify four specific technical issues that need to be addressed in the provision of

Integrated Services for IP-based networks:

• service-level: the nature of the commitment made, e.g. the INTSERV WG has defined guaranteed

and controlled-load service-levels and a set of control parameters to describe traffic patterns

• service interface: a set of parameters passed between the application and the network in order to

invoke a particular QoS service-level, i.e. some sort of signalling protocol plus a set of parameter

definitions

• admission control: for establishing whether or not a service commitment can be honoured before

allowing the flow to proceed

• scheduling mechanisms within the network: the network must be able to handle packets in

accordance with the QoS service requested

The INTSERV WG addresses only the first two of these issues. However, the INTSERV work does

specify the requirements for any mechanisms used to address the last two issues, with some

implementation hints. With the present IP service enumerated as best-effort, currently, two service-

level specifications are defined:

• controlled-load service [RFC2211]: the behaviour for a network element required to offer a service

that approximates the QoS received from an unloaded, best-effort network

• guaranteed service [RFC2212]: the behaviour for a network element required to deliver guaranteed

throughput and delay for a flow

The INTSERV signalling protocol is called RSVP (Resource Reservation Set-up Protocol,

[RFC2205] [RFC2210]).
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INTSERV service templates

• Describe service semantics

• Specifies how packets with a given service should

be treated by network elements along the path

• General set of parameters

• <service_name>.<parameter_name>

• both in the range [1, 254]

• TSpec: allowed traffic pattern

• RSpec: service request specification

INTSERV have produced a set of specifications for specific QoS service-levels based on a general

network service specification template [RFC2216] and some general QoS parameters [RFC2215].

The template allows the definition of how network elements should treat traffic flows, i.e. the QoS

granularity here is that of a single logical  flow (or session in RSVP parlance).

The service template specifies describes the semantics of the services and specifies how packets

should be treated as they pass through network elements that would like to implement the service, i.e.

packet handling rules.

The genral parameters are identifed using two bytes, one identifying the service name (e.g.

controlled-load) and one identifying the parameter.

The use of a service requires a TSpec (Traffic Specification) to specify the allowed traffic

characteristics for a session. A RSpec (Resourse Specification) may also be used during reservation

establishment for service specific parameters, but its use is service specific. The service definition

includes information on how admission control is applied for the service and how the service is

policed within the network (how non-conformant packets should be handled).

The controlled-load service requires a TSpec but no RSpec. For the guaranteed service,, as well as a

TSpec, a RSpec should be specified (which will not be discussed here).

Note that this architecture requires that all the network elements along the path, as well as the

applications, and applications have semantic knowledge about the service-levels for the application

flows, as specified in the service templates.
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Some INTSERV definitions

• Token bucket (rate, bucket-size):

• token bucket filter: total data sent  ! (rt + b)

• Admission control:

• check before allowing a new reservation

• Policing:

• check TSpec is adhered to

• packet handling may change if TSpec violated (e.g.

degrade service-level, drop, mark, etc.)

• Characterisation parameters: local and composed

A key element of the flow description is the TSpec that describes the (expected) traffic characteristics

of he flow/session. The traffic characteristic is defined in terms of a token-bucket filter which, in

general has the following elements:

• r: the data rate (bytes/s)

• b: the bucket size (bytes)

This specifies that the flow shall have sent no more than (rt + b) bytes of data at any time t.

This information (along with other, service specific information) may be used by the network for:

• admission control: to check if the requested traffic profile and service can be currently be honoured

along the intended network path

• policing: to ensure that the application/user does not exceed the requested traffic specification and

to take action (mark/drop packets, degrade the service-level for some packets) as appropriate

The INTSERV specification allows network elements to have local value for INTSERV parameters.

When a path for a flow/session is selected the composed values for a parameter are the combination

of the local values for the network elemnts along the path. For example, network elements A, B and

C form a path for a flow or session. They have path latency values of 10ms, 12ms and 8ms

respectively. Th composed value for the (minimum) path latency will be (10+12+8)ms = 30ms.

Different parameters have different composition rules which should be defined when the parameter

for a service is defined.
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Token bucket (recap)

Token bucket

• Three parameters:

• b: bucket size [B]

• r: bucket rate [B/s or b/s]

• p: peak rate [B/s or b/s]

• Bucket fills with tokens at

rate r, starts full

• Tokens allow transmission

• Burst allowed at rate p:

• data sent < rt + b

• (Also m and M)

data

tokens, rate r

b

peak rate, p

The token bucket has a bucket size, b, and a bucket rate, r, and allows traffic bursts to be transmitted

at peak rate, p, under certain conditions. The bucket does not “fill with data” as it does in the leaky

bucket, but it fills with tokens, that that allow data to be transmitted. Data can only be transmitted

when there are enough tokens to allow transmission to take place. Transmission can then take place

at a peak rate of p. Nominally, data is transmitted at a rate r, the same rate at which the bucket is

filled with tokens. However, it can be seen that bursts of traffic, up to the bucket size, can be

transmitted at the peak rate, p. In fact, we may also need to specify m, the minimum packet size, and

M, the maximum packet size.
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General INTSERV parameters

• NON_IS_HOP (flag): no QoS support

• NUMBER_OF_IS_HOPS: QoS-aware hop count

• AVAILABLE_PATH_BANDWIDTH

• MINIMUM_PATH_LATENCY

• PATH_MTU

• TOKEN_BUCKET_TSPEC:

• r (rate), b (bucket size), p (peak rate)

m (minimum policed unit), M (maximum packet size)

The service template specifies and describes the semantics of the services and specifies how packets

should be treated as they pass through network elements that would like to implement the service, i.e.

packet handling rules. There is a general set of parameters specified and their values can be defined

for each service level, as required. The general parameters include:

• a flag to indicate that a network element is not INTSERV-aware

• hop-count of INTSERV-aware network elements

• available path bandwidth

• minimum path latency

• path MTU

• traffic characteristic in terms of a token bucket specification (data rate, bucket size, peak rate),

minimum packet size to be policed and maximum packet size allowed

The last of these parameters is used in the TSpec. A RSpec (Resource Specification) may also be

used during reservation establishment for service specific parameters.

Other, service-specific parameters may be defined. Some of the paramters (for example

AVAILABLE_PATH_BANDWIDTH and MINMUM_PATH_LATENCY) are carried in a special

AdSpec data structure (see later) and are filled in by the routers along the network path to form

composed values, which represent the values of those parameters for the path as a whole.
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Controlled-load service

• Best-effort under unloaded conditions:

• probabilistic guarantee

• Invocation parameters:

• TSpec: TOKEN_BUCKET_TSPEC

• RSpec: none

• Admission control:

• Class-Based Queuing (CBQ), priority and best-effort

• Policing:

• not defined (e.g. treat as best-effort)

The controlled-load service definition [RFC2211] specifies that network elements supporting this

service should provide a service that is no worse than a best-effort service that would be seen at that

network element under unloaded (lightly-loaded) conditions.

To invoke the service, the TSpec must be specified and a RSpec is not required.

It is suggested that Class-Based Queuing (CBQ) could be used to implement controlled-load service

in network elements, e.g. with two classes of service, priority for the controlled-load packets and a

separate class for normal best-effort packets.

Policing mechanisms are not specified/defined, but it is suggested that non-conformant packets

should be degraded to best-effort.
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Guaranteed service [1]

• Assured data rate with bounded-delay

• deterministic guarantee

• no guarantees on jitter

• Invocation parameters:

• TSpec: TOKEN_BUCKET_TSPEC

• RSpec: R (rate), S (delay slack term, µs)

• Admission control:

• Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ)

• Policing:

• drop, degrade to best-effort, reshape (delay)

The guaranteed service definition [RFC2212] specifies the network elements should treat packets so

that there is an assured data rate and all packets have a bounded overall delay. However, the service

makes no commitment on jitter (packet inter-arrival delay).

The invocation of the service requires a TSpec and a RSpec. The RSpec contains two parameters, R a

required service rate, and S a slack-term for the delay bound. R must be greater than or equal to r (the

rate defined in the TSpec token-bucket). S must be non-negative. Defining a bigger value for R helps

to decrease the overall path delay. Defining a bigger value for S makes it more likely that the

reservation request will succeed, but may result in a larger end-to-end delay. R is used as a suggestion

and larger values of S may require routers to use a value lower than R for the reservation. The exact

use of R and S are given in [RFC2212].

The suggested admission control mechanism for this service is Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) where

the weight assignments will be a function of the required rate, R.

The suggested policing function takes one of two forms. A simple policing function (the suggested

default) is for non-conformant packets to be dropped or degraded to best-effort. A more complex

policing function take the form of reshaping the flow/session by delaying packets so that they

conform to the requested parameters.
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Guaranteed Service [2]

• End-to-end delay bound:

• maximum delay

• based on fluid flow model

• fluid flow model needs

error terms for IP packets

• Error terms:

• each router holds C and D

• C [B]: packet serialisation

• D [µs]: transmission

through node

• Composed values:

• CSUM and DSUM
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Wit the Guaranteed Service, it is possible to evaluate the exact end-to-end delay bound from the

TSpec and RSpec parameters. The equitions above show how to evaluate the delay, using the TSpec

and RSpec parameters discussed earlier. There are also two as well as two new values, CSUM and

DSUM. The equations above are based on a fluid flow model, and CSUM and DSUM provide the error

terms required to correct for the effect of IP packets being of a size that deviates from the fluid flow

model. CSUM and DSUM are discovered using RSVP, and constructed from individual values of C and

D held at routers. Full details are given in [RFC2212].
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RSVP
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INTSERV: RSVP [1]

• Provides signalling:

• user-to-network

• network-to-network

• Traffic information – FlowSpec:

• TSpec

• sent through network

• AdSpec (optional)

• Receiver confirms reservation:

• uni-directional reservation

RSVP is a signalling protocol that provides the service invocation interface for applications. The

messages are sent between applications, but are acted upon and modified by the network elements en-

route, so RSVP provides both user-to-network and network-to-network signalling.  Special RSVP

message carry TSpec and RSpec messages that are seen by (INTSERV aware) network elements

along the network path as well as by the flow recipients.

The reservation request consists of a FlowSpec identifying the traffic characteristics and service-level

required. One part of the FlowSpec is a TSpec, a description of the traffic characteristic required for

the reservation. So it is possible for the same traffic characteristic to be used with different service

levels. This difference in QoS service-level could, for example, act as a way for offering cost

differentials on the use of a particular application or service.

RSVP can be used to set-up resource reservations for multicast as well as unicast flows. The

reservations are unidirectional and in fact it is the receiving application that actually confirms the

reservation, i.e. this is a receiver-oriented reservation protocol. The receiver may also be made aware

of composed parameter values along the route if an (optional) AdSpec is present within the FlowSpec

transmitted from the sender.

Note that RSVP is a general QoS signalling protocol specified in [RFC2205]. For use in a particular

QoS architecture additional specification is required. In the case of INTSERV, the additional

specification is provided in [RFC2210].
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INTSERV: RSVP [2]

• Two-pass, with soft-state:
• sender: Path message

• NEs hold soft-state until
Resv, PathTear or time-
out

• receiver(s): Resv message -
TSpec (+RSpec)

• sender: PathTear

• receiver(s): ResvTear

• soft-state refreshed using
Path and Resv

• Composed QoS params:
• AdSpec for path

S
A

B
Path

Resv

merge

point

To make a resource reservation, an appropriate FlowSpec is used along with session IP destination

address, the protocol number in the IP packet and – optionally – the destination port number in the

service invocation. The reservation procedure is as follows. The sender transmits a Path message

advertising the session QoS requirements towards the destination IP address. All RSVP routers

forwarding the Path message hold soft-state – information about the resource reservation required –

until one of the following happens: a PathTear is sent from the sender cancelling the reservation, a

Resv message is transmitted from a receiver effectively confirming the reservation, or the soft-state

times-out. A Resv message from a receiver is sent back along the same route as the Path message,

establishing the reservation and then the application starts sending data packets. Path and Resv

messages are sent by the sender and receiver, respectively, during the lifetime of the session to

refresh the soft-state and maintain the reservation. A PathTear or ResvTear message explicitly tears

down the reservation and allows resources to be freed. It is possible for the reservation to be changed

dynamically during the lifetime of the session. RSVP can be used for unicast or multicast sessions. (It

is assumed that routes are symmetrical and relatively stable, but this is not always true in the wide

area.)

As part of the Path message, an AdSpec data structure may also be sent in a one pass with

advertising (OPWA) that allow network elements along the path to indicate to the receiver the

composed (combined) QoS parameter values along the path based on local QoS capabilities at each

network element. The local and composed capabilities are reported as QoS parameters for each

service definition.

Where multicast communication is involved for the same flow, it is possible for a router to effectively

merge two reservations instead of making two separate reservations.
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Reservation types and merging

• FilterSpec: style of

reservation

• Fixed-filter (FF):

• FilterSpec required

• distinct sender reservation

• explicit sender selection

• Wildcard-filter (WF):

• FilterSpec not required

• shared sender reservation

• wildcard sender selection

• Shared-explicit (SE):

• FilterSpec required

• shared sender reservation

• explicit sender selection

• Merging reservation info:

• merging allows aggregation

of reservation information

• merging not possible across

styles

• merging possible for

reservations of the same

style – use maximum

There are three reservation styles that are permitted with RSVP/INTSERV.

• fixed-filter (FF) style: this style sets up a distinct reservation per sender that requires and specifies

explicitly the set of sender who can make use of this reservation specification.

• wildcard-filter (WF) style: allows a shared reservation for senders, but the senders are not

explicitly specified.

• shared explicit (SE) style: allows the reservation to be shared amongst an explicitly specified list of

senders.

Information about the list of senders for FF and SE is carried in a FilterSpec data structure that forms

part of the Resv message provided by the sender.

Its is possible for the RSVP routers to merge reservations of the same style. This is effectively to

allow router to pass upstream a single reservation that is a maximum of the incoming reservations.

This is specifically for multicast, where many flows for the same group are merged.

FF would typically be used for unicast communication only

WF would be used for an open conference, where the number of senders and who they will be is not

known a priori. It would be expected that only one person would be speaking at a time, and perhaps

the reservation would be enough for two speakers just in case two people did start to speak at once.

SE would be for a similar situation to WF but the conference would be closed, with the senders

known before hand and listed in the FilterSpec.
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Reservations about reservations

• Two-pass – one reservation may “block” another:

• PathErr and ResvErr

• Need to hold a lot of soft-state for each receiver

• Extra traffic due to soft-state refreshes

• Heterogeneity limitations:

• same service-level

• Router failure:

• QoS degrades to best-effort, need to re-negotiate QoS

• Applications and routers need to be RSVP aware:

• legacy applications

• Charging

We summarise the main problems with RSVP below:

1. Intuitively, we can see that in a network with limited resources, which are heavily utilised (e.g. the

Internet), it is likely larger reservations are probably less likely to succeed that smaller reservations.

During reservation establishment if the first pass of each of two separate reservation requests are sent

through the same network element, where one request is a “super-set” of the other, the lesser one may

be rejected (depending on the resources available), even if the greater one eventually fails to

complete (of course it is possible to re-try).

2. If the first pass does succeed, the router must then hold a considerable amount of state for each

receiver that wants to join the flow (e.g. in a multicast conference)

3. The routers must communicate with receivers to refresh soft-state, generating extra traffic,

otherwise the reservation will time out

4. Complete heterogeneity is not supported, i.e. in a conference everyone must share the same

service-level (e.g. guaranteed or controlled-load), though heterogeneity within the service-level is

supported

5. If there are router failures along the path of the reservation, this results in IP route changes, so the

RSVP reservation fails and the communication carries on at best-effort service, with the other routers

still holding the original reservation until an explicit tear-down or the reservation times out or the

reservation can be re-established along the new path

6. The applications must be made RSVP aware, which is a non-trivial goal to realise for the many

current and legacy applications that already exist, including multimedia applications with QoS

sensitive flows

Resource reservation could be expensive on router resources and adaptation capability is still required

within the application to cope with reservation failures or lack of end-to-end resource reservation

capability. Indeed, RSVP is now recommended for use only in restricted network environments

[RFC2208].

Additionally, there is as yet no agreement as to how to charge for end-to-end QoS guarantees that

span the networks of multiple administrations, e.g. across multiple ISPs.
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DIFFSERV
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DIFFSERV

• http://www.ietf.org/html.charters/diffserv-charter.html

• Differentiated services:

• tiered service-levels

• service model (RFC2475)

• simple packet markings (RFC2474)

• Packets marked by network, not by application:

• will support legacy applications

• Simpler to implement than INTSERV:

• can be introduced onto current networks

Concerns about resource reservation have directed the Internet community to consider alternatives;

specifically differentiated services. In fact the IETF DIFFSERV WG was spawned directly from the

INTSERV WG.

This is a relatively new IETF WG and most of the work within this group is currently at the stage of

discussion and the formulation of a framework and architecture for the DIFFSERV work.

The IETF charter for the workgroup is:

http://www.ietf.org/html.charters/diffserv-charter.html

Two RFC documents have been produced. RFC2474 describes special values to be used for the IPv4

ToS field or IPv6 traffic-class field when DIFFSERV is in use. RFC2475 describes the DIFFSERV

architecture.

DIFFSERV hopes to offer a relatively simple, coarse-grained QoS mechanism that can be deployed

in networks without needing to change the operation of the end-system applications. The QoS

mechanism is based around marking packets with a small-fixed bit-pattern, which maps to certain

handling and forwarding criteria at each hop. The WG seeks to identify a common set of such per-

hop handling behaviours as well as packet markings to identify these behaviours.

This is a much coarser granularity of service, but reflects a well understood service model used in

other commercial areas. The DIFFSERV model is different to INTSERV. A key distinction of the

DIFFSERV model is that it is geared to a business model of operation, based on administrative

bounds, with services allocated to users or user groups.

The DIFFSERV mechanisms should be simpler to implement than INTSERV mechanisms and will

allow some QoS control for legacy applications that are not QoS aware.
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Service Level Agreements

• Not (necessarily) per-flow:

• aggregate treatment of packets from a “source”

• Service classes:

• Premium (low delay) - EF (RFC2598)

• Assured (high data rate, low loss) - AF (RFC2597)

• Service level agreement (SLA):

• service level specification (SLS)

• policy between user and provider - policing at ingress

• service provided by network (end-system unaware)

Whereas RSVP can act on a per-flow basis, the DIFFSERV classes may be used by many flows. Any

packets within the same class must share resources with all other packets in that class, e.g. a

particular organisation could request a Premium (low delay service provided using Expedited

Forwarding) quality with an Assured (low loss, using Assured Forwarding with different drop

precedence assignments) service-level for all their packets at a given data rate from their provider.

The exact nature of the packet handling will be based on a policy and Service Level Specification

(SLS) that forms part of a Service Level Agreement (SLA) between user and provider. The policy

could be applied to all the traffic from a single user (or user group), and could be set up when

subscription to the service is requested, or on a configurable profile basis. The policy implemented by

the SLA may include issues other than QoS that must be met, e.g. security, time-of-day constraints,

etc.

The DIFFSERV mechanisms would typically be implemented within the network itself, without

requiring runtime interaction from the end-system or the user, so are particularly attractive as a means

of setting up tiered services, each with a different price to the customer.
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Scope of DIFFSERV

IP host

IP router

Internet

INTSERV

DIFFSERV

customer premises

network

customer premises

network

The DIFFSERV-capable routers could be at the edge of the customer network or part of the

provider’s network. If the DIFFSERV-marking is performed within the customer network, then

policing is required at the ingress router at the provider network in order to ensure that customer does

not try to use more resources than allowed by the SLA.

The INTSERV mechanism seeks to introduce well-defined, end-to-end, per-flow QoS guarantees by

use of a sophisticated signalling procedure. The DIFFSERV work seeks to provide a “virtual pipe”

with given properties in which the user may require adaptation capability or further traffic control if

there are multiple flows competing for the same “virtual pipe” capacity.

Additionally, the DIFFSERV architecture means that different instances of the same application

throughout the Internet could receive different QoS, as different users may have different SLAs with

their subscriber. So the application needs to be dynamically adaptable.
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DIFFSERV classification [1]

• Packet marking:

• IPv4 ToS byte or IPv6 traffic-class byte

• DS byte

• Traffic classifiers:

• multi-field (MF): DS byte + other header fields

• behaviour aggregate (BA): DS field only

• DS codepoint: values for the DS byte

• Aggregate per-hop behaviour (PHB):

• aggregate treatment within network

The DIFFSERV work is aimed at providing a way of setting up QoS using policy statements that

form part of a service level agreement between service user and service provider. The policy may use

several packet header fields to classify the packet, but the classification marking can also be a simple

identifier – currently a single byte, the DS (differentiated services) byte – within the packet header.

The DS (differentiated services) byte will be used in place of the ToS (Type of Service) field in

IPv4 packets or the traffic-class field in IPv6 packets. The DS byte will have the same syntax and

semantics in both IPv4 and IPv6. There are likely to be some global values – DS codepoints – agreed

for the DS field within the IETF but the intention is that the exact policy governing the interpretation

of the DS codepoints and the handling of the packets is subject to some locally agreed SLA. SLAs

could exist between customer and Internet Service Provider (ISP) as well as between ISPs. The DS

codepoints are used to identify packets that should have the same aggregate per-hop behaviour

(PHB) with respect to how they are treated by individual network elements within the network. The

PHB definitions and the DS codepoints used may differ between ISPs, so there will be need for

translation mechanisms between ISPs.

A traffic classifier selects packets based either on the on DS codepoint or on some (policy-based)

combination header fields from the packet header and directs them to an appropriate traffic

conditioner. When the DS codepoint is used to classify traffic, the classifier is called a Behaviour

Aggregate (BA) classifier. When other packet header fields are used we have a Multi-Field (MF)

classifier. And MF classifier may use information such as the port numbers, IP addresses protocol

types, as well as the DS byte to make classification decisions.

Although there will be scope for changes to the SLA by agreement between customer and provider,

the kind of dynamic, flexible, host-to-host resource reservation that is possible with the INTSERV

model using RSVP is not envisaged for DIFFSERV.
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DIFFSERV classification [2]

0 8 16 24    31
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DIFFSERV codepoint (DSCP) ECN

DIFFSERV and ECN bits

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

This is the usage  proposed by RFC2474 for the ToS (IPv4) and traffic class (IPv6)  byte. For bits 6

and 7, marked “currently unused”, RFC2481 proposes they be used to provide explicit congestion

notification (ECN) at the IP-level. This would allow DIFFSERV and ECN to be used together, the

former to provide coarse-grained (class-based) QoS and the latter to provide congestion control

signalling, by simply re-using an existing field in the IP header.
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DIFFSERV PHBs

• Specify rate/delay in SLS

• Expedited Forwarding (EF) (RFC2598):

• virtual leased line (VLL) service

• data rate specified in SLS

• low delay, low jitter, low loss

• Assured Forwarding (AF) (RFC2597):

• 4 classes (1-4)

• 3 levels of drop precedence per class (1-3)

• AF11 - “best”, AF43 - “worst”

Recently (June 1999), the DIFFSERV WG have defined two PHBs, both of which are proposed

standards. Both require that the SLS contain information such as delay, data rates (e.g. token bucket

filters), and the scope over which the SLS applies (e.g. between ingress and all end-points, between

ingress and specific end-points, etc.), as well as actions to take if the traffic is found to be violating

the SLS.

The Expedited Forwarding (EF) PHB is used to provide a low loss, low delay, low jitter end-to-end

service across DS domains. The service if provides is likened to that of a virtual leased line (VLL).

Suggested implementation mechanisms include weighted round robin scheduling and class based

queuing (CBQ). If simple priority queuing is used (the EF queue is always serviced before any other

traffic) then the implementation must ensure that other traffic is not locked out (e.g. by using rate

limiting via a token bucket filter). Violating traffic can be dropped. A single DS codepoint is defined

for EF.

The Assured Forwarding (AF) PHB will allow a DS domain to provide different levels of assurance

for forwarding of IP packets. Currently, 4 AF classes are defined with 3 drop precedence levels in

each. An AF class mark is indicated by the lexeme AFcd where c is the AF class and d is the drop

precedence within that class. An example usage  is that each class represents a higher level of service

(e.g. 1= platinum, 2=gold, 3=silver, 4=bronze), with low, medium and high (1, 2, 3 respectively) drop

precedence levels in each class. So, AF11 would be the “best” AF mark and AF43 the “worst”.

Implementation might be using weighted queuing/scheduling with violating traffic being dropped or

re-marked to lower classes, higher drop precedence or best effort.
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DIFFSERV traffic conditioning

• Traffic conditioners:

• meter

• marker

• shaper/dropper

• Metering of traffic:

• in-profile

• out-of profile

• Re-marking:

• new DS codepoint

• Shape/drop packets

meter

marker dropper/shaper

traffic conditioners

packet

classifier

meter

marker dropper/shaper

packets

control information

A DS domain contains DS boundary nodes at its edge and DS interior nodes within the domain.

DS boundary nodes act as traffic conditioners. Traffic conditioners implement the Traffic

Conditioning Agreement (TCA) part of a SLA. A schematic diagram showing how streams are

treated is shown in .

Part of the SLA is the definition of a traffic profile for a packet stream. This may, for example, be

specified as a token bucket, limiting the way that packets are transmitted into the DS domain. When

packets in a stream from a user exceed the negotiated traffic profile, they are said to be out-of-

profile, else packets are in-profile.

After passing through a classifier, information about the packet is passed to a meter that provides

control information to other parts of the conditioner. This information includes whether or not the

packet is in-profile or out-of-profile. Within the conditioner, the packets follow a path through a

marking function and a policing function:

• marker: may change the DS codepoint of the packet – re-mark the packet

• shaper: delays out-of-profile packets in order to enforce the traffic profile for a stream

• dropper: drops out-of-profile packets in order to enforce the traffic profile for a stream

Note that a dropper can be implemented by using a shaper with the buffering reduced to zero packets

(or a few packets).

DS interior nodes may perform limited BA traffic conditioning, but the intention is that the main

traffic conditioning function is performed at the edges of DS domain (as the DS boundary nodes),

close to where the packets enter the domain.
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DIFFSERV service invocation

• At subscription:

• per user/user-group/site/customer

• multi-field, policy-based

• Within organisation:

• per application/user/user-group

• use ad hoc tools or network management system

• behaviour aggregate or multi-field possible

• Dynamically using RSVP: IETF work in progress

It is intended that the DIFFSERV work will offer a subscription-time mechanism for defining coarse-

grained QoS requirements for an organisation. The exact nature of the service level agreement will be

left as a matter of negotiation between user and provider. However, DIFFSERV offers an architecture

and definitions that will allow an SLA to be defined. The policy for controlling traffic could be based

on applications, individual users or user-groups.

It may even be possible to have control of traffic within an organisation, providing the network

elements can be persuaded to be DIFFSERV aware. The network elements could be configured, for

example, to control the amount of traffic form a particular application appearing on certain segments

of the network, e.g. off-site WWW traffic.

It may even be possible to control or invoke SLAs more dynamically using RSVP (with suitable

additional specifications) but this is currently work in progress.
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Problems with DIFFSERV

• No standard for SLAs:

• same DS codepoints could be used for different

services by different providers

• different providers using the same PHBs may have

different behaviour

• need end-to-end/edge-to-edge semantics

• Lack of symmetry:

• protocols such as TCP (ideally) require symmetric QoS

• Multicast:

• support for multi-party, symmetric communication?

DIFFSERV is not without its own problems, however.

Firstly, there is a problem with service definitions. Only DS-codepoints have been defined, and not

end-to-end semantics (though two standard track PHB documents do exit). This means that it will be

possible for service providers to implement different services using the same DS codepoints. So,

provider must co-operate and ensure that mappings between DS codepoints at network boundaries

results in semantically correct service translation as packets go from one network to another.

For the current standard-track PHB documents, it is possible that different provider may implement

different behaviour across their networks for the same DS codepoints, though this is likely to be more

so with AF than with EF. Edge-to-edge semantics are required, so that network boundaries can still

be honoured but handling of packets is consistent.

Secondly, note that the SLA/SLS is between a user and their service provider. If that user accesses a

server which is connected using a link that has a different, perhaps “worse”, SLA/SLS with its

provider then our user would not see the service they expect when paying for the “better” service.

This is because the return traffic from the server is treated differently – worse – than the initial

request to the server. So, for whizzy web-browsing you need to ensure that the server site has a

“good” SLA/SLS as well as getting a “good” SLA/SLS yourself. This lack of symmetry in

DIFFSERV connectivity would affect protocols such as TCP which rely on a a two way exchange for

reliability.

There is also the issue of support for multicast. DIFFSERV is not as dynamic invocation of services

as is INTSERV/RSVP. DIFFSERV, at least currently, I based on the notion of a subscription. Work

is in progress to allow dynamic establishment of SLAs/SLS using RSVP. However, many end-to-edn

signalling issues remain unresolved.
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INTSERV and DIFFSERV [1]

• Complimentary:

• DIFFSERV: aggregate, per customer/user/user-group/application

• INTSERV: per flow

• For example:

• INTSERV reservations within DIFFSERV flows (work in progress)

DIFFSERV class identified by DS codepoint

individual application

flows

using INTSERV

The big gain with DIFFSERV is that the end-to-end signalling and the maintenance of per-flow soft-

state within the routers that is required with RSVP is no longer required. This makes DIFFSERV

easier to deploy and more scaleable than using RSVP and INTSERV services. However, this does not

mean that INTSERV and DIFFSERV services are mutually exclusive. Indeed, it is likely that

DIFFSERV SLAs will be set-up between customer and provider for general use, and then RSVP-

based per-flow reservations may be used for certain applications as required, e.g. for instance an

important video conference within an organisation.
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INTSERV and DIFFSERV [2]

INTSERV DIFFSERV

signalling from application network management,

application

granularity flow flow, source, site

(aggregate flows)

mechanism destination address,

protocol and port

number

packet class

(other mechanisms

possible)

scope end-to-end between networks, end-

to-end
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RTP
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UDP

• Connectionless,

unreliable, unordered,

datagram service

• No error control

• No flow control

• No congestion control

• Port numbers

• Must be used for real-time

data:

• TCP automatic congestion

control and flow control

behaviour is unsuitable

0 8 16 24 31

data

source port destination port

length checksum

UDP provides an unreliable, connectionless datagram service. It does not guarantee delivery or

ordering, and individual packets may be duplicated within the network. Exactly how “unreliable” the

service is depends very much on the network environment. In a lightly loaded LAN, it is unlikely that

you will observe much packet loss. Across a wide area backbone, however, there may be significant

packet loss, especially over paths involving large numbers of routers or heavily loaded routes.

UDP is very simple to implement, and this is reflected in the packet header for UDP. The port

number work in a similar way to those for TCP, identifying a local UDP end-point.
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RTP

• RFC1889: general message format

• specific formats for media types in other RFCs

• Carried in UDP packets:

• application must implement reliability (if required)

• supports multicast and point-to-point

• RTCP - Real Time Control Protocol:

• application-level information (simple signalling)

• RTP and RTCP provide no QoS guarantees:

• QoS mechanisms are separate

The Real time Transport Protocol (RTP) is an Internet Proposed Standard and is widely used for

multimedia applications (including voice and video) within the Internet community. Its use as the

underlying transport mechanism for packetised voice and video is specified in H.323.

RTP carries “time-slices” of audio and video flows in UDP packets, with synchronisation information

and application-specific identifiers, QoS parameter information and user information. RTP itself is a

general mechanism and the are specific RTP usage profiles available for different media types, each

described in their own RFC document, e.g.

• RFC2032 for H.261

• RFC2038 for MPEG1 and MPEG2

• RFC2190 for H.263

• RFC2198 for redundant (fault tolerant) audio

and many others. RTP is designed to support multicast and unicast communication.

RTP has an associated with it a simple application-level signalling protocol, the Real Time Control

Protocol (RTCP) that allows application using RTP to pass resource usage information, flow QoS

parameters and other information between senders and receivers.

RTP and RTCP themselves do not provide QoS control or resources reservation - they are protocols

that enable the transport of real-time media flows.
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RTP header information

SSRC = mixer

CSRC1 = s1

CSRC2 = s2

CSRC3 = s3

SSRC = s1

SSRC = s2

SSRC = s3

s1

s2

s3

mixer

SSRC = s1

s1

SSRC = s1

translator
V 2-bits, version number (=2)

P 1-bit, indicates padding

X 1-bit, indicates extension header present

CC 4-bits, number of CSRCs (CSRC count)

M 1-bit, profile specific marker (defined elsewhere)

PT 7-bits, payload type, profile specific (defined elsewhere)

SSRC synchronisation source

CSRC contributing source

timestamp has profile/flow-specific units

V P X M

31160

added

by mixer

CC

SSRC

PT sequence number

CSRC

timestamp

IP headerUDP headerRTP headerapp. data

RFC1889, the RTP specification, defines some general header information that is used by all RTP

applications.

All RTP packets carry a sequence number to allow detection of loss and misordering at the receiver.

There is an application-specific timestamp indicates where in the flow this packet should be with

respect to the rest of the flow. This allows synchronisation of the flow playback at the receiver, and

also allows packets to be disregarded if they are delayed beyond the point that they have far exceeded

their playout time.

RTP uses unique identifiers - SSRC (synchronisation source) and CSRC (contributing source) to

identify originators of flows within and RTP session. Any "IP address, SSRC# pair must be unique so

that multiple flows from the same host can be distinguished. The SSRC is randomly generated.

An end-station will generate an SSRC to be carried in the RTP header. The packets in a flow may

pass through a translator or a mixer. When passing through a translator, the flow may be altered,

e.g. transcoded, but this is transparent to the receiver. When a flow passes through a mixer, the mixer

may decide to merge and/or translate flows. When flows are merged (mixed) the mixer identifies

itself as the SSRC, but also identifies the original sources of the mixed flows by putting their

respective SSRC IDs into the CSRC list of the packet header. (A maximum of 15 flows can be

mixed.)

Media specific header extensions are defined in the relevant RFC documents.
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RTCP - Real time Control Protocol

• Provides feedback to senders/receivers

• QoS info for flow:

• packet info: loss, delay, jitter

• end-system info: user info

• application-specific or flow-specific info

• RTCP message types:

• RR and SR: Receiver Report and Sender Report

• SDES: Source DEScription

• BYE: leave a RTP session

• APP: application-specific

RTCP provides simple information about the flow. Reports are sent by senders and receivers. The

RTCP messages defined in RFC1889 carry information about the loss, delay and jitter for a flow, as

well as some end-system user information. Additionally, application-specific information is defined

for particular media-flows in he relevant RFC documents.

The generation of control message is controlled by an algorithm that seeks to limit the amount of

RTCP traffic to around 5% the available network capacity.
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SR and RR messages

V P 31160

RC

NTP timestamp, hi-word

PT=SR length

NTP timestamp, lo-word

SSRC of sender

RTP timestamp

sender’s packet count

sender’s octet count

cum. no. of pkts lost

ext. highest seq. n. recv’d 

inter-arrival jitter

frac. lost

SSRC1 (SSRC of source 1)

last SR NTP timestamp (part)

delay since last SR

multiple instances

of this report block

possible in a single

report

V P 31160

RC PT=RR length

SSRC of sender

cum. no. of pkts lost

ext. highest seq. n. recv’d 

inter-arrival jitter

frac. lost

SSRC1 (SSRC of source 1)

last SR NTP timestamp (part)

delay since last SR

The Receiver Report and  Sender Report are used to convey information about the flow throughout

the lifetime of the flow.

The SSRC is used to identify the sender of the RR/SR and then the rest of the message consists of

Report Blocks. Each report block identifies the source using an SSRC and the gives the following

information for each:

• fraction of lost packets for the flow

• cumulative number of lost packets

• the last received sequence number, and also the number of times the sequence number has cycled

(wrapped)

• estimate of the variance of inter-packet arrival time

• part of the last NTP timestamp sent in the SR as received by this SSRC

• the delay since the last SR was received

The SR also has:

• NTP timestamp

• RTP timestamp (flow-specific)

• sender’s packet count

• sender’s octet count

This information allows the applications to evaluate the QoS being received by particular flows from

particular senders. This may allow the application to co-ordinate adjustments to the flow based on the

QoS information.

NTP is the Network Time Protocol. The RTP timestamp provides application/flow specific timing

information whilst the NTP timestamp provides a measure of global time.

Both the RR and SR can be extended with profile specific information.
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SDES

• Source DEScription: all ASCII strings

• Information types from RFC1889:

• CNAME: canonical identifier (mandatory)

• NAME: name of user

• EMAIL: address user

• PHONE: number for user

• LOC: location of user, application specific

• TOOL: name of application/tool

• NOTE: transient messages from user

• PRIV: application-specific/experimental use

SDES message are simple ASCII strings that contain information that is typically application-

specific. RFC1889 defines 8 types that can be carried in the SDES message, most of which will have

application-specific values:

• CNAME: this is the only mandatory type and  is used to uniquely identify a participant in a

conference. It is normally generated automatically by the application and usually takes the form:

user@host (or just host on single user systems), e.g. saleem@darhu.cs.ucl.ac.uk

• NAME: the real name of the user (or any other identifying string, e.g. nickname, etc.)

• EMAIL: RFC822 e-mail address of the user, e.g. jon.crowcroft@cl.cam.ac.uk (this value could also

be used for CNAME)

• PHONE: international format phone number, e.g. “+44 20 7679 3249”

• LOC: physical location of the user (application-specific detail required here)

• TOOL: identifies the name of the application/tool e.g. “blob-talk audio tool v42”

• NOTE: for transient message from the user, e.g. “out to lunch”

• PRIV: to allow application-specific SDES contents and for experimental use
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BYE and APP

• BYE - leave RTP session:

• SSRC (or SSRC and CSRC list if mixer)

• reason for leaving

• APP - application-specific packets:

• SSRC (or SSRC and CSRC list if mixer)

• ASCII string for name of element

• application-specific data

The BYE message allows end-points to signal that they are leaving a session. The packet can contain

a SSRC if sent by a single system or an SSRC and CSRC list if sent by a mixer. Optionally, a string

giving the reason for leaving may be included.

If a mixer receives a BYE message, it should forward it unchanged. If the mixer itself shuts down,

then it should send a BYE message with itself as the SSRC and CSRC for all its contributing sources.

The APP message is a mechanism that can be used for application specific messages. This

mechanism is also intended for use in development and testing of a new media flow or application

before making specific RTP/RTCP modifications that may be documented a separate RFC.
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Application-level signalling
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User-to-network

• Telco network:

• common channel signalling (CCS)

• separate data path and signalling path

• equipment designed to handle data and signalling

separate

• IP:

• RSVP carried in IP packets along data path

• scaling issues (RFC2208)

• need aggregated signalling towards the core (use

INTSERV with DIFFSERV?)

Telco networks use common channel signalling (CCS), which provides physically separate

channels for signalling. Telco equipment is designed to have separate data paths and signalling paths.

Signalling also allows the switching of channels to be aggregated. IP has none of these facilities, and

these of signalling is relatively new to the IP world. While level-4 protocols such as TCP do have

handshaking, and there are application-specific session information exchanges, these are all carried as

IP packets along the same path that will eventually carry the data. This means that routers must look

for signalling packets as they handle data, a function that slows down the processing of data packets.

Also, signalling such as RSVP can not be aggregated in the same way as can telco signalling. Indeed

we have already seen that [RFC2208] points out the scaling limitations of RSVP, as used in its

current form. Perhaps the solution would be to use RSVP as an edge-system mechanism, and map

flows into DIFFSERV pipes, e.g. map Guaranteed service-level request to EF PHB pipes, and

Controlled-load service level to AF11 PHB pipes.
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User-to-user signalling

• Call/session set-up

• Capabilities exchange

• Directory services

• PBX-like facilities

• Application-level

signalling supported by

network

• MMUSIC IETF WG:

• application architecture

• SDP

• SIP (now has its own WG)

• H.323:

• umbrella document for

existing standards

• uses ITU and IETF

standards

• currently more mature than

MMUSIC work

• wide support available (e.g.

Microsoft NetMeeting)

• IMTC:

www.imtc.org

There is also a need for application-specific signalling in establishing multimedia sessions. The kind

of information that is required is typically configuration and control information to allow a session to

take place, e.g. multicast address, time and duration of session, audio and video profile to use, etc.

Additional signalling mechanisms can be envisaged that allow capabilities negotiation (allowing

terminals to establish negotiate use of various audio and video codecs), and directory services

allowing location of users to be determined. Also, there is the desire to build in more traditional PBX-

like functions into the software environment, such as call forwarding, call waiting etc. While this is

application-level signalling, the transmission of the this signalling information may need to be

supported by service providers for Internet-wide use, but of course as with telco PBXs, virtual private

networks (VPNs) are possible.

Within the Internet community, the Multi-party Multimedia Session Control (MMUSIC) workgroup

of the IETF is defining an architecture for multimedia applications as well as protocols for describing

sessions (Session Description Protocol – SDP) and initiating calls or session (Session Initiation

Protocol – SIP). SIP supports functions such as call waiting, call forwarding etc. SIP is designed to be

very compatible with HTTP and other existing Internet standards.

The ITU world has documented a similar infrastructure in the Recommendation H.323. This umbrella

document from the ITU describes how existing ITU and Internet protocols can be used together to

offer build multimedia terminal equipment as well as control infrastructure such as Gatekeepers for

call control, multi-point control units (MCUs) for conferencing as well as resource control. The

H.323. work is more mature than the MMUSIC work, with H.323v1 (1996) and H.323.v2 (1998) now

fairly widely accepted and implemented. More information about H.323 and related standards can be

found at the WWW site of the Internet Multimedia Technical Consortium (IMTC) which is an

industry forum promoting the use of H.323 and related standards.
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Summary

• Need QoS mechanisms for IP

• Per flow:

• INTSERV

• RSVP

• does not scale well, hard to provision

• Customer/provider services:

• DIFFSERV

• still maturing

• Support for application: RTP and signalling
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Routing for Integrated Services
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New routing requirements

• Multiparty communication:

• conferencing (audio, video, whiteboard)

• remote teaching

• multi-user games

• networked entertainment – “live broadcasts”

• (distributed simulations)

• (software distribution)

• (news distribution)

• Support for QoS in routing

As we have already discussed, there are a whole new range of applications that will support

Integrated Services – one network all services. However, in order for Integrated Services to be

possible on an IP-based network we need additional support – things that were not specified in the

original IPv4 specification.

One aspect of communication that is increasing rapidly is that of multiparty communication. This is

the ability to have a communication session that is not just one-to-one, but perhaps one-to-many or

many-to-many. Such application including multimedia conferencing, remote teaching and multi-user

games. These may demanding have QoS requirements as well as the requirement for many-to-many

communication. (Other multi-party communication applications distributed simulation, software

distribution and news distribution whose main requirement may be reliable multiparty

communication.)

Let us also consider the current mechanisms for routing and forwarding. These are built around the

use of destination addresses for building routing tables, and not other constraints are applied.

Traditionally, there is only one route between a source and destination. However, what if we would

like to perform routing specifying QoS criteria, allowing alternative route selection based on, for

example, the requirement for low-end-to-end delay and loss? Traditionally, the use of such QoS

constraints are not used generally in constructing routing information.
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Questions

• How can we support multiparty communication?

• How can we provide QoS support in routing?

So we would like to answer two questions in this section:

How can we support many-to-many communication? This is not a simple case of having O(N2) point-

to-point unicast connections for our N end-points. Such a nave solution is not practical – it will not

scale.

Also, how can we provide QoS-based decision making for constructing and selecting routes? Again,

this is not a simple case of adding extra information about QoS parameters to routing updates as we

must consider carefully the implications for the operation of the routing algorithms and protocols,

especially the intra-domain and inter-domain interactions.
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Many-to-many communication:

IP multicast
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Group communication using IP

• Many-to-many:
• many senders and receivers

• host group or multicast
group

• One transmission, many
receivers

• Optimise transmissions:
• e.g. reduce duplication

• Class D IP address:
• 224.0.0.0 - 239.255.255.255

• not a single host interface

• some addresses reserved

• Applications:

• conferencing

• software update/distribution

• news distribution

• mutli-player games

• distributed simulations

• Network support:

• LAN

• WAN (Internet routers)

• scoped transmission: IP

TTL header field

Multicast can be defined, loosely, as the ability to logically connect a group of hosts in a network in

order that they perform many-to-many communication. This group of hosts is called a multicast

group or a host group. In a an IP network, multicast is the process whereby a source host or

protocol entity sends a packet to multiple destinations simultaneously using a single ‘transit’

operation which implies that the packet transit only takes place once from sender to all destinations

in the group rather than once for each destination. The connectionless nature of packet switched

network means that the packet sender is not necessarily in the multicast group. A packet switched

network is said to provide a multicast service if it can deliver a packet to a set of destinations (a

multicast group), rather than to just a single destination. Basically, a multicast service can offer many

benefits to network applications in terms of reducing the transmission overhead on the sender,

reducing the overhead on the network and time taken for all destinations to receive all the

information when an application must send the same information to more than one destinations. The

key to efficient multicast is to optimise the duplication of the transmitted data in some sense.

Normally, this means keeping the duplication of the transmitted information to a minimum.

IP multicast uses Class D IP addresses in the range 224.0.0.0 – l 239.255.255.255. These addresses

do not identify a single host interface as unicast IP addresses do, but a group of hosts that may be

widely, geographically dispersed. This means that special routing procedures are required in the

wide-area to enable multicast connectivity. Some of these are reserved, e.g. 224.0.0.1 is the “all

systems” address which all hosts must listen to. To contain the scope of IP multicast packets, the TTL

field in the IP header is used to limit the maximum number router hops that a multicast packet can

traverse before it should be silently discarded.

Multicast has many benefits over unicast communication in certain areas, e.g. conferencing, software

distribution/updates and news distribution. To enable multicast communication, support is needed in

the end-systems (hosts and LANs) as well as in the wide-area Internet.
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IP multicast and IGMP

• Features of IP multicast:
• group of hosts

• Class D address

• leaf nodes (hosts) and
intermediate nodes (routers)

• dynamic membership, leaf-
initiated join

• non-group member can
send to group

• multicast capable routers

• local delivery mechanism

• IGMP: group membership
control

network

A

B

C C wishes to join group X, so sends

IGMPREPORT (after random timeout)

C has sent report with destination address

X so if A and B want to become members,

the do not need to send an IGMPREPORT

The multicast capable router listens in

multicast promiscuous mode so that it can

pick up all mulitcast packets for relay off

the LAN if required.

periodic IGMPQUERY

from router

Here we briefly introduce the fundamentals of IP multicast:

• IP multicast allows efficient simultaneous communication between hosts in a logical group called

the host group or multicast group. A host/multicast group which includes a set of zero or more

hosts, is identified by a single IP destination address from a specially designated address space.

• The group communication path is modelled as a tree network with the hosts (senders and receivers)

within the group located at the leaf nodes of the tree, and the intermediate nodes representing

distribution/replication points of the communication path.

• The membership of a host group is dynamic; i.e., hosts may join and leave groups at any time (leaf

initiated join). This is achieved using the Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMP). There are no

restrictions on the physical location or the number of members in a multicast group. A host may be a

member of more than one multicast group concurrently.

• A host need not be a member of a group to send packets to the multicast group.

• Inter-network IP multicast is supported by multicast routing mechanisms. This means that inter-

network forwarding of IP multicast packets is handled by multicast routing mechanisms residing in

“multicast capable routers”. The intermediate nodes of the communication path should be multicast

capable routers.

• IP multicast relies on the existence of an underlying multicast delivery system to forward data from

a sender to all the intended receivers within a sub-network.

IGMP is a very simple protocol with only to messages, IGMPQUERY (sent by a router to see if there

are any members of a particular group) and IGMPREPORT (sent by a node to indicate it is leaving or

joining a group). Each message refers to a single multicast group, i.e. a single IP multicast address.

For Internet-wide connectivity every LAN must have at least one multicast router that can listen out

for hosts that send group membership reports. If at least one group member exists, then the router

should forward multicast packets for that group. To minimise traffic, hosts set random timers and do

not send a IGMPREPORT for joining groups until a random timer has expired. IGMP messages are

only used in the local area.
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Multicast: LAN

• Need to translate to MAC

address

• Algorithmic resolution:

• quick, easy, distributed

• MAC address format:

• IANA MAC address

allocation

• last 23-bits of Class D

• not 1-1 mapping

• Host filtering required at

IP layer

Final Ethernet multicast address

0000 0001 0000 0000 0101 1110 0100 0000 0101 0000 0001

IANA MAC ADDRESS PREFIX

0000 0001 0000 0000 0101 1110 0--- ---- ---- ---- ----

IPv4 multicast address

224.20.5.1 ! 1110 0000 0001 0100 0000 0101 0000 0001

Single LAN multicast is possible without the need for a multicast router. However, LANs do not

understand IP addresses they understand MAC addresses. We need address resolution.

MAC multicast addresses cannot be hardwired into LAN adaptor cards in the same way as ordinary

MAC addresses. They need to be configured at run-time, i.e. the host must tell its LAN adaptor which

multicast MAC addresses to listen for. This must be done the first time a process on the host

expresses interest in joining a particular IP multicast group. At this point, the host needs to map the

IP multicast group address to a MAC multicast address which it can pass to the adaptor. The mapping

must be identical in all hosts and in the router since all participants in the group must end up listening

to the same MAC multicast address. This could be done through consultation with a server or,

perhaps, a broadcast address resolution protocol could be devised. In fact, the decision made was that

the mapping should be algorithmic.

IANA owns a block of Ethernet addresses in the range 00:00:5e:00:00:00 to 00:00:5e:ff:ff:ff and

allocates the lower half of these for multicast. The Ethernet convention is that the first byte must be

set to 01 to indicate a multicast address. Therefore the range we can use for multicast is

01:00:5e:00:00:00 to 01:00:5e:7f:ff:ff . This means we have 23 bits to play with. These bits are set to

the low-order 23 bits of the IP multicast group address to generate the MAC address. So, the address

224.20.5.1, which is e0.14.05.01 in hex, will map to the MAC address 01:00:5e:14:05:01. This is

shown in binary below. (We have shown the bit ordering in the conventional way so that 0x01

appears as 00000001. In fact the bits are inserted into the Ethernet frame fields with each byte

reversed - so, for example, that the first byte goes out on the wire as 10000000.)

Now, this is obviously not a 1-1 mapping and it is possible that we end up with two IP multicast

groups on a LAN mapped to the same MAC multicast address. This is unfortunate, but not disastrous.

It means that a host which has joined the group with address 224.20.5.1 will also receive datagrams

intended for (say) 224.148.5.1 and will have to filter these out in software. However, many LAN

interface cards do not filter multicast traffic efficiently, so this software filtering will need to be

present in any case.
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Multicast routing [1]

S

B

C

E F

RS

RB

RC

RE RF

RD

• Starting point: flood

• creates looping

• First refinement

• reverse path broadcast (RPB)

• duplication

RS

RB

RC

RE RF

RD

IGMP allows routers to determine which multicast group addresses are of interest in the LAN. We

now need a routing mechanism which ensures that all transmissions to a multicast address reaches the

correct set of routers and hence the correct set of LANs. Therefore, we need an efficient dynamic

multicast routing protocol. This turns out to be a hard problem to crack and is still the subject of

much research. In this section we look at the problem and examine some of the protocols which have

been developed to date.

The host S is transmitting to a multicast group address. Hosts B and E have joined the group and have

announced the fact to RB and RE via IGMP. We need to calculate a spanning tree which interconnects

the relevant routers. We can approach a solution through a series of refinements:

Starting point: Flood a multicast datagram to all neighbours except the one which sent it.

The problem with this is that we will get loops; RC will forward to RD, RD to RE and RE to RC. One

way of solving this problem would be for each router to keep a list of the datagrams it has seen, check

this each time it receives a datagram, and delete it if it is in the list. This is clearly not feasible for a

multicast which might last several hours and involve millions of datagrams.

First refinement: Reverse Path Broadcasting

It turns out that routers already have quite a lot of the information they need in order to calculate a

spanning tree simply from the operation of normal unicast routing protocols. In particular, each node

will have a notion of the shortest path from itself to RS - at the very least, they will know the length of

this path and the identity of the first hop on it. This is true irrespective of which unicast routing

protocol they are using. We can adopt the following rule - “flood a datagram that comes from the

first-hop (on the path back to the source),but delete all others”. Now, when RC forwards to RD, RD

will delete the datagram because it did not arrive from its “first-hop to source” (which, for RD, is RS

itself). This technique is called reverse path broadcasting (RPB).
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• Second refinement

• eliminate duplicates

• need routing information

RS

RB

RC

RE RF

RD

Multicast routing [2]

• Distance vector:

• need next hop information

• (or use poisoned reverse)

• Link state:

• construction of all SP trees

for all nodes possible

• “tie-break” rules required

Second refinement: Duplicate elimination

As things stand, even with RPB, both RC and RD will forward a multicast datagram to RE. RE will

delete one of these on the basis of the RPB rule. However, we have still wasted effort with a useless

transmission to RE. If RC and RD knew that RE’s path to RS was via RD (say) then RC need not

forward to RE. How can RC and RD learn about RE’s paths? There are two cases to consider:

1) distance-vector routing: the distance-vectors RE sends will contain distances but no indication of

first-hop. One possibility is to modify the protocol to include this information. A second possibility is

to make use of the poisoned reverse rule – send a hop count of “infinity” (i.e. value 16) back to the

first hop on the route.

2) link state routing: link-state algorithms flood link-state information to all other nodes in the

network. By this means, each node ends up with a complete picture of the state of every link in the

network. In a unicast link-state algorithm, a node now proceeds to calculate a shortest path tree from

itself to every other node in the network. In fact, each node has enough information to calculate

shortest path trees for every node in the network. All the routers shown can calculate shortest-path

trees with RS as source. If we ensure that they all perform precisely the same calculation, they will all

end up with the same result. This means that the calculation algorithm has to be formally part of the

protocol and needs to specify unambiguous “tie-breaking” rules to select between equal length routes.

For example, there are clearly two equal-length routes from RE back to RS – we must ensure that all

routers make the same choice between them. This can be done, for example, by choosing the router

with the numerically higher IP address.
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Multicast routing [3]

• Networks with no group

members pruned from tree

• Must somehow allow tree

to re-grow

• Soft-state:

• timeout – re-flood

• downstream nodes prune

again

• Explicit graft:

• downstream nodes join tree

• Third refinement:

• pruning

• need to refresh tree – soft-state

• reverse path multicasting (RPM)

RS

RB

RC

RE

RD

a) RS

RB

RC

RE

b)

• RPM:

• used in many multicast protocols

• per-sender, per-group state

Third refinement: Pruning

By careful application of rules such as those above, it is possible for the routers to agree on a

spanning-tree for the whole network. However, we are still wasting effort in forwarding datagrams to

RF when it has no group members. The solution is to introduce special prune messages.

When a router such as RF receives a datagram for a multicast group which has no members on its

attached LAN, it sends a prune message back to the router which forwarded the datagram. This router

(RD in this case) now adjusts its routing database to remove RF from the tree. If we are in the situation

of b), RD will now know it has no-one to forward to, in which case it can, itself, send a prune message

to RS. With the addition of pruning, RPB becomes reverse path multicasting (RPM). We need to

have a method of restoring pruned links in case a host the other side of the link joins the group. We

can either let prunes time-out (at which point the flow is restored and then, maybe, pruned again) or

we can add explicit graft messages to the protocol. The former mechanism is a use of soft-state

which is applied extensively in Internet protocols. Anticipating that state information is perishable in

this way and building in mechanisms to restore it is fundamental to the operation of the Internet. It is

key concept in making the Internet robust.

By using all these refinements, we can arrive at a reasonably efficient spanning tree. The two

possibilities are shown. Both of these use shortest path routes from the source router (RS) to RB and

RE. On the face of it, the tree in diagram b) is more efficient since it involves one fewer transmission

hop. However, this is not necessarily so since the network cloud might might be a LAN. If it is, then

RS can reach RB and RC with one transmission. We may then prefer diagram b) since it shares the

forwarding load between the two routers.
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DVMRP and the MBONE

• DVMRP:

• RPM

• used on MBONE

• MBONE:

• virtual overlay network

• distance vector routing

MBONE Visualisation Tools

http://www.caida.org/Tools/Manta/

http://www.caida.org/Tools/Otter/Mbone/

The Internet’s first multicast routing protocol - Distance Vector Multicast Routing Protocol

(DVMRP) [RFC1075] – is a RPM protocol. It is based on RIP includes all the refinements outlined

above, including the poisoned reverse trick. However, it suffers all the well-known problems of

distance-vector algorithms and is regarded very much as a simple, interim solution intended to get

Internet multicasting off the ground (in which it succeeded mightily). DVMRP has been used

extensively in the MBONE (multicast backbone).
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MBONE configuration

• Routers not multicast
aware:
• use virtual network

• Multicast islands:
• connected by virtual links

• can not use normal routing
info – use multicast hops

• IP tunnelling:
• software runs on a host

• ad hoc topology

• Use TTL for scope:
• TTL expiry: silent discard

• administrative scope
possible

G

G

G

router

to MBONE

IP-in-IP tunnel

M

M

M

M multicast routing

software

The MBONE is a multicast network that spans the Internet, but consists of multicast islands

connected together. It is a virtual network that is overlaid on the existing Internet unicast

infrastructure. This approach was adopted in order to get experience of multicasting at a time when

very few Internet routers actually supported it. The links between the multicast routers are virtual

links. In order to send multicast datagrams along these links, they must be encapsulated within an

ordinary (non-multicast) IP datagram with the destination address being the IP address of the

multicast router at the end of the virtual link. This is called IP-in-IP encapsulation or IP tunneling

[RFC1853]. This datagram is then forwarded by the normal routers in the ordinary way. On arrival,

the multicast router extracts the multicast datagram and routes it according to the multicast group

address it contains – it will have to re-encapsulate it in order to send it along the next virtual link.

This arrangement is necessary because most "normal" routers do not yet understand multicast group

addresses. In practice, the multicast routers are usually instances of the freely available mrouted

program which runs on Sun workstations. The topology of the MBONE is ad hoc. To become part of

the MBONE you simply negotiate the establishment of an IP tunnel between your site and a site that

is already connected to the MBONE.

Unfortunately, when operating in an overlay network like the MBONE, we cannot use normal RIP

distance-vectors directly. Normal RIP distance vectors will refer to the real nodes and links and not to

the multicast nodes and virtual links. Therefore, DVMRP has to send its own distance-vectors

containing information related to the MBONE itself. The poisoned reverse rule (which is optional in

RIP) is used. In typical Internet fashion, DVMRP uses soft-state (explicit prunes) to maintain the tree.

To control the scope of transmission (how far they are transmitted on the network), the time-to-live

(TTL) in the IPv4 header is used. The TTL is set by the transmitter to indicate how many MBONE

router hops this packet should “live” for. When the TTL becomes zero, the packet is subject to silent

discard – no ICMP TIME EXCEEDED message is generated to avoid packet implosion to the

sender. The use of administrative scope by controlling the use of multicast addresses and controlling

forwarding policy at multicast routers is also possible.
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MOSPF

• Link-state algorithm

• RPM

• Intended for larger networks

• Soft-state:

• router advertisement sent on group join

• tree evaluated as routing update for a group arrives

• Still suffers from scaling problems:

• a lot of state-required at each router

• per-group, per-link information required

A link-state based algorithm called Multicast Extensions to Open Shortest Path First (MOSPF)

[RFC1584] is also available. MOSPF ends up being quite complex since it has to deal with OSPF’s

concepts of Areas and Autonomous Systems. It is designed to cope with large networks, however it

still has some scaling problems. In larger networks, there could be hundreds of multicast groups in

existence at any time. Only a few of these will pass through any particular node. Therefore it makes

no sense for each node to pre-calculate trees for every possible source and every possible group.

Instead, trees are calculated on the fly when a multicast datagram is received. Like DVMRP, MOSPF

uses a soft-state approach, but does not need to use flood-and-prune (as DVMRP does). This is

because when a router detects a group join from a leaf node, it send a routing update to the network to

let other MOSPF routers know of the new group member. However, this is also MOSPF’s short-

coming: it needs to send many routing updates and holding routing information on a per-group, per-

link basis, resulting in a large database of information. Also, it needs to evaluate the shortest-path

algorithm for every source in the group, which is computationally expensive if there are many

senders.
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CBT

• Core router(s):

• core distribution point for

group

• Leaf sends IGMP request

• Local router sends join

request to core

• Join request routed to core

via normal unicast

! Intermediate routers note

only incoming i/f and

outgoing i/f per group

! Explicit join and leave:

• no pruning

• no flooding

" Distribution tree may be

sub-optimal

" Core is bottleneck and

single-point-of-failure:

• additional core maybe

possible

• Careful core placement

required

In Core Based Trees (CBT) [RFC2201] routers are explicitly designated as core routers for the

group – in the simplest case, there will be a single core router. When a host wishes to join the group,

it informs its local multicast router via IGMP. This router then forwards an explicit join message

towards a core router. This is contained in a perfectly ordinary unicast IP datagram and so follows a

route which has been established by unicast routing protocols in the normal way. Eventually a single

shared tree results; we no longer require routers to be able to calculate different trees for each source

as they had to for DVMRP and MOSPF. In fact, the state information retained by the on-tree routers

is little more than the identity of the parent and child routers in the tree. Intermediate routers need

only to maintain information about which interface a packet came in on, and which interface it was

forwarded on. This information need is per group only, so the amount of information is O(G) for

multicast, as opposed to O(G.S) for DVMRP and OSPF (where G is the number of groups and S is

the number of senders). Also, join and leave request in CBT are explicit, and so CBT is quite well

suited to sparsely populated groups.

The disadvantages with CBT are:

•that a tree may be sub-optimal and is heavily influenced by the location of the core; careful core

location may be required

•the core router becomes a single point of failure, though a recovery mechanism is being added
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PIM

• PIM:

• can use any unicast routing

protocol info

• two modes: dense mode

and sparse mode

• Dense mode:

• RPM

• flood-and-prune with

explicit join

• Sparse mode:

• similar to CBT

• core (rendezvous point) or

shortest-path possible

• rendezvous point sends

keep-alive

• explicit graft to tree

An important observation is that some groups are quite dense - heavily populated and in a relatively

small geographical area. Other groups are sparse - lightly populated and spread right around the

globe. For dense trees there is a lot of scope for link-sharing and it is worth exchanging state

information frequently and expending computational effort to achieve this. For sparse trees there is

unlikely to be much link-sharing. This has serious implications for a global Internet in which

thousands of multicast groups might exist concurrently. The Protocol Independent Multicast (PIM)

protocol incorporates these concepts having both dense and sparse modes - in fact it is really two

protocols. PIM dense mode is a RPM algorithm. PIM sparse mode [RFC2362] uses an explicit graft

mechanism to allow addition to a tree, similar to CBT.
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Multicast address management

• Some addresses are reserved:

• 224.0.0.1 all systems on this sub-net

224.0.0.2 all routers on this sub-net

224.0.0.4 all DVMRP routers

(plus many others)

• No central control as in unicast addresses

• Others generated pseudo-randomly:

• 28-bit multicast ID (last 28 bits of Class D address)

Unlike the unicast address space in which address allocation is controlled, the multicast address space

is (almost) a free-for-all. Some addresses have been reserved and there are certain allocations of

ranges of addresses for particular use. However, within these constraints, if a multicast addresses are

chosen on an ad hoc basis. To help avoid clashes of different addresses, suggestion have been made

as to how readily available information (such as time of day, IP address of the host initiating the

group, etc.) might be used to produce the last 28 bits – the multicast ID – of a Class D address in a

pseudo-random fashion.
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Multimedia conferencing [1]

• Multimedia applications:

• voice - RAT

• video - VIC

• text - NTE

• whiteboard - WBD

• Support:

• session directory - SDR

• gateway - UTG

• All use IP multicast:

• local – direct

• wide area – MBONE

• RTP/RTCP

• IP multicast:

• 224.2.0.0 - 224.2.255.255

• different address per

application per session

• Scoping:

• IP TTL header field:

16 local (site)

47 UK

63 Europe

127 world

• administrative

UCL have been heavily involved with networked multimedia, especially multimedia conferencing.

The standards for such applications are still developing. Example applications can be found at:

http://www-mice.cs.ucl.ac.uk/multimedia/

which include an audio tool (RAT), a video tool (VIC), a text editor (NTE) and a whiteboard (WBD).

All these applications can run as standalone applications or can be run together within an integrated

user interface. All are designed to operate over IP multicast for group communication (on a single

LAN or across the MBONE), but unicast (one-to-one) communication is possible. Two additional

support applications are a session directory (SDR) for a allowing advertisements multicast sessions on

the MBONE and a transcoding gateway (UTG) for supporting dial-up users and allowing receiver

heterogeneity.

All the applications use RTP and RTCP.

When used on the MBONE, the IP multicast addresses used are in the range 224.2.0.0 -

224.2.255.255. These have been designated by IANA for MBONE use by conferencing applications.

Each application uses a different multicast address for each multicast session.

To restrict the extent of the transmission of the multicast traffic - its scope - the TTL field of the IPv4

header is used. This currently the most common mechanism used as it is simple to implement but

there is a move to adopt a more administratively controlled approach, based on the actual values of

multicast addresses being used.

A multicast conference may consist of the use of one or more of the user applications. The support

applications may be required for configuration (SDR) and supporting LAN users (UTG).
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Multimedia conferencing [2]

• Two multicast channels

per application per

session:

• RTCP and RTCP

• Stand-alone - ad hoc:

• individual applications

• Advertised conference:

• SDR

• configuration information

multicast-capable

routers

MBONE (Internet)

Each application establishes a multicast session. This consists of two logical channels for multicast

traffic, one for RTP traffic (the application data) and one for RTCP traffic (signalling and control).

These two channels share the same multicast address but have different port numbers. The

convention is that a multicast address, D, and an even port number greater than 5000, K, is chosen by

the application user. The session then consists of two channels at D/K for the RTP traffic and

D/(K+1) for the RTCP traffic.

This configuration is true whether or not the multicast session is to be local or to be sent across the

MBONE. If the MBONE is to be used, the LAN requires a multicast capable router to distribute the

local traffic and to act as a relay for any traffic from remote group members. The applications default

to use local scope but this can be overridden through a command line option or via a configuration

menu to change the TTL field as required (unless administrative scoping is being used).

Applications can be started individually as required. However, if the session is to be used on the

MBONE, the Session Directory Rendezvous (SDR), can be used to advertise the session

beforehand, along with configuration parameters. SDR listens on some well-known multicast

addresses and ports designated for SDR to pick up advertisements for other multicast sessions. SDR

can be seen as the equivalent of a TV guide for the MBONE. When a session is advertised, it may

include timing information (when the session is to be executed) as well as information about the

media flows to be used. SDR can be configured to launch particular applications in order to process

certain media types, e.g. RAT for audio.
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Multimedia conferencing [3]

• Inter-flow

synchronisation:

• e.g. audio-video (lip-synch)

• RTP/RCTP time-stamps

• e.g. RAT+VIC: synch to

RAT flow

• Inter-application

communication:

• conference bus

• local communication (e.g.

pipes)

• Heterogeneity:

• data rates

• (QoS)

• Gateway:

• transcoding

• multicast-to-unicast

• supports dial-up users via

BR-ISDN

• (similar to H.323

Gatekeeper)

When several applications are used together to process different media flows, there my be a

requirement to have inter-flow synchronisation, e.g. to achieve lip-synchronisation between audio

and video in a virtual meeting. On the MBONE, as there is no timing signals from the network itself

(unlike say, ISDN), the timing information for synchronisation must be built into higher layers. In

fact, the timing information is carried in RTP packets and RTCP packets. NTP timestamps give the

absolute time, and media-specific timestamps give the intra-flow synchronisation. By comparing the

flow-specific timestamp with the NTP timetsamp, it is possible to achieve inter-flow synchronisation.

Inter-process communication is required between the application instances on a particular host. This

is typically achieved by the use of pipes (for example) and the use of a a well-defined set of message

on a conference bus. The bus is a mechanism for allowing the transfer of control and configuration

information between application instances. It can be seen as a signalling channel.

When many different users exist in a large multicast group, there is likely to be some heterogeneity in

the capability of the end-systems and their connectivity. We have also seen that the MBONE leaf-

nodes are assumed to be on a LAN. What if the end-user is a dial-up user, with lower data rates than a

LAN and no multicast relay? To support such users, transcoding gateways can be used to transform

the data in multicast flows and redistribute as required. Transcoding the is process of converting a

media flow encoding into a different format, e.g. reducing the audio data rate by converting from

PCM (64Kb/s) to ADPCM (32Kb/s). A transcoding gateway may perform such flow transformations,

as well as act as a relay between a multicast-capable network and users not connected to multicast

network, for example users connecting to an office network using BR-ISDN.

(Transcoding and providing relay services between connection-oriented and connectionless networks

are two of the functions that are performed by the Gatekeeper function that is described in H.323.)
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Multimedia conferencing [4]

• UTG server:

• performs transcoding and relay

• UTG clients register with

server

• Dial-up users:
• unicast to UTG client

• local multicast at remote
(client) host

RAT, VIC,

WBD, NTE,

SDR

UTG client

UTG server

MBONE (Internet)
ISDN

not multicast

capable

In the UCL toolkit, the transcoding functionality is provided by the UCL Transcoding Gateway

(UTG). The UTG consists of a client and a server. The server is a central point of contact for users

wishing to have a transcoding and relaying service. The user executes the normal MBONE

applications locally on their workstation. The workstation must be multicast capable. The user also

executes a UTG client process that liases with the UTG server. The client registers with the server

and provides information about its capability, e.g. data rate of the link, whether it requires a relay

service, which audio and video formats it can support. It can also register which multicast groups the

user wishes to join or it can use SDR via the UTG to dynamically join groups. The UTG server then

provides the services requested.

For example, consider a dial-up user connecting using BR-ISDN (128Kb/s). This user would like to

connect to a conference that will audio and video flows but knows that it will not be able see the full

video rate as well as receive good quality audio. The UTG client at the remote site registers with the

UG server at the main site (which could be, for example, a main office site for a teleworker, or an ISP

PoP site). The UTG client asks that the UTG server provide a 32Kb/s audio flow and a 96Kb/s video

flow. (Video flow data-rate reduction can be achieved by reducing the number of colours used, the

frame refresh rate, the size of the picture, etc.) The actual multicast conference may be using 64Kb/s

audio and 384Kb/s video. The UTG server joins the relevant multicast groups, transcodes the data

audio flow and video flow, and the sends them to the UTG client using IP-in-IP tunnelling. The UTG

client, on receiving the tunnelled packets, removes the inner multicast packet and redistributes

locally.
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Multimedia conferencing [5]

• RAT:

• packet audio: time-slices

• numerous audio coding

schemes

• redundant audio for repair

• unicast or multicast

• data-rate configurable

• VIC:

• packet-video: frames

• numerous video coding

schemes

• unicast or multicast

• data-rate configurable

RAT and VIC are both multicast tools that use RTP to transport audio and video (respectively) across

IP networks.

RAT sends time-slices of audio in 20ms, 40ms, 80ms or 160ms chunks (configurable). Larger time-

slices are preferable, but packet loss then leaves larger gaps in the audio flow at the receiver.

Numerous audio encoding techniques allow use of lower data-rate channels:

linear: 16-bit linear, 128Kb/s

PCM: µ-law companded Pulse Code Modulation, 64Kb/s

DVI: Digital Video Interactive (Intel), 32Kb/s

GSM: Global System for Mobile communication, 13.2Kb/s

LPC: Linear Predictive Coding, 5.8Kb/s

as we go down this list, quality decreases, as does required data-rate, and computational cost

increases. All use 8KHz sampling. Typically, linear or PCM is used on the LAN, PCM or DVI over

the Internet and GSM or LPC over a modem.

RAT also uses redundant encoding to allow repair of the audio stream to counter packet loss.

VIC sends single time-slices - single frames (not to be confused with link-level frames) - of video at

anywhere between 1 frame per second (fps) and 30 fps (which is suitable for full motion video). It

supports the following video encodings at various image sizes:

raw: 24-bit frame-by-frame dumps

JPEG: motion JPEG

MPEG: MPEG1

H.261: intra-frame H.261

H.263: intra-frame H.263

CellB: Sun Microsystems proprietary encoding

NV: Xerox PARC Network Video encoding

The frame rate and overall data rate can be adjusted independently for fine-grained control of the

video transmission rate.
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Multimedia conferencing [6]
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Multicast conferencing [7]

• Floor control:

• who speaks?

• chairman control?

• distributed control?

• Loose control:

• one person speaks, grabs

channel

• Strict control:

• application specific, e.g.:

lecture

• Resource reservation:

• not supported on the

MBONE(!)

• ~500Kb/s per conference

(using video)

• Per-flow reservation:

• audio only

• video only

• audio and video

In a conference, discussion or seminar, there is normally an orderly way that humans conduct

themselves. This has to be available in multimedia conferencing tools and is called floor control.

Floor controls requires communication between the humans using the applications as well as some

automatic communication between the applications themselves. This latter communication is

sometimes also referred to as application-level signalling. The floor control models are currently an

area of research but two basic concepts exist:

• loose floor control: when anyone who speaks grabs the floor. This model is suitable for discussions

or ad hoc meetings

• strict floor control: a chairman has explicit control controls which participants speak. This model

is suitable for conferences or lectures.

To enable such control, the applications in the multicast groups must be able communicate. This is

enabled through signalling between the applications based on the chose floor control model.

Resource reservation may also be required in a conference in order to allow adequate capacity for

audio and video flows. A typical conference with several several tens of participants using audio and

head-and-shoulders 8fps video may require around 500Kb/s for operation. The MBONE does not

currently support resource reservation, so it may not be possible to have an audio and video

conference across the MBONE (remember that the MBINE is an overlay network across the Internet

so sees the same QoS as other Internet applications.) Typically, it may be required that some sites in

the conference remove the video stream in order to allow continued participation in the conference.

Within a LAN environment, if there is a light load on the network then a single-LAN conference is

possible without requiring resource reservation (as loss, delay and jitter are likely to be low). Indeed

it is often not possible to make resource reservations in a LAN environment based on certain network

technology (e.g. Ethernet).

If reservation is used, it could be applied independently to each of the audio video and data flows. For

example, human users are fare more intolerant to loss in video flows than audio flows so a

reservation could be made for the video flow and the audio (with its relatively modest data rate

requirements) could continue operation at “best-effort” service.
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QoS-based routing
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What is QoS-based routing?

• Traditional routing:

• destination address chooses path/route

• routers have one “optimal” path to destination

• routing metrics are single values

• QoS routing:

• multiple paths possible

• alternative paths have different QoS properties

• routing updates include QoS parameter information

• use destination address, source address, ToS, etc.

• RSVP/INTSERV/DIFFSERV:

• signalling may still be required

Traditionally, routing involves routers exchanging information about connectivity/reachability with a

single metric to indicate some kind of “cost” that makes sense to the routing table algorithm. This

metric may be hop count (e.g. RIP/DVMRP) or link cost (e.g. OSPF/MOSPF). The router uses this

single metric to create a single “optimal” path to a destination. The path is optimal with respect to the

single metric being used. Other, sub-optimal paths may exist, but they are not used.

With QoS-based routing (also called constraint-based routing), multiple paths are possible

between sender and destination, and the choice of which path is followed is based on policy criteria

selected by looking at packet header information such as source address, the ToS/DIFFSERV byte,

etc. This requires that the router hold information about multiple paths per destination, running its

routing algorithm multiple times to set up this information, and to include various QoS-related

metrics in its routing updates. This is a non-trivial change to the operation of the router and the

network as a whole.

A good overview of the issues in QoS-based routing is presented in [RFC2386].

Note that the aim of QoS routing is to indicate that paths with suitable QoS characteristics are

available, but other mechanisms (such as RSVP and/or INTSERV and/or DIFFSERV) may still be

required in order to ensure that resources along that path remain for the duration of the flow.
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IPv4 ToS byte

• IPv4 header – ToS byte:

• 3-bit precedence, P

• 4-bit ToS

• Precedence:

• 000:  lowest

• 111: highest

• ToS – flags:

• 1xxx: minimise delay

• x1xx: maximise throughput

• xx1x: maximise reliability

• xxx1: minimise cost (£)

• 0000: “normal” service

• Not widely used:
• no global agreement

• (some use in Intranets)

• RFC1349 – now historic:
• superseded by DIFFSERV

• not compatible with ECN

VER IHL ToS byte Total length

0 3 7 15 31

P 0ToS

0 2 6 7

In [RFC1349] is documented as way of using the 8-bit Type of Service (ToS) byte in the IPv4

header to provide a class of service indicator. The byte is plit into two fields, a precedence indicator,

P,  and a set of flags indicating the type of service (ToS) required for the packet. P takes values from

0 – 7, with 0 being the lowest precedence and 7 being the highest. The ToS flags indicate whether the

packet requires minimum delay, maximum throughput, maximum reliability (low loss) or minimum

(monetary) cost. The terms “maximum” and “minimum” are not that well defined.

This system was not widely use across the Internet, but found its way into use in some intra-domain

(intra-AS) routing mechanisms. Although [RFC1349] is now historic (superseded by the DIFFSERV

work), it serves to illustrate how we might perform QoS routing by indicating, in a packet, some

simple handling requirements.
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Multi-metric routing

• Use multiple metrics:

• minimum delay path

• maximum throughput path

• maximum reliability path

• minimum cost path

• Example – OSPF:

• QoS parameters passed in

link-state packets

• ToS byte used in IPv4

• multiple executions of

shortest-path algorithm

• Sequential filtering:

• filter paths using metrics

• Granularity of QoS:

• can be per-flow, but

requires much state in

routers

• Router overhead:

• more per packet processing

• larger router updates

• more state at routers

• possibility of instability

during routing updates

Multiple metrics can be used to establish multiple paths based on QoS parameter criteria. For

example, OSPF [RFC2328] allows the use of delay, throughput loss and cost information to establish

routes. Information about these parameters is included in link-state packets emitted by OSPF routers.

When routing tables are evaluated, the the SP algorithm is run multiple times, once for each metric

and the resulting routes are stored. When a packet arrives with a ToS marking, say, for “maximum

reliability” in its ToS markings, the router makes a path selection based on the routing table evaluated

using the loss/reliability information.

In general, where multiple selection criteria are specified, sequential filtering can be used to select a

path. For example, if “high throughput” and “low delay” are selected, initially some candidate paths

are selected by applying the “high throughput” criteria only. Then, these candidate paths are filtered

based on the “low delay” criteria so selecting the path(s) with both “high throughput” and “low

delay”. This allows flexibility but requires extra processing, compared to using a single metric to

describe/summarise both “high throughput” and “low delay”. The added processing could increase

the latency of transmission, at least for the first packet in a flow, before the selected path is cached to

the routers forwarding table.

The granularity of such an approach is generally kept quite coarse in order to keep processing

overhead low. It could be possible to define polices that select packets based on header information

down to a per-flow level, but this would introduce a large amount of extra processing and storage of

state at the routers.

General disadvantages of multi-metric routing are that there is an increased overhead on the router, in

terms of per-packet processing, generating and processing router updates, holding state for paths.

There is also the possibility on instability and routing loops during updates, or if inconsistent

implementation of routing policy causing conflicts in routing behaviour, e.g. routers in the same

domain find they have different routing tables even though they have seen the same routing updates.
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Route pinning and path pinning

• Dynamic routing:

• path change # QoS change

• Keep route fixed for flow?

Route pinning

• Ensure that route is fixed

while packet forwarding

in progress

• Disrupts normal routing

behaviour

• May cause congestion

conditions

Path pinning

• Allow route to change:

• existing flows remain on

fixed path

• new flows use new route

• Allow different paths for

different flows:

• pin separate flows to

separate paths

• Inconsistency:

• could affect stability if flow

is long lived

• (Use of RSVP?)

We have already noted that changes in QoS for a flow can occur due to the changes in the network

path being followed by the packets in the flow. This is a natural consequence of the dynamic routing

changes that give IP its robustness. However, routing changes can often occur when a the existing

route is still serviceable, but just not “optimal”. Remember that, traditionally, routers only compute

one optimal route based on the routing metric. This itself could cause instability as much traffic may

be re-routed, but also this will normally result in an observable QoS change. Holding a routes

constant – pinning routes – for the duration of a flow (e.g. based on some caching/time-out criteria)

might help to alleviate this. However, this could disrupt the network stability, as routers with active

flows may not change their routing tables, whilst other routers in the domain do, and routing loops

and congestion effects could result.

An alternative is to use path pinning, allowing the routing table to be updated as normal but keeping

knowledge of the current path for exiting flows. So, any existing flows continue to use the same path

but new flows would use a different path. This could still lead to instability and consistency in the

network if there are many long-lived flows that hold paths pinned for a long time.

Another proposal is to use RSVP to signal path pinning for some flows, and where paths really do

have to change, to try and use RSVP to establish provide some likeness of QoS one the new path as

was present on the old path.

These are still research areas.
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MPLS

• Multi-protocol label switching:

• fast forwarding

• IETF WG

• MPLS is an enabling

technology:

• claimed to help scaling

• claimed to increase

performance

• forwarding still distinct from

routing

• Intended for use on NBMA

networks:

• e.g. ATM, frame-relay

• Many supporters:
• e.g. Cisco

• Many cynics:
• introduces much more

complexity into routers

• more state required at
routers

• (non)-interaction with
routing protocol operation
may cause instability

• may not work very well at
high speeds

• other IP-level mechanisms
exist

The Multi-Protocol label Switching (MPLS) WG of the IETF is seeking to define a standard that will

support fast-forwarding mechanisms.

It is intended that the use of MPLS in place of traditional IP forwarding will allow better performance

and scaling in certain IP network scenarios. Its is intended that such mechanisms will help scaling an

and performance of IP networks in certain environments, i.e. where it is likely that the layer-2

technology will offer a faster forwarding mechanism than the layer-3 forwarding of IP.

MPLS is designed to be complementary to existing routing mechanisms. Indeed, routing information

is used to establish the forwarding entries used by MPLS.

Although independent of any particular bearer technology and any particular layer-3 technology,

there is particular interest in finding MPLS solutions tailored to provide IP-over-ATM and IP-over-

FR (Frame Relay) – Non-Brodcast Multiple Access (NBMA) network technologies.
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Intra-domain routing

• Can use agreed single/multiple metrics

• Allow autonomy in domains to remain

• Should indicate disruptions to QoS along a path

• Must accommodate best-effort traffic:

• no modification to existing, best-effort applications

• Optionally support multicast:

• allow receiver heterogeneity and shared reservations

• Still a research issue

Intra-domain QoS routing may be achievable by using mechanisms such as OSPF with ToS or

DIFFSERV or traffic engineering in the underlying network. Multi-metric routing is possible with

OSPF as we have already said.

The requirements listed in [RFC2386] for intra-domain QoS routing include:

• allow autonomy of operation within domains, as exist at the current time

• flow must be routed along a path with QoS requested or requested/indicated or a notification must

be generated to say that such QoS capability can not provided at this time

• indications of QoS disruption should be signalled during the lifetime of a flow if disruption is due

topological changes

• must accommodate best-effort flows without requiring changes to the applications that generate

them

• optionally support multicast and allow receiver heterogeneity and shared reservations

A QoS routing protocol that fulfils alls these criteria does not exist … yet.
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Inter-domain

• Must be scaleable

• QoS-routing should not be highly dynamic:

• few router updates, relatively small amounts of

information

• may have to rely on traffic engineering and capacity

planning

• Must not constrain intra-domain routing

mechanisms

• Allow QoS information aggregation

• Optionally support multicast

For inter-domain routing the key property that any QoS-based routing mechanism must possess is

scalability. As there are large amounts of traffic between AS boundaries and the stability of the

boundary routers is key to connectivity, we must ensure that such nodes are not subject to excessive

load/processing due to the QoS-based routing mechanisms. To ensure this, [RFC2386] lists the

following requirements:

• QoS routing mechanisms must not be highly dynamic, there must be relatively few routing updates

with small amounts of information. So, there may be a need to rely on more traditional forms of

engineering, such as capacity planning, in order to ensure that border routers are kept lightly loaded

• metrics should be agreed and consistent. Internal AS/domain specific metrics may need to be

mapped to metrics that have global semantics

• path computation should not be constrained, and be allowed to use QoS request for flows, path

metrics, local policy, heuristics as well as other reachability information available from normal

operation

• flow aggregation should be supported as it will not be practical to maintain state for thousands of

individual flows. Mechanisms must be defined to ensure that aggregate flow descriptions for QoS are

consistent with the combined requirements of the individual flows so composition and comparison

rules for QoS metrics must be established

• optionally support multicast
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QoS-based routing for multicast

• Reliable multicast:

• retransmissions from sender does not scale

• research issue

• QoS for multicast:

• need to support widely/sparsely dispersed groups

• dynamic membership changes

• must scale across domains (across AS boundaries)

• should allow heterogeneity in group

• support for shared reservations

• research issue

QoS for multicast is still a research issue.

For the moment, there is work in progress to develop reliable multicast, for example the Reliable

Multicast Transport (RMT) WG of the IETF. Normal, sender-based based retransmissions coupled

with acknowledgements form the receiver does not scale to the multicast environment.

RSVP/INTSERV was designed with multicast very much in mind but we have already seen it has

scaling problems and does not support receiver heterogeneity very well. Also, reservation merging is

inflexible. So, [RFC2386] lists these key requirements for QoS-based multicast routing:

• support widely and sparsely dispersed groups

• allow dynamic membership changes for groups

• scale across domains

• allow heterogeneity within groups

• support shared reservation styles

Needless to say, this is still a research issue.
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Summary

• Many-to-many communication:

• IP multicast

• DVMRP, MOSPF, CBT, PIM

• conferencing example

• QoS-based routing:

• multi-metric

• route/path pinning

• intra-domain and inter-domain

• QoS-based routing for multicast



Traffic management

An Engineering Approach to Computer NetworkingAn Engineering Approach to Computer Networking



An example

! Executive participating in a worldwide videoconference

! Proceedings are videotaped and stored in an archive

! Edited and placed on a Web site

! Accessed later by others

! During conference

" Sends email to an assistant

" Breaks off to answer a voice call



What this requires

! For video

" sustained bandwidth of at least 64 kbps

" low loss rate

! For voice

" sustained bandwidth of at least 8 kbps

" low loss rate

! For interactive communication

" low delay (< 100 ms one-way)

! For playback

" low delay jitter

! For email and archiving

" reliable bulk transport



What if…

!! A million executives were simultaneously accessing theA million executives were simultaneously accessing the
network?network?

"" What What capacitycapacity should each trunk have? should each trunk have?

"" How should packets be How should packets be routedrouted? (Can we spread load over alternate? (Can we spread load over alternate
paths?)paths?)

"" How can different traffic types get different How can different traffic types get different servicesservices from the from the
network?network?

"" How should each endpoint How should each endpoint regulateregulate its load? its load?

"" How should we How should we priceprice the network? the network?

!! These types of questions lie at the heart of network design andThese types of questions lie at the heart of network design and
operation, and form the basis foroperation, and form the basis for traffic management. traffic management.



Traffic management

! Set of policies and mechanisms that allow a network to
efficiently satisfy a diverse range of service requests

! Tension is between diversity and efficiency

! Traffic management is necessary for providing Quality of

Service (QoS)

" Subsumes congestion control (congestion == loss of efficiency)



Why is it important?

!! One of the most challenging open problems in networkingOne of the most challenging open problems in networking

!! Commercially importantCommercially important

"" AOL AOL !!burnoutburnout""

"" Perceived reliability (necessary for infrastructure)Perceived reliability (necessary for infrastructure)

"" Capacity sizing directly affects the bottom lineCapacity sizing directly affects the bottom line

!! At the heart of the next generation of data networksAt the heart of the next generation of data networks

!! Traffic management = Connectivity + Quality of ServiceTraffic management = Connectivity + Quality of Service



Outline

!! Economic principlesEconomic principles

!! Traffic classesTraffic classes

!! Time scalesTime scales

!! MechanismsMechanisms

!! Some open problemsSome open problems



Basics: utility function

! Users are assumed to have a utility function that maps from a
given quality of service to a level of satisfaction, or utility

"" Utility functions are private informationUtility functions are private information

"" Cannot compare utility functions between usersCannot compare utility functions between users

! Rational users take actions that maximize their utility

! Can determine utility function by observing preferences



Example

! Let u = S - a t

" u = utility from file transfer

" S = satisfaction when transfer infinitely fast

" t = transfer time

" a = rate at which satisfaction decreases with time

! As transfer time increases, utility decreases

! If t > S/a, user is worse off! (reflects time wasted)

! Assumes linear decrease in utility

! S and a can be experimentally determined



Social welfare

! Suppose network manager knew the utility function of every
user

! Social Welfare is maximized when some combination of the
utility functions (such as sum) is maximized

!! An economy (network) is An economy (network) is efficientefficient when increasing the utility of when increasing the utility of
one user must necessarily decrease the utility of anotherone user must necessarily decrease the utility of another

!! An economy (network) is An economy (network) is envy-freeenvy-free if no user would trade places if no user would trade places
with another (better performance also costs more)with another (better performance also costs more)

! Goal: maximize social welfare

" subject to efficiency, envy-freeness, and making a profit



Example

! Assume

"" Single switch, each user imposes load Single switch, each user imposes load 0.40.4

"" AA""s utility: s utility: 4 - d4 - d

"" BB""s utility : s utility : 8 - 2d8 - 2d

"" Same delay to both usersSame delay to both users

!! Conservation lawConservation law

"" 0.4d + 0.4d = C 0.4d + 0.4d = C =>=> d = 1.25 C  d = 1.25 C =>=>  sum of utilitiessum of utilities = 12-3.75 C = 12-3.75 C

!! If BIf B""s delay reduced to s delay reduced to 0.5C0.5C, then A, then A""s delay =s delay = 2C 2C

"" SumSum  of utilitiesof utilities = 12 - 3C = 12 - 3C

!! Increase in social welfare need not benefit everyoneIncrease in social welfare need not benefit everyone

"" A loses utility, but may pay less for serviceA loses utility, but may pay less for service



Some economic principles

!! A single network that provides heterogeneous QoS is betterA single network that provides heterogeneous QoS is better
than separate networks for each QoSthan separate networks for each QoS

"" unused capacity is available to othersunused capacity is available to others

!! Lowering delay of delay-sensitive traffic increased welfareLowering delay of delay-sensitive traffic increased welfare

"" can increase welfare by matching service menu to usercan increase welfare by matching service menu to user
requirementsrequirements

"" BUT need to know what users want (signaling)BUT need to know what users want (signaling)

!! For typical utility functions, welfare increases more than linearlyFor typical utility functions, welfare increases more than linearly
with increase in capacitywith increase in capacity

"" individual users see smaller overall fluctuationsindividual users see smaller overall fluctuations

"" can increase welfare by increasing capacitycan increase welfare by increasing capacity



Principles applied

!! A single wire that carries both voice and data is more efficientA single wire that carries both voice and data is more efficient
than separate wires for voice and datathan separate wires for voice and data

"" ADSLADSL

"" IP PhoneIP Phone

!! Moving from a 20% loaded10Moving from a 20% loaded10 Mbps Mbps Ethernet to a 20% loaded Ethernet to a 20% loaded
100100 Mbps Mbps Ethernet will still improve social welfare Ethernet will still improve social welfare

"" increase capacity whenever possibleincrease capacity whenever possible

!! Better to give 5% of the traffic lower delay than all traffic lowBetter to give 5% of the traffic lower delay than all traffic low
delaydelay

"" should somehow mark and isolate low-delay trafficshould somehow mark and isolate low-delay traffic



The two camps

!! Can increase welfare either byCan increase welfare either by

"" matching services to user requirements matching services to user requirements oror

"" increasing capacity blindlyincreasing capacity blindly

!! Which is cheaper?Which is cheaper?

"" no one is really sure!no one is really sure!

"" small and smartsmall and smart vs vs. big and dumb. big and dumb

!! It seems that smarter ought to be betterIt seems that smarter ought to be better

"" otherwise, to get low delays for some traffic, we need to give otherwise, to get low delays for some traffic, we need to give allall

traffictraffic low delay, even if it doesn low delay, even if it doesn""t need itt need it

!! But, perhaps, we can use the money spent on trafficBut, perhaps, we can use the money spent on traffic
management to increase capacitymanagement to increase capacity

!! We will study traffic management, assuming that it matters!We will study traffic management, assuming that it matters!



Traffic models

! To align services, need to have some idea of how users or
aggregates of users behave = traffic model

"" e.g. how long a user uses a modeme.g. how long a user uses a modem

"" e.g. average size of a file transfere.g. average size of a file transfer

!! Models change with network usageModels change with network usage

!! We can only guess about the futureWe can only guess about the future

!! Two types of modelsTwo types of models

"" measurementsmeasurements

"" educated guesseseducated guesses



Telephone traffic models

!! How are calls placed?How are calls placed?

"" call arrival modelcall arrival model

"" studies show that time between calls is drawn from an exponentialstudies show that time between calls is drawn from an exponential
distributiondistribution

"" call arrival process is therefore call arrival process is therefore PoissonPoisson

"" memorylessmemoryless: the fact that a certain amount of time has passed: the fact that a certain amount of time has passed
since the last call gives no information of time to next callsince the last call gives no information of time to next call

!! How long are calls held?How long are calls held?

"" usually modeled as exponentialusually modeled as exponential

"" however, measurement studies show it  to be however, measurement studies show it  to be heavy tailedheavy tailed

"" means that a significant number of calls last a very long timemeans that a significant number of calls last a very long time



Internet traffic modeling

!! A few apps account for most of the trafficA few apps account for most of the traffic

"" WWWWWW

"" FTPFTP

"" telnettelnet

!! A common approach is to model apps (this ignores distributionA common approach is to model apps (this ignores distribution
of destination!)of destination!)

"" time between app invocationstime between app invocations

"" connection durationconnection duration

"" # bytes transferred# bytes transferred

"" packetpacket interarrival interarrival distribution distribution

!! Little consensus on modelsLittle consensus on models

!! But two important featuresBut two important features



Internet traffic models: features

! LAN connections differ from WAN connections

"" Higher bandwidth (more bytes/call)Higher bandwidth (more bytes/call)

"" longer holding timeslonger holding times

!! Many parameters are heavy-tailedMany parameters are heavy-tailed

"" examplesexamples

## # bytes in call# bytes in call

## call durationcall duration

"" means that a means that a fewfew calls are responsible for most of the traffic calls are responsible for most of the traffic

"" these calls must be well-managedthese calls must be well-managed

"" also means that also means that eveneven  aggregates with many calls not be smoothaggregates with many calls not be smooth

"" can have long burstscan have long bursts

!! New models appear all the time, to account for rapidly changingNew models appear all the time, to account for rapidly changing
traffic mixtraffic mix



Outline

!! Economic principlesEconomic principles

!! Traffic classesTraffic classes

!! Time scalesTime scales

!! MechanismsMechanisms

!! Some open problemsSome open problems



Traffic classes

!! Networks should match offered service to source requirementsNetworks should match offered service to source requirements
(corresponds to utility functions)(corresponds to utility functions)

!! Example: telnet requires low bandwidth and low delayExample: telnet requires low bandwidth and low delay

"" utility increases with decrease in delayutility increases with decrease in delay

"" network should provide a low-delay servicenetwork should provide a low-delay service

"" or, telnet belongs to the low-delay or, telnet belongs to the low-delay traffic classtraffic class

!! Traffic classes encompass both Traffic classes encompass both user requirementsuser requirements and  and networknetwork

service offeringsservice offerings



Traffic classes - details

!! A basic division: A basic division: guaranteed serviceguaranteed service and  and best effortbest effort

"" like flying with reservation or standbylike flying with reservation or standby

!! Guaranteed-serviceGuaranteed-service

"" utility is zero unless app gets a minimum level of service qualityutility is zero unless app gets a minimum level of service quality

## bandwidth, delay, lossbandwidth, delay, loss

"" open-loop flow control with admission controlopen-loop flow control with admission control

"" e.g. telephony, remote sensing, interactivee.g. telephony, remote sensing, interactive multiplayer multiplayer games games

!! Best-effortBest-effort

"" send and praysend and pray

"" closed-loop flow controlclosed-loop flow control

"" e.g. email, net newse.g. email, net news



GS vs. BE (cont.)

!! Degree of synchronyDegree of synchrony

"" time scale at which peer endpoints interacttime scale at which peer endpoints interact

"" GS are typically GS are typically synchronous synchronous or or interactiveinteractive

## interact on theinteract on the timescale timescale of a round trip time of a round trip time

## e.g. telephone conversation or telnete.g. telephone conversation or telnet

"" BE are typically BE are typically asynchronous asynchronous or or non-interactivenon-interactive

## interact on longer time scalesinteract on longer time scales

## e.g. Emaile.g. Email

!! Sensitivity to time and delaySensitivity to time and delay

"" GS apps are GS apps are real-timereal-time

## performance depends on wall clockperformance depends on wall clock

"" BE apps are typically indifferent to real timeBE apps are typically indifferent to real time

## automatically scale back during overloadautomatically scale back during overload



Traffic subclasses (roadmap)

! ATM Forum

"" based on sensitivity tobased on sensitivity to
bandwidthbandwidth

"" GSGS

## CBR, VBRCBR, VBR

"" BEBE

## ABR, UBRABR, UBR

!! IETFIETF

"" based on sensitivity to delaybased on sensitivity to delay

"" GSGS

## intolerantintolerant

## toleranttolerant

"" BEBE

## interactive burstinteractive burst

## interactive bulkinteractive bulk

## asynchronous bulkasynchronous bulk



ATM Forum GS subclasses

!! Constant Bit Rate (CBR)Constant Bit Rate (CBR)

"" constant, cell-smooth trafficconstant, cell-smooth traffic

"" mean and peak rate are the samemean and peak rate are the same

"" e.g. telephone call evenly sampled and uncompressede.g. telephone call evenly sampled and uncompressed

"" constant bandwidth, variable qualityconstant bandwidth, variable quality

!! Variable Bit Rate (VBR)Variable Bit Rate (VBR)

"" long term average with occasional burstslong term average with occasional bursts

"" try to minimize delaytry to minimize delay

"" can tolerate loss and higher delays than CBRcan tolerate loss and higher delays than CBR

"" e.g. compressed video or audio with constant quality, variablee.g. compressed video or audio with constant quality, variable
bandwidthbandwidth



ATM Forum BE subclasses

!! Available Bit Rate (ABR)Available Bit Rate (ABR)

"" users get whatever is availableusers get whatever is available

"" zero loss if network signals (in RM cells) are obeyedzero loss if network signals (in RM cells) are obeyed

"" no guarantee on delay or bandwidthno guarantee on delay or bandwidth

!! Unspecified Bit Rate (UBR)Unspecified Bit Rate (UBR)

"" like ABR, but no feedbacklike ABR, but no feedback

"" no guarantee on lossno guarantee on loss

"" presumably cheaperpresumably cheaper



IETF GS subclasses

!! Tolerant GSTolerant GS

"" nominal mean delay, but can tolerate nominal mean delay, but can tolerate ““occasionaloccasional”” variation variation

"" not specified what this means exactlynot specified what this means exactly

"" uses uses controlled-load controlled-load serviceservice

## book uses older terminology (predictive)book uses older terminology (predictive)

"" even at even at ““high loadshigh loads””, admission control assures a source that its, admission control assures a source that its
service service ““does not sufferdoes not suffer””

"" it really is this imprecise!it really is this imprecise!

!! Intolerant GSIntolerant GS

"" need a worst case delay boundneed a worst case delay bound

"" equivalent to CBR+VBR in ATM Forum modelequivalent to CBR+VBR in ATM Forum model



IETF BE subclasses

!! Interactive burstInteractive burst

"" bounded asynchronous service, where bound is qualitative, butbounded asynchronous service, where bound is qualitative, but

pretty tightpretty tight

## e.g. paging, messaging, emaile.g. paging, messaging, email

!! Interactive bulkInteractive bulk

"" bulk, but a human is waiting for the resultbulk, but a human is waiting for the result

"" e.g. FTPe.g. FTP

!! Asynchronous bulkAsynchronous bulk

"" junk trafficjunk traffic

"" e.ge.g netnews netnews



Some points to ponder

!! The only thing out there is CBR and asynchronous bulk!The only thing out there is CBR and asynchronous bulk!

!! These are application requirements. There are alsoThese are application requirements. There are also
organizational requirements (link sharing)organizational requirements (link sharing)

!! Users needs QoS for other things too!Users needs QoS for other things too!

"" billingbilling

"" privacyprivacy

"" reliability and availabilityreliability and availability



Outline

!! Economic principlesEconomic principles

!! Traffic classesTraffic classes

!! Time scalesTime scales

!! MechanismsMechanisms

!! Some open problemsSome open problems



Time scales

!! Some actions are taken once per callSome actions are taken once per call

"" tell network about traffic characterization and request resourcestell network about traffic characterization and request resources

"" in ATM networks, finding a path from source to destinationin ATM networks, finding a path from source to destination

!! Other actions are taken during the call, every few round tripOther actions are taken during the call, every few round trip
timestimes

"" feedback flow controlfeedback flow control

!! Still others are taken very rapidly,during the data transferStill others are taken very rapidly,during the data transfer

"" schedulingscheduling

"" policing and regulationpolicing and regulation

!! Traffic management mechanisms must deal with a range ofTraffic management mechanisms must deal with a range of
traffic classes at a range of time scalestraffic classes at a range of time scales



Summary of mechanisms at each time scale

! Less than one round-trip-time (cell-level)

"" Scheduling and buffer managementScheduling and buffer management

"" Regulation and policingRegulation and policing

"" Policy routing (datagram networks)Policy routing (datagram networks)

! One or more round-trip-times (burst-level)

"" Feedback flow controlFeedback flow control

"" RetransmissionRetransmission

"" RenegotiationRenegotiation



Summary (cont.)

! Session (call-level)

"" SignalingSignaling

"" Admission controlAdmission control

"" Service pricingService pricing

"" Routing (connection-oriented networks)Routing (connection-oriented networks)

! Day

"" Peak load pricingPeak load pricing

! Weeks or months

"" Capacity planningCapacity planning



Outline

!! Economic principlesEconomic principles

!! Traffic classesTraffic classes

!! Mechanisms at each time scaleMechanisms at each time scale

"" Faster than one RTTFaster than one RTT

## scheduling and buffer managementscheduling and buffer management

## regulation and policingregulation and policing

## policy routingpolicy routing

"" One RTTOne RTT

"" SessionSession

"" DayDay

"" Weeks to monthsWeeks to months

!! Some open problemsSome open problems



Renegotiation



Renegotiation

!! An option for guaranteed-service trafficAn option for guaranteed-service traffic

!! Static descriptors donStatic descriptors don""t make sense for many real traffic sourcest make sense for many real traffic sources

"" interactive videointeractive video

!! Multiple-time-scale trafficMultiple-time-scale traffic

"" burst size B that lasts for time Tburst size B that lasts for time T

"" for zero loss, descriptors (P,0), (A, B)for zero loss, descriptors (P,0), (A, B)

## P = peak rate, A = averageP = peak rate, A = average

"" T large => serving even slightly below P leads to large bufferingT large => serving even slightly below P leads to large buffering
requirementsrequirements

"" one-shot descriptor is inadequateone-shot descriptor is inadequate



Renegotiation (cont.)

!! RenegotiationRenegotiation matches service rate to traffic matches service rate to traffic

!! Renegotiating service rate about once every ten seconds isRenegotiating service rate about once every ten seconds is
sufficient to reduce bandwidth requirement nearly to averagesufficient to reduce bandwidth requirement nearly to average
raterate

"" works well in conjunction with optimal smoothingworks well in conjunction with optimal smoothing

!! Fast buffer reservation is similarFast buffer reservation is similar

"" each burst of data preceded by a reservationeach burst of data preceded by a reservation

!! RenegotiationRenegotiation is not free is not free

"" signaling overheadsignaling overhead

"" call admission ?call admission ?

## perhaps measurement-based admission controlperhaps measurement-based admission control



RCBR

!! Extreme viewpointExtreme viewpoint

!! All traffic sent as CBRAll traffic sent as CBR

!! Renegotiate CBR rate if necessaryRenegotiate CBR rate if necessary

!! No need for complicated scheduling!No need for complicated scheduling!

!! Buffers at edge of networkBuffers at edge of network

"" much cheapermuch cheaper

!! Easy to priceEasy to price

!! Open questionsOpen questions

"" when to renegotiate?when to renegotiate?

"" how much to ask for?how much to ask for?

"" admission controladmission control

"" what to do onwhat to do on renegotiation renegotiation failure failure



Outline

!! Economic principlesEconomic principles

!! Traffic classesTraffic classes

!! Mechanisms at each time scaleMechanisms at each time scale

"" Faster than one RTTFaster than one RTT

"" One RTTOne RTT

"" SessionSession

## SignalingSignaling

## Admission controlAdmission control

"" DayDay

"" Weeks to monthsWeeks to months

!! Some open problemsSome open problems



Signaling



Signaling

!! How a source tells the network its utility functionHow a source tells the network its utility function

!! Two partsTwo parts

"" how to carry the message (transport)how to carry the message (transport)

"" how to interpret it (semantics)how to interpret it (semantics)

!! Useful to separate these mechanismsUseful to separate these mechanisms



Signaling semantics

! Classic scheme: sender initiated

! SETUP, SETUP_ACK, SETUP_RESPONSE

! Admission control

! Tentative resource reservation and confirmation

! Simplex and duplex setup

! Doesn"t work for multicast



Resource translation

!! Application asks for end-to-end qualityApplication asks for end-to-end quality

!! How to translate to per-hop requirements?How to translate to per-hop requirements?

"" E.g. end-to-delay bound of 100 msE.g. end-to-delay bound of 100 ms

"" What should be bound at each hop?What should be bound at each hop?

!! Two-passTwo-pass

"" forward: maximize (denial!)forward: maximize (denial!)

"" reverse:reverse: relaz relaz

"" open problem!open problem!



Signaling: transport

!! Telephone network uses Signaling System 7 (SS7)Telephone network uses Signaling System 7 (SS7)

"" Carried on Common Channel Interoffice Signaling (CCIS) networkCarried on Common Channel Interoffice Signaling (CCIS) network

"" CCIS is a datagram networkCCIS is a datagram network

"" SS7 protocol stack is loosely modeled on ISO (but predates it)SS7 protocol stack is loosely modeled on ISO (but predates it)

!! Signaling in ATM networks uses Q.2931 standardSignaling in ATM networks uses Q.2931 standard

"" part of User Network Interface (UNI)part of User Network Interface (UNI)

"" complexcomplex

"" layered over SSCOP ( a reliable transport protocol) and AAL5layered over SSCOP ( a reliable transport protocol) and AAL5



Internet signaling transport: RSVP

!! Main motivation is to efficiently supportMain motivation is to efficiently support multipoint multipoint multicast with multicast with
resource reservationsresource reservations

!! ProgressionProgression

"" UnicastUnicast

"" Naïve multicastNaïve multicast

"" Intelligent multicastIntelligent multicast

"" NaïveNaïve multipoint multipoint multicast multicast

"" RSVPRSVP



RSVP motivation



Multicast reservation styles

!! Naïve multicast (source initiated)Naïve multicast (source initiated)

"" source contacts each receiver in turnsource contacts each receiver in turn

"" wasted signaling messageswasted signaling messages

!! Intelligent multicast (merge replies)Intelligent multicast (merge replies)

"" two messages per link of spanning treetwo messages per link of spanning tree

"" source needs to know all receiverssource needs to know all receivers

"" and the rate they can absorband the rate they can absorb

"" doesndoesn""t scalet scale

!! NaïveNaïve multipoint multipoint multicast multicast

"" two messages per source per linktwo messages per source per link

"" cancan""t share resources among multicast groupst share resources among multicast groups



RSVP

!! Receiver initiatedReceiver initiated

!! Reservation state per group, instead of per connectionReservation state per group, instead of per connection

!! PATH and RESV messagesPATH and RESV messages

!! PATH sets up next hop towards source(s)PATH sets up next hop towards source(s)

!! RESV makes reservationRESV makes reservation

!! Travel as far back up as necessaryTravel as far back up as necessary

"" how does receiver know of success?how does receiver know of success?



Filters

!! Allow receivers to separate reservationsAllow receivers to separate reservations

!! Fixed filterFixed filter

"" receive fromreceive from eactly eactly one source one source

!! Dynamic filterDynamic filter

"" dynamically choose which source is allowed to use reservationdynamically choose which source is allowed to use reservation



Soft state

!! State in switch controllers (routers) is periodically refreshedState in switch controllers (routers) is periodically refreshed

!! On a link failure, automatically find another routeOn a link failure, automatically find another route

!! Transient!Transient!

!! But, probably better than with ATMBut, probably better than with ATM



Why is signaling hard ?

!! Complex servicesComplex services

!! Feature interactionFeature interaction

"" call screening + call forwardingcall screening + call forwarding

!! Tradeoff between performance and reliabilityTradeoff between performance and reliability

!! Extensibility and maintainabilityExtensibility and maintainability



Outline

!! Economic principlesEconomic principles

!! Traffic classesTraffic classes

!! Mechanisms at each time scaleMechanisms at each time scale

"" Faster than one RTTFaster than one RTT

"" One RTTOne RTT

"" SessionSession

## SignalingSignaling

## Admission controlAdmission control

"" DayDay

"" Weeks to monthsWeeks to months

!! Some open problemsSome open problems



Admission control



Admission control

! Can a call be admitted?

!! CBR admission controlCBR admission control

"" simplesimple

"" on failure: try again, reroute, or holdon failure: try again, reroute, or hold

!! Best-effort admission controlBest-effort admission control

"" trivialtrivial

"" if minimum bandwidth needed, use CBR testif minimum bandwidth needed, use CBR test



VBR admission control

!! VBRVBR

"" peak rate differs from average rate = peak rate differs from average rate = burstinessburstiness

"" if we reserve bandwidth at the peak rate, wastes bandwidthif we reserve bandwidth at the peak rate, wastes bandwidth

"" if we reserve at the average rate, may drop packets during peakif we reserve at the average rate, may drop packets during peak

"" key decision: how much to overbookkey decision: how much to overbook

!! Four known approachesFour known approaches

"" peak rate admission controlpeak rate admission control

"" worst-case admission controlworst-case admission control

"" admission control with statistical guaranteesadmission control with statistical guarantees

"" measurement-based admission controlmeasurement-based admission control



1. Peak-rate admission control

!! Reserve at a connectionReserve at a connection""s peak rates peak rate

!! ProsPros

"" simple (can use FIFO scheduling)simple (can use FIFO scheduling)

"" connections get zero (fluid) delay and zero lossconnections get zero (fluid) delay and zero loss

"" works well for a small number of sourcesworks well for a small number of sources

!! ConsCons

"" wastes bandwidthwastes bandwidth

""  peak rate may increase because of scheduling jitter peak rate may increase because of scheduling jitter

time

rate



2. Worst-case admission control

!! Characterize source by Characterize source by !!averageaverage"" rate and burst size (LBAP) rate and burst size (LBAP)

!! Use WFQ or rate-controlled discipline to reserve bandwidth atUse WFQ or rate-controlled discipline to reserve bandwidth at
average rateaverage rate

!! ProsPros

"" may use less bandwidth than with peak ratemay use less bandwidth than with peak rate

"" can get an end-to-end delay guaranteecan get an end-to-end delay guarantee

!! ConsCons

"" for low delay bound, need to reserve at more than peak rate!for low delay bound, need to reserve at more than peak rate!

"" implementation complexityimplementation complexity

time

rate



3. Admission with statistical guarantees

!! Key insight is that as # calls increases, probability that multipleKey insight is that as # calls increases, probability that multiple
sources send a burst decreasessources send a burst decreases

"" sum of connection rates is increasingly smoothsum of connection rates is increasingly smooth

!! With enough sources, traffic from each source can be assumedWith enough sources, traffic from each source can be assumed
to arrive at its average rateto arrive at its average rate

!! Put in enough buffers to make probability of loss lowPut in enough buffers to make probability of loss low



3. Admission with statistical guarantees (contd.)

!! Assume that traffic from a source is sent to a buffer of size Assume that traffic from a source is sent to a buffer of size BB
which is drained at a constant rate which is drained at a constant rate ee

!! If source sends a burst, its delay goes upIf source sends a burst, its delay goes up

!! If the burst is too large, bits are lostIf the burst is too large, bits are lost

!! Equivalent bandwidthEquivalent bandwidth of the source is the rate at which we need of the source is the rate at which we need
to drain this buffer so that the probability of loss is less than to drain this buffer so that the probability of loss is less than ll
and the delay in leaving the buffer is less than and the delay in leaving the buffer is less than dd

!! If many sources share a buffer, the equivalent bandwidth ofIf many sources share a buffer, the equivalent bandwidth of
each source decreases (why?)each source decreases (why?)

!! Equivalent bandwidth of an ensemble of connections is the sumEquivalent bandwidth of an ensemble of connections is the sum
of their equivalent bandwidthsof their equivalent bandwidths



3. Admission with statistical guarantees (contd.)

!! When a source arrives, use its performance requirements andWhen a source arrives, use its performance requirements and
current network state to assign it an equivalent bandwidthcurrent network state to assign it an equivalent bandwidth

!! Admission control: sum of equivalent bandwidths at the linkAdmission control: sum of equivalent bandwidths at the link
should be less than link capacityshould be less than link capacity

!! ProsPros

"" can trade off a small loss probability for a large decrease incan trade off a small loss probability for a large decrease in
bandwidth reservationbandwidth reservation

"" mathematical treatment possiblemathematical treatment possible

"" can obtain delay boundscan obtain delay bounds

!! ConsCons

"" assumesassumes uncorrelated uncorrelated sources sources

"" hairy mathematicshairy mathematics



4. Measurement-based admission

!! For traffic that cannot describe itselfFor traffic that cannot describe itself

"" also renegotiated trafficalso renegotiated traffic

!! MeasureMeasure  !!realreal"" average load average load

!! Users tell peakUsers tell peak

!! If peak + average < capacity, admitIf peak + average < capacity, admit

!! Over time, new call becomes part of averageOver time, new call becomes part of average

!! Problems:Problems:

"" assumes that past behavior is indicative of the futureassumes that past behavior is indicative of the future

"" how long to measure?how long to measure?

"" when to forget about the past?when to forget about the past?



Outline

!! Economic principlesEconomic principles

!! Traffic classesTraffic classes

!! Mechanisms at each time scaleMechanisms at each time scale

"" Faster than one RTTFaster than one RTT

"" One RTTOne RTT

"" SessionSession

"" DayDay

"" Weeks to monthsWeeks to months

!! Some open problemsSome open problems



Peak load pricing



Problems with cyclic demand

!! Service providers want toService providers want to

"" avoid overloadavoid overload

"" use all available capacityuse all available capacity

!! Hard to do both with cyclic demandHard to do both with cyclic demand

"" if capacity C1, then waste capacityif capacity C1, then waste capacity

"" if capacity C2, overloaded part of the timeif capacity C2, overloaded part of the time



Peak load pricing

!! Traffic shows strong daily peaks => cyclic demandTraffic shows strong daily peaks => cyclic demand

!! Can shift demand to off-peak times using pricingCan shift demand to off-peak times using pricing

!! Charge more during peak hoursCharge more during peak hours

"" price is a price is a signalsignal to consumers about network preferences to consumers about network preferences

"" helps both the network provider and the userhelps both the network provider and the user



Example

!! SupposeSuppose

"" network capacity = Cnetwork capacity = C

"" peak demand = 100, off peak demand = 10peak demand = 100, off peak demand = 10

"" useruser""s utility = -total price - overloads utility = -total price - overload

"" networknetwork""s utility = revenue - idlenesss utility = revenue - idleness

!! Price = 1 per unit during peak and off peak timesPrice = 1 per unit during peak and off peak times

"" revenue = 100 + 10 = 110revenue = 100 + 10 = 110

"" useruser""s utility = -110 -(100-C)s utility = -110 -(100-C)

"" networknetwork""s utility = 110 - (C - off peak load)s utility = 110 - (C - off peak load)

"" e.g if C = 100, usere.g if C = 100, user""s utility = -110, networks utility = -110, network""s utility = 20s utility = 20

""       if C = 60,   user      if C = 60,   user""s utility = -150, networks utility = -150, network""s utility = 60s utility = 60

"" increase in userincrease in user""s utility comes as the cost of networks utility comes as the cost of network""s utilitys utility



Example (contd.)

!! Peak price = 1, off-peak price = 0.2Peak price = 1, off-peak price = 0.2

!! Suppose this decreases peak load to 60, and off peak loadSuppose this decreases peak load to 60, and off peak load
increases to 50increases to 50

!! Revenue = 60*1 + 50*0.2 = 70Revenue = 60*1 + 50*0.2 = 70

"" lower than beforelower than before

!! But peak is 60, so set C = 60But peak is 60, so set C = 60

!! UserUser""s utility = -70 (greater than before)s utility = -70 (greater than before)

!! NetworkNetwork""s utility = 60 (same as before)s utility = 60 (same as before)

!! Thus, with peak-load pricing, userThus, with peak-load pricing, user""s utility increases at no cost tos utility increases at no cost to
networknetwork

!! Network can gain some increase in utility while still increasingNetwork can gain some increase in utility while still increasing
useruser""s utilitys utility



Lessons

!! Pricing can control userPricing can control user""s behaviors behavior

!! Careful pricing helps both users and network operatorsCareful pricing helps both users and network operators

!! Pricing is a Pricing is a signalsignal of network of network""s preferencess preferences

!! Rational users help the system by helping themselvesRational users help the system by helping themselves



Outline

!! Economic principlesEconomic principles

!! Traffic classesTraffic classes

!! Mechanisms at each time scaleMechanisms at each time scale

"" Faster than one RTTFaster than one RTT

"" One RTTOne RTT

"" SessionSession

"" DayDay

"" Weeks to monthsWeeks to months

!! Some open problemsSome open problems



Capacity planning



Capacity planning

!! How to modify network topology, link capacity, and routing toHow to modify network topology, link capacity, and routing to
most efficiently use existing resources, or alleviate long-termmost efficiently use existing resources, or alleviate long-term
congestioncongestion

!! Usually a matter of trial and errorUsually a matter of trial and error

!! A more systematic approach:A more systematic approach:

"" measure network during its busy hourmeasure network during its busy hour

"" create traffic matrixcreate traffic matrix

"" decide topologydecide topology

"" assign capacityassign capacity



1. Measure network during busy hour

!! Traffic ebbs and flows during day and during weekTraffic ebbs and flows during day and during week

!! A good rule of thumb is to build for the worst case trafficA good rule of thumb is to build for the worst case traffic

!! Measure traffic for some period of time, then pick the busiestMeasure traffic for some period of time, then pick the busiest
hourhour

!! Usually add a fudge factor for future growthUsually add a fudge factor for future growth

!! Measure bits sent from each endpoint to each endpointMeasure bits sent from each endpoint to each endpoint

"" we are assuming that endpoint remain the same, only the internalwe are assuming that endpoint remain the same, only the internal
network topology is being redesignednetwork topology is being redesigned



2. Create traffic matrix

!! # of bits sent from each source to each destination# of bits sent from each source to each destination

!! We assume that the pattern predicts future behaviorWe assume that the pattern predicts future behavior

"" probably a weak assumptionprobably a weak assumption

## what if a web site suddenly becomes popular!what if a web site suddenly becomes popular!

!! Traffic over shorter time scales may be far heavierTraffic over shorter time scales may be far heavier

!! DoesnDoesn""t work if we are adding a new endpointt work if we are adding a new endpoint

"" can assume that it is similar to an existing endpointcan assume that it is similar to an existing endpoint



3. Decide topology

!! Topology depends on three considerationsTopology depends on three considerations

"" kk-connectivity-connectivity

## path should exist between any two points despite single nodepath should exist between any two points despite single node
or link failuresor link failures

"" geographical considerationsgeographical considerations

## some links may be easier to build than otherssome links may be easier to build than others

"" existing capacityexisting capacity



4. Assign capacity

!! Assign sufficient capacity to carry busy hour trafficAssign sufficient capacity to carry busy hour traffic

!! Unfortunately, actual path of traffic depends on routing protocolsUnfortunately, actual path of traffic depends on routing protocols
which measure instantaneous load and link statuswhich measure instantaneous load and link status

!! So, we cannot directly influence path taken by trafficSo, we cannot directly influence path taken by traffic

!! Circular relationship between capacity allocation and routingCircular relationship between capacity allocation and routing
makes problem worsemakes problem worse

"" higher capacity link is more attractive to routinghigher capacity link is more attractive to routing

"" thus carries more trafficthus carries more traffic

"" thus requires more capacitythus requires more capacity

"" and so onand so on……

!! Easier to assign capacities if routing is Easier to assign capacities if routing is staticstatic and links are and links are
always up (as in telephone network)always up (as in telephone network)



Telephone network capacity planning

!! How to size a link so that the call blocking probability is lessHow to size a link so that the call blocking probability is less
than a target?than a target?

!! Solution due to Solution due to ErlangErlang (1927) (1927)

!! Assume we know mean # calls on a trunk (in Assume we know mean # calls on a trunk (in erlangserlangs))

!! Mean call arrival rate = lMean call arrival rate = l

!! Mean call holding time = mMean call holding time = m

!! Then, call load A = lmThen, call load A = lm

!! Let trunk capacity = N, infinite # of sourcesLet trunk capacity = N, infinite # of sources

!! ErlangErlang""s s formula gives blocking probabilityformula gives blocking probability

"" e.g. N = 5, A = 3, blocking probability = 0.11e.g. N = 5, A = 3, blocking probability = 0.11

!! For a fixed load, as N increases, the call blocking probabilityFor a fixed load, as N increases, the call blocking probability
decreases exponentiallydecreases exponentially



Sample Erlang curves



Capacity allocation

!! Blocking probability along a pathBlocking probability along a path

!! Assume traffic on links is independentAssume traffic on links is independent

!! Then, probability is product of probability on each linkThen, probability is product of probability on each link

!! Routing table + traffic matrix tells us load on a linkRouting table + traffic matrix tells us load on a link

!! Assign capacity to each link given load and target blockingAssign capacity to each link given load and target blocking
probabilityprobability

!! Or, add a new link and change the routing tableOr, add a new link and change the routing table



Capacity planning on the Internet

!! Trial and errorTrial and error

!! Some rules of thumb helpSome rules of thumb help

!! Measurements indicate that sustained bandwidth per active userMeasurements indicate that sustained bandwidth per active user
is about 50 is about 50 KbpsKbps

"" add a fudge factor of 2 to get 100 add a fudge factor of 2 to get 100 KbpsKbps

!! During busy hour, about 40% of potential users are activeDuring busy hour, about 40% of potential users are active

!! So, a link of capacity C can support 2.5C/100 So, a link of capacity C can support 2.5C/100 Kbps Kbps usersusers

!! e.g. 100 Mbps FDDI ring can support 2500 userse.g. 100 Mbps FDDI ring can support 2500 users



Capacity planning on the Internet

!! About 10% of campus traffic enters the InternetAbout 10% of campus traffic enters the Internet

!! A 2500-person campus usually uses a T1 (closest to 10 Mbps)A 2500-person campus usually uses a T1 (closest to 10 Mbps)
and a 25,000-person campus a T3 (close to 100 and a 25,000-person campus a T3 (close to 100 MbosMbos))

!! Why?Why?

"" regional and backbone providers throttle traffic using pricingregional and backbone providers throttle traffic using pricing

"" e.g. T1 connection to e.g. T1 connection to Uunet Uunet costs about $1500/monthcosts about $1500/month

"" T3 connection to T3 connection to Uunet Uunet costs about $50,000/monthcosts about $50,000/month

"" Restricts T3 to a few large customersRestricts T3 to a few large customers

!! RegionalsRegionals and backbone providers buy the fastest links they can and backbone providers buy the fastest links they can

!! Try to get a speedup of 10-30 over individual access linksTry to get a speedup of 10-30 over individual access links



Problems with capacity planning

!! Routing and link capacity interactRouting and link capacity interact

!! Measurements of traffic matrixMeasurements of traffic matrix

!! SurvivabilitySurvivability
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!! Some open problemsSome open problems



Some open problems



Six open problems

!! Resource translationResource translation

!! RenegotiationRenegotiation

!! Measurement-based admission controlMeasurement-based admission control

!! Peak-load pricingPeak-load pricing

!! Capacity planningCapacity planning

!! A A metaproblemmetaproblem



1. Resource translation

!! Application asks for end-to-end quality in terms of bandwidthApplication asks for end-to-end quality in terms of bandwidth
and delayand delay

!! How to translate to resource requirements in the network?How to translate to resource requirements in the network?

!! Bandwidth is relatively easy, delay is hardBandwidth is relatively easy, delay is hard

!! One approach is to translate from delay to an equivalentOne approach is to translate from delay to an equivalent
bandwidthbandwidth

"" can be inefficient if need to use worst case delay boundcan be inefficient if need to use worst case delay bound

"" average-case delay usually requires strong source characterizationaverage-case delay usually requires strong source characterization

!! Other approach is to directly obtain per-hop delay bound (forOther approach is to directly obtain per-hop delay bound (for
example, with EDD scheduling)example, with EDD scheduling)

!! How to translate from end-to-end to per-hop requirements?How to translate from end-to-end to per-hop requirements?

"" Two-pass heuristicTwo-pass heuristic



2. Renegotiation

!! Static descriptors donStatic descriptors don""t make sense for interactive sources ort make sense for interactive sources or
multiple-time scale trafficmultiple-time scale traffic

!! Renegotiation matches service rate to trafficRenegotiation matches service rate to traffic

!! Renegotiation is not free- incurs a signaling overheadRenegotiation is not free- incurs a signaling overhead

!! Open questionsOpen questions

"" when to renegotiate?when to renegotiate?

"" how much to ask for?how much to ask for?

"" admission control?admission control?

"" what to do on renegotiation failure?what to do on renegotiation failure?



3. Measurement based admission

!! For traffic that cannot describe itselfFor traffic that cannot describe itself

"" also renegotiated trafficalso renegotiated traffic

!! Over what time interval to measure average?Over what time interval to measure average?

!! How to describe a source?How to describe a source?

!! How to account forHow to account for nonstationary nonstationary traffic? traffic?

!! Are there better strategies?Are there better strategies?



4. Peak load pricing

!! How to choose peak and off-peak prices?How to choose peak and off-peak prices?

!! When should peak hour end?When should peak hour end?

!! What does peak time mean in a global network?What does peak time mean in a global network?



5. Capacity planning

!! Simultaneously choosing a topology, link capacity, and routingSimultaneously choosing a topology, link capacity, and routing
metricsmetrics

!! But routing and link capacity interactBut routing and link capacity interact

!! What to measure for building traffic matrix?What to measure for building traffic matrix?

!! How to pick routing weights?How to pick routing weights?

!! Heterogeneity?Heterogeneity?



6. A metaproblem

!! Can increase user utility either byCan increase user utility either by

"" service alignment  service alignment  oror

"" overprovisioningoverprovisioning

!! Which is cheaper?Which is cheaper?

"" no one is really sure!no one is really sure!

"" small and smartsmall and smart vs vs. big and dumb. big and dumb

!! It seems that smarter ought to be betterIt seems that smarter ought to be better

"" for example, to get low delays for telnet, we need to give for example, to get low delays for telnet, we need to give all trafficall traffic

low delay, even if it doesnlow delay, even if it doesn""t need itt need it

!! But, perhaps, we can use the money spent on trafficBut, perhaps, we can use the money spent on traffic
management to increase capacity!management to increase capacity!

!! Do we really need traffic management?Do we really need traffic management?



Macroscopic QoS

!! Three regimesThree regimes

"" scarcity - scarcity - micromanagementmicromanagement

"" medium - generic policiesmedium - generic policies

"" plenty - are we there yet?plenty - are we there yet?

!! Example: video callsExample: video calls

!! Take advantage of law of large numbersTake advantage of law of large numbers

!! Learn from the telephone networkLearn from the telephone network
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Miscellania

• Some topics that don’t quite fit…
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 Scaling (or Complexity) - 1

• All mechanisms that we add to IP Have some cost

- we would like ideally, this cost to be O(C)

(Order constant) - I.e. if we add QoS, the cost in

terms of messages, router and end system

memory, router and end system CPU should just

be a constant, ideally! In practice though…

• Its likely that some mechanisms will be O(n),

where n is the number of…

• end systems or routers - or can we do better?

• Diff-serve versus Int-serve is based around this...
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Scaling (or Complexity) - 2

• So per flow-queues are at least going to have a

data structure in a router per active pair (tree) of

sender/receiver(s)

• Whereas per class queues have some data

structure per class although edge systems may

have to do per source policing and/or shaping -

which implies that overall, we may have O(ln(n))

• Need tostate overall architecture to see overall

system costs!
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Stability - 1

• Ideally, Traffic, whether user or management (e.g.

signaling, routing updates etc) should be stable.

• Conditions for stability complex - basically need

to do control theoretic analaysis

• Even if oscillatory, should converge or be

bounded, not diverge….

• Reasons for instability or divergence:

• Positive Feedback

• Correlation/phase effects...
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Stability - 2

• End-to-end congestion control systems are

designed to be stable - damped feedback

• Routing systems are designed to be stable -

randomized timers

• QoS systems (especially call admision and QoS

routing) need to be stable too.

• Needs careful thought and smart engineering…

• e.g. don’t want to do alternate path routing and

admission control on same timescales.
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Mobility

Reference:
• Anup Kumar Talukdar, B. R. Badrinath and Arup Acharya, "Integratedservices packet networks

with mobile hosts: architecture and performance",Wireless Networks, vol. 5, no. 2, 1999

• Jarkko Sevanto, Mika Liljeberg, and Kimmo Raatikainen, "Introducingquality-of-service and

traffic classes into wireless mobile networks",Proceedings of first ACM international workshop

on Wireless mobile multimedia, October 25-30, 1998, Dallas, TX USA

• Links…

• Patterns…

• Resources...
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Mobile 1 - Wireless Links

• Wireless links can have variable characteristics,

e.g. delay, throughput, loss

• Offering hard QoS is hard

• GPRS and other wireless links offer shared media

• May be able to coordinate QoS via shared media

MAC layer management and handoff management

(see ISSLL work in IETF) - requires cooperation

• Opposite of trend on fixed nets (e.g. shared media

LANs moving to switched approaches!)
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Mobile 2 - Patterns

• Mobile access patterns may be quite different

from fixed ones

• Simply don’t know yet, but may entail lots more

state refresh (e.g. re-sending RSVP path/resv

triggered by moves)

• Mobiel multicast with source or sink moving may

be complex (involve re-building tree)
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Mobile 3 - Resources

• Some QoS approaches are based on the netwrk

running largely underloaded

• e.g. EF and AF may only work for IP telephony if

it constitutes a small part of traffic

• This is not the case on many wireless links today.

• Need to look at hard QoS schemes - particularly

for low latency (e.g. interactive voice/games) -

even down to the level of limited frame/packet

sizes - leads to interleave problems...
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Management

All this needs managing by someone, at the

very least the policies need

configuration…..
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Management-1

• User account management

• QoS auditing

• MIBs for queues, signalling protocols, etc

• risk analysis and trend prediction tools

• security (authentication and privacy aspects of

payment for qos - see next)
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Pricing and Provisioning

Reference: http://www.statslab.cam.ac.uk/~richard/PRICE
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Pricing 1

• If you don’t charge for QoS, won’t everyone just

ask for first-class?

• What are the users paying for?

• What are they prepared to pay?

• If you do charge, how to stop arbitrage (rich buy

all the bandwidth and then re-sell at different

price).
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Pricing 2

• Typically, access fee can cover actual cost of

infrastructure

• Bill is often just an incentive scheme (to stop

users hogging capacity in a class)

• Parameters:

• time of day and duration

• distance (geographic, provider hops, AS-count?)

• capacity

• delay (iff possible) and jitter control

• Loss (possibly)
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Pricing 3

• Can price by effective capacity

• Do we want to vary price with network

conditions? (optimal in theory but complex - too

complex for user - in practice) - congestion

pricing

• security associated with payment and policing

necessary

• Predictable bills are often more important than

cheapest fare (c.g. mobile phones).
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Provisioning

• Users don’t like being refused access (prefer

degraded service, but…)

• Need to dimension network for the user

satisfaction and revenue levels

• Base on traffic measured. Look at frequency of

overload or call rejection for RSVP…

• IP telephony - can (if pricing and patterns match)

base on Erlang models…traditional - may not

apply - e.g. either or both of call and packet arrival

independence may be wrong...
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Implementation Novelties

Active Networks &

MPLS
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Active Networks

Reference:  D. L. Tennenhouse, J. M. Smith, W. D. Sincoskie, D. J. Wetherall, G.

J.Minden, "A Survey of Active Network Research, IEEE Communications Mag.,Vol.

35, No. 1, pp 80-86. January 1997

• Active networks subject of large DARPA program, and quite a few

european projects.

• Interpose processing of user data in network path by dynamically

moving code there….radical idea based in strong distributed

computation

• Originated in observation that it has become very hard in telephony

and IP networks to deploy new services of any kind due to scale (and

inflexibility) of the infrastructure.
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Active Networks 2

• Weak model just puts code in place at application

level points -either call handling (e.g. dynamic

singlaing protocol code -switchware, switchlets

IEEE programmable networks work) or at

application level relays (e.g. non transparent

caches)

• Strong model - re-programs switches on the fly

possibly per packet - packet header is now code

for VM in switch instead of data for fixed program

in switch.
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Active Networks 3

• Jury is out on AN

• Looks like at least some ideas will make it through

to prime time though….

• Main problems

•  with strong AN is code performance, safety and

liveness

• with weak AN is management - could be very useful

for generalized VPNs though...
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MPLS

• Datagrams Meets Circuits

• Based on strong idea of “flow”
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Performance

• Getting data from source to destination(s) as fast

as possible

• Higher data rates required for:

• large files …

• multimedia data

• real-time data (video)

• Fast forwarding

• Not the same as QoS provisioning, but closely

linked
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Forwarding vs. Routing

• Routers have to:

• maintain routes

• forward packets based on routing information

• Forwarding:

• moving a packet from an input port to an output port

• make a forwarding decision based on route information

• get the packet to an output port (or output queue) fast

• Routing:

• knowing how to get packets from source to destination
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IP forwarding

• Packet arrives (input buffer?)

• Check destination address

• Look up candidate routing table entries:

• destination address

• routing entry

• address mask

• Select entry:

• longest prefix match selects next hop

• Queue packet to output port (buffer)
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Flows

• A sequence of IP packets that are semantically

related:

• packet inter-arrival delay less than 60s

• Flows may be carrying QoS sensitive traffic

• Many thousands of flows could exist when you

get to the backbone

• Detect flows and use label-based routing:

• make forwarding decisions easier

• make forwarding decisions faster
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MPLS

• Multi-protocol label switching:

• fast forwarding

• IETF WG

• MPLS is an enabling technology:

• helps scaling

• increases performance

• forwarding still distinct from routing

• Intended for use on NBMA networks:

• e.g. ATM, frame-relay
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MPLS architecture [1]

• IETF work in progress - requirements:

• integrate with existing routing protocols

• support unicast, multicast, QoS, source routing

• MPLS uses label-swapping

• Flows are labelled:

• special shim header

• can use existing labels in bearer technology (e.g. VCI)

• LSR (Label Switching Router):

• simple, fast link-level forwarding
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MPLS architecture [2]

LSR1

LSR2

LSR3

LSR4

LSR5

LSR6

LSR11

LSR8

LSR Label Switching Router

MPLS Multi-Protocol Label Switching

LSR7

MPLS domain

MPLS-capable IP router

LSR10

LSR9

ingress LSR egress LSR
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Label switching

• Packet enters ingress router

• lookup label: Forwarding Equivalency Class (FEC)

• packet forwarded with label

• At next hop (next LSR):

• label used in table lookup: LIB and NHLFE

• new label assigned

• packet forwarded with new label

• Saves on conventional look-up at layer 3

• Need label distribution mechanism
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Labels [1]

• Label:

• short

• fixed-length

• local significance

• exact match for forwarding

• Forwarding equivalency class (FEC):

• packets that share the same next hop share the same

label (locally)

• packets with the same FEC and same route: streams
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Labels [2]: shim header

• Generic: can be used over any NBMA network

• Inserted between layer-2 and layer-3 header

• label: 20 bits

• Exp: 3 bits (use not yet fully defined - CoS)

• S: 1 bit stack flag (1 indicates last in stack)

• TTL: 8 bits

label Exp S TTL

0 20 23 24 31
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Label granularity

• IP prefix:

• aggregation of several routes

• Egress router:

• all IP destinations with common egress router for LSP

• Application flow:

• per-flow, end-to-end

• Others possible:

• e.g. host pairs, source tree (multicast)
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Label distribution [1]

• Routing information used to distribute labels:

• piggy-back label info on existing protocols?

• Performed by downstream nodes

• Each MPLS node:

• receives outgoing label mapping from downstream peer

• allocates/distributes incoming labels to upstream peers

• Label Distribution Protocol (LDP):

• LDP peers (LDP adjacency)
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Label distribution [2]

• Distribution of label info from LSR only if:

• egress LSR

• LSR has an outgoing label

• Downstream: LSR allocates and distributes

• Downstream-on-demand: upstream LSR

requests allocation from a downstream node

• Address prefix-based FEC/forwarding:

• independent distribution: any node in LSP

• ordered distribution: egress LSR
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Label stacking [1]

• Two mechanisms:

• equivalent to IP source routing

• hierarchical routing

• Multiple labels are stacked by the ingress LSR

• LSRs along the route can pop the stack:

• makes forwarding even faster
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Label stacking [2]

LSR1

LSR2

LSR3

LSR4

LSR5

LSR6

LSR11

LSR8

LSR Label Switching Router

MPLS Multi-Protocol Label Switching

LSR7

MPLS domain B

MPLS-capable IP router

LSR10

LSR9

MPLS domain A

MPLS domain C
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MPLS-like implementations

• Control-based:

• tag-switching: cisco

• ARIS (Aggregated Routing and IP Switching): IBM

• IP-Navigator (Ascend)

• Request-based: RSVP

• Traffic-based:

• IP switching: Ipsilon

• CSR (cell switch router): Toshiba

• Many others …
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Other performance issues

• Router architectures

• Fast route-table lookup

• Fast packet-classification (QoS)

• Better address aggregation (e.g. CIDR, IPv6)

• Traffic engineering (differentiated services)

• Faster boxes or smarter software?
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Summary

• Reference: Scott Shenker, "Fundamental design issues for the future

Internet",IEEE J. Selected Areas Comm, 13 (1996), pp 1176-1188

• QoS isn’t that simple!

• Push something out of one part of the architecture,

it will show up somewhere else

• e.g. if you remove statelessness by ading RSVP,

you need to do congestion control of signaling

•  e.g. if you remove adaption by adding connection

admission (e.g. for TCP), users start adapting.


